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CHAPTER X 

XNTRODUCTXON 



1.1 Theme o£ the Study 

1 The technolog~cal £or&in& process, by ~ts de£in~t~on 

and nature o£ the products and technological operations, 

~s a continuous phenomenon, whereas an economic process 

with unique input-output combination or an activity or a 

comb~nat~on o£ such activ~ties, needs to be a discrete con-

cept to serve as a sector in the inter-industry analysis. 

The technological £orging process is raced with problems o£ 

2 product-multidimensionality and o£ continuous change in 

product dimens~ons, a8 it is a Jobbing type industry. This 

study o£ process analysis o£ steel £orgings industry ~s an 

attempt to br~ng out the d~screte economic processes or 

act~v~t~es3 or product groups w~th unique ~nput-output 

combinat~on. The ~ntermediate stages o£ production, as 

intermediate teChnological processes in a £irm or a product~on 

un~t, do not spec~£7 the £inal products, so as to meet the 

1 De£inition is given in Chapter II, nature o£ the opera-
tioD4is given in Chapter III and nature o£ the products ~s 
descr~bed ~n Chapters III and VI. 

2 . 
The problems o£ multidimensionality and o£ continuity 

are described in Chapter III, VI and VII. See Leontie£, W.n. 
and others (ed.), Studies in Structure o£ American Economy
Theoretical and Empir~cal explorat~ons in inVut output analysis, 
Chapter 9, pp. 343-344, New York, ()x£ord University Press, 1953. 

3 The terms, economic processes, activities and product 
groups with unique input output combination, are synonymously 
used in this study, though distinctions o£ them are also £ound 
~n the literature. See Koopmans, T.C. (ed.), Activity analysis 
o£ Prouuction and Allocat~on. Cowles Foundation £or ~esearch 
in Economics, Monograph 13, Chapter I, p. 15.' John W~ley and 
Sons, Inc., New York, 1956. See also Tibor Barna, "lhe inter
dependence o£ Br~t~sh economy", in the Journal o£ the Royal 
Statist~cal Society, Series A (General), Vol. XXV, Part I, 
1952 , pp. 32-33. 
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customers' spec~f~cat~ons. Besides, not a~~ production 

units do have simi~ar intermediate tecbno~ogica~ processes. 

A8 such, the derivation of economic processes is not direct~y 

~inked with the tecbno~ogica~.~termediate processes of the 

industry. In this direction, attempts are made to specify 

the product groups with respect to the homogeneity of product 

dimensions and to derive the dist~nct average prices and 

autonomous input structures of a set of aggregated product 

groups. The dist~nct economic processes of the product 

groups, disintegrated from a continuous forgings sector, may 

serve as discrete sectors in the disaggregative commoditywise 

~put output tab~e8 or as activities in the ~inear program-

ming mode~s. In economic theory, these atructura~ re~ation-

ships are often referred to as the 'production fUnctions'~ 

of the respective sectors. 

The sectora, so formed, are the most disaggregative 

sectors, which cannot be ~corporated in the avai~ab~e 

aggregative input output tab~ea in India. )i'or the purpose 

of ~corporating stee~ forgings industry as a separate sector 

in the avai~ab~e Input Output Tab~e of Indian Economy for 

~96J, it is necessary to assume that this jobbing type 

industry may serve as a discrete sector with its instantaneous 

production function. The direct and indirect repercussions 

of incorporating this stee~ forgings industry as a separate 

sector in the Input Output Tab~e of Indian Aconomy at 

4 Leontief, w. W., op. cit., Chapter I, Introduction, p. ~O'. 



purchasers prices of ~963 are examined in this study. 

Thus, this study is tramed as a process ana~ysis of stee~ 

forgings industry with speci~ reference to the prob~eme of 

continuity and of product mu~tidimensiona~ity for sector 

specification in the inter-industry tramework. 

~.2 Need for this study of product specification and 

Discrete product groups' input structures for 

sector specification 

The inter industry tab~es are general~y prepared with 

industries as sectors for which the unit of ana~ysis is a 

process or a combination of processes producing mu~tip~e 

products. Simi~ar~y the commodity wise input output tab1ee 

are a1so based on the various princip~es of aggregation ~ike 

horizonta~ integration, vertical integration and the ~ike 

for the purposes intended.' It each process is identified 

with a eing~e product, then both the industrywise and commo-

dity-wiee input output tab~es remain t~e same. But in 

practice, there are mu~tip~e products produced by a process 

or a number ot processes. 

It, in the sectors, productmix is mo~~ike~y to be 

variab~e than techniques ot production, then the sectors 
. 6 

c~sssification shou~d identity separate products. It the 

sectors are experiencing rapid techno~ogica~ change and 

product mix is not high~y variab~e,then tha c~a88ification 

, Barna, Tibor, (ed.), structura1 interdependence of 
the eoonomy, Chapter 7, pp. ~75-~85. John Wi1ey and Sons, 
Inc., New York. 

6 Mathi~da Ho~zman. "Prob~eme ot o~assification and 
aggregation", in Studies in the Structure of American Economy 
(ad.), Leontiet and others, op.cit., pp. 343-344. 



should identify separate processes. 1 In the theoretical 

8 
input output models, these problems can be overcome by the 

ideal sectors with unique processes or products of uni~ue 

input output combination. But, such disaggregative sectors 

are not amenable for identification in the empirical studies. 

Even these disaggregative sectors may not be free from 

problems of product mUltidimensionality9 and continuity of 

product dimensions. ~his problem can be stated like this : 

There may be very many dimensions to identify a wide range 

of products of a non-discrete process and the variations 

in the physical values of the continuous product dimensions 

are likelY to influence the input structures of the firms or 

plants in the industry. In such cases, these problems are 

to be taken into account within each such process or product 

for the purpose of establishing discrete processes or products 

baving independent input structures, which may serve as 

activities of linear programming model. kDd as the most dis-

aggregative sectors of commodity-wise input output tables. 

Here, the distinction of the input output and linear 

programming models is of relevance. The input output ana-

lysis and linear programming are two analytical approaches 

to producti·on theories of sectors. Both have the comml)n 

7 Ibid. 

8 Malin Vaud Edmonsl, "Aggregation problems in input output 
models, in Structural interdependence of the economy, ed. Tibor 
Barna, op.cit., pp. 189-191. 

9 Mathilda Holzman, op.cit., pp. )4)-)44. 
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basic assumptions o~ line~ity and additivity,lO but they 

differ in respect o~ sector specification. Leontie~input 

output analysis assumes that each commodity (or group of 

commodities) is supplied by a single industry (or sector o~ 

production).· It implies (a) tbat only one metbod is used 

for producing each group of commodities and (b) tbat 

each sector has only a single output. But tbe linear pro-

gramming analysis assumes tbat tbere may be more than one 

way of producing a given commodity because of inputs sub-

stitution. 

Each of tbese assumptions depends both on the nature 

o~ production in single plants and on the way in which these 

11 
units are aggregated into sectors. In this context, 

12 Leontief observes, "As soon as tbe economist abandons· 

grossly aggregative formulations, he will find in engineer-

ing data a promising and accessible source of direct empirical 

information on the input output structure of tbe individual 

industries." Tbis has provided an inspiration to investigate 

the problems o~ a continuous multidimensional product in 

respect ot sector speci~ication. 

1.) Use of engineering data in tbe industry studies for 
sector specification and tbeir production functions : 
A brief review 

Production is assumed to involve a cbange in tbe form 

10 Chenery H.B. and Clark P.G., Inter industry economics, 
pp. ))-42, New York, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., London, 1959. 

11 Ibid. 
12 . 

Leontie~, _.W., op.cit., p. 14. 
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or materials under the applications or energy. chenery13 

derived the engineering production runctione expressing 

production as a fUnction or engine~~ing variables, from the 

material transformation functions and the energy supply 

f'unctions. lie, then, related them with a set or input 

11; 
runctions to arrive at the economic production functions 

and/or cost fUnctions of' the industrial processes. In each 

instance, the type and quantity or the economic input is 

supposed to be determined by the types and magnitudes of' the 

15 
engineering variables specif'iec once the dimensions of' 

inputs and outputs are speciried. Thus, the total cost is 

shown as a fUnction of' engineering variables. Minimising 

the total cost under the constraint equation or engineering 

production function will provide simultaneously the equili-

brium values f'or the engineering variables. When equilibrium 

output and· the engineering variables are inserted in the 

input fUnction, the ideal mix of' economic inputs will be 

derived. 

For a given rate or output and f'ixed product dimensions, 

13 . 
Chenery, H.B., "Process and production fUnctions 

from engineering data". in Studies in Structure or American 
EConomy,. op.cit., pp. 297-311. 

14 See also Chenery, ·,"Lngineexing Production f'unc tions " 
in Quarterly Journal or EconomiCS, Vol. LXIII, No.4, Nov.1949, 
pp. 5G7-3l. See also Samuelson, P.A., Foundations or Economic 
Analysis, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1947, pp.57-6l 
for the least cost solutions. 

15 Furbton, E.G., "Some questions on the theory or 
engineering production f'unctions", Artha Vijnana, Vol. 9, 
1967, No.2, pp. 252-277. 
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the optimum design o~ each individual process can be deter-

16 
mined separately. Then the production ~unction ~or the 

plant will consist merely o£ all process £unctions. I£ 
, 

two or more processes are inter-dependent, especially when 

the output o£ one becomes the input o~ the other, they can 

be combined together into a single £unction by suitable 

aggregation. The extent to which the existence o£ such 

proce.ses complicates the analysis can only be determined 

. 17 
£rom actual trials. The problem there~ore, is to decide, 

on the basis or technical and economic considerations, which 

products or processes are likely to have linearly dependent 

)8 
or independent production ~unotions • .-

The theory o~ process and production £unctions ~rom 

'19 
engineering data has not been lert undisputed as Furubton 

points out that it is not always possible to construct 

technological production runctions and that the transrorma-

tion o£ a set o£ design laws describing a process into an 

economic production £unction is also net alwBys possible. 

There is no way to insure that each ~nction will be both 

16 Chenery H.B., "Processes and Production ~unctions 
£rom engineering data", in Studies· in the Structure or 
American Economy, op.cit., p. 311. 

17 Ibid., p. 311. 

18 Mathilda Holzman, "Problems o~ classi~ication and 
Aggregation in input output analysis", in Studies in the 
Structurs o~ American Economy, op.cit., pp. 326-329. 

19 Furubton, E.G., .Some questions on the theory or 
Engineering production ~octions", Artha Vijnana, Vol. 9, 
No.2, pp. 252-277. 
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20 single valued and analytically meaningful. If the physical 

properties specified in the engineering design laws happen 

to be rather general, so that the individual input functions 

are unable topLnpoint a unique economic input, the cost 

function has no clear meaning and the whole system disinte-

21 
grates. The real question, then, is whether the input 

functions can unfai~ingly link given values for the engineer-

ing variables with one definite set of commodities and one 

definite cost. 

The economic input represents a Class of producers' 

goods rather than an individual producer good, in Chenery's 

22 sense, which would be satisfactory only if a direct 

linear relationship exists between quantities and prices. 

The assumption that a single price parameter can always be 

substituted for an input price structure, must lead to an 

error in the statement of cost and to the effective co11apse2J 

24 
of a model based on cost minimization.Chenery suggested 

input price £Unctions to account for price variations, 

broadly analogous to the factor supply functions, confronting 

a monopolistic firm. 

In going from one Corm of economic input to another 

or_Crom one combination of input units into another, the 

20 

21 
Ibid. 

Ibid. 

22 Ibid. 

2J Ibid. 

24 Chenery, H.B., "Engineering Production functions", 
(iuarterly Jounlal of EcononIics, November 1949, Vol. LXIII 
No.4, pp. 507-J1. 
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values o~ several signi£icant physical dimensions are 

likely to change simultaneously.2 5 To establish a complete 

array or e~ricient alternatives, it is rirst necessary to 

recognise that each £orm o~ a general economic input con-

2'5 stitutes a distinct ractoro~ production. .urubton· con-

siders in such situations that a multi-equation production 

~unction will emerge, where economic inputs exist in more 

than one physical £orm. The number or equations in such 

a production £unction can vary with the scale o~ operations 

conducted. To determine the optimal input mix for producing 

a specified output, the possibilities of£ered in each sub

runction.o~ the extended system,27 must be examined care-

~ully. An acceptable subsystem would be one where each axis 

o£ the relevant isoquant map was identi~ied ~ith one economic 

28 input rigidly de£ined as to type and ~orm. 

Various uses o~ 

results are suggested 

engineering analysis and process 

29 
£or input output analysis :-

(i)'as a basis ~or classi~ication and aggregation, (ii) as 

a'supplement to other methods o~ calculating input coer£i-

25Furubton, E.G., "Some questions on the theory o~ 
Engineering production £Unctions", Artha Vijnana. Vol. 9, 
No.2, 1967, pp. 252-277. 

26 Ibid: 

27 Ibid. 

28 Ibid. 
29 . 

Chenery, H.B., "Process and Pro~uction runctions 
rrom enc;ineering data", in Studies in Structure or American 
Economy, op.cit., p. )61. 
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cients, (iii) in testing and modifying the underlying 

assumptions of fixed proportions among inputs and outputs. 

Carter,Jo in this connection, distinguished three funda

mental problems: (1) the problem of dividing the economy 

into technologically homogeneous industries (classification 

problem) •. (2) . the problem of selecting technically signi-

ficant attributes or input and output dimensions in each 

industry, and () the choice of appropriate types of functions 

in which these input and output variables are to be related 

in each iOdus try. . -

1.4 Use of Engineering Data in the 'Process analysis 

of the Steel forgings industry study' 

Mathilda Holzman)l observed that the input structures 

for multidimensional products BlUst be obtained from engineer-

ing production functions of the products. It is in the 

context of these basic ideas, enlisted above, about the uses 

and problems of the process and production functions from 

engineering data. an attempt has been made in this study 

for product specification)2 of continuous multidimensional 

products of steel forgings industry. However, the engineering 

variables could not be related directly to the economic 

variables, viz. prices, to arrive at the economic production 

)~ Carter, Anne P. (previously Grosse Anne, P.), "The 
technological structure of cotton textile industry" in 
Studies in Structure of American Economy •• , op.cit., p. )61. 

)1 Mathilda Holzman, "Problems of classification and 
aggregation in input output analysis· in Studies in the 
Structure of American economy •• , op.cit., p. )59. 

)2 See Chapter VI of this study. 
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~unctions in this study, as the number o~ ~orgings avail-

able does not cover all product groups. ~aking use of 

the data on the distribution of tonnage and value o~ produc-

tion o~ the product groups and ~irms, an attempt has been 

made to derive the distinct average prices and dissimilar 

input structures of the. aggregated product groups," which 

may serve as the ideal sectors in the disaggregative com-

moditywise input output tables and as activities in the 

linear programming models. However, it should be stated 

explicitly that utilization o~ technically derived input 

structures ~or a multi dimensional product requires that 

the ~inal bill of goods demand be also speci~ied in terms 

of the same ranges o~ output dimensions,,4 ~or any applica-

tions o~ input output technique •. 

1.5 Brief review of the earlier attempts o~ industry 

studies with similar problems 

(1) Chenery's studies'S on gas compression and pipe line 

~low technological production fUnctions, their cost curves 

and economic production functions, similarly, ~or ths pro-

cesses of evaporation, slectrolysis and electrioal trans-

mission, have demonstrated the analysis of multidimensional 

products and use of engineering data. 

"see Chapter VII of this study. 

,4 Mathilda Holzman, "Problems of oleasirication and 
aggregation in input output analysis", in Studies in the 
Structure o~ American eoonomy •• , op.cit., p. '59. 

'5 Chenery, H.B., "Process and Production functions 
from engineering data" in Studies in the Structure of 
American economy ••• , op.cit., pp. ,11-'25. 
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Tbe output oC the compressor is identical ~itb tbe 

input oC pipe line and tbe two processes are linked by the 

common variable R (the compression ratio), so that any 

value oC R implies a given amount oC horse po~er per unit 

oC output Cor a given technology. To Dlake current and 

darable inputs comparable in a cost Cunction, the proper 

charge to be 'associated with the capital goods must be 

determined. One metbod would be to deCine the unit oC time 

as the expected liCe oC the most durable Cactor in the 

production Cunction. It may not be Ceasible Cor every 

durable equipment. A more practical alternative is to 

take the average annual depreciation, obsolescence and 

maintenance charges associated ~itb each ty~e o£ equipment 

in the production Cunction. 

The costs in the process are assumed to Call into 

three categories only : 

(a) Proportionate to particular dimensions o£ capital 

goods, 

(b) proportionate to total investment, 

(c) proportionate to output. 

These types or cost elements in the Cinal cost equation 

are divided into t~o groups -- those which vary ~ith the 

design variables, and those which are Cixed by the quantity 

o£ output and the length o£ the line. From these equations 

Cour graphical solutions are presented : (i) engineering 

production Cunction o£ gas transmission, (ii) a production 

Cunction in terms o£ quantities oC the principal inputs -



I) 

horse power and tons of pipe, (iii) the various types of 

cost curve which can be derived by successive least cost 

solution to the production function. The curves are I 

(a) L A·C : 10ng run average cost curve (all factors 

variable). 

(b) L M C .: Long run marginal cost curve, 

(0) X A C : Interwedi~te average co_t (fi1ed pipe 

. line, variable amounts of horse power), 

(d) I Me; Intermediate marginal cost, 

(e) SAC : Short run average cost (£ixed plant). 

(2) 

(i) 

36 Mathilda Holzman's two processes studies, viz. 

for a production £unction of a two dimensional product 

or service oC rail road transportation and (ii) Cor a 

multi-dimensional product or service oC a machining process. 

bring out a Cew important results. 

(i) XC one wishes to Cind out the quantities of 

inputs necessary for the same amount oC service, rail road 

transportation. the number oC tons to be carried and the 

distance to be traversed must both be speciCied. The 

economic fact with respect to the wultidimensionality oC 

rail road transportation is that one and the same rail road 

does produce transportation in a widely variable array of 

both the dimensions. The process is such that the production 

6 . 
) Mathilda Holzman. "Problems of classification and 

aggregation in input output analysis", in Studies in the 
Structure oC American Economy •••• op.cit., pp. )45-)59. 
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function generally caD be written: p (t,d,i
l
,i

2 
•• i

n
)= 0 

where t = tons, d = distance and i
l
,i2 ,.i

n 
a inputs. It 

is a possible exception to the warning that the input 

structure for a multidimensional product muet be obtained 

from an engineering production function. The product multi-

dimensionality of rai1 road transportation ia assumed not 

to give rise to instability of technical coefficients 

because the relationship of tons to miles of rail road 

transportation used by eJch separate industry has not I, 
\ 

changed radically over the last twenty years. Aa auch, 

the input functions of this service were not calculated 

by Holzman. 

(ii) The production function for the machining process con-

eiets of two sets of relationshipe. The first eet contains 

variab1ee relevant to machining itse1f and the second set 

relevant to the preparatory operations. If costs are split 

into theee two components, then for each of the machines 

technically suited to the Job, a cost function can be written 

and if theee functions ere plotted on a graph, then the 

range of valuee of the output dimeneione (therefors of dif-

ferent lot eizee) can be eeen. Here, H01zman eXplains the 

miseing 1ink between technical data (the engineering pro-

duction function for machining with eeven output dimeneions) 

and economic data (output of a metal fabricating induetry). 

The production function contains 15 variablee in a non-

linear and non-homogeneoue relationship. Since the metal 

fabricating industries are vertically integrated processea, 
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statistical data for census industries on man-hours, 

installed horse-power, electric energy, etc., rslate to 

total processing and not to machining alone. Because it 

has proved possibls in her study to obtain the engineering 

production function. and yet be unable to utilize it, she 

i. forced to conclude that the elimination of tschnical co-

efficients instability due to product multidimensiouality 

is not always practical. 

(') Similarly, Anns P. Carter's t'lrO studies, viz., (i) 

cotton textiles'7 and (ii) tin can industry'S studies are 

of special mention here. 

(i) She describea the technical relationships to deter-

mine the required inputs of direct processing machinery, 

power, labor and fibre for the production of a specified 

type of cotton cloth with the equipment of recent vintage. 

This study has tested the feasibility of deriving economic-

ally meaningfUl technical coefficients, particularly the 

best practice coefficients, from technical source materials. 

Comparisons of the best practice and average coefficients 

have demonstrated that this type of procedure can produce 

economically significant results. And the increase in the 

stability of the production function cannot be realized 

unless the output statistics describe each year's product 

'7 Carter, Anne, P., ftThe technological structure of 
cotton textile industry", in Studies in the Structure of 
American Economy ••• , op.cit., pp. ,60-420. 

,S Carter, Anne, P., ftInvestment, Capacity utilization 
and changes in the input structure in the tin can industryft, 
The Review of EconomiCS and Statistics, Vol. XLII, August 
1960, pp. 28,-291. 
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in terms of the appropriate quality dimensions. 

(ii) In the earlier ~ork8, the teChnical parameters 

are derived from engineering data ~hile in the study of 

tin can industry, the parameters of new technology are in-

ferred from observed changes in individual plants' average 

coefficients at two different points of time and their given 

investment patterns. ~hile the new plants' average coeffi-

cients are the same as incremental coefficients, the old 

plants' average coefficients represent a capacity ~eighted 

average of older and. newer teChniques simultaneously in use 

in the plant. In this cross sectional study, predicted 

changes in a given plant's input coefCicients depend on its 

own equipment expenditures and the common incremental or best 

practice production function Cor the industry as a whole. 

For this purpose, tin cans and other tin ware was the 

industry chosen in which there seemed to be a close com-

plementarity between equipment and other inputs and in 

which the product variation covered a relatively narrow range· 

during 1951-54 period of the study. The author proposed 

that technological change be taken into account in a dynamiC 

input output model by making the input coefficients them-

selves vary with capital expenditures for growth and change 

over. Direct verification of a dynamic input output system 

with changing coefficients was plagued with three major 
. 

difficulties : (1) comparable coefficient matrices at two 

points of time are not available, (2) available estimates 

of plant and equipment expenditures for individual industries 
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have been crude at best; () the available input in£orma-

tion was restricted to labor and electricity and hence the 

analysis ia restricted to interpretation o£ changes in theae 

two kind. o£ input coe££icient •• 

(4) Allen R. Ferguson)9 bas ascertained the amounts o£ 

current and capital inputs in the production of air trans-

portation in United states in tbe year.s 19)9 and 1947, making 

use o£ technological data. The marginal cost. o£ quanti-

tative and qualitative changes and o£ technological change 

o£ tbe air lines transportation product are explained in 

detail. 

(5) P.G.Clark's study40 o£ the "Telephone industry_A study 

in private investmentHindicates that.the capital require-

ments theory can Justi£iably be used in integrating invest-

ment and disinvestment in capital equipment into the inter-

industry framework. 

(6) Mathur, P.N., Valavade, S.P. and Kirloskar, M.V.'s 
41 . 

study o£"optimum capacity and imbalance o£ capital structure -

)9 Ferguson, Allen ·R., "Commercial Air Transportation in 
the United States", in Studies in the Structure o£ American 
Economy"" op.cit., pp. 421-447. 

40 Clark, P.G., "The Telephone industry - A study in 
private investment", in Studies in the Structure of American 
Economy ••• , op.cit., pp. 24)-294. 

41 . . . 
Mathur, P.N., Valavade, S.P. and Kirloskar, M.V., 

"optimum capacity and imbalance or· capital structure - the 
case o£ machine manu£acturing industries" in Economic Analysis 
in Input output Framswork, ed. by ~.N.Mathur.and R.BharadwaJ, 
1967, pp. 428-4)6. 

See alao the unpublished theses o£ Valavade, S.P., 
"Economic Structure of the organised sector o£ Machine Tool 
Industry" and of Kirloskar, M.V., "Electrical Machinery 
Industry in India - A Techno-econoruic Study", both under 
manuecript, 1969. 
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the case oC machine manuCacturing industries' brings out 

the concept oC optimum production pattern and optimum 

capacity oC multiproduct Cirms, a measure oC imbalance in 

capital structure and of unutilized capacity with a lower 

bound to the imbalance coefficient, empirically veriCied in 

tbe cases of machine tools and electrical motor industries. 

Here. a distinction of tbe earlier five authors' 

etudies and Mathur and others' study is necessary as they 

deal with different problems with different types of data 

and techniques. Cbenery and Holzman have mainly dealt with 

multidimensional products' economic production functions 

and cost curves through engineering production functions. 

Carter's studies are to bring out the use of processes-wise 

input structures in the static input output analysis and 

relating the input coefficients with the capital expenditures 

in the context of dynamic input output system. while 

Fergusson's etudy follows tbe same lines of Carter's study, 

Clark's study makes use oC requirements analysis being 

integrated into the input output scheme. Mathur and others' 

studies are to establisb optimum capacity of multiple ----
products' firms witb the help of linear programming teChnique 

and standard machine time requirements and market constraints 

data with diCCerent objective criteria oC the firm. The 

Co11owing "Studies in process analysis, economy-... ·ids produc-

- 42 
tion capabilities" oC a number oC industries, edited 

42 Manne. A.S., and Markowitz. H.M.(ed.), Studies in 
Process analysis, econoUlywi$e production capabilities, 
Cowles Coundation Cor research in Economics at Yale Univer
sity, Monograph 18. 1961, John wiley and Sons, inc., 
New York, London. 
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by Alan S. Manne and H.M.Markowitz, are al..o similar to 

Mathur and Others' industry studi.s, making use or the tech-

niques oC l.inear programming, requirements anal.ysis and the 

requisite technical data. 

(7) Alan S. Manne's study4) oC 'A linear programming model 

of the U.S.Petroleum refining industry' answers the following 

question : using the refining equipmen"t and the raw materials 

available in the U.S.A. on January l., 19~), what product 

mix alternative. were possibleas between the output of JP-4 

Jet fuel. and the output of other refinery products, and 

how would these alternatives be affected by a reduction in 

the available capacity oC refining equipment. 

(8) Thomas, A. Marschak's study44 oC a 'Spatial model oC 

U.S. Petroleum refining' adds a spatial dimension to A.S. 

Manne's modsl to describe petroleum production and refining 

in each oC several regions and then adds the third major 

sector oC the petroleum industry - petroleum transportation. 

(9) Tibor Fabian's4'\tudy oC 'Process analysis oC the U.S. 

Iron and Steel industry' is for prediction of the industry's 

responses to variations oC a range oC exogenous Cactors such 

as the availabil.ity oC certain input materials and the de-

sired productmix. 

4) Manne, Alan, S., "A linear programming model oC the 
U.S.Petroleum refining industry; in Studies in Process 
Analysis •• , op.cit •• pp. ))-74. 

44 Marschak, Thomas. A., nA Spatial model of U.S. Petro
leum refining; in Studies in Process analysis •• , op.cit., 
pp. 75-1)5· 

45Fabian, Tibor, 'Process analysis oC the U.S. Iron and 
Steel industry~ in Studies in Process analysis •• , oppit. 
pp. 264-26). 
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(10) Harry, M. Markowitz and Alan J. Rowe'e study46 of 

'The Metal Working Induetries' is concerned with the flexi-

bility or bottleneck. involved when the metal working 

industries attempt to alter the composition of their output. 

In other words, this study suggests the industries or com-

binations of industries whose expansion might cause parti-

cular resources to become bottlenecke. The same authors 

point out the possible trouble areas where the demand for 

particular resources will exceed their supply, in their 

47 
study on 'Metal working requirements analysie', whioh assumes 

fixed requirements of men, machines and materials. As the 

48 
inputs per unit output are not fixed, their next study 

on 'A machine tool SUbstitution analysis' presents the dis-

aggregative analysis of 'one for one' substitution possibi-

litie •• The los.o£ efficiency due to such substitution 

depends on the availability o£ tasks vhich the machines can 

do equally vell. So, they consider the clas.ification of 

machines and tasks, the estimation of rates at which the 

various machines can perform different tasks, problems and 

potentials for obtaining task requirements by product and 

46 . 
Markowitz, H.M., and Alan J. Rove, "The Metal working 

industries', in Studies in Process analysis, op.cit., pp. 
264-284. 

47. Markowitz, H.M., and Alan J. howe, 'Hetal "orking 
requirements analysis) op.cit., pp. 285-)12. 

48 Markowitz, H.M. and Alan J. Rowe, ':Ao Machine tool 
substitution analysis', op.cit., pp. )1)-)51. 
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olass with respeot to applications. In the latter study49 

of' "Future metal working analysi8 ", they point out 80"'e 

potential applioations of' simulation techniques to the 

analysis of' eoonomy-wide oapabilities. 

(11) Thomas vietori8z 50 oompares the Markowitz-Rowe's 

study with the study of' the Univer8ity of' North Carolina,5l 

1959, on 'Produotion coef'f'icients and technological trends 

in Soviet indu8try - An input output analysi8 of' machinery 

construction' and suggest8 ways of' integrating their two 

alternative approache8. In another study52 on 'Sector 

Studies in Economic development planning by means of' process 

analysis model', the 8ame author suggests the necessity of' 

the two preliminary phases of' diagnosis and trend projection 

f'or the applications of' more sophi8ticated techniques, such 

as proce8s analysi8, to the preparation of' sectoral develop-

ment plans, especially in underdeveloped countries. 

(12) Further, we may note the study5) of' Harry Markowitz 

49 Markowitz, H.M., and Alan J. Rove,'Future of' Metal 
working analysis\ op.cit., PPM )52-)56. 

50 Vietorisz, Thomas, 'Alternative approaches to Metal 
Working Process analysis~ op.cit., pp. )64-)76. 

51 . 
University of' North Carolina, Institute f'or research 

in SOCial 8cience, 1959, Production coe~f'icients and Techno
logical trends in Soviet industry - An input output analysis 
of' Machinery construction, Soviet Planning Study No.7, 
Chapel Hill, North C~olina. . 

52 Vietorisz, Thomas, 'Sector studies in economio deve
lopment planning by means of' Process analysis models'in 
Studies in Process analysis, op.cit., PPM 401-415. 

5) Narkowitz, Harry, "Industry vide, multi industry 
and eoonomy wide process analysis ", in the struc tural 
interdependence of' the economy, ed. by Tibor Barna, John 
Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, PPM 119-150. 
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on 'Industry wide, multi industry and economy wide process 

analysis' o£ petroleum re£ining industry as a series o£ 

sub analyses. Eacn sub-analysis having value in itsel£ 

£orms a part o£ the larger whole. An economy wide process 

analysis model is not intended to or capable o£ replacing 

tne operating decisions o£ tne industrial engineer or the 

allocation decisions o£ the market mechanism. Its purpose 

is to estimate over all capabilities o£ an economy in terms 

o£ equipment and commodity classes tnat are mucn more detailed 

tnan tnose usually £ound in economic models. 

1.6 Importance o£ this industry study in relation 

to previous attempts 

Most o£ the earlier attempts can be broadly classi£ied 

as (i) Production requirements studies and (ii) Production 

capabilities studies, based on tne process analysis o£ the 

sectors with the help o£ cost curves, input output analysiS, 

requirements analysis and linear programming tecnniques. 

Each o£ tnose studies deals with di££erent problems o£ the 

sectors in the economy. They bring out metnodological issues 

as well as illustrative prinCiples that are to be kept in 

mind o£ the researchers on Techno-Economic studies o£ the 

sectors in the economy. However, only a £ew o£ those earlier 

attempts,54 especially £rom the Harvard Economic Research 

Project School, have contributed to the stUdies o£ the pro-

blems o£ product multidimensionality with &peci£ic emphasis 

54 See the studies under review listing 1 to 5 in the 
Section 1.5 o£ this chapter. 
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on the .ngin.ering production ~unctions and input ~ctions. 

A mixture or engine.ri~ and .tatistical methods o~ analy.is, 

whos. proportion. depending upon the individual technologies 

and industrial practic •• or the individual indu.trie. and 

their r.levanc. to the economic variables or the .tudy are 

ort.n emphasized by the above author. in the proce •• 

analy.i. studies or individual sectors and their production 

~ction •• 

10 the light or the earlier att.mpt., this study 

tri •• to bring out an approximate id.nti~ication55 o~ ths 

product gr~up. rrom the continuous multidimen.ional product. 

or the t.chnological ~orging proc.... For each or .uch 

di.cr.t. product group., di.tinct average price. and dis

.imilar input structure. have been brought out. 56 Tho.e 

di.cr.te proc ••••• or product groups may .erve aa activities 

or .ector. in the linear programming and commodity wi.e in-

put output tables ~or both the type. or studie., viz., 

production capabilities studies and production requirement • 

• tudie •• 

For .ach .ector .peciried in an input output coer~icient. 

matrix, the .tructural role or the sector i. repre.ented by 

its column element. as teChnological parameter. or the in.tan-

taneous production function of the .ector and by it. row 

.lement. as the di.tribution of the output or the .ector for 

55 See Chapter VI or this study. 

56 Se. Chapter VII of this .tudy. 
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the unit outputs o£ all its using sectors. ~hen these 

sectors are speci£ied, it requires that the column and row 

vectors' input coe££icients exhibit reasonable stability 

and that there be substantial independence among the indivi-

dual columns in the matrix (i.e. stability o£ individual pro-

duction £unctions with respect to changes in other production 

£unctions).57 These conditions on sector speci£ication may 

not be ensured i~ the sectors are producing a nuwber o~ com-

modi ties and i~ their product mix, process mix and continuous 

product multidimensionality are very much ~luctuating £rom 

~irm to ~irm o~ the given sector. Those problems arise 

because o~ the aggregations o~ the commodities that are 

produced by di~~erent processes and/or by the sawe process 

in the classi~ication schemes and in the nature o~ the 

available.statistical data on inputs and outputs ~or the 

purpose of preparation of input output tables. The instabi

lity of technical coeffiCients may be reduced by defining 

the sector. commodity~i.e rather than industry groups wise. 

In the disaggregative input-output table of 65 x 65 

sectors of India ~or 1963. "all Iron and steel industries 

other than basic Iron and Steel" i. shown as a single sector 

which is inchusive of steel ~orgings industry. But the steel 

forgings industry has its specific role. as the supplier of 

intermediate product. to many using industries and its 

dependence on the particular variety of £orging quality steels 

57 carter. Anne, P.,' ''The technological structure of 
cotton textile industries", in Studies in the Structure o~ 
American Economy ••• op.cit., p. 361. 
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in the inter-industrial complex of the economy.58 Xu. 

developing economy with ite five year plans for industrial 

development and economic growth, the struoture of this 

industry beoomss a key to many of its using industries. Its' 

teohnolosy is completely different from other Iron and Steel 

industries. For these reasons, this steel forgings industry 

is incorporated as 66th Ssotor in ths above table, for 

studying the direot and indirect reperoussions on the 

eoonomy.59 

Xu addition, this atudy provides a methodology for 

product speoification of similar Jobbing type industries. 

The product groups so specified, are likely to serve .s 

sectors in the commoditywise input-output tables. While 

deriving the distinct aggregated product groups' input 

structures, it brings out the limitations of United Nations 

60 
general methods of linear transformations under the two 

technologies assumptions to derive the commodity x commodity 

and industry x industry input-output tebles. Thus, this industry 

study is intended to aerve the production units in respect of 

the proJect cost estimates of specified product dimensions' 

ranges as well as to bring out an approximate sector speci-

61 fication in the input-output tables of the economy. 

58 

59 

60 

See Chapters II and V of this study. 

See Chapters IV and V of this stUdy. 

A System of National Accounts, SeriesF, No.2, 
Rev. " Studies in Methods, United Nations, Department of 
Economic snd Social Affairs, statistical Office of United 
Nations, Chapter III, "The system as a basis for input output 
analysis", pp. '5-51. 

61 See Chapter VII of this study. 
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1.7 Brief Summary of the following chapters 

Chapter II brings out the structure, supply, demand 

pattern and development problems of this industry during 

the rive year plane in India. 

Chapter III brings out the technical processes, mate

rials and products as would be applicable to the existing 

steel rorgings industry in India and the innovations in them 

that are developed in the advanced countries. The case 

studies or each rirm under investigation are enlisted as a 

proper baCkground to the following analytical chapters. 

Chapter IV discusses (i) the analytical approaches to 

the study or production runctions or the firms or or an 

industry and the relative merits or input-output analYsis as 

an empirical tool and a theoretical approximation to the 

general equilibrium analysis, (ii) the nature, uses and 

limitations or the input-output analysis, (iii) conceptual 

and empirical problems in the evaluation or input and capital 

structures as instantaneous production runctions or the firms, 

processes and of the industry. Refinements on the input 

structures, especially in respect of subcontracting Jobs, 

are carried out with the primary information of the indivi

dual firms. 

Chapter V illustrates the use of a disaggregative input 

output table incorporating the steel forgings as a separate 

sector. An estimate or the indigenous production of captive 

and/or small scale units of steel rorginge industry is 

attempted. 
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Chapter VI providee a methodology or the use or 

principal components and scatter diagram methods ror product 

specirication or a multidimensional product or steel rorgings 

indue try. 

Chapter VII derives the distinct average prices or the 

aggregated product groups and the independent input atruc

tures or those aggregated product ~roups within speciried 

ranges oC product dimensions. It brings out the limitatione 

oC the United Nations' general methods oC linear transCorma

tions to derive the commodity x commodity and industry w 

industry tables. These independent input structures are 

likely to serve as project cost estimates oC the speciCied 

ranges oC product dimensions in the production units and as 

sector speciCication in the commoditywise input-output tables 

and as activities in the linear programming models. 

Chapter VIII provides summary and Cindings oC this 

study. 
y 
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2~0 Introduction 

Industrial planning in India aims at two main inter

related obJectives: (a) maximising the total output (espe

Cially in the priority areas) in relation to the given 

volume of investment and materials. (b) minimising the total 

cost including the foreign exchange component of the 

industrial programme. In the context of these objectives. 

industry studies are often suggested to bring out the 

importanoe and the struotural role of_the industry witb its 

specific· development problems in the general industrial 

oomplex of the economy. For this purpose, this chapter 

deal_ with mainly (1) historical development. of the leve~s 

of operation of the forging prooess in general, (2) struoture 

of the induetry in private seotor during 1963-66 and atate

wise structure during 1963-65.-(3) development of the 

industry sinoe the inoeption of five year plans, (4) imports 

and exports during 19~7-l969. (5) demand. pattern of forgings 

by using industries·in India during 1960-1964. (6) market 

imperfeotions, growth of unutilized licensed capacities and 

other development problems (see also Appendix to thie 

Chapter II) -and nature of official statistics of the 

industry. Thus. this: chapter is intended to bring out the 

general baokground of this industry study, emphasizing the 

significance of a jobbing type industry in the Indian 

economy and the need for detailed data on product multi

dimensions for planning purposes. 
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2.1 1 Historical development of forging process 

Forging hammers have undergone a constant development 

with the introduction of forged parts ot larger size and 

more intricate complex shapes. After the development of 

gravity hammers with guided ram. mechanical power and closed 

die impression forging processes are introduced during 18th 

century. During the 19th century. progress in power hammers 

has been accelerated. A number of technical innovations 

in processes and materials2 for hot torging and cold torging 

methods have been developed and improved upon. as the 

efficient use ot materials and quality forgings are needed 

during 20th century. Steel age ot 20th century brings torth 

the foremost importance ot steel among all metals for forg-

ing process purposes. Thus. the art of forging has taken 

many transformations through its historical development. 

In general, the art ot forging process may be defined' as 

the plastic deformation of metals or alloys into some pre-

determined size or shape generally at elevated temperatures, 

by a compressive force exerted by a hammer. press or upsetting 

1 . 
See Jeneon. Jon. E •• Forging 

Director of Marketing and Technical 
Association, Cleveland, Ohio, 1966. 
Inc., Ann. Arbor, Michigan. 

Industry Handbook (ed.) 
Services, Forging Industry 

The Ann Arbor Press, 

The art ot forging dates back to rock ages when man 
needed crude weapons hammered between stones. The old 
primitive forge, wherein metals are heated by meansot a 
blast of air, is employed during the second lineage of 
stamping Jewelry and coins, around 1600 B.C. Hand Sledge 
is the prinCipal tool of hand hammering. supplying energy 
for many centuries. 

2 Some of these have been discussed in the Appendix to 
the III Chapter. 

, W.Steeds. Engineering Materials, Machine tools and 
Processes, Longmans, Third ed. 1957. Ch. 5 Forging, p.120. 
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machine. Parts or members produced in such a manner are 

called f'orgings. 

2.2 Levels of' operation and their nature 

Depending on the requirements of' size, shape, mecha

nical properties and many other dimensional specifications, 

dif'f'erent f'orging methods with dif'eerent time requirements 

of' activities in die shop, heat treatment, machining, 

finishing, shot-blasting and inspection, are made available. 

All these f'acilities form part of and are ancillary to the 

f'orging process. These ancillarY shops are the features of' 

a f'ullf'ledged commercial independent f'orge unit whose main 

activity is to produce f'orgings on customers' orders. These 

are generally large scale units providing employment to 

hundreds of' persons and producing illimitable f'orgings of' 

varied dimensions. However, the age old procedures of' 

hand f'orging on an anvil are still f'ollowed by small units, 

especially for repairs and maintenance works of' large units 

to upkeep latter's equipment. Some other f'orge shops are 

captive units of' the large units, whose main products con

sume the f'orgings of' their captive f'orge shops. Next, 

there are many an unaccountable list of' small household 

black smithy type f'orge units as ancillarY shops to the local 

large establishments. Thus the levels of operation range 

f'rom a single blacksmith's shop to the large scale units. 

However, there are no reliable estimates of' production 

statistics of all these levels of' operation to analyse the 

economies of' dif'f'erent levels of' operation with respect to 
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any optimum size.4 

2.2 Modal type size as an approximation to optimum size 

and the structure oC the industry in private sector 

during 196)-1966 and over states in India 

While it is not oCten possible to discover the optimum 

size by Cactual investigation, the existence oC a modal type 

size associated with a large proportion oC the total number 

oC Cirms, may be taken as a Cirst approximation and as 

empirical evidence to identiCy the optimum size oC a Cirm.' 

In what Collows, the modal type sizes are computed Crom the 

structure oC Cirms distributed over plant capacity ranges. 

For this purpose. licensed capacities oC the Cirrus in 

private sector during the years6 1963 to 1966 are taken 

and the structure with respect to modal type size is 

examined. 

Actual installed capacities oC the Cirrus are required 

to be taken Cor this purposs oC analysis. Such data ars not 

available Cram any souroe. Similar data Cor publio seotor 

units and Cor any other years are not available. It is 

assumed that the struoture oC the Cirms bassd on tonnage 

4 See Chamberlein, E.H., Theory or Monopolitic Compe
tition, 19)3, Harvard, pp. 104 Cor the derinition oC optimum 
size as the output oorresponding to minimum or average oost 
curve or a Cirm. 

5 See Robinson, E.A.G.,Struoture or competitive 
industry, pp. 15-17. 

6 The period 1963-66 is the latter halC oC the Third 
Five Year Plan period in India. During this period, it is 
observed that this industry attained peak levels oC growth 
oC produotion (see the Section~-3 or this Chapter II). 
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licensed capacities in private sector. as depicted in 

Tables 1. 2 and ) may provide an approximation to the struo

ture of firms based on installed capacities. Similarly. 

the percentage of utilized to licensed capacities may serve 

as an approximation to the percentage of utilized to installed 

capacities. They are underestimates to the extent of diver

gence of installed to licensed oapacities. These production/ 

licensed capacities include those of some captive units. 

However. there is no specific knowledge of the contribution 

or the captive units to the total production/licensed or 

installed capacity. 

2.2.1 Structure Over Years 

While there is not much change in the structure from 

196)-64 to 1964-65. there is quite a drastio change in the 

structure or rirms and or tonnage licensed during the period 

ending December 1966. These are observed from the percent

ages in Table r and from the modal sizes in Table 2. The 

negative quantities in Table r rerers to (i) either revoking 

or the licenses or (ii) actual reductions in the number or 

firms or (iii) due to increases in the plant capacities so 

that a shirt or those firms' capacities rall in the succeed

ing capacity ranges over the years 196)-1966. While there 

is no evidence to Justify the cases (i) and (ii). the case 

(iii) can be deduced from Table r (especially columns (6) 

to (9». A summarized picture of the distribution or the 

firms and tonnage licensed capacities is presented in 

Tabla 2. 



Table Y. Structure or the firms licensed upto 1963-64, during 1964-6, (average or two years) and 1966 (calendar year) 

in private sector, according to their licensed capacity ranges 

plant capacity Upto 1963-64 (financial year) During 1964-1965 During 1966 upto 1964-65· Upto 1966 Dec. 
ranges in tons ---------------------------------- ------------------ ----------------- -------------- ------------------
per year NO.of' Percent- Total Percent- No. or Tonnage No. or Tonnage Percent- Per- Percent- Percent-

units age or tonnage age of units capacity unit. capacity age or cent- age of age of 
(2) to capacity (4) to licensed licensed lioensed No. or age or No. or tonnage 
total licensed total unite tonnage units capacity 
number tonnage under oapa- under under 
or units ~2)+ city (2) +( 6) (4) +D7) 

6) under +(8) + (9) 
~4)+ 
7) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

0-1000 21 55 9638 17·03 5 2920 -15 - 6263 57 17·01 2, 4.83 

1000-2000 13 35 20312 35.90 -2 -2500 2 4000 25 24.14 27 16·79 

2000-5000 2 5 8400 14.84 10800 13 41672 11 26.01 38 46.61 

5000-l2000 2 5 18240 ,2.23 1 6000 17185 7 32.84 12 31·77 

Total 100 100.00 7 17220 56614 100 100.00 100 100.00 
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Table 2. Modal ~izes and Mean sizes or plant capacity 

(licensed) in private sector upto 1963-64. 

1964-l96~ and up to 1966 

(all in tons per year) 

Upto 196,-64 upto 1964-65 Upto 1966 

(a) Modal size ),4 1551 

(b) Mean size 1489 1640 2717 

(c) Mean-Mode 1244 1166 



Table ,. Statewise structure o~ licensed and utilised licensed capacities o~ ~irms in private sector 

Year 

State 

1 

'<iest Bengal 

Maharashtra 

Madras 

uttar Pradesh 

Delhi 

E. Punjab 

Andhra Pradesh 

Kerala 

Rajasthan 

GuJerat. 

All India 
Total 

No. o~ 
units 

2 

16 

5 
~ 

5 
2 , 
1 

1 

1 

,8 

196,-6~ (March ending) 

Percent- Licensed Percent-
age o~ tonnage 

capacity (2) , 4 

42 '7260 
1, 2618 

11 '500 1, 5880 

5 1500 

8 20~0 

2.67 1092 

2.67 900 

2.66 1800 

100.00 56590 

age o~ 
(~) 

5 

65·84 
4.64 
6.18 

10·'9 
2.65 

3·60 

1·93 

1·59 
3·18 

-
100·00 

No. o~ Percen t
units age of 

( 6) 

6 7 

19 

7 
5 

5 
2 , 
1 

1 

1 

1 

45 

42 

16 

11 

11 

4 

7 
2.25 

2.25 

2.25 

2.25 

100.00 

1964-1965 (Average o~ t~o years) 

Licensed 
tonnage 
capacity 

8 

41920 

9078 

7600 

5880 

1500 

2040 

1092 

900 
1800 

2000 

?:J810 

Percent
age of 
(8) 

9 

56.79 

12.Jo 

10·la 

7·97 
2.03 

2·76 
1.48 

1.22 

2.44 

2·71 

100.00 

Actual 
tonnage 
produc
tion 

10 

26la4 

6'9' 
4?:J2 
,828 

984 ,,, 
851 

787 

371 
723 

Percent
age o~ 
(10) 

11 

58.06 
14.11 

10.44 

8.45 
2.17 

0.74 
1.88 

1·74 
0.81 

1.60 

100.00 

Percentage 
of utilised 
to licensed 
capacity 
(10)/(8) 

12 

62·75 
70.42 
62.26 

65·10 

65·60 
16.,2 

77·93 
87·44 
20.61 

,6.15 

61.,8 

Sources to prepare Tables 1, 2 and , are both of~icial and non-official data collected from (1) the annual reports of 

(a) Directorate General of Technical Development (DGTD), New Delhi and of (b) the Association of Indian Drop Forging 

and Stamping Industries, Bombay. 

Identification o~ the figures with the sources is not possible as the tables are processed for uni~ormity and presentation 

purposes from the original more detailed data. The modal sizes presented in Table 2 are based on a more detailed distri

bution. (-) values refer to reduction while the +Ve values re~er to additions. 
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Structure over states 

For statewise analysis oC the structure oC licensed 

and utilized capacities. only Cor an average oC tbe 

calendar years 1964-1965. licensed tonnage and actual produc-

tion statistics are available. For 196J-64, licensed ton-

nage capacity statistics only are available. libile tbere 

is an increase in the actual number of units and licensed 

tonnage in West Bengal, Mabarashtra and Madras, there is 

no change in the number of units and in the licensed tonnage 

capacities of the rest of States, as observed from Table J. 

Historically, the concentration of forging units in West 

Dengal is to meet the railways requirements. Mabarashtra 

and Madras have developed very recently quality forgings' 

units to meet the requirements of automobiles, diesel 

engines, tractors, earth-moving machinery and other heavY 

engineering equipments. 7 Maharashtra and Madras are thus 

leading the industry in private sector. 

The actual production structure is closely similar to 

that of licensed tonnage capacities. There are 7 states 

utilizing their licensed capacities at a higber percentage 

compared to all India private sector firms' average percentage 

utilization (61.J8%). The other three states, E. Punjab, 

Rajasthan and Gujerat are far below this level in their percent-

age utilization of licensed capacities in private sector. 

7 Because of recent growth oC forging units especially in 
Maharashtra, some firms which have been licensed very recently 
and covered under the field investigation of tbis study in III 
Chapter ~re not included in tbe above table. 
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2.') Development o~ the industry since the 

inception oC Five Year Plans 

Prior to the First Five Year Plan (1950-51 to 1955-56) 

the Corging industry is completely under the shadow oC their 

using industries as captive small scale or even as household 

units. Such small ancillary shops are continued to be un-

accounted Cor, due to the d1~~iculties o~ estimaticn. 

Industrial programmes, in general and oC steel plants in 

particular, are launched during the Second Five Year Plan 

(19S5-56 to 1960-61). But the steel ~orgings industry has 

8 not grown along with the steel plants. Tata Iron and 

Steel Plants' (TISCO) yearly production o~ wheels, axles and 

tyres ~or railways ~rom 1948 to 1962 has remained stagnant 

around 21,000 tons. The Durgapur steel plant started pro-

ducing wheels, axles and tyres £rom 1962-6,) onwards. Coupled 

with the Durgapur Steel Plant's (DSP) production o~ the 

wheels, axles and tyres, the total production rose to ')2,000 

tons in 1962-6'); 52,000 tons in 196)-64. 60.000 tons in 

1964-65. with a small ~allto 58.000 tons in 1965-66. 

Similarly. the railway sleepers production reruained stagnant 

around 7.000 tons per annum during 1957-1960-61. rOBe to 

16.000 tons in 1961-62, ')~.OOO tons in 1962-6,), 41,000 tons 

8 The steel plants launched during the Second Plan have 
started their production only a~terthe end o£ the Second 
Plan because o£ the gestation period £or erection and 
installation. 



in 196)-64, 68,000 tons in 1964-65 and to 69,000 tone 

in 1965-66.9 

By the end or the Third Plan, tbe Indian Railways' 

demand ror slsepers is as muoh as 75,000 tons per year. 

The original capacity or 60,000 tons per year, of sleepers 

plant is expanded over years by 1967, to 75.000 tons per 

year. Similarly, tbe ~heel sets plant capacity or 57,000 

tons per year at DSP is likely to expand to 9),000 tons per 

year. Thus, it is only arter the development or Iron and 

steel plants and or-railways that rorge shops came into 

existence since the Third ~lan. 

2.).1 Recent Public Sector Projects and tbeir reatures 

Thougb plans are there (since the inception of Third 

Five Year Plan (1960-61 to 1965-66) to develop rorging 

capacity in public sector, especially tbe Foundry Forge 

project (FFP) at Ranchi. Mining and Allied Macbinery Corpora

tion(MAMC) at Durgapur and a rorge sbop at Alloy Steel 

Project (ASP). much or their construction, erection and in

stallationwork is still in progress. FFP may take upto 

1975-76 to reach its rull capacity or 50,000 tons per year 

according to their estimates. MANC rorgeshop could not 

reach its 8,000 tons per year capacity. ASP rorge sbop 

9 Source to all these production statistics : 

Hindustan Steel Ltd. (H.S.L.);- Statistics f'or Iron and 
Steel Industry in India. Ranchi, 1966, p. 9. Though tne wheel 
sets and sleepers are manuractured by tne basic process or 
rorging tbese have not been included in the orricial statis
tics or demand, production, etc. of' steel rorgings, but tney 
nave been inCluded in tnose or Iron and Steel industry as 
pernaps their mills !r8 part and parcel or steel plants. 
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started production from 1966-67 onwards attaining its 

yearly oapacity of 4.000 tons of finisbed forgings in a 

10 
few years. Thus. tbese tbree plants togetber may provide 

a maximum production of 6.000 tons by 1966-67. wbereas tbeir 

potential oapaoity likely to be available by 1975-76 is 

62.000 tons per year to meet tbe demand of steel plants. 

beavy maohine building plant (HMBP) and Heavy Maobine Tools 

Plant (HMTP). 

Two more projects. one at Hardwar and anotber at Wardba. 

are proposed to be set up. during Fourtb Five Year Plan end-

ing by 1973-74. witb capacities of 15,000 tons per year and 

8"00 tOftS per year respectively, to meet tbe demand of heavy 

11 electrioals and engineering industries." ,If tbese two 

projects are also realized, there will be a potential capa-

oity of 85"00 tons per year by 1975-76 in public sector. 

The nature of the equipment like heavy presses, upsetters 

and hammers witb high capacities in the publio sector 

projects is such that tbey can produoe heavy forgings of 

above , ton piece weight, while the private sector has 

invested in such 

weigbt of , tons 

equipment which can turn out a maximum piece 

12 
only., 

10 These observations are drawn from the booklets and 
annual reports of tbe companies and are similarly felt on 
field investigation of the plants. Source to these general 
production statistics or targets of the plants is the small 
bookiets published by the concerned companies. firms and industry. 

11 Report of the Planning Commi •• ion for machinery group 
industrie. for IV five year plan. 

12 This is observed by the members of the Association 

Contd./ 
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2.3.2Crowth o~ Private Sector 

In private .ector. there are 28 ~irms licensed to produce 

3,.000 tons per year by 1960-61. 30 ~irms to produce 47.752 

tons by 1961-62. 38 firms to produce 56.590 tons by 1963-64. 

45 ~irms to produce a maximum capacity o~ 1.30.424 tons per 

year. by the end of December 1966. However. the actual per-

centage utilization of the licensed capacity in 1965 is 

observed as 6l.38~ (See Table 3). Due to general recession 

in demand. 19 ~ollowed by labour unrest etc. during 1967. 

almost all ~irms have been af~ected. with the result that 

the licensed capacity and output figures 

83.740 tons per year and 40.500 tons per 

have gone down to 

l~ 
year respectively. 

During 1968. licensed capacity reached to 1.00.800 tons 

per year and the actual production 44.000 tons per year of 

44 licensed firms in the private sector. Utilization of 

licensed capacity is 48.36% in 1967. 4).65% in 1968. whereas 

it is 6l.)8~ in 196;.15· Thus. the private sector has faced 

a growth in production and licensed capacity from 1960-61 

of drop forgings and stamping industries and also being 
accepted by the public sector projects like FFP. ASP and MAMC 
officials. As on field investigation of both private and 
public sector projects. this distinotion is visible. 

1) See '~conomic Survey for 1968-69" Govt. of India 
Budget Papers. See Mathur P.N. and Venkatramaiah P •• "Utili
sation of Dusiness survey data in the analysis of business 
troughs in India and recovery (1965-66 to 1968-69)" submitted 
to a Business Conference in Madrid. Spain in 1969. 

14 The main sources for all these production/capacity 
statistics are (i) Planning Commission's Fourth Five Year Plan 
Report o~ the planning group ~or machinery industries. (ii) 
Annual reports o~ Directorate General o~ Technical Development 
(DGTD).(iii) Annual report of Association o~ Stesl Forgings 
and stamping industries. All these have to be conglomerated 
ae all these are partial in reporting their statistics. 

15 See ~ootnote 14. 
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to 1965-66 reacbing peak levels, £ollowed by a sudden trough 

during 1966-1967 and a sligbt recovery in 1968 in steel 

£orging industry. Taking botb public and private sectors 

togetber, tbere may be a maximum o~ ~O,OOO tons per year 

acbieved production available by 1968, wbile tbe demand 

estimate by 197)-74 is 2.75 lakh tons.~6 

2.4 Imports and Exports of Iron and Steel Forgings 

Imports £orm as a part o~ supply and exports as a part 

o£ demand. Tbe statistics o£ imports and sxports o£ iron 

and steel £orgings and castings ars publisbed in "Monthly 

Statistics o£ Foreign Trade o£ India" £rom 1957 onwards. 

Tbose o£ iron and steel £orgings are distinguisbed in tbe 

same reports from 1966 onwards •. Tbe imports and exports 

statistics o£ iron and steel £orgings £or the- period 1957 

to 1965 are estimated on tbe basis o£ tbe composition o£ 

tbe forgings and castings in tbe year 1965 as ratio esti

mates. As tbe re-exports are negligible -_(4 or 5· tons during 

1959 and· 1960), tbese bave not been sbown separately and 

deducted.£rom tbe imports. All tbese statistics are in 

current prices. 

An analysis of 5 to 6 montbs imports of iron and steel 

forgings during 1967,· collected unofficially from tbe Bureau 

of. Commercial Intelligence, Dombay, sbows tbe demand for 

imports using industry-wise on an average as follows I 

Railways consume 75~, motor vebicles 12%, tractors )~ and 

all otbers like metals and macbinery industries require 10% 

o£ tbe total imports. 

16 Same as 15. 



Table 4. Estimates o£ imports and exports o£ iron and steel £orgings 

Year ending 

19';7 Decsmber 

19,;8 December 

19';9-60 Marcb 

1960-61 )'larcb 

1961-62 Marcb 

1962-6) Marcb 

196)-64 }OJarcb 

1964 -6'; Marcb 

1965-66 Marcb 

1966-67 March 

1967-68 March 

1968-69 March 

Imports 
Tonnage Va1us in Rs. 

6)40 

)080 

7566 

9852 

12759 

7985 

9016 

22657 

12))2 

112)8 

1)000 

1,64,14,766 

95,00,400 

2,27,41,442 

2,82, 14 ,792 

),71,21,8';1 

2,57,48,749 

2,9),7),964 

4,07,81,095 

),74,29,905 

5,24,21,876 

6,10,00,000 

Exports 
Tonnage Value in Rs. 

99 

49 

18 

)26 

988 

698 

1169 

1)46 

))4 

4 

6 

158 

5),898 

36,051 

18,496 

1,22,502 

),65,98) 

2,76,144 

4,51,068 

4,';8,490 

1,98,)09 

7,792 

4,590 

3, ';2,)9) 

Source. Monthly Statistics o£ Foreign Trade o£ India, Department o£ Commer
cial Intelligence and Statistics, Calcutta, Government o£ India. 

N.A. - Not available. 
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2.4.1 Trends in imports and exports 

Imports are increasing ~rom 1957 upto 1961-62 March 

(except in 1958),with a sudden Call in 1962-63 and gallop

ing increase upto 1964-65 March~with a sudden fall in the 

imlDediate year 1965-66. Exports are decreasing upto 1959-60 

March, with a sudden increase during 196o-62~a slight fall 

in 1962-6),a sudden increase during 196)-65, and a sudden 

~all in 1965-66. The imports and exports are steady 

during 1966-68. Imports and exports are ~ollowing similar 

trend from 1960-61 onwards. 

2.4.2 Imports and exports as external supplY 

and external demand to the economy 

Exports are relatively negligible compared to imports 

or to total supply. Indigenous production or gross domestic 

output + imports = total supply, while the total intermediate 

demand + exports = total demand. As total demand· total 

supply, the total intermediate demand = indigenous production 

+ imports exports. Thus. intermediate demand is the same 

as supply for internal demand. Changes in stock are 

assumea to be zero. The statistics o~ indigenous production 

o~ large scale units are available Crom the Annual Survey 

o~ industries reports. They are shown under the 'Products 

and byproducts (Table 6 of ASI reports) of ')41-3 Iron and 

Steel castings and ~orgings' industry group. These total 

intermediate demands for different years 1960-1964 are 

calculated for studying the demand pattern o~ using 

industries in the next section. Each using industry'. con-
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sumption or steel rorgings as material inputs are also 

given in the ASI reports (Table 5 or the ASI reports). Thus, 

the ratios or the using industry's demand to the total 

intermediate demand or steel rorgings provide the demand 

pattern or using industries. 

2.5 Demand pattern or steel forgings 

according to using industries 

To know the demand pattern using industrywise, percent-

age share or each industry's consumption demand out of the 

total supply for internal demand over 1960 to 1964 and their 

averages are computed. While the detailed tables17 dis-

tinguishing the tonnage and rupee values using industrywise 

are prepared, a more aggregated table is presented below. 

(Table 5 on page 45). 

From the above table, it is clear that the maJor con-

sumers are (I) Motor vehicles, (2) Earth-moving equipment 

17 In which some ratio or proportional method adjust
ments are required to be made for the non-availability of 
the details for steel rorgings and castings separately 
in the reports, to diBtinguish the consumption of steel 
forgings by (I) Motor vehicles, (2) Diesel engines, (J) 
Earth moving machinery (4) Others or non-electrical machinery. 

The source ror Table 5 is the original rupee values 
given in Table 5 of Annual Surveyor Industries (ASI) Reports 
and Monthly Statistics or Foreign Trade or India for the 
respective years. 

(a) The indigenous production or steel forgings reported 
in ASI reports is that of large scale units only Which employ 
50 or more workers wi th the aid or power and/or 100 or more 
workers without the aid or power. So, to the extent that 
the intermediate demand does not cover the small scale and 
captive units, the estimate or intermediate demand is an 
underestimate and the percentages are overestimates. No 
statistics or production corresponding to small scale and 
captive units are available from any source • 

. (b) The above table 5 does not inClude railways consump
tion demand as railways' major requirements of wheel sets and 
sleepers have not been Classified under forgings but classi
ried under Iron and Steel by ASIC and ASI reports. 



Table 5· Usin~ indust!lwise demand ~attern o~ steel ~or~in~s over 1260-1264 
(All in percentages or rupee values consumed) 

S.No. Using Industry 1960 1961 1962 196J 1964 Average Rangeo or (J) to (7) 

1 2 J 4 5· 6 7 8 9 

1 Motor vehicles 4J.2J ',49·85 40.85 50.16 47·19 46.26 40.85 to 50.16 

2 Diesel engines 17·48 14.4J 18.J6 1J.82 10·59 11~ .94 10.59 to 18.J6 

J Earthmoving equipment 14.87 14.10 12·91 15·JJ 24.48 16.J4 12·91 to 24.48 

4 Power driven pumps, 
air and gas compressors" 
vacuum pumps, re~rigera-
tion plants, speed re-
duction units 0.98 0·52 J.10 2.17 2·52 1086 0·52 to J.lO 

5 Others o~ non-e1ectri- ~ 
\A cal machinery 10.00 11.27 8.28 8·J5 9·9J 9.5

'
1 8.28 to 11.27 

6 Shipbuilding and 
repairs 9·75 '·72 7.61 1·90 1.40 ,.28 1.40 to 9·75 

7 Machine tools 0·96 J.J8 ,.14 0.05 1·91 0·00 to 5·14 

8 Sugar and tea maChinery 2.20 2.40 2.00 1·74 1.67 0·00 to 2.40 
9 Textile and Jute " ,.69 0.29 1.21 0·01 0.16 1.07 0.01 to ,.69 
10 Conveying equipment like 

buckete, elevators, 
strip hois te, cranes 
etc. 0·90 0.47 0.76 0.4J 0.00 to 0·90 

11 Agricultural implements 0.66 0·99 0·)9 0.J4 0.48 0·00 to 0·99 
12 Tractors, harvestors etc.- 0.01 0.07 0.74 0.16 0·00 to 0·74 
1J Paper M/c construction 

M/c and oil mill machinery 0.19 0.10 0.06 0.00 to 0.19 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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(') Diesel engines, (4) Shipbuilding and repairs and (5) 

All non-electrical machinery goods like tractors, machine 

tools, pumps, compressors, stc. Thess percentages are 

approximately true with those or tonnags consumption of 

steel rorgings (not presented here for this reason only) 

using industrieswise. The percentages or the indigenous 

production to the total intermediate demand are 4.78~ in 

1960, 4.'8~ in 1961, 1'.24~ in 1962, '7.27~ in 196, and 

,6.84% in 1964. However, these percentages are higher esti-

mates to the extent they do not include captive and small 

scale units production or the steel rorgings industry. It 

is to be noted that these percentages are exclusive of 

railways demand for wheel sets and sl.epers, Whose proportion 

is likely to be more than even that or motor vehicles. 

2.6 Development problems of steel forgings 

industry in India 

(1) Nature or market imperfections 

~hen project cost estimates have been prepared. the 

usual practice is to make financial projections ror a parti-
-

cular tonnage capacity of the project by the prospective 

entrepreneurs. No attempts have been made so rar by any or 

the entrepreneurs to know the demand potentialities. eXisting 

capacities, actual production with respect to product dimen-

sions of the variety of forgings and the possible range or 

prices for the discrete ranges or the product dimensions. 

The nature or the market for numerous types or forgings 

is that it is purely jobbing type customers oriented. Price 
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18 
discriminations ot all kinds, viz. charging ditterent 

prices tor a homogeneous commodity tor ditterent customers 

at the same time and place or tor the same customer at 

ditterent times and places, prevail much in this industry. 

Ths prices tor homogeneous goods are not unitorm betveen the 

tirms in the industry as every thing is to be decided at each 

stage by negotiations and relations between the producer 

and the consumer. 19 As the very nature ot the industry 

demands the complete specitications ot varlous product dimen-

sions by every customer on each and every order, lt ls all 

the more necessary tor the producers to have a vlew ot the 

range ot prices tor ditterent ranges ot the product dimen-

elons, so that their project cost estimates viII be reliable. 

(2) Growth ot unutilized llcensed capacities 

The growth ot licensed capacity In steel torging in-

duetry has been so tast that the maln problem tacing the 

lndustry today is unutilization ot the licensed capacities. 

The captive capacitles in production are estlmated to the 

tune ot ,2,000 tonnes and capacities tor which letters ot 

18 Robineon Joan, The Economics ot Impertect Competitlon. 
Macmillan. 1933. 

19 Especially during the recent recession period. many 
orders have been cancelled without notice ot any kind with 
the result that even weekly torecasts ot the orders ot the 
customers are Just uncertain. This has resulted ln the 
stock piling ot certain materials, increase in UDutilized 
capacities ot certain machinery, bottlenecks on other equip
ment and inetticiency as well as unrest oDlabour. These 
observations are based on the survey ot tirms in this 
industry. 
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intent or licencee have been issued to the order of 

2,58,000 tonnes. It has therefore become all the more 

imperative to take cognizance of this situation,while re

viewing the present status and future programmes of the 

20 industry, especially with reference to product dimen8ions 

and to users of steel forgings. 

(J) 
21 

Nature of the broad nomenclature of the 

steel forgings and their users 

All these nomenclatures are Just indicative,as they 

are neither exhaustive nor truly representative of the 

actual requirements of" the different quanti tative and quali-

tative features of product dimensions with specifications of 

numerous forgings, used by the different using industries. 

(1) Many models of the autos and trucks contain over 

250 separate forgings. Steering spindle, steeringcro8s 

link rod, differential spides, anchor, crankshafts, torsion 

20 . 
Source: Annual report;196i-67 of ·the Association of" 

Indian Drop Forging and Stamping Industry. 

Towards this end, the Association of' Indian Drop Forging 
and Stamping Industries (hereinafter termed as Association) 
urged the Government - (a) to review the targets for the 
Fourth Plan for the steel forging industry in consultation 
with the producers and consumers. (b) to defer capital goods 
olearance in the oase of licenses who had not implemented 
their proJects by an imnlediate review of all licences/letters 
of intent, .and (c) to set up a panel to guide the develop
ment of" the steel forging industry. In response, (a) Govern
ment have not reviewed the target of the steel forgings for 
Fourth Plan, (b) the Steel forging industry has been com
pletely delioensed wi thou t any review of' the earlier licenses/ 
letters of intent, (c) it is decided to set up a panel for 
steel forgings industry in 1968. 

21 Source: Forging industry handbOOk (ed) Director of' 
Marketing and Technical Services, Forging Industry Association, 
Clevaland, Ohio, 1966. The Ann Arbor Press, Inc., Michigan. 
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bars, ball studs, spring seats, hubs, idler arms, pitman 

arms, driving axles and steering arms £or passenger cars, 

buses, and trucks are used as Corgings in automotive in

dustry £or heavy duty service. Similarly, the tractors and 

agricultural machinery and implements parts. 

(2) High strength to weight ratios and reliability are 

essential in structural components £or air cra£ts which 

contain over 4~0 structural £orgings (exclusive o£ the 

hundreds o£ the Co~ged parts comprising the engine). 

Forged bulkheads, wing roots,hinges, engine mounts, brackets, 

beams, shaCts, ball cranks, landing gear cylinders wheels, 

brake carriers, discs, arresting books, many other £ittings 

and structural members illustrate the important £orgings £or 

aircra£t production. 

() in jet turbine engines, iron base, nickelbase and 

cobalt base alloys are £orged into components such as buckets, 

blades, couplings, discs, maniColds, rings, chambers, wheels 

and sha£ts requiring uniCormly high yield and tensile strength, 

along with good ducti.ity. Super alloy spacer rings, inJec

tors and titanium reactor cases are typical oC engine £orgings. 

(4) Heavy tanks in deCence contain over 550 separate 

Corgings. Each 250 lb and 500 lb Bomb contain 7 £ortings 

and each oC shells and mortar projectiles contain at least 

two Corged components. 

(5) internal combustion engines and ship building re

paire £orged crankshaCts, connecting rods, rod caps, camsha£ts, 

rocker arms, valves, gears, shafts, levers and Clywheels. 
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(6) Railways locomotivss and rolling stock demand 

wheels, axles, tyres, wheel sets, sleepers and couplings. 

(7) Earth moving equipment include rollers. pumps, bucks 

shoes, sidetinks. Similarly hardware items. 

(8) petroleum industry requires rlanges and parts or low 

pressure valves, parts ~or high pressure pumps, such as 

valves, piston rods, pump liners. 

(9) Air compressors include air driven tools. Similarly, 

the materials handling equipment and sugarcane crushers. 

4. Nature or published statistics o£ demand estimates 

and supply or steel Corgings in India 

The published demand estimates or dirrerent organisa-

tions are very aggregative. No extensive market survey is 

conducted on scientiric lines to speciry the demand pattern, 

taking into account the various product dimensions required 

by using industries. Arter the estimates or the targets are 

published ror a plan, many a time castings and rorgings 

being clubbed together,there is hardly any publication 

bringing out the progress that this industry makes during 
I.'.,: 

the teno~ or the plan, which can be readily available ror 

entrepreneurs •. The combined demand estimate ror castings 

and ~ofgings' together, does not serve purpose to either or 

the entrepreneurs in making their rinancial proJections as 

22 
it involves problems or both productmix and process mix. 

The more the disaggregation oC the demand pattern each using 

:z2 Problems oC productmix, processmix, product multi
dimensionality are explained in Chapters IV and VI oC this 
indus try study. 
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industrywise, the more rruitrul it will be ror the producers 

in rixing up their production pattern. Indigenous production, 

imports and exports statistics are also very aggregative. 

Steel rorgings industry is not shown as a separate industry 

group in the ASI reports. As such the inputs and outputs 

or this sector cannot be traced rrom those reports, which 

are the main source o£ inCormation £or the construction oC 

input output tables. IC the inputs corresponding to the 

outputs ot each commodity are made available, the problem 

oC constructing commodity-wise input output tables becomes 

easier. 

2.7 summary 

The Corging process is as old as antiquity and as new 

as tomorrow, developing the levels oC operation Crom the 

household black smithy to the large scale manuracturing. 

The modal type optimum size o£ the industry is around 1551 

tons per year by the end oC December 1966. There is a 

drastic change in the structure o£ Cirms and tonnage licensed 

trom 196, to the end o£ 1966 in private sector. West Bengal, 

Maharashtra and Madras are the leading Stat.s in the industrY' 

Development o£ the industrY has started a£ter the steel 

mills and railways have been established. The public sector 

projects are still in in£ant stage even during third rive 

year plan period, while the private sector has grown £ast 

especially a£ter 1964. Imports are phenomenally high while 

the exports are negligible during 1957-69. Unutilized 

licensed capacity is growing in the industry. I£ it is due 
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to general recession, it may be a short run phenomenon. 

Railways, automobiles, diesel engines, earth moving equip

ment and ship building dominate the demand pattern. Market 

imperfections, growth of unutilized oapacities, nature or 

the broad nomenclature of the steel forgings users' vise, 

nature of published statistics of demand estimates and 

supply of steel forgings in India are the main problems for 

the development or the industry. All other development 

problems or the industry are appended to this chapter. All 

these development problems emphasize the need for detailed 

data on capacities, production, demand, prices, imports, 

exports and other economic variables vith respect to product 

dimensions and to users. so that the construction of commo

dityvise input output tables becomes easier. The results 

based on the use of auch a disaggregative commodity vise 

input output table are likely to be atable for planning 

purposes either for the firm, industry or for the economy. 
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Appendix to Chapter II 

Development problems or protection and o~ production cost 

reduction in steel rorgings industry 

Main development probleme o~ steel Corgings industry 

stressing the need Cor detailed data on product dimensions 

are presented i~ the text o~ this chapter II. A Cew more 

problems in respect o~ (i) di~~erential imports duties oC 

steel ~orgings, (ii) imports o~ steel ~orgings that can be 

substituted, (iii) export promotion measuree and policies o~ 

steel imports, (iv) lead time Cor indigenous production oC 

~orging quality steels, (v) reduction in excise duty or 

liquid petroleum gas, (vi) impediments due to ~oreib~ colla

borations, (vii) need Cor developing ancillary shops oC Corge 

units, (viii) productivity calculations, (Ix) provision for 

many break downs in this industry, and (x) skills, efCiciency, 

incentives and other labour problems, are presented in this 

appendix. All these problems can be broadly classiCied as 

problems o~ (a) pro¢ection and (b) cost reduction oC the 

industry. All these are generally Celt by the industry 

o~Cicials and the members or the Association or Drop forging 

and Stamping industries. The Association brought out all 

these problems in their Annual Report Cor 1967-~. The other 

sources o~ inCormation presented here are also re~erred to, 

at the appropriate places. No attempt is made bere to analyse 

the problems in detail and to suggest alternatives, as it is 

a stupendous task in the absence o~ reliable and detailed data 

on all economic variables, especially with respect to product 

dimensions and to users o~ steel Corgings. 
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(1) DiCCerential rates oC import duties oC steel Corgings 

The problem oC growth oC unutilized licensed capacities 

due to present delicensing,policy, still persists when the 

import oC steel Corgings continues to be licensed. The 

diCCerential rates oC import duties also ~ay ag~ravate the 

problem. 1 Inasmuch as tractor parts are imported duty Cree, 

Corgings are imported by the tractor manuCacturers without 

2 
paymentoC duty., 

(2) Imports oC Corgings that can be substituted 

,The import and export staUstics Crom the ~lonthly 

Statistics oC Foreign Trade, do not show distinctly the Corg-

1 Forgings are being imported into the country in various 
Corms., both as ,machined parts and in'semi-Cinished or un-, 
Cinished Corm. The manufacturers oC assembled products like 
automobiles" tractors, etc. import £orgings in substantial 
quantit~es in their completely knock down (c.k.d.) packs. 

2 "', "" , 
Some of the anomalies oC differential rates of iwport 

duty of steel forgings are presented below Crom the source 
Indian Customs TarifC (FiCty-sixth issue) 

(21) Steel Corgi~gs - item 6) (28) page 154 Duty - ~o~ advaloram 
( ) Steel Corgings Cor sugar mill 

maChinerycomponsnts page 155 Duty - 10~ ad valorem 
() Steel forgings for, machine 

tools components 
(4) Unmachined forgings oC craw

ler tractors semi-finished 

( 5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

components 
SemiCinished Corgings oC 
railway rolling stock 
components 
UnCinished Corgings Cor tex
tile machinery components 
Tractors' parts (Corgings) 
Item 72(9)b Cinished Corm 
or o.k.d. Corm 
Motor vehiCles parts 
(Corgings) Item 7)(9) 

page 155 Duty - l5~ ad valorem 

1 
page 156 Duty - 27~ ad valorem 

page 156 Duty - 40~ ad valorem 

page 156 Duty - 27f!. ad valorem 

page 174 No import duty 

page 216 Duty 50;1. ad valorem 
42% ad valorem 
(Bri Ush origin) 
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ings from castin~upto the end of March 1965 and do not show 

distinctly the types of forgings with respect to either 

their nomenclature, or their dimensions or their users for 

the later periods. ~hile not much can be told in the 

absence of such detailed statistics especially with respect 

to their product dimensions, it is felt that most of these 

imports are in a range of below) ton piece weight. The same 

range of forgings are aleo being produced by indigenous 

industry.) The steel forgings industry is introducing new 

products of quality steel forgings which were formerly imported 

and an illustrative list of ,those components are given below: 

(a) An illustrative list of some of the components forged at 

a leading unit, many of which were formerly imported 

I. Automotive parts 

(A) For various truck manufacturers 

Cranksbaft Finished 
Connecting Rod 
stub Axle 
Front Hub 
Bevel Wheel 
Bevel Pinion 
Front Axle Beam 
Axle Shaft 

(B) Automotive Gears 

Crown Wbeel 
Pinion 

(C) Scooters 

Crankshaft Half Clutch 
Front Axle (~n upsetting Job) 
Kick Starters 

) This 'is observed by the Association. 



(D) Three-~;heelera 

Bearing ShaCts 
Swing Arm (LH and RH) 
Stearing Knuckle 

(E) Jeeps 

CrankshaCts 
King Pin Ball Yoke 
ShiCt Fork 
Connecting Rod 

(F) Fuel Injection Parts 

pivoting Part 
Nozzle Holder 
Guide Lever 

II. Tractors 

Gear Reverse Idler 
2nd Speed Main ShaCt 
Counter ShaCt 
Gear Main Dri ve.· 

III. Diesel Locomotives 

Saddle 
Yoke 
Main connecting rod and cap. 
Driver Gear 
Water Pump Gear 
Extension ShaCt Gear 

IV. Diesel and Oil Engines 

Rock Lever 
Crankshat"t 
Connecting Rod 
Gear CamshaCt Drive 
Camshat't 
Gear "heel 

(b) Illustrative List 01' Components which a Leading Unit 
can Corge 

1. Diesel and Petrol Engine 
Parts 

2. All automotive and 
Truck Parts 

Components 

CrankehaCts, levers, Clywheels, 
couplings 

Driving 81les, Cront 81les, steer
ing components, levers, spring 
seats, hubs, in addition to engine 
parts mentioned. 
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,. Tractor Parts Including components ~or track 
laying vehicles. 

4. Earth moving equipment Rollers, Track Shoes, side links. 

5. All Hardware Items 

6. All Ordnance and 
De~ence items 

7. All air ~rame 
~orgings 

8. All Railway Forgings 

9. Non-~errous alloy 
~orgings 

lO~ Petroleum industry 
requirements 

ll~ Forgings for air 
, , compressors 

12.' Forgings ~or Hydraulic 
<Equipment Manu~ac
turers 

1). Parts~or the mate
rial handling equip
ment industry 

Such as hooks, turn-buckles, 
special studs, wing nuts, eye
bolts. 

Shell ~orgings, artillery material 
parts, mortar shell bodies" motor 
vehicle components, pintles, hooks, 
breach rings, depth charge com
ponents, aerial bomb ~ittings. 

In aluminium alloy steels, stain
lesssteels, titanium and titanium 
alloys. 

Requirements ~rom carbon and alloy 
steels - hooks, clamps, screw 
couplings, diesel locomotive 
parts. 

In brass, bronze and aluminium 
bronze ~orging grades. 

Flanges, couplings, parts ~or 
high and low pressure valves, 
parts for high pressure pumps 
such as valves, valve seats, 
piston rods, pump linters, drill 
bit parts, components ~or well 

"control equipmenti etc. 

Shafts 

Cylinders, pistons, valve parts, 
'etc. 

Such as motive power parts, hooks, 
~ittings, steering components, 
hydraulic valves and similar items. 



(3) Export promotion and Steel imports duties -

Policies and problems4 

Japan is the major competitor in the international 

market for forgings. Japan has the three tier pricing system 

for reducing the steel cost as fOllows : 

(a) Export price of steel controlled through consortium 

in the international market, 

(b) domestic price of steel for internal use only and 

(c) concessional price of steel for export of end products 

in which the export of forgings plays a dominant role. 

The Indian steel forging industry has to face a tough 

competition in the international market, particularly from 

Japan._ Thus, the exports of forgings are linked to quality 

steel imports. 

In this connection, the Association in their Annual 

4 During the past decade, due to rapid development of 
and diversification in industrial technology, Considerable 
difficulty was experienced by manufacturers both for~rocuring 
and producing forgings in the advanced countries, mainly 
because of the drift away of skilled labour from the forge 
shops to those industries offering better incentives, healthier 
surroundings. The American forge companies have therefore 
systematically diverted their interest to the development 
of forgings for the Aero space industries, which demand 
forged components of fancy alloys and refractory metals like 
molybdenum, tungston, tantalum, zirconium etc. to avoid un
healthy working environment of steel forging manufacturing 
to Automobiles. This is a ~ore lucrative business than the 
traditional forging of steel for the automobiles, tractors 
and other conventional industries in America. This situation 
has been rapidly taken advantage of,by the Japanese forge 
companies in exporting their traditional steel forgings. 
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report for 1967~' submitted a number of proposals for the 

consideration of Government of India. A summary of them 

is presented below.' 

5 A few proposals on which Government have no immediate 
reaction are given below: As the steel mills are of Govt. 
undertaking, this problem of communication between the 
Association and the Government arises. The source for these 
is the same Annual report of the Association. 

(1) The Government may issue the necessary import 
licences for importing the required forging quality steels 
from the cheapest source againet export orders. 

(2) The industry may get the benefit of 100~ drawbaok 
of duty against exported forgings on a specially expeditious 
basie. 

(3) Some proposals for steel prioes:- The steel from 
the Durgapur Alloy steel plant be supplied to the forging 
industry to matoh the quality and prioe at which our 
major oompetitor in the world market, viz., Japan, gets it. 
In the oase of forging quality oarbon steels (say EN-8 or 
EN-9), the prioe oan be between Re.500 and Rs. 600 per 
tonne and in the oase of alloy steels of forging quality, 
it can be between Rs. 1000 and Rs. 1100 per tonne to enable 
the Indian forging industry to export forgings in the teeth 
oompetition from the Japanese forge oompanies, in view of 
high import duties on steels. 

(4) Differenoes in forging cost and export price:-
The forging industry in India would not miss any possibility 
of export, where it possible to meet variable costs as some 
illustrative export inquiries given below are received by three 
leading units of Indian forging industry. 

Schedule of the computation of forging cost 

Item. Forging cost Export prioe (F.O.B.) 
(variable) Rs. ______ ~R~s~.~ ________ _ 

Steering Arm Spindle 9.04 6.70 
Frong axle 24. '50 16.00 
Camshaft 99.10 51.00 
Crankshaft 797.00 400.00 

~ (i) Raw material has been computed after knocking out the 
element of customs duty and exoise charges. (ii) The prices of 
raw material is based on the cheapest source of supply from 
global tenders. (iii) The cost computation does not include 
administrative ~nd selling overheads or profit margins. 
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(1) Cash Rssistances Cor exports promotion 

The cash assistance on the export orders oC a value 

less than Rs. ~~ lakhs shall be only l5~ of the F.Q.B. value, 

and if the export orders contracted Cor, lie between Rs.~5 

lakhs and Rs. 2 crores, the cash assistance on the total 

of value of export orders shall be 25~ Cor the period upto 

'1st March 1969 from 1st September 1967. If the target of 

Rs. 2 crores is contracted Cor beCore ,1st March 1969. the 

cash assistance payable on the whole 'export eCCort' Cor the 

period upto ,1st March 1969 will be JO~. The outcome of this 

is that the Government of India agreed to give cash incentive 

to the steel forging industry to stimulate export of steel 

forgings. The incentive is put at l5~ if the total exports 

or steel Corgings from 1st September 1967 to ,1st March 

1969 reached an F.O.B. value of Rs. 1 crore or if contraots 

Cor exports or steel forgings are entered into, by Jist 

March 1969 Crom 1st September 1967 for a total value oC Rs.l 

crore. If this target is exceeded, an additional 5~ would 

be given, bringing the total inoentive to 20% of F.Q.B. 

value of exports. 

(2) 6 A scheme Cor re-imbursement in the import policy 

of mild steels 

A scheme Cor reimbursing the difference between domestic 

and international prices or especially mild steels of blooms, 

billets. slabs. bars, rods and rounds (meant for steel forgings) 

6 Souroe: Annual report for 1967-G8 of the Association. 
The opinion given under this para 2 is that oC the Association. 
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in addition to some other eteele produced in India, to the 

fab~icator./exportere of engineering goods (eteel forgings) 

wae introduced by the Government. Dut the problem faced by 

the leading forge ehops in the country in case of export of 

forgings is that the overeeasbuyers require a high etandard 

of quality in the forgings consequently they are to rely on 

EN-8 and other high carbon steels to meet thestandarde 

expected. By using this .. type of high grade eteel, the manu-

facturere are deprived of the price eubsidy which would 

otherwiee have been available if theproducte were of mild 

eteel. 

(') EnviSaged import policy for eprins/alloy steels 

The current import licensing policy on iron and steel 

items enVisages that the imports of following categories of 

- - - -
alloy steels are to be restricted : 

(a> Spring steel flate/sectione 

(b) Alloy constructional steel 

(c) Case hardening steel. 

(d) Alloy case hardening steel 

_(e) Plain carbon steel 

(f) High speed steel •.. 

Since the above-categories of spring steel/alloy steel 

are being produced in the country they may also be-covered 

by the reimbursement scheme.? 

? Opinion of the Association given in the Annual 

report Cor 196?~. 
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(4) Recent amendments in steel import policy 

The recent amendment in the steel imports policy has 

attempted to ban the imports of following categories of steel: 

(a) carbon steels totally, (b) die blocks upto 400 mm totally, 

(c) 50~ of the requirements of alloy steels. This policy 

has been fUrther sought to be compulsorily implemented by 

ensuring that no licences for imports of steel will be allowed 

till letters of credit are established by the users for 50~ 

8 
of the requirements. 

(5) Forging quality steels and lead time for 

indigenous production 

Very often the rejections on poor quality steels, onoe 

made are not acoepted for months resulting in a tremendous 

loss of production to the forging industry.9 While the 

8 . 
op.cit. 

9,10 All the supporting points on this issue are given 
below as the Annual report of the Association provides. 

(1) Steel manufacturing industry today does not have 
the scarfing equipment necessary to produce good surface 
condition free from seams. It is also necessary that the 
steel should satisfy the fine grain structure alumina killed 
to ensure that there is no adverse grain growth at the time 
of heating the forging billets. 

(2) Steel sizes upto 2'5 nun are required: Steel in 
sizes upto 25 mm of any category of carbon and alloy steels 
may be freely allowed to be imported for a minimum period 
of two years. ·This is necessary particularly in view of the 
problems of reduction, heating and nonavailability of rolls 
to meet the small sizes. 

(') Requisite quality steels for forgings: Certain 
categories of high and low carbon steels where carbon com
position is very critical are difficult to maintain. They 
may also be allowed to be imported as variations in carbon 
percentage can create tremendous problems in metallurgical 
controle. 

Continued/ •• 
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development of indigenous steel is encouraged over a period 

of time for the entire range of forging quality ateels, 

imports of such nonavailable forging quality steela at 

leaat for that much period may bs allowed to prevent any 

loas of production in ateel forging industry.10 

(4) No annealing facilities in ateel mills: Whatever 
indigenously available alloy atecls, particularly Mn cr 
steels, are purchased by the industry. The problem in ca.e 
of Ni Mo V based steels is not only one of production but 
also of the availability of alloying elements, which creates 
further delay. Almost all ateel milla in India do not have 
annealing facilities and unlesa and until the alloy ateels 
are received in annealed condition, the processing of these 
steel billets or bars becomes extremely difficult. 

(5) Time lag to get the requiSite quality steels: The 
forging industry has placed orders on Durgapur Alloy Steel 
plant for die blocks, but they are not able to get the 
requisite quality in time. Any breakage in die-block will 
result in complete dislocation of the forging production as 
the die sinking operation requires hours of skilled work 
and involves considerable expenses in operation~. Therefore, 
to ban imports before actual trial productions have been 
tried out is to invite troubles in production and emergency 
licensing at a later date of not only the die blocks but 
also of forgings and quality steels, completely nullifying 
the actual gains in import substitution. 

(6) Terms of business relations between steel mills and 
forging firms: The terms of business specified and insisted 
by steel mills like opening letters of credit,prices and 
settlement oC claims are not in consonance with normally 
accepted prinCiples of commercial business practices. Forg
ing quality specifications are not allowed to be in the letters 
of credit opened by the buyer 'on the steel mills end is to be 
described as 'Iron and steel materials' and no responsibility 
is accepted either for the quality or the quantity of the . 
materials shipped. Deliveries are totally uncertain and makQ 
it impossible to do any production planning and inventory < 
control based on antiCipated supplies. Not even a guarantee 
that defective steel will be replaced within a reasonable t~me 
limit of 4~ days is forthcoming. Which commercial banks would 
be prepared to open such letters of credit under impossible 
terms of business with no guarantee for claim settlements. 
In the U.S.A., U.K. and Germany, which are the main importers 
oC our steel forgings, it is an accepted practice that if the 
defective steel is the cause of a defective forging, not 
only do the steel mills replace the steel but also bear the 
total coet of forgings produced. The ateel mills in India 
also must Call in line with accepted international practices 
both aa to quality and deliveriea as well as aettlement of 
Claims. 
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(4) II Reduction in excise duty of liquid petroleum gas 

The input cost of fuel before the excise duty on liquid 

petroleum gas (LPG) was Rs. 531 per M.T. and after the inclu

sion of duty on LPG it increased to Rs. 639 per M.T. - an 

increase of nearly 20~ in most of the forge companies. A 

comparative incidence of duty on furnace oil ISI 593-1959 

Grade LV and Liquid petroleum gas (LPG) is shown below: 

Description 

Caloric value BTU's per lb. 

Excise duty/ton (Rs.) 

Heat content/ton (Million) 

Excise duty expressed in Rs. per 
million BTU's available 

Fuel categories 
Furnace Oil L.P.gas 

21.000 

196.00 

4.62 

It is apparent from above that the excise duty incidence, 

on LPG in terms of million BTU is 350'lb higher than on furnace 

oil. 

(5) Imports of plant and equipment as a result of 

foreign coll~borations 

Rs. 240 million out of Rs. 750 million worth of fixed 

investment has been financed by foreign exchange resources 

as indicated in the Fourth Five Year Plan report of Planning 

Group for ~lachinery Industries; It is felt'that most of the 

civil construction. erection and installation of the plants 

and machinery can be done by proper location of Indian 
" . 

personnel. land and the indigenous supply of the steel 

11 op.cit., 



12 structures etc. 

(6) Need ror developing ancillary shops or ~orge units 

Occasionally, ~inished Corging components such as 

~inished crankshafts, Cinished dies and others are yet being 

imported and one oC the reasons ~or this seems to be that the 

licensed ~orge-shops, both commerCial as well as captive, 

are not adequately equipped with the Cinishing, machining, 

heat treatment and die shop ~acilities as their ancillary 

shops_ Absence and/or shortage oC these ancillary Cacilities 

oCt en become main bot tlenecks. For a nev entrepreDB ur, it is 

neCessary to install those ancillary shops alone or go ~or 

- an integrated project with well balanced capacities Cor all 

these shops including the crankshaCt machining Cacility.l) 

(7) Productivity calculations 

Conventional procedure o~ estimating available hours 

on three shiCts basis aggregating 20 hours a day and )00 days 

a year may be misleading Cor Cinancial and productivity cal-
- -

culations in this industry. Based on the experience over a 

century, even an advanced country like the U.S.A. does not 

consider more tban 1)00 hours per year as productive hours 

14 in this industry. Productivity per worker seems to be 

12 These observatione are collected Crom (i) "A Study 
on project evaluation" by S.D.Joshi, Sr.Dy.General Manager, 
Foundry Forge Project, Ranchi and (ii)"Export poliCy, Coreign 
exchange saving and import substi tution, by T.R.Gupta, Chairman, 
Heavy Engineering Corporation, Rancbi. 

1) Opinion oC the Association. 

14 Jensen, Jon E., Forging industry handbook (ed.),Director 
or Marketing and Technical Services, Forging industry Asso
ciation, Cleveland, Ohio, 1966. The Ann. Arbor Prese, Inc., 
Ann Arbor, Micbigan. 
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more only during winter season, night shift. of summer 

and only if wages are tied to quantity and quality specifi

cations of the Jobs compared to regular scales. 15 

(8) Too many break-downs and provision for them 

While equipment in thls industry by its very nature is 

16 .elf-destructive due to frequent breakdowns of hammers, 

pre •• es, dies, furnaces, etc., provision to be made for 

repair. and maintenance in the oalculations of production 

hours, replacements and additions to stocks in financial 

proJections i. often lost Sight of. 

15 This is observed on the field investigation. See 
Chapter III also to confirm the result •• 

16 To analyse the reasons concretely for under-utiliza-
tion of the capacities installed, percentages of the lose 
of production hours or of the lose of tonnage have been 
found as below, in a die forging firm in ~laharashtra and in 
an open forging firm in ~est Bengal on field investigation -

Table 5. Reasonwi.e unutilized capacities in two firms 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5· 
6. 

(all in percentages). 

Reason A firm in Maha- A rirm in West 
rashtra 

On hours On ton-
lost nage lost 
basis basis 

Breakdown and repairs of 
hammers, presses, fur-
naces, dies and trimmers 62.36 20;.69 
Power shortage 2·32 26.0;6 
Material shortage 4·59 25·70 
Lack of demand8nd p lanning26. 63 20.03 
Operator Shortage 3.37 -
All other reasons 0.13 2.02 

Total 100.00 100.00 

Bengal 

On hours lost 
basis 

38.79 
31.05 

2·a8 
11.05 
12.68 
4.12 

100'-00 

The foremost of all the reasons implies the maximum dependence 
and unoertainty of thls industry's equipment on their repairs 
and maintenance, a regular feature all through the year and aa 
important as produotion itself. 



(9) Skills, e~~iciency, incentives and other 

labour problems 

Skills acquired in this industry are meagre in India 

as the organized sector is o~ recent origin and the le~ng 

period, especially for die sinkers is around 6 to 8 years. 17 

Substandard skills are not to be given as much weight age as 

the standard skills in determining the rated capacity, which 

mislead the financial projections. As the skills are improved, 

the capacity o~ the unit increases even with the same capital 

equipment. This may be one of the main bottlenecks in 

achieving the rated production capacities during the early 

years of production. The efficiency in the acquisition of 

skills can not be quantified especially in Die-shop, as the 

die sinking is an activity which can not be rated only on the 

18 basis of number of hours taken on the Jobs. All the Jobs 

are dissimilar in their working process because of draft 

angles, tolerances, specification o~ depth, smoothness, 

differences in the internal curvatures and the angles of the 

vertexes, for all of which actual skill, carefulne.s, coo-

stant attention of tbe die sinker is required rather than 

Just time considerations. As this activity takes days and 

months together to prepare a die, a number of die sinkers 

are required to be placed on the continuing Job in different 

shifts. This suggests group incentive scheme rather than 

individual incentive scheme, though there are still problema 

17 Opinion of the Industry officials. 
18 Ibid. See also Chapter III of this study. 
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or Judging the intricacies and dirficult parts or the Jobs 

done by the different operators over-time. There is an 

argument that time standards could not be arrived at. even 

with many years experience in America in the die sinking 

activities because of the dissimilarities in the nature of 

the Jobs. So. instead of introducing incentive schemes. 

80me suggest that higher remuneration be paid to die sinkers 

compared to other labour. The ~orking environment is so 

bad that the labour i8 too anxious to escape the heat. grim 

and dirt of the forge shops. Unless some better incentives 

compared to other engineering industries are given. it may 

be really difficult to attract the skilled labour. 



TECHN:IC.A.L PROCESSES. MATElUALS AND PRODUCTS 
:IN STEEL FORGl:NGS l:NDUSTRf 



FLOW CHART Of' OPERATIONS IN A FUl.Lf'LELGED FORGINGS PHOI.UCTION UNIT , , 
I , 

I 

I (a) Stock Yard, Saw and Shear 
Department 

I (b) I)ia Shop 

A. Select the blocks f'or dies 
A. Heleaee the material epecif'ied. f'rom 

Stock Yard D. Prepare ths master die as a replica of' 
the original die impressions. I , 

B. Saw and Shear Department c. Prepare the blocks f'or dies by 

I. Prepare 
f'orging 
by eome 

( 1) 

g~ 
(It) 

the matarial f'or a piece of' 
in Saw and Shear Department 
of' the f'ollowing operations' 

Sawing 
Shearing 
Abrasive cutting 
Any other me thod of' prepar
ing the material to the 
requiSite size and shape 

1. Pre-sinking operations 

(i) Planring, (iv) 
(ii) Driliing, (y) 

(11i) Shaping, 

Doring, 
Grinding, etc. 

II. Sinkint impressions on dies br 
many of' the following operations 

~l) Illocker (7) Cut of'f' 
2) li;d"er (8) Insert die P) Fuller (9) Sprue 
It) Dender (10) TriDllller and P) Dra .. iDg punch out 
6) ~'la.h and ~ 11) Coining die 

gutter l~) Dowel etc. 

III. Post-sinking operations 

( 1) 

g~ 
(4) 

Finishing, bench, sharpening 
Lead caeting 
Uraf't angles for inspection 
on lead cast 
Radii and fillets f'or inspection 
on lead cast 

II. Material is ready to go to Forge shOp. 

V. Dies are ready to go to For~e shop 

y 
II. f'orge ehop 

1. Furnace : lie at the material to the l'orging temperature 
2. Forge: 

Ca) Smith or open f'orgings by blacksmith hammers 

c) Press 1'0rSings by presses ib) Die f'orgings by closed die hammers 

d) Upset f'orgings by upsetters or Forging Macbines 
,. ,'rim the £ lasb on Trimmer Press 
4. Cool the forginge in air or pits or hot bed 

Rough for&ings are obtained 

" 111. Heat Treatment Shoe 

1. Annealing 
2. Normalising ,. Hardening 
4. Tempering 
0;. Reteulpering 

IV. Finisbing and In8pec tion PepartDlents 

1. Orinding 
2. Shot blasting 
,. Coining and straightening 
It. Hardnese check by Hardnese Tester 
;. Cranksbaf't macbining, if' necessary 
6. Visual inspection or gauging 
7. MagnaClux apparatus inspection, 

i1' necessary 
8. Ship the f'orgin~e to the cuetomer 

. 
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).0 Introduction 

A probe into the details ot technical processes, 

materials, products and ot their technological relationships 

is imperative tor a process analysis ot the economic struc

ture ot steel torgings industry in the context ot input 

output trame work. The general detinition ot a torging pro

cess, as described in Chapter rI, has undergone many trans

tormations through its historical development. This 

technological torging process seems to be a continuous 

phenomenon which poses a problem in many economic studies. 

The torging process produces a wide range ot products, each 

ot which is identitied by continuous product dimensions or 

characterietics ot products. Thus, there is no limit in 

enlisting the products ot torging process because or conti

nuous variation in the physical values ot the product dimen

sions. Because of the continuous variability in the physical 

values of product-dimensions, the cost structure ot the 

tirms and ot the industry are also likely to be tluctuating 

as a continuous phenomenon. This problem ot continuity and 

product multi-dimensionality gets amplified as it is a jobbin, 

type or customer's oriented industry. 

While the technological forging process i. a continuous 

phenomenon, the economic studies based on inter industry 

analysis require the discrete and tinite processes and 

products as basic information. Attempts are made to specify 

the discrete and tinite product groups and to derive the 

distinct averab~ prices and the input structures ot those 
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distinct aggregated product groups in this industry study. 

Such discrete and tinite processes may serve as sectors in 

the disaggregative commodity wise input output tables and 

as activities in the linear programming models. For these 

economic studies, as described in ChapterdIV to VII, this 

chapter attempts to provide detailed information on the 

technical processes, materials and products ot steel forgings 

industry in India ae a requisite knowledge ot the industry 

study. Thus, this chapter deale with (1) General technical 

features of the industry in India and (2) salient features 

of the forge production units or firms under investigation. 

Further technical details of the industry in India and in 

advanced countries are appended to this chapter. 

,.1 General technical teatures of the industry in India 

The stages of manufacturing the forgings are schema-

tically represented in a flow chart of the sequence of 

operations or processes of a typical, commercial and full-

fledged forge production unit. The technical features of 

the industry are presented here in the same schematic order. 

Similar to the rorgings, there are castings manufactured 

in foundries catering to the requirements of many engineering 

industries. Castings are 

mOUlds and allowing it to 

1 

made by ~ouring molten metal into 

1 solidify. Though the two, forging 

See w. steeds, Engineering materials, machine tools 

and Processes, Longmans, 1957, p. 88.· 
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and casting processes, are tecbnologically different in 

respect of manufacturing operations, tbe nomenclature o~ 

tbem may overlap because of tbe similiarity in tbeir sbapes. 

Taking into account tbese features of forgings in relation 

to castings and tbe broad technical features of forgings 

2 
indUstry, tbis section deals witb (i) inberent advantages 

of rorgingacompared to castings, (ii) technical substitution 

of castings replacing forgings in tbe Automative industry 

of America,.but no possible substitution in India, (iii) 

broad distinction or the two types or forgings and ~ wide 

range of tbem within each or tbose two types, (iv) raw 

materials used in rorging - selecting and preparing the 

material and die blocks for forging, (v) heating the material 

for forging, (vi) forging the material by a suitable method 

or operation to get rough rorgings, (vii) heat treatment 

facilities, and (viii) other post rorging operations like 

cleaning, finishing, inspection, etc. till the final forsings 

are shipped to the customer. 

2 . 
For tbese technical reatures or steel rorgings industry 

described in this section ).1, the rolloving selected books 
~'-

are consul ted to assimilat.·the requisite technical literature 
and to facilitate the rield investigation or the firms (as 
described in section ).2). The other sources or information 
are referred to, at the appropriate places. 

(1) Forging Practice by G. Kamen Shcbikov and others, 
transla ted from Rus s ian by L. Zelikov, Peace Pub lis hers, 1-loscow. 

(2) Rusinorf, Forging and Foradng Metals, D.B.Tarapora
vala and Co. pvt., Ltd., Bombay, 1967. 

() Tool Engineering Hand Book, II edition, Sec. 54. 
(4) Jenson, -Jon, E., Forging Industry Handbook (ed.). 

Director of Marketing and Technical Services, Forging Industry 
Association, Cleveland, Ohio, 1966. The Ann Arbor Press, 
Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan. 



:3 .1.1 Inheren t Advantages of Forgings Compared to Castings 

The selection of the forging process to produce a 

desired part is based on one or a number of essential factors. 

The main distinction between forgings and castings is of 

relevance here. Forging process aligns fibre like metallic 

grains in continuous and unbroken lines, utilizing the in

herent properties of the metal. This controlled grain flow, 

characteristic to forgings alone, provides inherent advant

ages of forging process. The mechanical properties of forgings 

are likely to provide some economic advantages to the user, 

by saving the material, energy, and by increasing the strength 

and longevity of the service life of the users' products. 

The inberent advantages of forgings in comparison to cast

ings are: :~ 

(1) Greater strengtb : a part which is forged is substan

tially stronger than a casting of the sarna cross sectional 

area. Because of this fact a forging may be designed with 

a considerably smaller section of. area, thus'saving on the 

amount of metal required and reducing tbecost of the part. 

(2), Reduction in weight of finished part a When comparing 

parts, all designed for the same Working loads, it will be 

found that a forging will be much smaller and lighter in 

weight. Therefore, when the design calls for greater,strength 

and ligbt weight, a forging will often be selected. 

(:3) Ability to withstand unpredictable loads : The grain 

structure or thecgra1n,flow of forgings can be oontrolled as 

to density and the slip planes of the grains arranged in such 
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a manner that they will withstand a high instantaneous 

stress. 

(4) Minimum or machine rinish required : ~n comparing a 

rorged part with a casting or tbe same part, it is found 

that tolerances relating to size can be beld in a rorging 

to mucb closer limits than in a sand casting of tbe same eize. 

In forging no allowance need be made for wastage as must be 

made in casting. If smaller quantities or parts are needed, 

sand casting may be less expensive than Corging, since tbe 

equipment required for sand casting is relatively less 

expensive. 

(5) Saving in Material : Since tbe macbine finish can be 

beld to such low limits, a Corging in comparison to a bar 

stock, or a sand casting, will have relatively less machining 

scrap. 

(6). Elimination or internal deCects: Forgings are always 

made Crom solid metal bars, eliminating the bazard oC internal 

holes as Cound in the castings. Internal Claws in castings 

will result in reJeotions when such deCects are discovered 

during machining. .hen deCects are not discovered in machin

ing or Cinal inspection, unroreseen Cailures in service may 

happen. 

,.1.2 Technical substitution or castings replacing Corgings 

in the Automative industry or Amerioa but no possibls 

substitution in India 

Parts like connecting rods, camsbafts and crankshaCts 

whicb were previously forged are now being substituted by 
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casting process as the oomponents of automobiles industry 

in Amerioa.' This is beoause the foundries in America have 

developed production techniques to reduce the cost of 

production of castings. which are able to meet the minimum 

service requirements of the automobiles. The scrappage 

rate of old automobiles. keeping pace with the new models 

and mass produotion every year. is so high that they get 

satisfied with the minimum service life of the oastings as 

automobile components. The automative industry adopted this 

sort of technioal substitution. but still. it is the seoond 

major consumer of steel in America (22.6% of the total sales 

of steel fofgings).4 The first major consumsr of steel 

forgings in U.S.A. is Aero space craft industry (,1.7% of 

the total sales of steel for&ings)5. because of heavier 

strengths and less weight of steel forgings. Aerospace-

craft industry has not developed in India to become major 

consumer of steel forgings. Railway and automobiles are the 

major consumers of steel forgings in India. The production 

techniques in foundries are not developed in India to the 

extent that they 

reduce the costs 

can improve the quality of castings and 

6 of production of castings to replace forgings. 

The markets for these two types of products of the distinct 

).6 "Technical Evaluation of the Forging Industry" 
Report of a study by the Illinois Institute of Technolog~cal 
Research Institute. Chicago. Illinois. sponsored by the 
Committee of Hot rolled and Cold finished Bar Producers 
American Iron and Steel Institute. 6)). Third Avenue. New 
York. 10017. 

4.5 Jenson, John, E •• Forging Industry Handbook. op.cit. 
See also Appendix to this Chapter III. 
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prooe •••• are di.tinctly different, for given .p.cification. 

of the r.quirement. ot u.er. in engin •• ring indu.tri ••• 

The po.sibl. substitution in Automative industry as in 

America is not in India. The internal demand for automobiles 

in India i. so high that the longevity ot the e1pect.d •• r

vice life of the automobile i. always preferred. Indian 

automobile. bave to maintain their demand for torgings to 

fulfill the purchaser's requirements of long .ervice life. 

Thu., on both the count. ot technological r.ason. and trom 

the users' demand point ot view, any possible substitution 

as in America, is not in India. 

).1.) Types of forgings 

There are broadly two types of torgings I (I) open 

forgings, and (II) die forgings. Th.se are further classi

tied according to the method ot tabrication in tour general 

groups. There are 

(I) Open or tree or smith forgings 

(II) Die torgings : 

(i) Drop forgings by drop hammers, 

{ii)·Pre.s forgings by Presses, and 

(iii) )Iachine or upset forgings by upsetters. 

loii thin each of ths.e· type., . there are a wide 'range of forg

ings identifi.d by the continuous product dimension. or the 

characteristics ot the forgings. There ara many forgings 

identified by quanti tativ. and qualitative product dim.nsions 

as continuous variables. The quantitative and qualitative 

features otthe products arabecause of the wide range of 
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the technical processes and or materials used for forging 

purposes. These hundreds of grades or materials and the 

flexibility in the processes, described in this and in the 

following section. bring out the wide range oC numerous 

forgings with their variations in the quantitative and 

qualitative features. However, the general features of the 

open forgings and die forgings are given below : 

Z. Smith or open or Free Forgings: These are produced 

without the use of impression dies. Dies are the impressions 

of the forging piece as a replica oC the latter. The die 

impressions of the forging pieoe are sunk on two die blocks 

by die sinking machine in Die shop. Open forgings are 

produced between flat dies and possibly being given its 

shape by use of hand tools. OCten the die face may have a 

V-shaped, half round or half oval impression. The shaping 

of the forging part between relatively narrow flat dies 

depends upon the skill of the hammer-smith, who moves the 

hot forging stock so as to flow the grains or the metal in 

the direction dssired. Smith forgings are also termed "hand 

forgings ", . "fla t die forgings", "open forgings", or "Cree 

Corgings" or "blacksmith Corgings". They are spsciCied where 

the required parts are too small to JustiCy the cost of 

impression die equipment or where sizes are too large or 

too irregular to contain them in the usual impression dies. 

II. Die Corgings: These are produced by shaping hot 

plastic metal within a set of closed dies. Three advantages 

oC this method over open or Cree Corgings are: (i) less 
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skill on the part o£ the operator is required, (ii) accele

rated production, (iii) ability to retain closer tolerances. 

The product dimensions o£ die £orgings are much more precise 

than those o£ hammer £orgin~_ Die £orgings are made with 

much smaller machine allowanoes, considerably reduCing the 

machining time and the consumption oE metal. In many cases, 

their mechanical properties are better than those or hammer 

£orgings. 

).1.4 (a> Raw Materials used in Forging 

Carbon and alloy, structural and tool steels are the 

usual raw materials in £orging. In addition, special steels 

are also used. In Eorge shops,steel is received as ingots 

or as rolled sections. Ingots are used Cor manuEacturing 

heavy £orgings, mainly Cor processing in £orging processes, 

while rolled billets are used Cor lighter £orgings. 

The quality o£ the £orgings is predetermined by the 

quality o£ the raw material. In order to judge the quality 

or the raw material, blacksmiths must have good knowledge 

o£ the structure o£ metals, their de£ects and the causes Cor 

the latter. 

).1.4.1 The Structure o£ Ingots 

The central section o£ the ingot is used Cor £orging, 

because only this part i. considered o£ good quality; the 

oentral portion weighs about 60 to 80 per cent o£ the total 

weight or the ingot. However, this sur£ace part may also 

have sur£ace de£ects,which must be removed be£ore £orging. 

These de£ects include seams, scabs, cracks, swellings and 
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interposed f'oreign matter such as sand, slag, etc. Unlesa 

they are removed, they will be forged in to the ,",ork during .. 

the f'orging process, thereby lowering its quality and in 

some cases causing the forging to be-scrapped. 

Shapes and Product Dimension4 of' Ingots 

Ingots may be. round, square, rectangular. The shape 

and cross section of' an ingot depend on its designation, 

produc t dimensions" the grade of' steel employed and its 1Ur

ther processing, i.e., on whether tbe ingot is to be rolled 

or f'orged. 

ROughed, Rolled and Pressed Stock 

This is used for forging operations. Rougbed stock 

(blooms) is obtained by rolling the ingots 1n roughing or 

cogging mills; rol.l.ed stock by -rOiling the ingots in section 

rol.l.ing mil.ls; pressed stock is obtained by processing the 

ingots in horizontal presses. Pressed stock is manuf'acturea 

from non-f'errous metals only, usually of' round cross section. 

,.l.'.2 Selecting the materials~ 

The first step to proceed on the operations of a forging 

production unit is the selection of the stock of' material. 

Forgeabl.e metals are : 

(l.) Iron 

(2) Carbonateels - Carbon content in steel., does not 

exceed l..7~. - Steela with carbon content upto 0.25% are l.ow 

carbon steela-, content from 0.25% to O.')O~ are medium carbon 

ataels and above 0.0;0% content are high carbon ateel.s. 

(') Alloy steel.s - (Manganese, Nickel, Nickel.-aluminium, 
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Molybdenum, Chromium, Vanadium, Chromium-vanadium, Tungsten, 

Silioon-manganese). Forgings from these steels bave beavier 

strength, resietance, durability etc. 

(4) Stainless eteels- meant for corrosion and beat 

resietance. 

(5) Nonferrous metale. 

Within this broad group of metals, tbere are many 

hundred of grades or steel with different composition of their 

component elements. Choice of the material is important from 

the point of view of final costs because hard-to-forge mate-

rial may result in a greater number of operations, short 

forging die life,- increased reJects, extra finishing and in-

creased tolerances. The grade of steel used for making 

forgings always determines : (1) the time and temperature 

required for pre-heating, (2) the number of heats, (3) the 

method or forging operation, (4) the conditions for cooling 

the forgings, and (5) heat treatment conditions. 

3.1.4.3 preparing stock for heating and forging 

Arter selection, preparing the stock for forging is the 

immediate-step that f'ollows. Bars, squares and billets are 

cut, sheared or sawed into the required size pieces by shearing, 

sawing and abrasive cutting machines, to desired precision. 

The weight of' the piece of the stock is estimated to attain 

the net weight af'ter forging. Specif'icatlons of' the material 

size must make allowance f'or mismatch, die wear, shrinkage, 

6a decarburization, trimming and draf't. The interior must be 

6a 
Mismatch is the misalignment of' a pair of forging dies. 

Decarburization consists in the reduction of carbon content at 

Con tlnued/ •• 
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sound and be checked by means o~ acid etching and micro 

inspection. Sur~ace ~inishing is done by chipping, scar~ing 

and grinding machines, as it is required to remove the seams, 

scabs, cold shuts and other de~ects which are properly marked. 

Arter these preliminary operations, the pieces o~ the stock 

are re-heated, rolled to proper sizes and slowly cooled on 

a hot bed as they are meant ~or quality ~orgings. 

J.I.~ (b) Die preparation in Die shop ~or die ~orgings only 

J.I.~.1 Selection o~ blocks ~or dies 

There are many activities in die shop, the chie~ o~ 

which is the die sinking on alloy steel blocks by the die 

sinking machines. Selection o~ blocks'material and size for 

die preparation in the Die shop, is governed by the size of 

equipment, size o~ piece material and the amount o~ space 

required to allow for the incorporation o~ various £orming and 

~inishing impressions. ~hen determining a block size ~or a 

~orging design, the usual practice is to allow two inches o~ 

space between the required impressions that are to be incor-

porated in the block. To this total, two more inches are 

added on each size at the extreme edges o~ the proposed 

impressions to obtain block width. Similar allowances are 

necessary ~or block length. 

the sur~ace o~ the metal - the carbon burns away in the 
furnace. ~hen decarburieed, tool steel becomes soft and 
parts manufactured from such steels have a short li~e. Trimming 
is an operation in forge shopi to remove ~lash or excess metal 
~rom a ~orging part by a shearing operation o~ trimming press 
either in cold or hot condition. Draft is the amount o~ taper 
on the side walls o~ die impressions to aid the removal o~ 
~orging ~rom the dies. 
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).1.4.2 Die preparation - Operations 

The blocks selected undergo many operations £or die 

preparation, though all the operationa are not essential 

for all the dies. Sequence o£ the operations is not prescribed, 

as it varies from Job to Job of die preparation. They ars 

broadly classified under three heads, namely (I) pre sinking, 

(2) sinking and () poat sinking operations. 

(1) Presinking operations 

The presinking operations are meant £or preparing the 

die blocks to work on die sinking machines. Drilling, 

planing, grinding, sawing, shaping and lOCking are eome of 

the presinking operations, carried out by respective machine 

tools,after the layout is drawn on the die blocks. Then, 

templatee ars prepared. A template is a thin plate or pattern 

used to check the dimensions on the dies. 

(2) Sinking operations1 

The actual die sinking for the impressions of the forg

ing piece on the two die blocks, as the exact duplicate 

impressions of each other on the pair of die blocks, may 

consist of one or more stagee of the sinking operations. 

Blocking, edging, fUllering, bending, drawing, flash and 

gutter, cut off, master die, insert, sprue, trimmer and 

punch out, coining die etc. are the different stages of die 

8inking operations,to bring out the requisite impressions 

of the forging piece by the die Sinking machines. These 

1 See the Appendix to this Chapter III for details. 
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atagea correspond with their Corging operationa in Corge 

ahop,to bring out the specifications and intricaciea oC the 

joba. The sequence oC the atagea ia not prescribed in a 

deCinite manner,aa they depend on the nature oC the joba. 

). Post Sinking Operations 

The poat sinking operations in the Die ahop are to 

check whether the dies are up to the apeciCications in all 

respects and are ready to bring out Corgings up to the 

tolerances. (1) Finishing or bench or sharpening is done 

by hand grinders. ACterwards, lead casts are made. (2) Lead 

cast is a sample Corging in lead or lead alloy oC the die 

impression, obtained by clamping the two dies together in 

alignment and pouring molten metal into the Cinishing impres-

sion. Those lead casts are sent to the customer Cor approval. 

IC the customer approves the lead cast, the dies are said 

to be ready Cor Corging.· (3) The die sinkers have to put as 

o liberal draCt angles as up to 8 ,so that Corgings do not tend 

to stick to the walls oC the dies. (4) The radii and Cillets 

are also made suCCiciently large,so that the dies do not 

break too oCten. 

4. Resinking Operation 

Die replacement is a Cactor set up for reworking on 

worn out impressions. It is known as resinking activity and 

is determined by the cost oC one reworking, times the number 

oC reworks possible plus the total estimated cost oC original 

set oC dies and tools. The estimated die liCe per sinking 

is the expected number oC Corgings,that ~an be produced before 
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it becomes necessary to resinK tbe original dies. Dies 

are normally considered as worn out,wben impressions are 

spread to the extenttbat it becomes impossible to make 

forgings within the agreed specifications. 

,.1.5 Heating the Stock 

After the requisite materials and the dies enter into 

tbe Forge shop, heating the material is tbe £irst aotivity 

in Forge shop. 'Deformability of metals increases witb 

temperature. 

8 Heating process 

On being heated in a furnace, tbe surface of steel be-

comes oovered witb a layer of oxides, called scale. Tbe 

rate of oxidation decraases witb increasing carbon content. 

As tbe steel becomes hotter, tbe thickness of the layer of 

the scale increases. If it falls on tbe bearth of tbe fur-

nace, it forms slag deposit. Part of tbe scale sticks to tbe 

steel itself. Los. of metal, wben tbe stock is in furnace 

due to oxidation~is known as furnace waste. At bigh tempera

turesJtbe oxidation of the steel is accompanied by its de

carburisation. 

If steel is heated beyond tbe upper critical point, a 

growth in siza of its grains can be observed,under a 

8 In flame furnaces, heat is transferred to the surface 
of tbe metal in two ways -.by convection and radiation. By 
convection is understood tbe transfer of heat by the direct 
contact of continuously moving particles of furnace gaSe. 
with the surface of the object being heated. By radiation 
is understood the transfer of beat througb space from one 
body to another body at a low temperature. In forge furnace, 
steel is heated botb by convection and radiation,upto 600 0 c 
bea~ing proceeds mainly by convection. At temperature above 
600 C, bow ever , heat is transferred mainly by radiation. The 
further diffusion of beat inside tbe stock takes place,as a 
result of thermal conductivity. 
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microscope. Steel with exceesive coarse grains is called 

overheated steel; when overheated steel is forged it will 

tear and crack. Overheating depends on two factors. viz. 

the temperature and the duration of heating the steel. Over

heated steel can be improved by subsequent annealing. i.e. 

by slow heating and subsequent slow cooling to remove all 

working strains and to impart softness to the steel. If a 

heated piecs of steel is allowed to remain for a considerable 

time in the furnace at a high temperature. it will be burnt 

and steel becomes weak. Such stock will be rejected as scrap. 

The more alloying elements in the steel. the poorer the 

thermal conductivity of the steel. the greater will be the 

difference between the furnace temperature and that of the 

eurface of the ingot being heated. The uneven distribution 

of temperature throughout the cross section of an ingot or 

piece of stock gives rise to what are called thermal stresses; 

compression stresses at the surface and tensile stresses 

in the centre. 

The indez of utilisation of heat in a furnace is called 

its efficiency. which indicates that proportion of heat 

generated by the combustion of Cuel which is actually uti

lised for heating the metal. An efficiency of about 40%. 

i.e. heat absorbed by the stock as a percentage of the avail

able heat is generally considered satisfactory in the case 

or furnace used in Forge shop. Thus. properly heating the 

metal for forging presupposes (a) heating it to the required 

temperature uniformly throughout its cross section. (b) heating 
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the steel at the maximum permissible rat. without impairing 

its quality and (c) heating the ste.l with least pos.ible 

loss ot metal and with minimum consumption ot fuel. 

,.1.5.1 Forging Process - requisite temperature 

As a result of forging at high temperature, the grains 

of the metal grow simultaneously with ths change in orystals. 

This phenomenon of grain growth, i.e. the combination of 

small grains to form larger grains, i& called collective re-

crystallisation. Collective recrystallisation tends to lower 

the resistance of the metal to deformation. Consequently, 

metals should be forged at temperatures which toster grain 

growth (recrystallisation) and be completed at temperatures 

at which recrystallisation no longer ocours. Thi& will ensure 

fine grained forgings possessing high mechanical properties. 

Generally, forging temperatures range trom l700 0 F to 25000 F 

o 0 for irons and steels, and from 1100 F to 1700 F tor co~per, 

brass and bronzes. Each specific mata1lic composition has its 

own plastic range. 

,.1.6 Operations for forging9 

The number of forging steps required to change a bar or 

billet at forging temperature into the shape of a forging 

piece may vary from one or two steps to a series of many 

operations. The sequence ot operations depends upon the size 

and shap~ of the part to be forgsd, the forgeability ot the 

metal composition, the propertJ.es to b .. developed in the part 

9 See the Appendix to this Chapter III tor details. 
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and the tolerance. and other special requirements that may 

prevail. Edging, rullering, blocking, drawing and bending 

are some or tho.e rorging step.,before the rinal impre •• ion. 

are brought out. All the.e .tage. or forging operation. are 

done by forging hammer./pre •••• /upsetter •• 

,.1.6.2 Die forgings - Methods of operation 

(1) Two met bod. 

Two method. of die rorging are practised, namely, 

(a) die forging in .ingle impre •• ion and (b) multiple im

pre.sion die rorging. Single impression die forging con

.ist. of forging the work in one (finish) rorging impres.ion. 

Here) the preliminary operations (edging, bending, reducing, 

etc.) are carried out on other equipment - 1'orge hanlners, 

forging roll., etc. 

In multiple impression die forging,all the impression. 

rrom the preliminary .tage are contained in one set or dies 

and the rorging process is carried out on one hammer/press 

only. Die rorging by .teps (pa.ses) is only a variety 01' 

the multiple impres.ion proce ••• In tbi.~the 1'orging is con

ducted on sev.ral hamme~/presses,each or which i. equipped 

with a di1'rerent set of dies designed 1'or one derinite opera

tion. Usually the stock is beated only once and tran.1'erred 

from hammer to hammer without reheating. Thi. proce.s of 

mUltiple impres.ion of die forgings i. widely practised in 

the large or mass scale production of forgings, as it is 

.more productive and permits the organisation or 1'low lines 

for the production of duplicate 1'orgings. 
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(2) Press and upset forgings compared to drop hammer forgings 

Forgings oan also be made by tbe use oC pusb or squeeze 

pressurs witb tbe help oC Corging macbines or upsetters and 

Corging presaes as they can be made by impact oC tbe drop 

hammers. In botb oC theae. closed die impressions are tbe 

common principls. The steady Corce oC a press creates a 

flow oC plastic metal into tbe shape provided by tbe dies in 

the upaetters or a Corging macbine and a press. Tbe pushing 

or squeezing pressure aa developed by the Corging machine 

and/or the forging press diCfers somewbat in cbaracter Crom 

the impact pressure oC a drop hammer. Impact pressure is 

exerted at the instant the striking die toucbes the bot 

plastic metal and this potential impact energy is dissipated 

as the blow moves the plastic metal. The energy exerted by 

the pusb or squeeze pressure increases in intensity as the 

plastic metal tends to resist a change in sbape and tbe 

maximum pressure is exerted at tbe end oC the press stroke. 

However. the diCCerence in tbe type oC Corging pressure does 

not cbange the physical or metallurgical cbaracteristics 

oC the Corging Crom that oC a forging made by impact pressure. 

There is economy oC time and' cost in a forging press and an 

upsetter compared to drop hammers. Skill of the operator is 

less required in these compared to drop hammers. Tbe producti

vity rate and quality of the products are better in tbese 

cpntinuous squeezing pressure Corging machines and presses 

compared to impact drop hammers. 



).1.7 Post Forging Operation. 

Po.t ~orging operation. are required ~ter the rough 

hot ~orging. in the Forge .hop are made. They are cooled 

in air or in pits or in furnaces a. de.ired for .lower rate. 

ot' cooling. 

).1.7.1 Heat Treatment facilities 

Forging. are heat treat.d (1) to remove .tr •••••• 

(2) to equali.e the structure. () to increase the hardness 

and (4) to improve the mechanical proper tie. of' steel. Ifeat 

treatment con.ists in (1) Annealing. (2) Normalieing. () 

Hardening and (4) Tempering proce.ses. 

(1) Annealing consists in heating the forging. in a 

o 
fUrnac. to a temperature of' 750-900 C. depending upon the 

carbon content o~ the steel. with subsequent slow COOling. 

It result. in (1) re~inement of' the grain o~ steel. (2) re

moval of' internal stresses.() sof'tening the steel, thereby 

improving its machinability. 

(2) Normalising process is similar to annealing with 

only a di~~erence o~ degrse. It also result. in (1) f'ine 

grained structure. better than by annealing. (2) improved 

mechanical properties - increased tensile strength and ducti-

lity. () removal of' internal stresses. A normali.ed steel 

is stronger. harder and may b. more machinable than an annealed 

steel. 

() Hardening : This is done by heating the steel to 

temperatures equal to those used, ~or the same carbon content. 

in annealing and then quenching it in water. or oil or other 

fluids. It produces a homogeneous structure and a reduction 
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in the size oC the crystal grains oC the Corgings. 

(4). Tempering I This consists oC heating a hardened 

steel to a temperature somewhere between atmospheric and 

o 
about 695 C and with some alloy steels, then cooling it Cairly 

rapidly by quenching it in water, or oil or other Cluid. This 

process relieves the severe internal stresses produced by 

hardening process. Similar is the case with 'Retempering'. 

).1.8 Other post Corging operations 

(I) Cleaning Operations 

After the rough Corgings are heat treated, they are all 

put through a cleaning operation to remove the Corging scale. 

shot blasting is in very general use Cor this operation. 

Pickling oC Corgings to remove scale is an older method. In 

pickling, an acid solution loosens the scale by chemical 

actio~and imparts a dark bluish colour to the surCace. 

Tumbling is another process to remove scals Crom Corgings 

by impact with each other, together with jacks, saw dust, 

and abrasive material in a rotating containe~. 

(2) Coining as an operation consists in applying heavy 

pressure on the ;forging part in a coining press to obtain 

closer tolerances or smoother surCaces. This is also termed 

sizing. 

(J) Similarly,straightening, as a process in a press, 

consists in decreasing the misalignment between verious sec-

tions o;f a ;forging. 

(4) Grinding also is sometimes ;followed on the ;forgings as 

it may be required ;for ;final ;finishing touches. 
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(5) Then hardne •• check i. observed by hardness testing 

machines. 

(6) Usual inspection ~or cracks etc. is also made. 

).2 Salient ~eatures o~ ~orge production units 

under investigation 

).2.1 Nature o~ Investigation 

Initially, a pilot study is conducted on a relatively 

large independent commercial die ~orging unit. This has 

helped in ~ixing up the problems o~ product multidimensionality 

~or study. Based on this pre-survey, schedules and question

naires are prepared ~or collection o~ the requisite data ~rom 

a number o~ production units to study the problems o~ multi

dimensionality and o~ continuity in the context o~ input 

output and allied problems in this industry study. 

There are 48 production units in the industry. Only 

19 units are the ones most readily prepared to supply the 

in~ormation to the study. These 19 units have been selected 

~or investigation. Seventeen are personally con.tacted and 

in the case o~ remaining two ~rom Madras, their balance sheets 

data are utilized. Out o~ these 11 units, 14 units are in 

West Bengal and Maharashtra States. Contribution o~ the 

states to the output o~ steel ~orgings during 1964-1965 is 

clear ~rom Table) in Chapter II. West Bengal, Maharashtra 

and Madras come in order. Thus, the contribution o~ the 

states to steel ~orgings production is also considered in 

the selection o~ the units ~or investigation. 
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All these Corgs units can be broadly classiCied into 

t~o distinct groups : (1) Die Corging units, (2) open or 

Cree Corging units. There is a third group oC repair and 

maintenance type Corge units, which may be open or die Corge 

units, but the purpose oC these third group units is dis-

tinguished mainly as they produce repair parts and mainte-

nance replacements oC the equipments. The main distinction 

between open and die Corging units is that the Cormer produce 

open or Cree Corgings without the use oC impression dies, 

~hile the latter essentially need impression dies' pre para-

tion Cacilities and the closed die Corging hammers, presses 

and upsetters in Forge shop. The nature oC products, materials, 

processes and their capital structure, skills and users are 

likely to be diCCerent Crom each other. The nature oC the 

details provided by the Cirms are not uniCorm to present in 

tabular Corm. As such, they are described below serially. 

However, the Collowing table provides the preliminary details 

oC €he 19 Corging units. 

From the table ), it is seen that the gestation psriod 

between the year oC establishment and the Cirst year oC pro-

duction is ) to 6 years. It is normally) years. The account-

ing periods oC the Cirms are quite divergent, while in general, 

Cinancial year is Collowed. lO 

10 
These fsatures are important particularly in Chapter 

IV. The dstailed capital structures and inputs structures, 
reCining them ~ith the requisite adjustments, are brought out 
in Chapter IV. Hence, those distinct Ceatures are not dealt 
with in this Chapter III. Similarly, the product dimensions 
ranges and their independent input structures brought out Cram 
these available distinct Cirrus' data, are presented in Chapters 
VIand VII. So, those Ceatures are not dwelt upon here. 



Table 1. Details o~ ~orging units under investigation (period oC inquiry - April 1967 to March 1968) 

Sr. 'Code Year o~ 
No. name estab-

oC the 1ishment 
Unit 

1 2 3 

I. Die Forging Units 

1 A 1917 

2 B 1950 

c 1950 

4 F 1958 

5 E 1960 

6 and G and 1960 

First year Accounting Production 
oC produc- period in 1964-65' 
tion (In tonnes 

4 5 6 

1920 January to 1920 
December 

1953-54 April ,to March 948 

1953-54 July to June 1800 

1961-62 April to March 

1963-64 April to March ~ 

Capacity in 
1964-65 

per annum) 

7 

1920 

2400 

1800 

1000 

Nature o~ the Unit 

8 

Captive unit in a Heavy 
Engineering firm. 

Independent commercial 
~orge unit 

- do -

C~ptive unit in a steel 
plant 

- do -

G is independent and H 
7 H 

1963 January to 1000 
December is a captive unit in a lIeavy 

engineering plant. 

8 D 1966-67 July to June No production as 
it started in 
1966-67 

Independent and fu1l-~ledged 
comn.ercial forge unit. 

9 and 
10 

X and (During III Five 
Y Year Plan but 

exact years not 
available) 

II. Open or Free Forging Units 

11 M 1952 

April to March 1916 4500 

360 360 

12 L 1959 1964-65 April to March No production as 
triala are going on 

13 and J and 1960 1966-67 April to March No production aa 
14 K it started in 1966-67 

III. Repair and Maintenance type Forge Shops (All are open forGing units) 

15 to 
19 

N,P, 
Q, R, 
and 
5 

1960-61 April to lolarch 1500 

Source : From the firms' data collected on investigation. 

1500 

Independent and captive 
units 

Captive unitin a Heavy 
Engineering plant 

Captive unit in Mining 
and Allied Machinery Plant 

Captive units in Alloy 
Steel plant and in Heavy 
engineering corporation. 

6aptive units in steel 
plants, beavy engineering 
plant and sbip building 
plant 

~ The production statistics are sbown under Iron and Steel ratber than under ~orgings in o~ficial 

statistics. See Cootnote 10(a). 
. 

X and Y Cirms are not personally contacted, but their balance sbeets data are utilized. 
\() 
u 
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Out or 19 units. 11 belong to West Bengal with nearly 

lla 
5000 tons or production, 3 to Maharashtra with nearly 6000 

llb tons or production, 2 to Madras with nearly 2000 tons 

or production, and the rest or the units produCing nearly 1000 

tons or production. Thus, nearly 14,000 tons of production 

llc i. covered, which may serve as nearly 20 to 25% of the 

coverage of total tonnage production in the industry in India. 

Out of 19 ~its, only 5 are independent units, while the rest 

are captive units in Heavy engineering plants, steel plants, 

mining machinery and ship building plants. 

3.2.2 Die rorging units and their salient reatures 

.. 
As the nature of the products and the processes or the 

units E and F in steel plants producing wheels sets and 

lla . 
5000 tons in West Bengal is exclusive or that or 

E and F (See the asterisk in the table). E and F are the pub
lic sector projects in the steel plants. producing wheel sets 
and sleepers ror railways. Their production statistics are 
shown under " 341-1 Iron and Steel" in Annual Survey of Indus
tries reports. There are ~3 items or Products and by products 
of 341-1 Iron and Steel, listed in the said reports, while 
these two are out of 53. The percentage of wheel sets gross 
output to the gross output or 341-1 is 1.51% and that or sleepers 
is 2.03%. Similarly the inputs details for 341-1 are as many 
as 54 listed, while for wheel sets and sleepers are as less 
as 15 or 16 that can be listed. From these view points these 
two products can be distinguished from 341-1. 

llbThe 6000 tons in Maharasbtra is inclusive of a rela
tively large unit covered under investigation. And its produc
tion rigures are not given in the table as its production 
started in 1966-67 but not by 1964-65. 

110 
. The 14,000 tons is an approximate figure for the dirfi-

cultiss of estimation of exact rigores, while some units produo
tion is shown under 341-1, some other. under 34l~3. The produc
tion or public sector projects of E,F,J,K,L,N,P and Q are shown 
under 341-1 in ASI reports. It is difficult to speciry the 
coverage, while the total tonnage production in the industry as 
a whole in India is itself an approximate figure because of 
similar difficulties of estimation. 
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.leeper. re.pectively are .lightly di~~erent ~rom tho •• or 

all other die forginge unite, the distinct ~eaturee of the.e 

12 two plant., their proce •••• and producte are or priority, 

a. a continuation of the earlier .ection. The.e two plant. 

are covered under-this .tudy ae their basic proce •• of produc-

tion ie forging, con~orming to the de~inition or forging pro-

ceee. For hi.torical and .ome organizational reaeon., they 

have become part and parcel of eteel plante. 

Firm E: It cat ere to the needs of railwaye. It con-

eiete of heavy forging prese, rolling. wheel and Axle machining. 

forging hammer. and manipulatore and aeeembly department. cap-

able-o~ producing an annual tonnage of 57.000 tone of 45.000 

finished wheel sets. It includes the axlee of 20 tonne roll 

bearing type and 16 tonne plain bearing type. About )0.000 

sete have to be manu~actured for Broad gaage and the balance 

o~ 15.000 eets ~or metre guage wagone. The weight of each 

wh.el eet for the broad guage ie ).7 tonnes and for metre 

guage is 0.6) tonnes. The manu~acture of 45.000 wheel eet. 

requires annually 75.000 tonnee of wheel ingot. and 2).500 

tonnee of axle blooms, both being supplied by the steel plants. 

1000 axlee and 7 to 8 thou. and wheel. are the die life with 

100~ utilization o~ die life. 

Each ingot is nicked by an oxyacetylene torch procese 

and an ingot breaker breake it into blocks (blanke) o~ suitable 

length for forging. The top portion of the ingot, which ie 

12 -All the detail. of the two plante are collated from 
their booklet. and reports. 



about 20%' ot the total cannot be made use ot and has there-

tore to be rejected and remelted. This portion is usually 

converted into wheel tyres. The wheel blanks are then heated 

in a rotary hearth turnace and forged in two stages, consisting 

ot slabbing and finishing operations. In normal conditions, 

approximatelY 50 wheels can be turned out per 'hour. The 

central hole is then punched prior to rolling in the vertical 

rolling mill. Therea£ter, the wheel is brought to the Dish

ing press, where the wbeel is coned. The wheels are then 

normalized by the beat treatment processes. 

The axles are manutactured in the Axle sbop. ACter 

cutting the blooma received trom blooming mill of ateel plant, 

into suitable lengths for forging, each bloom is £orged, beat 

treated, straigbtened and torging scales are removed by shot blast

ing the axles. ,Then tbey are again passed on to a hot straigh

tening press, swan to length, macbined, centered and recessed. 

Finally, they are inspected for any detects. The finished 

wheels and axles ot proper size are brought together and 

assembled. Tbereafter, roller bearings are titted as re-

quired and the wheel sets are tinally despatcbed. 

Table 2 gives'the piece weigbts ot wbeels, axles and 

wbeel sets at different stages ot operations. 

Firm F: It is a sleeper plant, supplying sleepers to 

Railways. The materials for sleepers are tbe sleeper bars 

rolled in tbe continuous Billet mill of steel plants. An 

electrically driven sheet cuts the bars into the required 

size on the Roll, table from where tbe cut sleeper bars are 



Table 2. The piece weights or wheel sets at dirrerent stages or operation 

S.No. 

1 

2 

, 
4 

5 

Capacity or piece and 
description 

20 ton wheel set 
Broad Guage (BG) 

11 ton wheel set (B.G. ) 

10 ton wheel set (B.G. ) 

12 ton wheel set (M.G. ) 

915 mm wheele 

Block 
weight 
M.T. 

0.60 

0.61 

0.'2 

0.'2 

0·51 

Forging 
wheel 
weight 
M.T. 

0·55 

0·56 

0.29 

0.29 

0.46 

Finish
ing wheel 
weight 
M.T. 

0.48 

0.48 

0.2'5 

0.2'5 

Bloom 
weight 
M.T. 

0·55 

0·54 

0.25 

0.'0 

Forging 
Axle 
weight 
M.T. 

0·54 

0·53 

0.24 

0.29 

Finished 
Axle 
weight 
M.T. 

0.41 

0.40 

0.16 

0.198 

-

Assembled 
wheel eet 
weight 
M.T. 

1·'7 

1.,6 

0.6, 

0.668 

Source or these data is the rirm itselr, obtained from the orriciale or that rirm. 

'C 
.." 
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li£ted to a £urnace, which has a continuous output o£ l~ 

tonnes per hour. Each bar £or a Broad guage sleeper weighs 

171 lb •• (pounds). A£ter being beated in the £urnace, bars 

are discharged 00 tbe walking bins or the skids and each bar 

in turn is placed against the £emale or bottom sleeper £orm

ing die witb the belp o£ levers. The hydraulic press table 

,i8 pushed to £orge the sleeper. Therea£ter, by another 

movement, £our holes are punched in the sleeper. Tbe sleeper 

is then taken out 1'rom the £emale die, placed on the de scaling 

conveyor and the scales are removed with wire brusbes. ~bile 

sleepers are moving in tbe conveyor, they pass tbrougb a Jet 

or water whicb washes the scales and lowers tbe temperature. 

Then the sleepers are dipped in tar. Tbey are then trans

£erred to the cooling and inspection conveyor and 1'inally 

stocked with the help 01' a pneumatic hoist. The sleepers 

are inspected according to the Indian Railway Standard 

Specification. 

The ma&imum achieved production is )20 sleepers p~r 

hour while the capacity is said to be 207 sleepers per hour. 

60,000 tons per year is the capacity o£ sleeper plant on two 

shi£ts basis. The die li£e is nearly one lakh sleepers, While 

the actual utilization is )OO~ 01' the estimate. 

Firm A I It supplies screw couplings to Railways, 

other die £orgings to tea machinery, Jute machinery, diesel 

road rollers, milling machinery, printing machinery and main

tenance equipment. 
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Firm B: It caters mostly to the locomotive engines, 

auto parts etc. Most of the steel consumption in the firm 

is that of customers' steel supplied. 

Firm C I It caters to the needs ot automobiles, diesel 

engine. and railvays. It does not have a good die shop as 

they prefer to get the die impressions sunk by sub-contractors 

of small units specializing in die shop activities. ~teel 

cutting is also subcontracted similarly. 

Firm G: Pipe fittings are one of the specialized 

products of this unit. The production compositions in 1965 

and 1966 of this firm are given in Table J. 

Firm H I The production compositions during 1967 are 

given in Table 4. 

Firm D : It is fully equipped vith all facilities in-

cluding the crankshaft machining facilities, vhile all the 

above die forging units do not have the latter facility. It 

is one of the leading units,producingimport substitutables. 

The sales distribution over using industries during July 

1966 to Juns 1967 of this firm is given in Table 5. 

J.2., Open or Free forgings units 

Firm J ,: It i8 designed for a cogging output of 12,000 

tonnes per year •. ot vhich 4,000 tonnes vill be for finished 

forging. The estimated load of forge shop on different 

quality steels i. presented in Table 6. 

The principal forging operations performed eithsr on 

the hammer or press ars described below. 



Table ,. Production compositiomin 196; and 1966 of Firm G 

Sr.No. Description 1960; Production 1966 Production 

M 'I> Value 'f, H 'I> Value 
tons in '000 tons 'in '000 

Rs. Rs. 

1 Automobile parts '05 40.1J 770 J4·5' 450 40.18 14'0; 40.42 

2 Diesel Engine parts 15'5 20·)9 410 18·)9 275 24.55 6)0 17·75 , Forged f'langes 8,; 11.18 '50 15·70 90 8.04 560 15·77 

4 General forgings 10 1.)2 25 1.12 80 7.14 280 7·89 ... 
0 

5 Jigs, ,fixtures, etc. 10 1.)2 40 . 1·79 7 0.6) 25 0·70 0 

6 Prells Tools 5 0.66 20 0·90 ) 0.27 10 0·28 

7 Dies and punches 15 1·97 165 7·40 )0 2.68 )40 9·58 

8 Hand tools 10 1.)2 )0 1·)5 

9 Other products 165 21·71 420 18.82 185 16·51 270 7·61 

Total 760 100.00 22)0 100.00 1120 100 ;00 )550 100.00 

Source : The firm itself' provided the data. 
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Table 4. Production compositions in 1967 o~ Firm H 

Users No. 

Carbon steel 

1. _agons and Coaches 208,617 96.94 654·965 70·99 

2. Cranes· ',951 1.84 186.400 20.20 

,. Others 2,628·5 1.22 81.2'9 8.81 

Total 215,196·5 100.00 922.604 100.00 

Alloy Steel 

1. wagons and Coaches 1 0.00 0.060 0.00 

2. Cranes 110 ,.8, 7·066 26·55 

,. Others 2,768 96.17 19.601 73.45 

Total 2,879 100.00 26·727 100.00 

Total 

1. Wagons and Coaches 208,618 95·66 655·025 69·00 

2. Cranes 4,061 1.86 19,·466 20.,8 

,. Others 5,396·5 2.18 100.840 10.62 

Total 218,075·5 100·00 949·3)1 100.00 

Source : From the £irm data. 
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Table ,. Sales distribution or die rorgings oC Firm D 

S.No. Using Industry Tonnage Value in 
1akhs or 
Rupees 

1 Oil. Engines 1650 75·00 99·29 73·2) 

2 Motor vehicles %25 19·)2 28.67 21.1% 

) Scooters and motor cycles 80 ).64 4·90 ).61 

4 Locomotives )0 1.)6 1·90 1.%0 

, Tractors, pumps, other 
Agriou1tura1 M/C and 
others 15 0.68 o .S% 0.62 

Total 2200 100.00 1)5·60 100.00 

Source • From the Cirm itse1C • • 

Table 6. Estimated load oC Forge Shop in diCCerent quality 

steels 1 F,,,,-J" 

Type oC steel Forging 

For process For Cinish 
Ingots/tons :rn~ots7 tons Finish? tons 

1. High speed steel 2950 550 350 

2. Carbon tool ateel 250 

). Alloy ateels and die 
atee111 )800 400 250 

4 •. Die blocks 800 500 

, ,. Construction IIteels 500 . 2250 1500 

, 6. Stainl.sll IIteels 500 -
Total 8000 4000 2600 

Source : Booklet oC the Cirm published. 
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(1) Cogging of ingot. 

(2) Forging down to (a) Rounds, Squares, Hexagons, 

Octagons, square edged flat slabs (b) die blocks 

() Upset forgings of (a) Rings and discs, 

(b) step Corgings. 

Tbese forgings are to be used in different critical 

applications, such as, rotor bodies, sbafts, axles, con-

necting rods, pistons, piston rods, die blocks, gears, 

pinions, sbear blades, cutters, extrusion dies etc. Tbe 

internal soundness of critical products is vigorously cbecked 

by special ultrasonic testing equipment. Structural bomo-

geneity is acbieved by proper soaking of tbe ingots prior to 

cogging, by suitably selecting rebeating stages and proper 

finisbing temperature. Homogeneous structure of alloy steel 

Corgings results in uniform pbysical properties and better 

macbinability. Tool steel corgings require. specifically fine 

grain size. Cooling furnaces and mica boxes are provided 

Cor controlled cooling of tbe forgings to. guard against tbe 

development of bigb tberlllal and transformational residual 

stresses. Electrode salt baths.are also provided for iso 

annealing oC.small and medium size. forgings for critical 

application •• 

Firm K : Its main users are heavy engineering macbinery 

units producing over bead cranes,. blast Curnaces, beavy wagons, 

beavy macbine tools,. beavy electricals, auununition require

ments and steel plants equipments' requirements. This total 

project is designed witb modifications over the following 
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stagss. The I stage is expected to reach the capacity of 

14,000 tons per year by 1967-68, the II stage to reach the 

capacity or 27,700 tons per year by 1971, the III!l stage to 

reach the capacity of 33,000 tons per year by 1973 and III!2 

stage to reach the capacity of 46,000 tons per year by 1975, 

when the 6.000 ton press will be working on one shift basis. 

The actual production achieved during 1966-67 is 3JO tons 

only and the scheduled for 1967-68 is 1610 tons. The I and 

II stages together are to establish fully a light forge shop 

for the manufacture of a piece weight of 500 kg, III!l stage 

is expected to establish the medium heavy forge shop for the 

manufacture of forgings of a rough piece weight upto 30 tons 

and IIz/2 stage to establish a heavy forge shop for the 

manufacture of a rough piece weight upto 100 tons. Piece 

weight ranges-wise production of the light forge shop as 

deoigned in project report are presented in Table 7. 

Firm L : Its standard products are centrifugal pumps, 

conveyors, mine ventilators, winders, coal cutters, friction 

pumps, gear boxes etc., serving the requirements of public 

sector projects or heavy engineering equipment units, mining 

and allied machinery, steel plants and railways' locomotive 

ensines. It consists of all facilitiss of equipment producing 

1800 tons in 1966-67. 

Firm M : It caters to the railways rolling stock, wagons, 

~oilers, etc. Its capacity is 1800 tons per year. It has no 

production due to recession in demand during 1966-67. 
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Table 7. Light forge shop production in tonnage per year according to piece weight ranges and forging 

capacities of firm K 

Piece , ton 2 ton 1.6 ton 1.0 ton 0.6, ton 0.40 0.25 0.16 25 mt 1.6 ton 500 800 
weight hammer hammer hammer hammer hammer ton ton ton Die die ton Ton 
ranges in hammer ham- ham- forg- f"orging f"org- forging 
Kg. mer mer ing hammer iog machine 

hammer )facbine 

Upto 1 Kg. - 100 200 

1 - 4 Kg. - '00 64 460 5 

4 - 10 Kg. 700 150 - 10 400 100 50 

10 - 25 Kg. 956 92 66 20 95 80 

25 - 50 Kg. 850 28 100 400 20 200 

50 - 100 Kg. '10 500 500 842 

100 -250 Kg. 250 800 1200 200 

250 - 500 Kg.2500 

Total 2750 1110 2550 528 1056 792 550 264 1518 880 220 ':30 

Source: Project report of" tbe f"irm K. 

160 100 Total 
ton ton forg-
f"orging f"org- ings 
Press ing 

Press 

12 '5 '47 

50 879 

1410 

1:J09 

1598 

2152 

2450. 

2500 

62 :35 12645 
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3.2.4 captive Repairs and ~~ain tenance 

TYpe Open Forge Shops 
is 

Firm N : This £orge shoplwith a capacity of' 2,100 tons 

per year. Desides £orgings, this shop produces 500 tons 

o£ steel balls £or the coal pulverizing mill. Forge shop 

production on 2 shirts basis is given in Table 8. 

Table 8. Annual production according to piece weight 

ranges and rorging capacities of' Firm N 

Piece __________________ ~~!£_~!E!~!!!!! _______________ 
weight of' 3 Ton 2 Ton 1 Ton 0.4 ton Press Total f'orging 

(2 NOs.) in tons in Kg. 

300-1000 800 800 

100-30 500 700 1200 

50 - 100 300 200 500 

25- 50 200 200 

10 - 25 100 100 200 

Upto 10 JOO 300 

Total IJoo 1000 500 400 3200 

Balls and 
other non-
standard 
products 3.50 350 

Source . From the rirm itsel£. • 

This serves the di!'!'erent shops of' all steel plants 

distributing nearly 95~ of' its production. The balance of' 5% 

is to cater to heavy machine tools, heavy electricals. etc. 
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Mechanical delays are the main CBUse of loss of production 

hours. 

In the steel plants, (1) the coke ovens and by-products 

shop is served by clamp, grisley shafts, shaft Cor hammer 

crusher, shop head rivet, halC coupling, blank, body, 

bottom bearing block, pin, piston, rotor shaft cover, 

(2) the Sinter plant is served by runner, bolt, nut etc. 

(l) Blast furnace plant is served by link, motor half coupling, 

rosanant grizzle bar, stationary grizzle bar, body block, 

axle, tie rod, screw, forged blank, clamp for ball, ring, 

blender support, blank for stage stopper, support, nozzle 

flange, hook, shaft, eye for shovels, connecting bolt, roller, 

crow bar, wedge etc. (%) steel melting shop is served by 

shackle handle, suspension rod, Loco coupling link, traverse, 

clamp, chisel tool bit, lower ring, hanger sample spoon 

handle, link, slid. block, (5) Blooming mill is served by 

counter weight rod, bending of foundation bolt, T-guide etc. 

(6) rail and structural mill is served by guide fixing bolt, 

fork, spindle shaft, (7) Billet mill is served by distance 

bUsh, plate, tie rod, bending of plate, bottom row fixing 

bolt, eye bolt etc. (8) Merchant mill is served by bolts and 

shafts. Similarly, all other shops in the steel plants are 

being served in general, by a variety of open forgings and 

some may be more specific to the shop. The distribution of 

the total value of production in this forge shop over dif

ferent shops of the steel plants is given in Table 9. 

Firms p, Q, R, S: These are very small shops producing 



Table 9 •. Distribution o~ the value o~ production o~ repairs and maintenance type £orge shops over 

the di~~erent shops o£ steel plants over years 

Year 1966-67 1966-67 

Firm P p p N N 

Shop Value Per- Value in Per- Value in Per- Value in Per- Value in 
in Rs. centage Rs. 

1. Coke oven 

2. Blast £urnace 

3. steel melting 

4. Blooming Mill 

5. Billet Mill 

6. Slesper Plan( 

7. Section Mill 

8. Foundry and Pattern 
Shop 

9. Sinter Plant 

10. Rail and Structural 
Mill 

11. Rolling Mill 

12. Re£ractory Material 
Plant 

13. Scrap and Salvage and 
slag 

14. Wheen and Axle Mill 

15. Merchant Mill 

4177 2.73 18347 

25746 16.82 38702 

20803 13.59 181779 

21669 14.16 25103 

17568 

5804 

159 

257 0.17 

27529 

13337 

23026 

2485) 

9375 

17902 

16. Steel Straightening Shop 

33826 

11694 

'1103 

4260 17. Machine Shop 

18. Tool Room 

19. Civil Engg. Dept. 

20. Power and Blooming 

21. Oxygen plant 

22. Water Supply and 
Pump House 

23. Communications 

24. Rail Transport 

25. Auto Transport 

26. Central Laboratory 

27. Instrumentation and 
Elec. Tech. Lab. 

28. wire and Rod Mill 

29. Gas facilities 

)0. Plan t .Cen tra1 Garage 

31. Crane Dept. 

32. Others 

1168 

270 

11180 

8764 

1223) 

21496 

0.18 

1.15 

5·73 

7·99 
14.05 

9052 

3928 

)117 

276 

1925 

135)3 

60 

19935 

1529 

986 

79624 

cent- Rs. cent- Rs.· cent- Rs. 
ate a,8 

3.23 6)436 12.47 141492 4.75 9120 

6.80 55771 10.96 137984 4.63 216461 

31.96 141639 27.83 619865 20.83 399884 

4.41 20310 3.99 219867 7.39 114842 

0·90 

0·75 

1·59 

0.69 

0·55 

0.05 

0·34 

0.01 

0.27 

0.17 

1)·99 

20722 4.07 56395 

17684 

16173 

27009 

17195 

16102 

5244 

5.31 141931 4·77 

55005 

3.)8 18653 0.63 

3.16 60803 2.04 

1.03 

9070 0.30 

4982 0.17 

5191 0.17 

257 0.00 

)633 0.71 2956 0.13 

341 0.07 17587 0.59 

14527 2.85 18551 0.62 

554 0.11 

1469 0.29 

20076 3.95 27809 0·93 
1010 0.03 

·2186 0.43 397 0.01 

1244) 

17378 

84180 

32025 

j0242 

11496) 

3279 

5165 

4105 

147845 

4219 

4619 

6)43 

2974 

21990) 

Total 15)050 100.00 568801 100.00 508879 100.002977554 100.00 1564573 

Source' From the £irm itself. 

Per
cent
aee 

1.11 

0.20 

7·35 

0.21 

0.)0 

0.19 

14.0'1 

100.00 

.... o ... 
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nearly 650 tons altogetber in 1966-67. Tbe products and 

tbeir distribution over dirferent sbope or steel plants 

and otbers are eimilar to tbat or firm N. 

).2.5 A rew production planning problems 

in a jobbing type industry 

The following production planning problems are essen-

tial because or wide range or products and materials with 

rlexibility in the equipments, caused by tbe problems of 

product multidimensionality and of' continuous dimensions. 

Tbese technical details on the produots, materials and pro-

c"esses are essential f'or the studies relating to substitu-

tion possibilities, optimisation problems, disaggregatiTa 

import output tables, at the economy and/or industry level 

and Cor production planning and control at the firm level. 

(1) Utilized capacities and bottle-necke on processes 

As this industry is a jobbing type intermediate product 

industry depending upon the rluctuating specifications or the 

customers, it is more likely that unutilised capacities on 

some and bottle-necks on other processes will result in. 

Planning the jobs on equipments becomes dirficult because or 

imbalance in capital structure. The very definitions or 

optimum capacity, optimum production pattern, measure or 

imbalance in oapital structure and of unutilized oapaoityl) 

1) See Mathur, P.N., Valavade, S.P., and Kirloskar, 
M.V., 'Optimum oapacity and imbalance or capital structure: 
the case of' Machins Manufacturing Industries', published 
in Economic Analysis in Input Output Framework. 

See also Kirloskar, M.V., Techno-Economic Study of' 
Electrical Machinery Industry, unpublished thesis. 
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become diCCicult when market conetraints oC Jobbing type 

products are numerous and uncertain. 

In the analysis or a Cirm's detailed time requirements 

and available hours data, it is Cound that the upsetter re-

quires 6863 hours whereas 4800 hours are available, the 

black smith hammer requires 5632 hours compared to 4800 hours 
. 

available, the two straightening presses require 10922 hours 

compared to 9600 hours available, and the 7 h~mers taken 

together require more or less the all available hours. Simi

larly, one may Cind that the die shop activities are becoming 

bottle-necks within the die shop ror the preparation or dies 

and to be sent to the Corge shop. Similarly, one may Cind 

that a aingle magnaClux equipment is becoming bottle-neck 

Cor inspection or the Corgings in the same Cirm. 

lihile the linear programming (L.P.) methods Cor the 

study or unutilized capacities and allied problems ars sug-

gostsd Cor a Cinite number or activities, the application oC 

linear programming method to an illimitable list oC products 

in a Jobbing type industry is still on an eXperimental level. 

The only way is to group the maximum possible number or 

products into 1'inite and unique process-product &roups or 

activities with respect to the homogeneity oC product dimen

sions (as done in Chapters ,~ and VII), and to make use oC 

those rinite procesess or activities Cor the programming 

problem. 

-(2) ECCiciency 1'actors 

The term 'eCCiciency' is deCined by comparing the actual 
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perrormance with respect to a standard norm. Norms ars 

generally rixed based on time motion -studies or a standard 

technologY with respect to know-how, equipment and skill •• 

The standard technology may be the best available technology 

at a point ot time which may not be accessible to each torg-

ing unit. Norms adopted by a particular rirm may not be the 

same with others' norms it they adopt ditterent technology. 

But each tirm can have norms as, within a tirm, it can have 

etficiency tectors ot the operators, processes and materials 

or a given technology. 

A tirm bas class1tied the die preparation jobs and tound 

thepercentage erriciencies as percentage or the ratio or 

estimated or expected hours to actual hours, tor the prepara-

tion or both top and bottom dies during March 1967 to June 

1967. The averages or 4 months are given below. 

MedtWll Jobs 

Easy Jobs 

Dirficult Jobs 

New Sinking (%) Re-sinking (~) 

107.94 

84.76 

66.82 

72.19 

70.49 

120.)0 

Similarly in Forge shop the average. or ) months (February , ' 

1967 to April 1967) are given as - Medium Jobs 71.58%, 

Easy Jobs 97.21% and difficult Job. 54.60%. 

In_the Forge shop ot another firm, the efficiency tactors 

of' operators (hammermen) during the winter and summer sea.ons, 

on a Job x, are relatively more on piece rated Job. compared 

todatly rated jobs. 
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Operators (Hammermen) 

B c 

Daill rated jobs 

~inter 80~ 00% 65%. 

Summer 75% 55~ 60% 

Piece rated jobs 

Winter 92 to 
95% 75~ 75% 

Summer 85~ 70% 70~ 

In another firm. Dillet shear has J5%. cold saw 90%. Long 

lathe 57~. Milling Machine 70%. Shaping Machine 60%. Planing 

Maohine 52~ as efficiency factors on an average. 

(') Average Yields and ine~~iciency factors on 

materials and products 

Index of average yield is expressed a8 a percentage of 

piece weight or net weight to the gross weight of the ~aterial. 

The differenoe between gross and net weight of a piece of 

forging ia the scrap. flash and other wastages. The weight 

of the latter to the net weight gives the ~nefficienoy factor 

expressed as percentage indices of the products. Nearly 

219 types of die forgings are oonsidered in the analysis. 

The average yields on ~aterials range between 95.15~ and 

25.58%. while .the inefficiency factors of products range 

between 0.85% and 290.91%. The details are useful both for 

production planning and control at the firm level and for the 

diaaggregative input output studies to ~ake necessary adjust~ents. 
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(4) Requirements o~ Steel materials and planning to 

assign the die blocks to the ordered ~orgings 

Nearly 219 di~~erent types o~ die torgings are consi-

dered in the analysis. Requirements ot numerous grades and 

specitications14 o~ steel are computed by multiplication 

or total annual requirements or die ~orgings to the gross 

weight. Similarly, the requiremsnts or pairs or die blocks 

with dir~erent speciCications oC block sizes and grade or 

the alloy steel are computed by the division oC the annual 

requirements or Corgings to the estimated die liCe (number 

or pieces that it can turn out with one sinking impression 

die). As the number or die blocks are discrete, these 

quotients are rounded o~C to the nearest integer values. 

These details are an additional inCormation Cor the dis-

aggregative input output tables and they become the requisite 

inrormation ir the input output tables are to be constructed 

treating each material specitication as an activity or a 

sector. 15 

These details are oC immense use Cor production planning 

and control at the Cirm. It only one sinking is possible on 

the die, 447 pairs or the die blocks are required, iC only 

two sinkings are possible on the die, 285 pairs oC die blocks 

are required and iC 3 sinkings are possible, 262 pairs or die 

14 There are hundreds or grades and speciCications oC 
steels with diC~erent chemical compositions and mechanical 
properties. 

15 This attains importance when each speci~ication or the 
material (steel) is providing a distinct and independent input 
output vector. 
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blocks are required to be kept in stock, ir all 219 orders 

are to be met in that year. All these analytical results are 

based on. tbe assumptions that orders are not Cluctuating 

within that year once they are placed and that tbe estimated 

die li~e. are or 100~ utilization, a. the determining vari-

able ror die block requirement •• 

The range or die lire Cor blocks varies Crom 2000 to 

25000, while the range oC annual requirements or Corgings 

varies C~om 300 to 72000 Cor these 219 orders. The latter 

is much broader in range than the £ormer. Ir the orders or 

300 £orginge requirement. are assigned to 5000 die liCe blocks, 

as observed in a £irm, the manU£acturer has to be assured or the 

same order Cor 16 to 17 years successively to utilize one 

sinking die lire or the block. Many planning tools and exer-

cise. can be adopted with diCCerent assumptions on tb. number 

or repetitions oC the orders, given the actual utilization 

or the estimated die li£es on one sinking, on two sinkings 

and so on ror production planning and control or the acti
/ 

vities at the £irm level. 

3.3., Summary 

While section I gives the general technical reatures or 

steel Cor&ings industry in India, both o£ die Corgings and 

open rorgings, section II gives the salient Ceatures oC the 

firms under investigation. These two sections are a requisite 

background Cor the main problems or product multidimensionality 

and continuity in tbis industry study. Thes. are supplemented 

by the Appendix. Though the survey oC investigating the firms 
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is subJect to limitations, either ~ith respact to coverage, 

the nature of the units, basis of selection oC the units 

or the period of inquiry, the details oC individual Cirms 

provide a wide range oC the products, users, materials and 

processes involved in this industry. Thess detaile support 

the main theme oC this study, "Problems oC product multi

dimensionality and oontinuous product dimensions in the 

process analysis oC steel Corsing industry in the inter

industry Crams works". The disaggregative technical details 

on productivities,ineCCiciencies, and annual requirements 

oC the materials, eCCiciency Cactors on the operative 

equipments and of operators, optimum production pattern and 

unutilized capacities in this Jobbing type industry will 

serve as additional inCormation to the disaggregative studies_ 
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Appendix to Chapter III _ 

Detailed technical ~eatures of steel forgings industry 

in India and in advanced countries 

The main operations or proce •• ea material. and product. 

of the indu.try are explained, eummarily, in the text of 

this chapter III, in the context o~ quantitative and quali-

tativ. f.atures of a wide rangeo~ forging., produced by 

the continuous forging proc.... Her., it i. intended to 

provide more technical detaila o~ sOlDe (i) o~ a few proce.ses 

o~ .t.el forging. indu.try in India and (ii) o~ innovation. 

in proce •• e. of at.el ~orging.indu.try in advanced countries. 

The.e two sections will serve as additional information to 

this industry study. All th.se details will be a requisite 

information for di.aggregative economic analysis o~ the 

industrystudie. with different economic a.pects, especially, 

the sub.titution po.sibilities of processes or equipment., 

1 material. and products. _ 

A.I More technical details of some of the processes 

of steel forgings industry in India 

(1) Sinking Operations 

'The actual die-sinking may consist of anyone or more 

of the following operations done by the die sinking machines 

aa parts o~ the sinking operations : 

1 The .ources for the fir.t aection of this Appendix 

are the .ame as those given in the firat section of the main 

text o~ the chapter III. 
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(1) Blocking : It is a sinking operation in the Die 

shop and a 1'orging operation in the Forge shop to impart the 

general and preliminary shape to attain the 1'inal and exact 

shape. A blocker is that portion 01' the die sunk in the 

Die shop. 

(2} Edging : It consists 01' 1'orging the metal between 

a pair 01' oval dies and distributing the metal roughly to 

the 1'inal shape in the Forge shop. An edger is that portion 

01' the die sunk in the Die shop. 

(,) Pullering: It consists in reducing the cross 

section 01' the stock in Forge shop. It is the opposite 01' 

edging in that it removes the metal away 1'rom the centre 01' 

the tool. A Culler is that portion 01' die eunk in the 

Die shop. 

(IJ) !lending: It is a moven·ent 01' the various parts 

01' the stock so that the required asymmetrical shape 01' the 

part is obtained. That portion 01' the die, sunk in Die 

shop is shown as bender and is meant Cor bending operation 

in the Forge shop. 

(5) Drawing: It consists in reducing the stock size. 

at one end only as part 01' the 1'orging process in the Forge 

shOp. That portion 01' the die on which drawing operations 

can be done is sunk in the Die shop as part 01' sinking 

operations. 

(6) Flash and gutter: It is a portion 01' die sunk 

in the Die shop to provide 1'or the excess metal as it passes 

through 1'lash pan during the 1'orging operations. 
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(7) Cut O~£ I A paiDo£ blades, either milled in the 

corner o£ £orging dies or inserted in the die. in die 

shop are used in £orge shop to cut away a £orging £rom 

the stock after the £inishing blow. 

(8) Master Die : A duplicate model of the original 

piece o£ dis sunk in the Die shop £or repetitive Jobs is 

known as Master die.· 

(9) rnsert I rt is a piece of steel used to Cill in 

a cavity or to replace a portion oC the die. That portion 

o£ the die sunk in the Die shop is insert die. 

(10) Sprue: The portion oC the die Which is machined 

out to permit a connection between multiple impressions and 

the Corging bar. rt is sometimes called gate. 

(11) Trimmer and Punch out : Trimming is an operation 

in the Forge shop to remove the Clash. The dies used £or 

this operation are sunk in the Die shop and are known as 

trimruer. Blades are attached to the Trimmer dies to punch 

out the excess metal around the perimeter oC theCorging. 

(12) Coining : rt is an operation oC applying heavy 

pressure on the .ur£ace o£ the part to obtain closer tolerances 

in a COining press. The dies used in this coining pres8 are 

prepared iO the Die shop and they are known a8 coining die8. 

(1) Other minor sinking operations consi8ting oC Dowel, 

twi8ter, NECK and BUST etc. are done by Die sinking machines, 

boringmacbines and vertical turret lathe8. 

(2) Types oC Furnaces 

There are £our types oC Corge Curnaees with £our 
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criteria. (1) As regards heating •. .furnaces are classi.fied 

into box type. semi-continuous and continuous .furnaces. In 

the box type .furnaces. the temperature is the same in the 

entire working chamber, bu~ in .continuous Curnaaes it varies. 

rising .from the beginning of the working chamber to a higher 

temperature at the exit. (2) As regards charging and dis

charging methods Curnaces are .further classi.fied into conti

nuous and periodically operated Curnaces. () Depending 

upon the type o.f Cuel burnt in t.he .furnaces, they are classi

.fied .as : coal .fired, gas .fired, oil .fired .furnaces •. (4) As 

regards heat sources, .furnaces are classi.fied as .flame and 

electric .furnaces. 

() Heating Conditiofts 

Capacity of the Curnace is the weight o.f metal that 

can be loaded at one time. Productivity 01' a Curnace i8 the 

weight of metal that can be beated in tbe .furnace to the re

quired .forging temperature in any unit o.f time. Thus~ pro~ 

ductivity which increases with capacity o.f a .furnace depends 

on the rate of' penetration o.f heat on the metal. For exa~ple, 

at about l150 0 C heat penetrates in steel at the rate o.f 1/2 

inch in 20 minutes •. With a well designed .furnace, the output 

is generally reckoned at 40 to 80 Ibs. (on an average 60 lbs.) 

01' mild steel per square .foot hearth area. per hour. Brass 

will take ')0% and coppsr 40~ o.f this .time •. · For high carbon 

and alloy steels, however, initial prewarming and slower rates 

of heating are essential. Undue thermal shocks should be 

avoided, as uneven heating or cooling involves local volume 
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changes in the mass and results in metal cracking. The 

harder the structural constituents of the metal, the more is 

it susceptible to cracks. 

The atmosphere maintained in the furnace is also 

important. In general, a slightly oxidising atmosphere 

containing an excess of about 2% oxygen is maintained. A 

neutral atmosphere is ideal but not practical. If the 

atmosphere is highly OXidising, not only scaling becomes 

heavy but also decarburization takes place. A reducing 

atmosphere on the other hand tends to ruin the quality of 

steel as tbe unburnt hydrocarbons and hydrogen cover tbe 

surface of the steel and gives rise to a pitted surface of 

the product. Gas or oil fired furnaces provided with con

veyors cr rotary hearth permit ideal heating cycles and Are 

more conducive to high production, especially wben tbe job 

is repetitive. Electric resistance furnaces with neutral 

atmosphere, accurate temperature control and flexibility of 

operation serve as excellent beating units but can be used 

only for special products because of their high cost. A 

400 KW can deliver 4" It 4" It 12" long steel billets at tbe 

forging heat at the rate of one ton per hour. 

(4) Drop Forging Hammers 

Heavy machine parts cannot be forged by hand since the 

comparatively light blows of a hand or sledge hammer are un

able to produce a great degree of deformation of the metal 

being forged. Moreover hand forging is a lengthy process 

and requires repeated beating of the metals. 

Rorging under bammers or in presses is further dividsd 
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into hammer ~orging ~hen the work is ~orged with the aid 
. 

o~ ~lat dies and stamping or die ~orging when the ~orgings 

are made in atamps, i.e. ·the blocks containing impressions 

o~ the ~orging to be made. 

Hammers are classi~ied as mechanical and air and steam 

hammsrs. In their turn the ~ormer is classi~ied into lever 

spring, pneumatic and ~riction hammers. Air and steam 

hammers are classi~ied into aingle and double action hammers. 

Tbe part or the hammer which serves aa a rigid support during 

~orging is called the anvil block. The heavy ~alling part 

or the hammer is called the ram. The lower part o~ the ram 

which oomes in direct contact with the ~orging ia called 

the bottom die. The heavier the ~alling part or a hammer, 

and greater the height and velocity o~ the ~all, the greater 

will be the ~orce or the blow o~ the hammer. 

The capacity or tonnage o~ a hammer is determined b~ 

the wei~ht oE its ~alling parts. For instance i~ the ~alling 

parts or a hammer weigh 100 Kgs., the hammer is rated.aa 

a 100 Kg. hammer; i~ the ~alling parts weigh 5000 Kg., the 

capacity oE the hammer is said to be 5 tonnes. The ~orce 

oE the blow oE the hammer is trans~erred through the ~orging 

to the bottom die and then to the anvil block. The greater 

the capacity o~ the hammer, the greater will be the Eorce 

oE the blow and consequently greater must be the wsight o~ 

the anvil block in order to preserve the stability o~ the 

hammer. Each blow o~ the hammer strikes the anvil block, 

which transmits its vibrations to the roundation. O~ course, 

heaVier the ~oundation is, the less susceptible will it be 
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to vibration, but only very large foundations can be completely 

free from vibration. 

Tbe blows of tbe drop hammer cause the metal to flow 

and compact itself in the impression "of the forging dies 

to the shape contained in the impressions. One of the dies 

is fastened securely to tbe ram (striking weight) of the 

drop hammer and tbe second is fastened to the anvil cap 

(base). The dies are fastened that they can be given proper 

alignment between the ram and the anvil. The steps in the 

dies are also designed to control the direction of the grain 

flow. 

In respect of power transmission, there are three 

tyPes of drop hammers, namely (a) the board drop hammer, 

(b) airlift or self-contained pneumatic hammer and (c) steam 

drop hammers. The power consumption averages from 3/4 to 

1 H.P. for every 100 lbs. falling weight. The capacity of 

board drop hammers usually varies from 100 to 10,000 lbs.· 

and drop is 3 to 8 feet. Steam drop hammers range in size 

from 250-50,OOOlbs. The height of board drop hammer ranges 

from 2 1/2' to 5 feet. 

The Board drop hammer is operated and controlled by 

means of a foot treadle. All blows are of equal intensity. 

After the blow is struck, a pair of rolls come together and 

grip flat boards fastened to the top of the ram to lift the 

ram and die to the top striking position. 

The airlift gravity or self-contained pneumatic hammer 

operates similarly. to a board drop hammer, eAcept that an 
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air cylinder aesembly on the top o~ the hammer is sUbsti

tuted ~or tbe roll. and boarde. The cylinder raiees the 

ram and die and permit. their Cree ~all·~or tbe ~orging blow. 

The steam drop hammer io operated by oteam or com

pre.oed &ir pre8eure tbrough a cylinder on tbe top o~ the 

/lammer. :On eteam drop bammer, the energy o~ blows can be 

regulated to ouit ~rom a light tap to a ~ull blow. The 

operation is controlled by a foot treadle. 

There is also a Trim barrdDer which has a rotating shaf"t 

on the top of tbe hammer. The speed of rotation o~ tbe sbaft 

may be regulated through a cone clutch oystem and the operator 

i. thus able to impart beavier blow at faster rates or 

ligbter or .lower blow. by incrsasing or decreasing the rota

tion of tile shaft. 

Tbe ratio of anvil weight to falling weigbt ia important 

and sbould depend largely upon the material being torged. On 

any haJlll:ler operation, some energy' is lost in movement ot tbe 

anvil under the forging impact. ·The larger theanvil,·tbe 

less will be its movement and tbe more effective will eacb 

blow be. In a counterblow bammertbe loss or energy is 

minimised as both tbe anvil and tbe ram move simultaneously 

one from below and tbe otber from above. Tbe energy required 

for completing the Job to a better configuration and speci

tioations will be lese compared to otber hammere mentioned 

above. 

(5) Presses and Upsetters 

There are mecbanical presses for aocurate sizing, 
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coining and the production of relatively aimple symmetrical 

forgings. It consista oC a rigid Crame, a crank driven 

guided ram and the base directly under the ram. A fly wheel 

oC aubstantial weigbt!s fixed to tbe crankshaft. Size oC 

these presses ranges from 200 to 2000 tons and tbey may be 

aingle or double acting. 

In Hydraulic presees, pressure is received by fluids 

like water or oils. Steam intensified hydraulic presses 

are used for large forgings. It ranges from 200 to 15,000 

tons capacity. 

A forging machine or an upsetter can be considered 

as a special design of a double acting forging press operat-

ing in a horizontal position. Forging machinea are rated by 

the diameter of the largest bar size tha.t tbey can handle. 

They range in size from 1/2" to 9". This rating, bovever, 

does not indicate the range of forgings tbat a machine is 

capable of producing. The dies and tools most commonly used 

in the forging machine consist of a pair of rectangular 

blocks or inserts and one or more heading punches depending 

upon the number of passes required. The mating face8 of the 

two die blocks have suitable grooves in the horizontal p08i

tion for gripping the bar stock. The punch end contains some 

or all of the die impre8sions. The remaining impressions 

are contained in the gripping dies. ~hen tbe part to be made 

requires more than one pass," the first forging pass i. usually 

located in tbe top position in the die, the second pass is 

directly below and tbe third pass is tben below the second 
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paaa. As a rule, where several forging paasea are used, 

all tha operationa are performed in one heating of the 

for.ing atock. Another form of Corging machine die ia the 

aliding type of die, uaeCul where stock must be upset at a 

considerable distance from the end of the bar. 

The following table provide an idea of the possible 

substitutions on different equipments in forge shop. 

Comparison of Press and Hammer Capacity 

Rated size of lIydro- }11Ut. ingot size Rated size of 
lic forging preas (Tons) (inches) steam hammer 

)00 12 3000 

500 16 5000 

750 24 10000 

1000 )0 16000 

1500 40 25000 

2000 48 50000 

Source: 'Estimating Manual for Forge Shop', prepared by 
the Collaboratora and the Indian Technicians of 
a leading Corging unit, based on their atudies. 

A. II. Technological innovations in processes, production 
methods, demand attern of steel for in industr 
in advanced countries 2 

(I) Scale free direct gas fired Cumaces 

In America, a scale free direct gas fired furnaces haa 

2 A brier summary or the technological innovationa in 
the processea is attempted here, while a detailed report or 

Con tinued/ •• 
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reoently been developed.' The operation or this rurnace 

requires rrom 40 to 50~ more Cuel than a oomparable conven-

tional furnaoe. However, einoe eoaling is reduced to below 

l~ by weight, the additional oost or the fuel may be paid 

Cor by saving the material, die wear and subsequent cleaning 

oosts. Work at British Iron and Steel Research Association 

(BISRA)4 on this principle raised the efCiciency of the 

furnaoe from 11.5 to l4.4~. When insulating reCractory 

brick was installed, the eCrioienoy inoreased to a maximum 

(2) Electric Induotion Heating Furnaces. Simulators etc. 

Electrio induction heating requires a close coordina-

tion or the various parts oC tbe production line but yields 

good results because or lower rate oC scale Cormation. better 

temperature control and uniCorm rate oC production. Induction 

heating equipment linked with the Corging machine can be operated 

economically as the higher cost or heating is ofCset by in

creased production.' . Simulators oan be used to accurately 

a study, Technical evaluation oC the Forging industry. has been 
brought by the Illinois Institute oC Technology Institute. 
Chioago. Illinois. sponsored by the Committee of Hot rolled 
and Cold finished bar producers in American Iron and Steel 
Institute, 6)), Third Avenue, New YorklilO17. The period of 
investigation Cor this report is 'May 1st to Nov. 30th, 1962'. 

3 Turner. C.A., "Scale free beating. Technical Report', 
549-62 T.P., Selas Corp., Sept., 1962. 

4 Anonymous, BISRA Annual Report, 1961-1962. 

5 Korber, W., "Induetion beating for horizontal forging 
machines" (1959), Germany. 
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plot heat transCer Crom the outer surCace oC the forging 

billet to its centre, thus assuring proper Corging tempera-

ture throughout the billet. It can predict heat time and 

heat input needed to achieve complete temperature uniformity 

in a steel part and hae been used Cor the prediction of die 

temperatures during heat treatment.6 A new Swedish Curnace 

equipped with novel electric heating elements is capable 

oC working with a protective atmosphere. 7 Salt batb heating 

has some attraction, in that the salt oCfers protection 

against oxidation and conceivably could serve as a forging 

lubricant. But tbis ie not eueces.Cul because oC maintenance 

problem of tbe Curnaces and salt. 

(3) Main die tinction in uses oC hammers and presses 

It is considered tbat the hammer is the only suitable 

tool for production of components of elongated ebape and the 

press is more or les. reserved Cor axially symmetrical com-

ponents. The basic diCCerence is that, when Corging on drop 

hammer, all operations from bar to final shape are carried 

out by a multitude of blows in several impressions oC the 

same die set. In the case of prese forging, preCorming 

operations are concentrated on special machines (Corging rolls, 

upsetters, benders, etc.) and the press is reserved for block-

ing and Cinal forging. 

6Feng, C.L., "Computer helps speed heat cyclee", Metal 
Progress 80, (1961), No.2, pp. 79-82. 

7Tholander, Erik, "An Electric Forging Furnace with 
new heating elements", (1960, Germany). 
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(4) Extrusion Forging Procese or recent origin has many 

advantages, primarily ror the production o~ axially sym

metrical components or suddenly changing cross section 

(valves, turbine bladea, axles, etc.) and ror hollow bodiea 

(ahella, ,hubs, et~.). It is an extension or the rield o~ 

cold rorging (pressing) to larger components. 

(~) Roll Forging 
• 

Conventional roll rorging ia on two high rolls, rorming 

cut billsts or rods in aeveral steps to approach a shape 

which will then be suitable ror drop rorging or pressing. 

Recent development on this ia unidirectional rolling, in 

which, the preheated billet runs through one pair o£ rolls 

derorming it along part or its length - e.g. ~or reducing 

the central portion o£ a connecting rod. Productivity is 

extremely high upto 5200 times that o£ a drop hammer. 

(6) Hydraulic presses : A unique hydraulic press is the 

11,000 ton press which haa a 11,000 ton main vertical ram, 

two opposed 6000 ton horizontal side rams, and )000 ton 

auxiliary ram £or piercing to produce orrset £orgings. These 

cored rorgings require less machining and save the m!terial. 

(7) Shaping and sinking die impressions 

(a) Electro-rorming is based on the same principles 

as electroplating used ror shaping Shallow die cavities only. 

(b) Chemical milling, another new process chemically 

attacks exposed and unmasked Burraces to remove metal rrom 

curved sur£aces inaccessible by conventional milling. 

(c) Ultrasonic machining : Hard materials such as 
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tungston carbide, hardened steels and ceramics oan be cut 

and relatively small. precise and intricate details with 

dimensional tolerances as close as + .0002" can be 

brought out. 

(d) Electric discharge machining (spark erosion) : 

It is used extensively in high production die shops for 

die sinking. In this process. the work pisce is conneoted 

to the positive and-the tool to the nesative D.C. power 

source. Both tool and work piece are submerged in a suit

able die-electric liquid. .ith proper care, the work piece 

dimensions may be held to tolerances closer than O~OOl". 

Spark erosion is faster than conventional machining. Rough 

cut metal removal rates may be as high as 0., cubic inch 

per minute, dropping to about 0.01 cubic inch per minute 

for finish cuts. 

(8) Mechanization and Automation ; Automation is evident 

in open die-forging industry to positIon the work between 

the dies. Manipulators having a melllory of more than 200 

operations have been developed. In all the automated 

machines, die design bedomes much critical to control the 

metal flow which leads to the need for a more scientific 

and mathematical approach to die design. 

(9) Quality control : Inspection for forging defects by 

magnetic crack detections is done by Detroflux test and 

Magnaflux test equipments. Testing for internal aoundneas 

by X-ray is not wide spread since radiography is not sensi

tive enough to detect small flaws. Information on samples 
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or rorgings is surricient ~or running production and statis

tical techniquee o~ quality control can be used to locate 

sources or trouble. 

(10) U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. innovations in the product 

methods and demand pattern 

The amount o~ steel used ~or the production or rorgings 

is given as 5-6% in U.S.A. and 8% in U.S.S.R. O~ the total, 

approximately 67% is used ~or closed die-~orgings in U.S.A_ 

and 57% in U.S.S.R., thus the amount o~ steel consumed ror 

closed die ~orgiDgs amounts to 3 1/2 to 4% or the total 

steel production o~ U.S.A. and 4 1/2'/> o~ that o~ U.S.S.R. 

The relatively low percentage in U.S.A. is attributed to wide-

spread use o~ cast components in Automotive industry. 

There is an increasing tendency ~or presses, specialized 

rorging, cold rorging and Roll ror6ing in U.S.S.R. as seen 

Crom Table IO.below. 

Table lQ. Forging production prediction in U.S.S.R.(percentages) 

Production Method 

Closed die ~orging : 

Hammer 

Presses 

Horizontal ~orging 

Specialized 1'orging 

Roll 1'orging 

Cold 1'orging 

Open die ~orging 

19')8 1960 

39 30 
1 4 

12.8 15 

3·7 6 

0·5 1 

43 44 

1970 1980 

22 15 4 
11 16 20 

13 12 10 
8 12 23 
6 9 15 
2 3 5 

38 33 23 
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Table II. Percentage share or average dollar sales by the 

commercial rorging industry to major end use 

markets over the period 1960-65 in United states 
8 or America (U.S.A.) 

1. Aero apace 

2. Automotive and Trucks 

3. Construction, Mining, materials handling 
equipment 

4. Tractors, othsr agricultural machinery 
and implements 

5. Ordnance (except missiles) 

6. Rail-road 

7. Plumbing, rixtures, valves and rittings 

8. Petro-chemical 

9. Mechanical power transmission equipment 
including bearings 

10. Internal combustion engines (stationary) 

11. Metal working and industrial machinery 

12. steam engines and turbines 

13. Motors and generators 

14. Motor cycles and bicycles 

15. Rerrigeration and Air conditioners 

16. others 

Total 

1.3:' 

0·9:' 

0·9~ 

0·7'1> 

0.6:' 

0·5% 

0.5:' 

9.2:' 
100.0% 

8 Source : Jeneen John E., Forging Industry Handbook 

(ed.), Director or Marketing and Technical Services, Forging 

Industry Association, Cleveland, Ohio, 1966. 
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steel forgings in U.S.A. are consumed mostly by the 
< 

Aero space or Aircraft production industry because of lese 

weight and heavier strengths of the quantitative and quali-

tative features of their steel forgings. Automotive and 

trucks took second place, mostly because of some possible 

substitution of castings replacing the forginge as components 

of this major consuming industry. 
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INPlIr AND CAPITAL STRUC'I11RES AS I'ARAMln'ERS OF 
INSTANTANEOUS PRODUC'UON FUNCTIONS OF FIRMS AND 

TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESSES Xli STEEL FOi<GL'IGS INDUSTRY 
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In the light of investigation of. firms and their 

tecbn6logicalprocesses, products and materials of steel . . - . " . 

forgings industry in India, a. depicted in the.earlier 

chapter III, here, the inputs and capitalatructurea of the 

firms and,intermediate processes,. as the technological para-

meters of, the economic production functions of the production 

unite, have been .examined in the context of Leontief Input 

output analysia. The theoretical frame and the empirical 
. '" . 

analYsis of this inatantaneousproduction function approach 

have been dealt with broadly under. the following: 

(1) a discussion on the development of different.analy

tical approaches or methods to explain the production 

theories of firms or of an industry, 

(2) a discussion on the nature, uses and limitations of 

Leontief input output analysis as a production 

function approach to a firm or an iodustry, 

(3). A discussion on the conceptual and empirical problems 

along with their aSSOCiated adjustments carried out 

for refinement in the evaluation of inputs and 

capital structures of firms and intermediate processes 

in steel forgings industry in particular and in the 

preparation ·of input output tablee of an economy 

in general. 

(4) Analysis of the inputs and capital structures or the 

firms and intermediate proces.es in this industry. 
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4.1 production theories - discussion on Development 

o~ the analytical approaches l 

, 2 
About two centuries ago, Francois Quesney propounder 

o~ physiocratic school, published his "Tableau Economique" 

(17~8), in which the idea or the compartmentalized treatment 

or necessarily interdependent production activities was rirst 

~ormally advanced. But the idea remained dormant until 

the time o~ Leon walras' (1874) who employed a similar 

approach to state the interdependence among the production 

sectors o~ the economy in terms o£ the competing demands o~ 

each industry Cor Cactors o£ production and oC the substi-

tutability among their outputs in consumption. The main 

use or his mathematical £ormulations ie to demonstrate the 

existence or determinate solutions Cor the quantities and 

prices in the system under the assumptions o£ maximiSing 

behaviour. But these £ormulations too remained as a theore

tical analysis until 19'0's, when W.W.LeontieC4 gave a 

1 
Here, a brie£ presentation oC the development oC the 

analytical approaches to production theories is attempted. 
For a critical review, see Mathur, P.N., "Input ontput Crame 
work ~or explorations in theoretical and empirical economic 
research", Artha Vijnana, June 1969, Vol. AI, No.2, pp.l)J-148. 

2 Reproduced in Cacsimile ~or the British Economic Asso
ciation, Macmillan and Company, London, 1894. Original in 
France, 1759. 

) Walras Leon, Elements d'Economie Politique Pure, Lausanne, 
1874 (~irst edition), Fourth edition, R.Pichon et R.Durant-
Auzias, Paris, 1926. . 

4 Leontie~, w.w., structure o~ the American Economy, 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 19J9. 

Second edition, OxCord University Press, New York, 1951. 
For the mathematical Cormulations, reCer to Part II, pp.JJ-68 oC 
the second edition. Reproduced and summarised in Economic Acti
vity Analysis ed. Oscar Morgenstern. Chapter: 'Models oC general 
equilibrium' by J.Baldereton, pp.)-42. John Wiley and Sons, 
Inc. Chapman and Hall, Ltd., London, New York, 1954. 
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practical tool o~ analysis to derive a set of parameters ~or 

his model ~rom a single point observation o~ each o~ the 

inter-industry transactions in the economy. This inter-

dependent multi sectoral instantaneous production ~unction 

approach provides at any point o~ time only the equilibrium 

production points with a set o~ ~ixed coe~~icients observed 

in the economy. Later on, Dantzig and Koopmans 5 (1951) 

developed the mathematical technique o~ activity analysis 

or linear programming in the ~ield o~ inter-industry 

economics to study the production theories o~ a production 

unit as well as o~ the economy as an interdependent sectoral 

syetem. These analytical approaches are o~ modern production 

theories. 

On the other hand, traditional ~Iarshallian partial 

equilibrium analysis speci~ies the relationshi~between the 

economic variables o~ a sector, through sets o~ supply and 

demand ~nctions, assuming no signi~icant change in the 

economic variables o~ other sectors. The main distinction 

between traditional production theory or partial equilibrium 

or o~ general equilibrium analysis and modern production 

theory o~ Leontie~ general equilibrium analysis or inter-

dependent multi sectoral instantaneous approach, may be 

described as ~ollows : 

A production process is described as a transformation 

5 Activity Analysis o~ Production and Allocation, ed. 
Koopmans, John ~iley and Sons, 1951, and Koopmans, T.e., 
"Thrse· essa s on the State o~ Economic Science", McGraw Hill 
Inc., New York, 1957. Input output analysis is discussed on 
pp. 101-104 and on pp. )8, 72, 187-197, 20), 212). 
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of one set of variables - the inputs or the factors or pro-

duction, into another, the outputs. The quantitative rela-

tionships between inputs and outputs are determined by the 

set or all available technological alternatives. In the 

traditional production theory, among all the available input 

output combinations technically possible, the firm chooses 

one which maximisee the difference bstween total revenue and 

total coste under ceteris paribus conditions. All available 

transCormation possibilities are stated in,the form oC one 

or more well behaving 'production functions' with continuous 

partial derivatives through the entire relevant range, 

attaining a local maximum.6 Since,a fully detailed descrip

tion oC the actual shapes oC all ths transformation (production) 

runctions oC all firms in the sconomy is a nonreasible pro-

position, the theory or production. of the firms and or indi

vidual industries had to bs reformulated in terms of discrete 

instantaneous production functions observed at and applicable 

to different points of time. The latter approach gives only 

one way of producing the given amount as the best process 

with invariant proportions of factors of production in the 

short run. The Leontief system can be considsred as a multi-

industry counterpart of Marshall's short run partial analysis 

and may be labelled as short run general analysis.7 Thus, 

·6 Leontief, ~.W., Essays in Economics, Theories and 
Theorizing, Chapter - 'Mathematics in Economics'" pp. 23-24 
and the Chapter - 'The Problems' of quality and quantity in 
Economics', pp. 45-57. 

'ee also Barna, Tibor, 'The interdependence of the 
British Economy' in The Journal of Royal Statistical Society, 
Series A (General), Vol. CXV, part I, 1952, p. 30. 

7 Mathur, P.N., op.cit., Artba ViJnana, pp. 138-139. 
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the int.r industry disaggr.gativ. ana1yei •• erve. better-

than the partial equilibrium ana1y.i. to a detailed study 

of the production theory of firm., proce •••• and of an 

industry in the context of interindu.try sy.tem of an 

economy. 

I 
4.1.1 The "alrasian general equilibrium approachin com-

parison with the Leontief'e instantaneous approach 

as an empirical tool of the former to the produc

tion theory of firms. proce.ses and of industry 

There i. no counterpart in the Leontief .y.tem to 

Walr •• ian market .upply fUnction. for factor. and demand 

8 
function. for goods. In the .imple.t .tatic open Leontiej 

model total outputs demanded are found in term. or the 

level. or rina1 demand. walra.' utility function. for the 

individual also have no counterpart in the Leontief's open 

.ystem as the con.umption level. are .pecified out.ide the 

open model. 9 In the clo.ed Leontief model, they conform to 

the .trict fixed coefficient requirement. 

Input output analyei. is like general equilibrium ana-

1y.i. in that it encompas.e. all product. and industries at 

the di.aggregative level of cla.sification of the .ector. 

and serves a. an empirical tool to the latter. However, input 

output analyei. i. unlike general equilibrium theory in that 

8 - . 
Balder.ton, J., 'Models of general Economic Equilibrium' 

in Economic Act! vi ty Analysis, ed. ~lorgenstern, John "iley and 
Sons, Inc., Chapman Hall, Ltd., London, New York, pp. 3-30. 

9 . 
Leontief, W.W., Structure of American Economy, 1919-39. 

2nd ed. 1951. (See for logical and mathamatical xormulation.) 
pp. 33-34, 203-204. 
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10 
it is not in itselt an equilibrium syatem. Leontiet'a 

attempt waa indeed to render the walraaian ayatem, which 

11 had a remote maJesty but was empirically unworkable, to 

manageable proportions by constructing a model ot inter-

dependence - aa againat the ~alraaian intertirm and inter-

personal dependence - which required relatively tewer para-

meters to be determined trom a aingle point observation. 

From these Viewpoints, it is preferred in the tollow-

ing analysis to tind the fixed coetticients as equilibrium 

production points. Those fixed coetricients serve as para-

maters of interdependent, multisectoral instantaneous produc-

tion tunctions ot tirll.s or ot induatry. 

4.2 Input output analysia - ita nature and 

usea to a tirm or industry 

The ayatem of balance equations and the economic logic 

1.2 behind them are otten found in Economic literature, to 

derive the production levels, price proportions vectors, 

employment levels, wages, interest and protit relationships, 

the etfects ot toreign trade vectors etc. and the conditions 

10Christ, Carl F., 'A review of input output analysis' 
in Input Output Analysis - An Appraisal, Studies in Income 
and ~ealth, Vol. XVIII, National Bureau ot EconomiC Reaearch, 
Prinoeton Univeraity Preas, 1955, pp. 14). 

1.1BharadwaJ, R., 'Methodological Survey ot the Applica
tion ot input output in Deve1.oping Countries', Artha Vijnana, 
June 1.969, Vol.. XI, No.2, pp. 1.49-1.66. 

12 . 
(a> Leontiet, Ii.k., 'Input output analysis' in Input 

Output Economics, ed. Leontiet, New York, Oxtord University 
Press, 1966. 

(b) BharadwaJ, R. and Mathur, P.N., 'The Input output 
economics - a resume', in Economic Analysis in Input Output 
Framework,ed. P.N.Mathur and R. BharadwaJ, Poona, 1967. 

(c) Barna, Tibor, 'The interdependence ot the British 
Economy' in the Journal ot Royal Statistical Society, seriea 
A (General), Vol. ChV, Part I, 1952, pp. 35-37. 
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Cor internal consistency and viability oC both closed and 

open input output models. In these balance equations, 

instead or the traditional production £uuction oC an industry 

i oC the type Xi = r(xil,xi2 ••• xio)' the technical set up 

o£ each industry, i. described by a series or as many homo

geneous linear equations as there separate cost £actors. 13 
, 

XiI = ail xi'···· x io = aioXi (i=1,2, ••• r) 

The complets set o£ coeCCicisnts a
iJ 

arranged in the Corm 

o£ a matrix (a
iJ

] = A, corresponding to the input output £lo~ 

table (x
iJ

] D X, is called the 'structural or technical co

efficients' matrix, whereas (I-A] matrix is the techoology 

matrix. Each column vector oC (I-A] provides the process 

or a unique input output combination to produce the unit 

output level or the corresponding activity or a sector. The 

inputs are represented by negative sign, whereas the output 

is shown by positive sign Cor the sector concerned io (I-A] 

matrix. In the £low input output table (x
iJ

], the Cigures 

entered in the column ot the table desoribe the inputs 

consumed by the corresponding sector, where as the row ele-

mentsgive the distribution ot the output or the row sector 

as inputs o£ column .ectors. Similarly, the column vector 

o£ A matrix provides the input structures o£ the corresponding 

sector and the elements of row vector ot A matrix provide the 

. distribution o£ the output ot the corresponding row sector 

per unit outputs oC the different using column sectors. It 

13 Leontie£ W.W., The Structure of American Econonx, 
1919-1939. An empiric~l application of equilibriuJD analysis. 
Part II. The Theoretical Scheme, pp. 33-65, New York, Ox£ord 
University, 1951. 



is these column input structures, serving as tschnoloGical 

parameters of instantaneous production functions, of the 

activities or sectors and their stability that we attempt 

• 

to evaluate in this study. Once the consistency and stabi

lity of the column input structures are establishsd, the row 

vector elements ~ill be evidently given as they are. 

Although, in principle, the intersectoral flows can be 

thought of as being measured in physicai unite, in practice 

most of the input output tables are constructed in value terms 

at constant prices or at basic prices, as the aggregation of 

the different units of measurements of the sectors becomes 

difficult. The input output table is said to be at basic 

prices as good as at physical units, if the physical units 

are expressed in terms of ons rupee worth of the amount, as 

a single unit of production of all the sectors, at the prices 

prevailing at the time of the table construction. 

4.2.1 Uses ot A matrix to a firm or an industry 

It one needs to know how much of labour or how much of 

imports or any other sector's output is required directly in 

producing a unit output of a particular sector, one can find 

answer by constructing production accounts and there is no 

need for input output analysis. But it one unit or the output 

of an industry is to be delivered to final demand, it is 

necessary to produce - (1) the original unit of output.~~ 

(2) all direct inputs to make this possible, () all the 

indirect inputs required for ths chain relationship of the 

inputs and outputs of interdependent industries to fulfill 
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the direct inputs of the industry concerned. All these are 

being taken into account by the convergent eeries of (I-A]-l 

matrix whioh is equivalent to I + A + A2 + •••• J usually 

known ae matrix multiplier. Information of this kind ie 

clearly useful Cor the purpose oC industrial deCisions, which 

cannot be reached by direct observation or by production 

accounts alone. The product oC the matrix multiplier and a 

vector oC Cinal demand of diCCerent compositions, will provide 

diCferent eets oC output levels estimates, which are also a 

useCul inCormation to a firm in the market research depart-

ments. A businessman can compare his company's marketing 

position with that of an industry, of which it is a part, and 

note possible areas of additional market potential. To the 

extent that an individual firm deviates from its industry's 

average, "the industry oC which the firm is a part" approach 

14 is less than satisfactory. 

14 (a) Tie bout, Charles, M., "Input output and the 
Firm: A technique for using National and Regional Tables", 
The Review oC Economics and StatistiCS, Vol. XLIX, May 1967, 

(b) Leontief, W.W., "Modern techniques for Economic 
planning and proJection", in Leontief, 1/.10'., Essays in Economics, 
Theories and Theorizing, OxCord University Press, New York, 1966, 
pp. 237-247· 

(c) Barna, Tibor, "The interdependence oC British 
economy", The Journal of Royal Statistical Society, Series A, 
(General), Vol. CXV, part I, 1952, pp. 37-40. 

(d) Evans, Duane, W.,'~arketing uses of Input output 
data", (1951), Bureau of Labour Statistics (mimeographed), 
Journal oC Marketing, July 1952, pp. 11-21. 

(e) Evans, Duane, 1/. and Hoffenberg, M., "The nature 
and uses of interindustry relations data and methods", in 
Input Output analysis-an appraisal (ed.) NBER, Princeton 
University Press, 1955, pp. 5)-12). 
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4.2.2 Dynamic analysis to a tlrm or an industry 

Every industry requires, apart trom the Clow requirements 

ot production 1n the sector, some stocke to carryon productive 

activity. If an industry increases its output, its demand 

tor the products oC otber sectors of the economy gOBS up, 

not only on account of increased current input requirements, 

it will also absorb additional inputs to enable to increase 

its necessary stock boldings. In the case of diminisbed output, 

it is necessary to distinguish between inventory holdings 

and investments oC tbe more t~ed kind. The first can be used 

up through transformation into inputs on a current account, 

while the tixed.stocks cannot be adjusted downward through 

the same simple process of absorption on current account. 

Under the first category, stocks oC raw materials, goods in 

process, semiCinished and finished products will fall, while, 

under the later category, buildings, plant and utachinery 

transport equipment and other Cixed assets vill be included. 

Wben the stock requirements oC an industry go down in propor-

tion to diminished output, the Cixed equipment are not dimi-

nisbed accordingly. Instead the difCerence between the techni

cally necessary and actually available stocks results in the 

appearance of unused·or idle capacity.1S In the case of a sub-

aequent upturn, the current input requirements of the industry 

will naturally at once ~egin to grov in proportion to its increased 

output. Desides, the inputs are required to be replenished in 

accordance "with their stock requirements, Which are based 

15 Le"ontieC, ti ••• , The Structure of' American Economy, 
1919-1939. An empirical application of equilibrium analysis, 
Oxford University Press, Nev York, 1951, pp. 212-214. 
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on both rixed capital coerricients and working capital co-

erricients. Theee capital structures involving time dimeneio, 

are-the parameters or the expanded dirrerential balance equa-

16 
tione or dynamio input output analysie. 

4.2.' Dynamic analrsis ror an economy 

Due to basic linearity, Dynamio input output model has 

been conceived ae a summation or one or more Leontier Tra-

jectoriee. Each Leontier trajectory may be coneidered ae an 

independent economy growing at its own pace and is not condi-

tioned by the growth or otherwise or any other part or the 

economy. Apart rrom meeting input and capital requiremente, 

each Leonti.r trajectory throwe out a vee tor or rinal demand 

to be consumed exogeneously. A Leontier Trajectory growing 

at the technically reasible highest rate or growth is known 

to have balanced growth without throwing out any rinal demand 

to have a unique structure or production, which is orten termed 

as turn pike. 17 Ir the structure or production does not 

correspond to the structure or this highest growth ractor, 

investment should rirst be eo directed to achieve this. 

16 - - - - -
See (a) Mathur, P.N., - itA modiried Leontier dynamic 

model and related price system", Econometric Annual or the 
Indian Economic Journal, Vol. XIII, 1965. 

(b) Leontier, W.W., "An open dynamic system ror long 
range projection or economic growth", in Economic Analysis in 
Input Out~ut Framework (ed.) Mathur, P.N. and Bharadwaj, R., 
Poona, 19 7. 

(c) Leontier, w.w., -"DynamiC analysis" Chapter in Studies 
in the Structure or American Economy - Theoretical and Empirical 
Explorations in Input Output Analysis, ed. Leontier and others, 
pp. 53-93. 

17 Mathur, P.N., "Input output rramework ror eXplorations 
in Theoretical and empirical economic research", Artha Vijnana, 
Vol. XI, No.2, pp. 144-146. 
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The dynamic analysis can also take into account the year to 

18 
year cbanging tecbnology and consumption pattern. Wbile 

it is not attempted to review all aspects and applications 

o~ dynamic input output models, attempted by various authors,19 

ror dirrerent purposes, tbe main tool or tbe dynamic analysis 

are presented in this industry study. 

18 Ibid. 

19 Apart rrom those already rererred to in tbis cbapter, 
the rollowing applications are or signiricant importance : 

<a) Matbur, P.N., "An application or Dynamic input out
put model ror planning". 

(b) Matbur, P.N., "U.e or shadow prices in a developing 
economy". 

(c) Bbatia, V.G., "Measurement or Economic development 
and growth potential". 

(d) Panchmukhi, V.R., "Planning ror import SUbstitution: 
Some methoddogical and empirical results." 

(a) to (d) all in Economic Analysis in Input Output 
Framework, ed. by Mathur, P.N., and BharadwaJ, R., ~oona, 1967. 

(e) Smith, H.M., "Uses or Leontier's open input output 
models" in Activity Analysis or Production and Allocation, 
ed. T.C.Koopmans, pp. 1)2-141, John Wiley and Sons, .Inc., New 
York, 1951. 

(r) Mathur, P.N., "Two concepts or capital output ratios 
and their relevance ror developD,ent" Artha Vijnana, Vol. 4, 
No.4, 1962. 

(g) Grosse, R.N., "Structure or Capital", in Studies in 
structure or American Economy - Theoretical and Empirical 
EXplorations in input output analysis, ed. by Leontier and 
otbers, New York, Oxrord University~ress, 195). 

(h) Mathur, P.N., "Expected Production and its pattern, 
lQ85-86 ' • 

(i) Mathur, P.N., '~xplorations in making programme or 
rull capacity utilization". 

(h) and (i) in Artba Vijnana, June 1969, Vol. XI, No.2, 
pp. )06-»1. 

(J) Matbur, P.N., "An appropriate system ror derlation 
or sectoral income in a developing economy", The Review or Income 
and Wealth, series 1), No.1. 

(k) Mathur. P.N., "An e1'1'icient path 1'or technological 
transrormation 01' an economy' in Structural Interdependence and 
Economic development. ed. by Tibor Barna, 196). 
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4.2.4 Nature ot capital matrices - Average and 

incremental capital structure 

Basic to these dynamic models is the tixed capital co-

efficients per unit capacities of the sectors and the working 

capital coetticients per unit outputs of the sectors as the 

Capital structural matrices. Considering the latter separately 

as they involve less time dimension, similar to current input 

structures, the average tixed capital coefticienta are given 

=u by b
iJ 

·Xj where SiJ are the stocks ot l-th good held by 

J-th industry, and XJ is the capacity ot sector j, both at a 

point of time t. In the dynamic models, in principle, it is 

. ~. S~j 
the incremental capital coetticients, given by bij = ~' 

j 
that are ot significant role. These are to be obtained trom 

the project reports or trom engineering data or trom new 

plants' tinancial data. It two points data are available, 

then also they may approximate to 

a [Sij(t+l)-Sij(t)] 
• 

[Xj (t+l)-Xj (t)] 

But such an estimation haa serious limitations it there is 

capital imbalance within the indu8try. In the absence ot 

getting inoremental coetficients by any ot the above methods, 

one may oonsider that they may approximate to average capital 

.coetticients •. To allow tor changes in tlow and capital coetti-

cients with the industrial growth, it is neoessary to distin-

guish between average teohnioal ooetticients ot an industry, 

ot a firm or ot a prooess reflecting an existing capacity and 

incremental coefticients or marginal coetficient8, characteriz-

ing those portions ot capacity which are being added in the 
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20 
course o~ current growth and replacement. 

4.) Assumptions and Limitations oC input-output analYsis 

The prsdictive value o~ the input output analysis for 

any problem depends on the stability of the technical coeCCi

cients during the period between that of table construction 

and o~ applicationoC the model. Computation o~ ths stable 

technical coeCCicients oC an industry, which are crucial to 

depict the structure o~ the economy in terms of the inter-

dependence of the .ector., is of utmost importance for all 

practical use. and theoretical convenience •• 

There are at least .ix situations21 of theoretical 

20 Carter, A.P., "Incremental Clow coefficients for a 
dynamic input output model with changing technology" in 
Structural Interdependence and Economic development, ed. by 
Tibor Barna, London, Macmillan and Co., New York, 196). 
pp. 277-)01. See also Carter, A.P., "Capital coefficients as 
Economic Parameters" in National Bureau oC EconomiC Research, 
(ed.), Studies in Income and Wealth, Vol. 19, 1957. 

<a) 

(b) 

(0) 

(d) 

( e) 

(f) 

(g) 

21 Apart Crom others, summary of the following is attempted: 

Eckstein, 0., "Ths input output system - its nature and use" 
in Economic Activity Analysis, ed. by Orcar Morgenstern, John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc., Chapman and Hall, Ltd., London, New York, 
pp. 4)-78. 
Sevaldson, Per, "Changes in input output c oeCficients", 
Structural Interdependence and Econon~c development, ed. by 
Tibor Barna, London, MS~llan and Co., Ltd., 196), pp.)0)-)27. 
Chenery H.B. and Clark, P.G., "Interindustry Economics" 
Chapters 2 and 4, pp. I)-54 and pp. 81-1)6. New York, 
John ~iley and Sons, London, 1964. 
Christ, Carl F., "A review oC input output analysiS" in 
Input output analysis: An appraisal, studies in income and 
wealth, Vol. XVIII, NBER, Princeton University Press, 1955, 
pp. 1)9-14). 
Dorfman, R., ''Nature and signif'icance of input output", 
The Review of Economics and Statistics, May 1954. 
Samuelson, P.A., "Abstract of' a theoreUi concerning substi
tutability in open LeontieC models", pp. 142-146. 
Koopmans, T.e., "Alternative prooC oC substitution theorem 
Cor Leontief models in the case of three industries". 

Con tinued/ •• 
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interest and of practical importance under which the techni-

cal coefficients become unstable as given belowl 

First. is when a plant or an induetry is subject to 

economies ot scale. Leontief's assumption of constant returns 

to scale is contrastsd on the ground that functions more 

complex than simple proportions of instantaneous production 

functions. are necessary to describe the production processes, 

particularly in capital based industries having longer gesta-

tion periods. 

Second. is when substitution between inputs takes place. 

This is because substituticn between inputs may take place 

in the long run. when relative prices change. P.A.Samuelson 

prove. a proposition about substitution, namely: the absence 

of substitution among inputs in the open input output analysis 

does not need to be assumed. for it is already implied in the 

assumptions ot effiCiency in production. constant returns to 

scale, absence of Joint products and the existence of Just one 

scarce primary resource (i.e. a scarce resource that is not 

produced). The theorem says, in effect. that even though the 

production functione allow substitution among inputs. it does 

not take place. no matter how the final bill of goods is 

changed. because the achievement of efficiency in production 

always leads toa unique set of input output ratios for each 

(h) 

(i) 

Arrow, K.L •• "Alternative proof of SUbstitution theorem for 
Leontief models in the general case". All (f). (g) and (h) 
are in Activity Analysis for Production and Allocation, 1962, 
ed. by Koopmans. T.C. 
Holzman, Mathilda, "Problems of classification and Aggrega
tion" in Studies in Structure of American Economy - Theore
tical and empirical explorations in Input output analysis. 
ed. by Leontief, •• W. and others. 
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industry. Some economists admitted the possibility of alter

native techniques of production to produce a product by 

several different processes or input output combinations. 

If this modification alone is made, tbe assumption of constant 

returns to scale being retained, then the open form of input 

output analysis turns into linear programming analysis. Tbis 

is strictly true only if the number of alternative processes 

for producing a product i. finite. If the number of alter

native processes is infinite, tbey form a smootbly curved 

production Burface, then the open form of input output analysis 

becomes tbe traditional continuous production functions theory. 

Thirdly, there are practical problems of product mix 

arising as a result of horizontal integration of identical 

technological processes or firms producing multiple products 

for tbe sector speCification in input output tables. Vhile 

the composition of the final demands of the products are 

fluctuating. Here, the assumption is tbat tbe product mix 

of all aggregated firms remains the same over a period. If 

the composition of products in tbe firms is fluctuating very 

mucb and eacb of those producte bas separate final demand and 

independent input structures, it is essential to distinguish 

tbose. products as independent sectors in the input ou~ut 

analysis. Leontief's assumption of no Joint products is tbus 

contrasted for practical problems. 

Fourthly, tbere are practical problems of process mix, 

arising due to vertical integration of separate technological 

processes ina firm or an industry while the tecbniques of 
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individual proc •••• s are changing. It the proc.s.es are 

.eparatelyidentitied as seotor., then the input struoture. 

ot proce.se. or seotor. can be oorrected in the light ot 

changes in:techniqu. and the individUal proce •• e •• Th. 

as.umption that the .conomy will operate always at the currently 

available best praotice technology,.!. not a tea.ible proposi

tion, beoaus. a developing economy operates with an admixture 

ot old and new technique. all through the period ot its 

technological transrormation. 

Fitthly" while the day to day operation or a modern 

economy is determined primarily by the static input output 

analysis models, the exploration and explanation ot it. longer 

run developments must be approached through the stock tlow 

relation.hips ot struotural tim. lags and ot technological 

changes in the .quipment itselt. Because ot these dynamio 

.lements also, struotural ooettioients are likely to vary. 

Those dynamio elements are properly to be identitied and taken 

oare ot, through suitable dynamio input output models approxi

mating to reality rather than on hYpothetical oonsiderations. 

Sixthly, the praotical problems in respect of ditterent 

oapital intensities, managerial organizations, working condi

tions,of production un1 ts. Market impertections also cause 

the in.tability ot input structure.' ot an industry. 

Seventhly, the problems ot product multidimensionality, 

and ot continuous changes in product dimensions as discussed 

in Chapters '<i1 and iJI, also cause variations in the input struc

tures ot tirms and of the industry, especially in the case ot 
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Jobbing type industries. Assumptions of no Joint products . 

and a single process to produce a single product, may at best 

take care of the problems ot product mix and process mix by a 

suitable choice of c1assiEication and aggregation. But they 

can not take care ot the problems ot product multidimensionality 

and of continuous·product dimensions tor Which reliance on 

the empirical studies oE production functions of individual 

industries from the engineering data is the only alternative. 

4.4 Conceptual and practical problems in the empirical 
evaluation of capital and input structures o£ firms, 
processes and industry 

22 
While thsre are various studies to analyse and to test 

the assumptions underlying the instantaneous production fUnc-

tions of Leontie£ input output analysis, they are not attempted 

for review in this industry study. But it is attempted to 

discuss the practical and conceptual problems in the empirical 

computation ot the structural coet£icients in the preparation 

of usual input output tables in general and in this industry 

study in particular. In the context ot developing economies, 

they are of particular interest. All euch problems are common 

to the Cirms and processes oC an industry, taking into account 

individual technologies and industrial practices, to improve 

the stability oC technical parameters oC a sector. The need 

Cor disaggregative input output tables stems from the tact that 

each process or the stage oC operation may have its own unique 

22 . 
. See (a) Chenery, H.B. and Clark, P.G., Interindustry 

Economics, Chapter 6, Testing the Validity oC input output 
assumptions, pp. 157-184. 

(b) Hatanaka, M., Workability oC Input Output Analysis, 
Germany, 1960. 
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input output combination producing an uni~ level of that 

operation or activity.2) 

4.4.1 Incremental and average coerricients 

Four general types of estimates of incremental coeffi-

cients are as follows : 

(i) '~ew plant coefficients" : Estimates derived by observ-

ing the perrormance records or new plants. 

(11) "Cross section estimates" : Estimates inferred statis-

tically from observed changes in the coerficients of 

older establishments' capacity expansion. 

(iii) "Industry time series coefficients" : estimates inferred 

statistically from observed changes in the coerficients 

or the industry as a whole and expenditures on new 

plants' equipment as addition to the industry's 

capacity levels. 

(iv) Technical parameters or economic production functions 

linked to the engineering production runctions, based 

on engineering variables and their properties which 

are linked to the economic variables.24 

2) Here, the terms, activity, process, stBge or opera
tion are synonymouslY used as they way rarer to an equipment 
or a series of equipment, though distinctions or them are 
observed in Koopmans, Barna.Tibor and Manne.A.S. and Markowitz. 

24 Chenery, H.B., "Engineering production functions" 
The Quarterly Journal or Economics, Vol. LXIII, Nov. 1949. 
pp. 507-531. 

Chenery, H.B •• 'Process and Production runctions rrom 
engineering data in Studies in Structure or American Economy -
Theoretical and empirical explorations in input output analysis. 
Oxrord Univsrsity Press, New York, 1953, pp. 297-325. 



Because the relevant data are acanty generally ~n 

underdeveloped countr~ea, it ia not alwaya poasible to con-

atruct and chooae these alternative types o£ estimates. They 

may also serve as supplementary to each other, £or di££erent 

applications o£ the dynamio input output analysis. 

%.%.1.1 Incremental coe££icients - an approximation 

Most o£ the £irms under investigation are o£ recent 

origin as seen £rom Table I o£ Chapter III •. and the growth 

o£ the industry, aa observed in Chapterll, is also o£ very 

recent origin. Replacements and additions to capital atock 

do not ariae aa moat o£ the units are 6 to 1 years old. All 

these new units borrowed modern teohnology, though the possi-

bility o£ holding some second hand imported equipments £or the 

reasons o£ £ore~gn collaborations cannot be ruled out. As 

there are no sign1£icant technological changes during this 

short period o£ 6 to 1 years either at the ~ndustry level or 

in any o£ the £irms' processes, all the derived average co

e££icients may serve .s ~noremental coe££lcients, with the 

assumption o£ only new capital and new technical knowhow are 

installed during the period. 

4.4.2 Classl£ication and aggregation25 
£or sector specl£ication 

In the construction o£ input output structure o£ the 

25 Apart others already re£erred on this problem, 
see (a) Yamada Isamu, Theory and applications o£ Interindustry 

analysis, Tokyo, Japan, Chapter 2 - Aggregation problems, 
pp. 16-48. 

(b) Balderston T.B., and ~ithin, T.B., "Aggregation in the 
input output models" in Economic Activity Analysis 
(ed.) by Oscar Morgenstern, pp. 19-114. 

Continued/ •• 
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sectors in an economy, the usual practice is to follow either 

an industrial or a trade classification schsme to specify 

the sectors of the economy. The industrial classification 

attempts to group together economic activitis. which are akin 

in terms of the technological process adopted. The unit of 

classification is an 'establishment', which is engaged in one 

or predominantly one kind of sconomic activity. Similarly, 

for the trade or commodity classification, the unit of classi-

fication is the commodity that enters into trads. Obviously, 

these two classifications serve different purposes. If the 

units of production are of single process type, and produce 

a single product, then two types of classifications would 

have satisfied the definition of the most disaggregative 

sector for input output analysis. 

I) d. __ . But, in actual practice, this hypothetical situation 

does not hold good as there are many multiproduct and multi-

process,units of production. These give rise to problems of 

productmix, processmix and product multidimensionality for the 

purpose of. sector specification. These practical problems are 

dependent. ·on the industry or trade classification schemes for 

sector epec.incation. This is so because the classification 

(c) Leontief, \{.W., "Some basic problems of empirical 
input output analYsis" in Input output analysis - An Appraisal, 
Studies in Income and Wealth, ~BER, Princeton University Press, 
1955, pp. 9-49. 

(d), Barna, Tibor, "Classification and Aggregation in input 
output analysis". . 

.. -- .. (e) Malin Vaud, -Edmcind,'1IAggregation problems in Input 
output mode.ls". both (d) and (e) are in The Structural Inter
dependence of the Economy, ed. by Tibor Barna, John ~i1ey and 
Sons, Inc., New York, 1954, pp. 175-202. . 

. . (r) Holzman, J.lathilda, "Problems of" classification and 
Aggregation" in Studies in Structure of American Economy, ed. 
Leontief and others, op.cit., pp. 326-~59. 

(g) Barna, Tibor,~he interdependence of the British Economy" 
in the Journal of" Royal Statistical Society (General), Series A, 
Vol. CXY, Part I, 1952, pp.40-42. 



schemes are some statistical aggregation of the proces~and 

products of the production units to form sectors, mostly 

based on horizontal integration, vertical integration, 

exclusiveness, demand complementarity. price proportionality 

and partial horizontal or vertical integration principles 

for different purposes. They depsnd on data availability 

on the individual sectors. All these principles of aggre-

gation are not complements to each other in specifying a 

~omogeneous sector. 

4.~.2.l The disaggregative input structures 

The practical problems of allocating the actual inputs 

into the frame of the classification chosen, have been en-
. .. 26 

countered by variou8 researChers. The~e difficulties ~e 

also due to insufficient knowledge of the certain inputs due 

to different procedure of describing the financial accounts 

of different firms. Lack of reliabilitY,~n them also bring 

insurmountable difficulties of classification and aggregation. 

However, maximum possible details of the transactions are 

collected at tbe firm level to compute the disaggregative 

input structures (see Table 4 in Appendix A). As the most 

disaggregative input table for 1963 under preparation of 

Gokhale Institute of Politic. and Economics (G.I.P.E.) is 

based on 241 G.I.P.E. sectors, the input structures of firms 

and proces •• s are presented with a suitable aggregation of the 

26 
See the articles in Economic AnalYsis in Input Output 

Framework, ed. by P.N.Mathur and R. BharadwaJ, Poona-i967, 
and in Artha Vijnana, June 1969, Vol. XI, No.2, especially 
those relating to the construotion of flow and capital input 
ou tpu t table s. 
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inputs, according to G.I.P.E. 241 sector classification. The 

corresponding ASI classification is also given for referenCe 

sake. 

4.4.) Concept of output or an enterprise or a firm 

It is the aggregate of products of labour suitable for 

industrial and personal c~nsumption produced by an enterprise 

as a result of its industrial production activities during a 

defined period. 

4.4.).1 Different types of products as accounting concepts 
or the firms 

(i) Finished products are thoae, which are manufactured 

by the rirm for delivery outside. (ii) Semifinished goods 

are those, that have to be furthsr processed (by a techno-

logical process) in other shops or have to be transported to 

the assembly shop of the same firm. Semifinished goods like 

the finished goods have to conform to established norms or 

technical specifications. In forging units, die blocks 

waiting for customers' approval to dsliver to forge shop 

and all rough forgings held at other shops for further requi-

site operations are semifinished goode •. At each stage, they 

have to conform to requisite technical specifications and 

tolerances. (iii) Goods in process are those, the productions 

of which have not yst been completed at a given moment and 

are still in process in the shop. As the die blocks prepa-

ration involves long gestation period, the die blocks will 

be in continuous procese of the activities of the die shop 

at any given moment. 
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4.4.).2 Gross output 01' an enterprise donsists 01' all 
,\..". J. 

Cinisbed, semiCinisbed goods and goods in process turned out 

during tbe reporting period by tbe enterpriee, using its 

materials as well as materials supplied by customers. Xt 

represents tbe Cinal result. oC industrial production acti-

vities oC an enterprise and it is tbe output corre.ponding 

to all inputs consumed during tbe year. 

Accounting data Cor Gross output oC a Cirm as a balancing 

identi ty 

Opening Manu1'ac- Sold or Closing 
balance tured awaiting balance 

during tbe sale dur-
year ing tbe 

year 

1. Finished goods Fo F F F m • c 

2. SemiCinisbed S S 5 50 
Goods 0 m s 

). Good. in prooes. Go Gm Gs Go 

Total 0 m s 0 

Gros. output = m" • + o - 0 

Non-availability 01' data on either stooks is considered 

as that the diCCerence between tbe closing and opening balances 

01' tbem i. zero. IC tbe total production alone is given 

witbout any details eitber on sales or on stooks, tben tbe 

total produotion is taken as gross output. 
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4.4.4 SeCondary products and joint products27 

It is occasionally custcmary to classiry establishments 

according to their primary products, with the result that, 

when establishments and/or inputs are aggregated to Corm 

.ectors, th. output of the .ector may consi.t of one or mors 

primary products, several secondary products and Joint pro-

ducts. ~hile several _classes or secondary products can be 

distinguished, only those classes or secondary products 

whose production is technologically independent or the prl-

mary product may be referred to hers as secondary. Products, 

which are the output ot a singls process sams a. ot the 

primary product. raIl into the category o~ joint products. 

As we are to dsal with only one joint product, scrap, 

tor which there is no primary produot industry, in the com-

putation and presentation ot input structure. ot tirms in this 

industry, all those problems and methods are not attempted 

tor review, but only one method is tollowed. Scrap is teeated 

as a dummy Industry product, against which sector, it Is shown 

a. a.negatlve input in the column vector ot steel Corgings and 

as a negative output ot row vector or scrap or dummy industry. 

27 (a> Stone, Richard, Input output and National Accounts, 
Organizaticn tor European Economic Cooperation, 1960. 

(b) Problems ot input output tables and Analysis, 
United Nations, Studies in Method., Series F, No. 14, New York, 
1966. 

tries", 
_(c).Edmonston, ~Treatment ot Multiple Process Ind~s

The Quarterly Jcurnal ot Eeonomics, Vol. LXVI, Nov.1952. 



In the gross output. scrap has not been included while 

computing the input structurss. For comparison purposes. 

another set or input structures based on the gross output 

inclusive or scrap value. also are arrived at. There is not 

much divergence between the two sets or input structures and 

only the rormsr set oC input structures are presented. 

4.4.5 Subcontracting jobs 

Subcontracting may be derined as the practice or one 

rirm contracting wit~ another to manuCacture sorue part or an 

entire product and/or to perCorm certain services oC indus-

trial nature. like £inishing. machining. sbot blasting. steel 

cutting etc. Cor which materials might be supplied and 80me 

cash payment. might be made Cor these subcontracting Jobs • 

. These subcontracting jobs are broadly known a. (1) work done 

by others and (2) work done ror others in the accounting 

terms oC therirms. One of the methods followed is to consi-

der the 'net work done Cor others' to be in the nature or 

value added and adjust the value oC 

in the construction of input output 

total output accordingly 

28 
tables. In such cases, 

inputs like Cuel and auxiliary ebemicals are divided by 

adjusted value oC the groes output and primary materials are 

divided by the original gross output. This is. however. 

an approximate procedure since the netting process assumes 

both 'work done Cor others' and 'by others' to be similar 

in their input struotures. In this detailed industry study. 

28 / 
Mathur, P.N. and Others, Input output Clow table 

()2 x )2). 196) (at Purchasers' prices). Artha Vijnana. 
June 1969. Vol. XI. No.2. pp. 18)-184. 
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the following list of subcontracting Jobs are adjusted for 

outputs and inputs based on the nature of Job and the indus

trial practices on such Joba. 

4.4.~ (1) Work done by others 

(a) Machining done by others : Generally the machining 

Jobs are subcontracted to small establishments employing 

less than 10 persons and using power. Small establishmenta 

hAve specialized on a few equipments, such as lathes, milling, 

drilling, planing and shaping machines with skilled labour 

on the machines. The establishment charges for these small 

units are relatively lesa as it contains a maximum of one 

manager and ten labourers. They do specialisation on parti

cular Jobs like lathe work, tooling, drilling, piston rod 

machining, shaping, planing and other machining jobs. In 

general, small astablishmants are widely spread all around 

industrial complexes as ancillary shops to big manufacturers. 

Forging firms also give some of their machining Jobs to these 

small establishmenta, depending upon the urgency of the Job 

and nonavailability of equipment and tools at that time. The 

practice of subcontracting is also because of certain economies 

of getting a Job done by small establishments of specialized 

~ature, compared to their doing the same Job in their large 

shops. 

In the accounts of forging units under investigation, 

the total value of 'Machining charges done by others' is 

shown as a single expenditure item and no details of the 

inputs of this expenditure are known. If the actual input 



structure. o~ the.e subcontracting Jobs are available, they 

will be o~ immense use to re~ine the input structures ot 

the .ector. in the construction o~ input output tables. How

ever. the details o~ the inputs that would cover the machin

ing charges i~ the same Jobs are to be done by the ~orging 

tirm. are collected. These estimated inpute are added to 

the corresponding input. o~ the ~irm to correspond with the 

value o~ groes output. 

(b) Steel cutting done by otbers : A ~orging ~irm not 

having the ~aoility o~ steel cutting equipment tinds it 

oonvenient and economioal to subcontract this Job to email 

establishmente. epecializing in eawing, shearing and cutting 

eteel and other alloys. Similar method tor adjustment in 

the corresponding inputs o~ steel cutting, as it would have 

been done by the ~irm. is ~ollowed in this case also, to 

correspond with the gross output. 

(c) Repairs and maintenance done by others and by 

themselves : As there are various types ot repairs and main

tenanoe activities, the details o~ the inputs corresponding 

to each o~ thoee types o~ repairs and maintenance are not 

knowD and they are likely to vary depending OD their nature. 

For lack o~ theee details, no adjustment. are oarrisd out on 

the corresponding inputs. It is shown ae a single row sector 

element Which is distinguished Crom the 'repairs and main

tenance done by themselves' treated as a separate row sector 

element in the column input struotures ot 'steel ~orgings' 

sector. 
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4.4. '$ (2) ~orks done f'or others 

(a) Forgings done f'or others when steel is supplied 

by customer I Some customers are particular in supplying 

their own steel to the f'orging unit to manufacture their 

f'orging requirements. In sucb cases, the f'orging unit charges 

a price, eXClusive of' the steel price on those f'orgings, which 

is usually known as f'abrication charges. As such the total 

value of' production of' the unit is less to the extent of' the 

total cost of' steel supplied by customers and used in process 

during the year. Similarly, the total cost of' steel in the 

accounts of' f'orging unit is also less to the extent of' cost 

of' steel supplied by customer and used in process during the 

year. But, the total of' all other inputs' values is more 

to the extent of' those f'abrication charges. 

One can think of' two alternative adjustments to this 

problem: (i) Deduct the corresponding additional inputs' 

values of' these jobs f'rom the corresponding total inputs 

values inClusive of' the f'ormer, so that the net resulting 

inputs details will correspond with the output exclusive of' 

f'abrication charges, as if' those jobs are not done by the 

f'irm. Apart f'rom the dif'ficulty in identifying the corres

ponding inputs' values, such an adjustment is not so useCul 

as some firms are doing more of' these jobs depending mainly 

on customers' steel. 

(ii) Add an estimated cost of steel supplied by customers 

to the total value of' steel, and to the total value of' produc

tion, so that all inputs including steel will correspond witb 
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the gross output or the rorging rirm. The estimation 0' steel 

is the cost or eteel ir it had been purchased by the rorg

ing unit. Tonnage 0' cuetomers' steel coneumed is known 

£rom the records or the £irm and approximate pricee or the 

requisite steel speciricatione are suggested by the orticials 

or the firm, ror eetimation or the value or customers' steel. 

The second method ot adjustment is carried out tor the rea

sons or its merits. 

(b) Shot blasting done tor others : Shot blasting is 

a process done on two types o£ special equipments to remove 

the scale and slug on the surface ot torgin~and castings. 

One type ot equipment is known as wheelabrator and the other 

is a heavy shot blaster. Only two firms under investigation 

have got these speCial equipments, with difterent capacities. 

This is a work or industrial nature, perrormed on customers 

orders for goodwill and other reasons, not connected with 

the regular production activities. As the firm finds spare 

capacity on these equipments arter shot blasting their own 

rorgings, it earns by accepting these subcontracting Jobs. 

These receipts or shot blasting done for others are shown as 

a single item in the current accounts of forging firm. 

These receipts are not inCluded in the total value or produc

tion ot the rorging unit. But the inputs used in this process 

are included in the corresponding inputs. As such, the inputs 

and outputs o£ the rirm are not corresponding to each other. 

To arrive at the proper input structure on comparable basis 

with other firms' input structures, it is necs.sary to make 
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adjustments on the input structure o£ the firm if it has 

not incurred those inputs corre8ponding to the 8hot blasting 

Jobs done for others. The estimated values of inputs (being 

suggested by the officials of the firm) corresponding to shot 

blasting done for others are deducted from the correspond-

ing total inputs values of the firms. Ths resulting.inputs 

corrsspond to the gross output of the firm. 

(c) Crankshaft machining done for others when crankshafts 

are supplied by customers 

The crankshaft machining facility is a special feature 

of a single firm. Because of spare capacity available on 

those equipments. the forging unit accepts others' crank-

shafts for machining and get the receipts for the service. 

The adjustments for this problem are Just similar to that of 

shot blasting done for others as the nature of the problem 

in both the cases is the same. 

4.4.5 () Role of subcontracting jobs for sector speci

fication and the stability of input structures 

While there may be economi.s or diseconomies in sub-

contracting the types of Jobs listed in relation to manufac-

turing or performing the services with their own all ancillary 

shop facilities within the forging units. both of these p08e 

different problems in respect of ssctor specification and 

the stability of input structures. If one di8tinguishes 

each specialised proce8s by horizontal integration of similar 

processes. like machining. shot blasting etc. a8 a sector. 

then there will be problems of product mix as the final 
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demands of the distinct produots that ars proc •••• d are 

fluotuating. If the fullfl.dg.d forging units .quipp.d 

with all ancillary .hop faciliti •• are aggr.gat.d a. a 

•• ctor then there will b. problem. of proc ••• mix becau •• 

of the ohang.s in t.chnique. in v.rtically int.grat.d dif

ferent proo •••••• 29 In practice, some Jobs are subcontract.d, 

while other. don. within the factory for the .ame process 

lik. machining, .hot bla.ting eto. Becau.e of the diCCerent 

indu.trial practices, the problems ot .tability in input 

co.Cfioients due to diCC.rent levela of .cale oC operation 

oC the .ubcontracting unit. are oCten not taken into account. 

Such of the.e problem. are insurmountable Cor clas.i-

Cication of the unit. oC analyai. when the reality is quite 

far Crom the rigiditi •• oC the aggregation or di.aggregation 

for .ector .peciCication in the input output analy.is. 

4.4.6 Produc.r.' and Purchasers' Prices 

The transaction. in the input output tables are gene-

rally valued at either the price r.ceived by the producer or 

at the pric. paid by purcha.er. The diCCerenc. i. compo.ed 

of marketing co.t., which inolud •• uch items a. transport 

co.t., ""ilfir iilolttct. -a • t.l!is _ $he wholesale and retail 

trade mark ups, insurance and ware house costs and nst in-

direct tax.s. The sum oC thes. components of the diCCerencs 

between producer pric. values and purchase pric. value. or the 

tran.actions, i. broadly termed as distributive margins. 

29Holzman, Mathilda, "problems or classification and 
Aggregation" in Studies in Structure of American Economy -
Theoretical and Empirical Explorations, ed. by Leontier and 
Others, op.cit., pp. )42-)44. 
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of' produoers' . to purchasers' prices of' the inputs specially 

used in this industry are not known f'rom any study, a. this 

industry is to be specif'ied at a more diaaggregative level 

than Venkatramaiah's 21 x 21 .ectors study. His study, 

however, provided the ratios of' producers' to purchasers' 

prices of' the inputs of' 200 ASIC seotors, aggregated over 
. )2 

all using industries. They are used to def'late·the input 

struotures so that both the inputs and outputs correspond 

to produoers' prices. Similarly, by getting a single pur-

Chasers' prioe of' steel f'orgings irrespeotive of' its variations 

in respect of' dif'f'erent users, the ratio of' purchasers' to 

producers' prices of' steel f'orgings is used to inf'late the 

input struotures, so that both the inputs and outputs 

oorrespond to purchasers' prices. The latter set of' input 

structures of' steel f'urgings at purchase prices is attempted 

as these can be incorporated in the Input Output Table for 
. )) 

1963 at purchasers' prices. 

4.4.7 Adjustments to changes in prices 

These adjustments in lnpu.t structures, whether at pro

ducers' prices or at purchasers' prioes, ara needed, especially 

When the input output table of'one particular year (1963) is 

required to be made use of', f'or any objective of' the study. 

To compare the input structures of' dif'f'erant f'irma over years 

)2unpublished ratl~s are used here as they are the 
ratios used for 241 x 241 G.I.P.E. sectors input output table 
f'or 196). The ratios utilized are given in Table II, Appendix A. 

))see, in Chapter V. the aggregated 66 x 66 sectors 
input output table at purchasers' prioes of' 196). 



As the distributive margins ars institutional rather 

than technological in nature, a separate sector specifica

tion for the distributive margins grouped together, is not 

so stable as other sectors in the context of input output 

analysis. ~hile there are relative merits of both the sets 

of tables at producers' prices and purchasers' prices. input 

output tables at producers' prices are generally preferred 

for the stability of input structures of the sectors. 30 

For want o£ data on distributive margins for each using 

industry to make adjustments on input structures at either 

o£ the prices, one may have to assume that the ratio o£ pro-

ducers' to purchasers' prices will remain same £or all using 

industries. However. a recent study3l brought out the per-

centage distributive margins at producers' prices in the orga-

nized manU£acturing sectors in India 1963, at an aggregated 

level of 21 x 21 sectors. 

In this industry study, we have the gross output at 

producers' price. whereas the inputs are at purchasers' 

price. Data on the details o£ these distributive margins 

on the inputs or on the outputs are not available as the 

£irms do not account £or them separately. Even the ratios 

30 (a) United Nations, Problems of Input output tables 
and analisis. Studies in Me.thods. Series F, No. 14, New 
York, 19 6. 

(b) Bawa, U.S •• and Gupta. T.R •• "Purchasers' Prices, 
Producers' Prices and Margins in the Organised Industries in 
India - 1959" in Economic Analysis in Input output Framework 
(ed.), P.N.Mathur and R. BharadwaJ. Poona. 1967. 

31 Venkatramaiah. P., "Distributive margins in the large 
scale manu£acturing industries". Artha Vijnana. June. 1969, 
Vol. XI. No.2, pp. 200-210. 
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o£ produoers' to purcbasers' prices o£ tbe inputs specially 

used in tbis industry are not known £rom any study. as this 

industry is to be speci£ied at a more disaggregative level 

than Venkatramaiah's 21 x 21 sectors study. His study. 

however. provided tbe ratios of producers' to purcbasers' 

prices of the inputs o£ 200 ASIC seotors, aggregatsd over 

all using industries.,2 They are used to de£late the input 

structures so tbat botb the inputs and outputs correspond 

to produoers' prices. Similarly. by getting a single pur

chasers' price of steel torgings irrespeotive of its variations 

in respect o£ different users. the ratio ot purcbasers' to 

producers' prioes o£ steel forgings is used to inflate tbe 

input struotures. so that both tbe inputs and outputs 

oorrespond to purchasers' prices. The latter set ot input 

structures o£ steel torgings at purchase price. is attempted 

as tbeee can be incorporated in the Input Output Table tor 

196, at purchasers' prices." 

%.%.7 Adjustments to changes in prices 

These adjustments in .inpu.t structures, whether at pro-

ducers' prices or at purchasers' prices. are needed, especially 

when the input output table otone particular year (196,) is 

required to be made use ot, £or any objective of the study. 

To compare the input structures ot ditterent tirma over years 

,2unpublished rati~s are used bere as they are the 
ratios used tor 241 x 2%1 G.I.P.E. sectors input output table 
tor 196,. The ratios utilized are given in Table 11. Appendix A. 

"see, in Chapter V, the aggregated 66 x 66 sectors 
input output table at purchasers' prices ot 196,. 
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also, these adJuetments to price variations or inputs and 

outputs are required. For thie purpose, 1963 is taken as 

the base year as it also rerers to the year ror which the 

latest input output table is available. OtherWise, all these 

input structures represent at current producers'prices as 

instantaneous production runctions or the Cirrus aud processes. 

These structures are ror the years 1963 to 1967, while only 

a rew rirms have input structures ror some or these 4 to 5 

years, without any unirormity or the accounting periods. 

Many or the rirms have the etructures ror the latest year 

1966-67. 

The detailed price data on inputs and outputs or steel 

rorgings industry ror dirrerent years 1963 to 1967 are scanty 

to make proper adjustments on column input structures and 

on row input coerricients or steel rcrgings. However, 

errorts are made to collect price indices or aggregate in-

puts. and outputs rrom two sources and the necessary adJust

ments are carried out. 34 

4.4.8 Competitive and complementary iaports3 ' 

The competitive imports, which could be produced indi-

genously but whose input structures are not known, are assumed 

34 See Chapter V. Two sources or data I (1) Index numbers 
or Whole sale prices in Xndia (Revised seriee) ror the years 
196) to 1967, OCCice oC the Economic AdVisor, Ministry or 
Xndustry, Government oC India, New Delhi. (2) Statistics Cor 
Xron and Steel Industry in Xndia, Hindustan Steel Limited, 
Ranchi, Xndia, 1966. 

"(a) Problems oC in and anal sis, 
Studies in Methods, Seriee F, No.1, United Nations, New 
York, 1966. (b) A System oC National Accounts, Studies in 
methods, series F, No.2, Rev. " United Nations, New York,1968. 
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to bave tbe eame input etructure ae their indigenous pro

duotion. As euoh, the inputs of oompetitive imports are 

clubbed with those of corresponding indigenous seotors' out

puts. There is an error in not treating separately the com

petitive imported inputs and indigenously produced inputs, 

mostly because such a detailed data are not available in the 

census reports (Annual Survey of Industries). If these 

indigenous and competitive imported inputs are separable, 

the latter can be treated •• negative tina1 demand also. 

In thie study it is attempted to ebow the imported in

puts distinguished trom tbe indigenous inputs whenever the 

detail. are available for presentation without the need of 

aggregation. Tbi. may serve the purpose of noting the import 

content of the input. structure of this industry (See Table 4, 

Appendix A). If the distinction in treating the competitive 

and comp1ementar,r importe in the, ~nput output tab1ss is not 

made, firstly, errors in classification ariee and its re

percussions on the results; secondly, the analysis bas to 

york as if those comp1ementar,r imported goods also have the 

same input etructure as tho.e of competitive goods. In this 

study, there are no oomp1ementar,r imports. 

4.4.9 Capital coefficients 

The incrementa of assete, that is investment, associated 

with nmintaining and increasing capacity are required to be 

distinguished in computing fixed capital coefficiente. By 

linking these with the current table, it would be poseible 

to convsrt thie investment demand, like any other component 



of final demand, into additional output requirement •• ,6 

Similarly, the inventories o~ working capital coefficients 

table provide for the additional stocks, needed to sustain 

the capacity of industry, as well as for the inputs actually 

absorbed in the production. 

Since the industry, in practice, i. likely to have a 

product mix of its own, there would arise a necesaity of 

aggregating different capital goods, though they are produced 

in the same indu.try. The pric •• may serve as weights for 

aggregation of the capital goods to get the replacement 

Valu~'1 at the current producers' prices. Otherwise, the 
. 

purchase values in different periods may be adjusted to the 

replacement values at current prices. Even the estimation 

of capacity becom •• difficult as it is a function of the 

varying productmix of its own. 

(i) The concept and measurement of capacity 

The concept of capacity is related to the maximum amount 

which an industry can produce with its existing endowment o~ 

fixed factors. The concept of capacity presupposes some 

normal form of working, such as two shifts of eight hours ~ 

day with the machinery running at a given (norm) speed. It 

is reasonable to suppose that in perfect competition the 

engineering design of the plant with a homogeneous product 

,6 Stone, Richard, Input output and National Accounts, 
The Organization for European Economic Cooperation, 1960. 

'1 Koti, R.K. and Somayajulu, V.V.N., "Replacement 
value of capital employed in the Third Division manufacturing 
industries of "Jaharashtra, 1959 - A disaggregativ8 study". 
Artha Vijnana, June 1969, Vol. XI, No.2, pp. 270-287. 
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woul.d ensure production at wbich average cost would be 

minimum. In such a case, the sum of the capacities for all 

establishments in the industry would give a measure or 

industry's capacity. In practice, an establishwent may 

produce more than one product so that the limiting fixed 

factors depend on the product mix, wbich in turn depends on 

the relative profitability of the different products. 

38 
Klein has suggested an approach to the measurement of 

minimum average cost from the cost function, wbich necessarily 

passes thr~ugh successive phases of decreasing and inoreasing 

marginal cost, given by a sigmoid curve. But the data for 

such an investigation are difficult to get. 

In this study, the capacity is taken as the maximum 

production possible with the install.ed equipment under normal. 

conditions dUring the period. For tbis purpose, in some cases, 

the project report capacity is taken, whil.e in other cases, 

the total scheduled production, or the maximum acbieved pro

duction. or the actual producticn of the period is made use 

of, as there are no data uniformly available from all firms 

over the years. 

(ii) Maintenance of capacity: DepreCiation and replacement 

The gross capital ratios assume that a piece of equip-

ment continues to be used at the same degree of utilization 

and efficiency until it is discarded. while the net capital 

)8Kl • in , L.R., with the assistsnce cr M.David, "The 
measurement of capacity", Cowles Foundation discussion paper 
No. 49, 1958. See also Klein, R., "Some theoretical issues 
in the measurement of capacity", Econometrica, Vol. 28, No.2, 
l.960, pp. 272-86. 
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ratios assume that depreciation allowance do provide an 

accurate measure of the life and age of macbinery.39 

(iii) The extension of new capacity arises because of the 

fact tbat tbe technical cbanges may alter the structure of 

the plant. An entirely new plant may be built; a balanced 

extension may be added to an existing plant; an unbalanced 

extension may be made consisting, for example, of removing 

a bottleneck; or capacity that has been idle for sometime may 

be brougbt back into service. 

In tbis industry study, as all firms are of reoent 

origin, the replaoements of equipment capital and extensions 

of Dew capacity do Dot arise. 

Gross values of fixed capital goods are taken for the 

purpose of computing fixed capital coefficients per unit 

capacity of the firma. Similarly, the working capital co-

efficients per unit output of the firms are also computed. 

4.4.10 Some assumptions and limitations regarding original 

financial data are necessarily to be stated in computing 

these inputs and capital structures : 

(1) It is assumed that the firms under investigation, com

puted their accounts in a comparable fashion, though in 

practice this is not so. 

39 An analysis of the age compOSition and expected life 
with reconditioning and without reconditioning of the capital 
goods, providing the investment pattern and the replacement 
demand of all disaggregative capital goods, is attempted in 
a study by R.K.Koti and V.V.N.Somayajulu, "Capital goods in 
Machinery and Metal Products Industries", presented to the 
"Industrial Economics Seminar" held in Bombay. 
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(2) The £inancial account. open to inve.tigation are a.sumed 

to be rea.onably accurate record. o£ the £irm's actual 

tran.actions. 

(3) Many repair. which may add year. to the lire o£ the 

Jllachines, are not .considered part .0£ capital accounts, rather 

are entered in the current.aceounts. 

(4) The di££erent £irms are as.umed approximately o£ the 

aame degree o£ integration £or comparieon o£ capital etruc-

ture. between £irm. and over years. 

(5) No price adJustmenta to di££erent capital goode over 

the years 1963 to 1966-67 are carried out, .. the price data 

on capital good. are scanty and thia period o£ 4 years ia 

not known £or signi£icant.price changes o£ capital goods. 

(6) Meaaurement o£ capacityuni£ormly to all £irms could 

not be attempted due to paucity o£ requisite data. 

4.5 AnalYsis o£ the input and capital structures 

of£irms and processes 

The structural parameters o£ instantaneous production 
, 

£unctions o£ the £irms and processes in steel £orgings in-

dustry in India, usually termed as input and capital structures, 

are evaluated at a very disaggregative level, a£ter making all 

requisite adjustments £or refining them. The atructural 

coe££icients of current inputs are presented at producers 

prices in Table. 1 and tables in Appendix A. The structural 

coe££icients o£ £ixed and working capital are presented in 

tables 2, , and Appendix A tables' 5 and 6, without adjusting 
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for di.tributive margins, as euch data are not available 

from any source. 

H.re, it ie intended to bring out the importance of 

the distinct products of the firms, as distinguished in 

Chapte~VI and VII, with respeot to quantitative and quali

tative features of the produot dimeneions, and their impact 

on the distinot .tructural paramsters of the firm.. The 

following' table. pre.ent a relatively aggregative input 

and capital .tructures of (i) Die forging firms, (ii) open 

or free forging firm., (iii) wheel sets unit and (iv) sleepers 

unit. They relate to the latest year 1966-67 for Which more 

detailed data are available from the individual firme. Only 

one firm ha. the latest year as 1965-66, while other firms 

have the latest year a. 1966-67. It is tor these latest 

years of the firm., the details on product dimension. of the 

forgings of the firms are also available. Only those firma 

are cho.en for presentation in table 1 for which data on 

product dimeneions are analy.ed in Chapters VI and VII. 

Input structures of 4 die forging firma, , open forging firma, 

one wheel set. unit and one sleepers unit are preeented in 

table I. Fixed capital and working capital structures of 

the unit., for whioh data are available, out ot the li.ted 9 

produotion unit., are pre.ented in the respective tables 

2 and ,. 

4.5.1 Classification for Inputs 

While the detailed inputs and capital structure. are 
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presented 1n tbe d1saggregative tabl.s (Appendix A) mo.t of 

tbe input detail. are aggregated for pre.entation. according 

to tbe Gokbale Institute of Politic. and Econowics (G.I.P.E.) 

241 sector classification ~s also adopted for classifying 

tb. inputs of tbe firms and product groupe, in Cbapter VII. 

Based on tb. 241 sector. classification scbem., tb. most dis

aggregative input output table for 196) is being prepared 

by Matbur, P.N. and otbers. However, no classification 

scbeme is adopted, in tbe following analysis, for fixed assets 

and working capital assets as tbe available data are very 

aggregative. 

4.5.2 Analysis of input structures 

Steel is tbe major input in this industry. Steel input 

coefficient varies from 0.)1~849to 0.)47)10 for die forgings' 

firms and from 0.2)5187 to 0.469924 for open forgings' firms. 

Tbe ingots and blooms' input coefficients for vbeel sets and 

sleepers units are .s bigh as 0.454224 and 0.477926 respeo

tively. Based on tbe variations in stsel input coefficients. 

tbe die forging firma are necessarily to be distinguisbed 

from open forging firms.' Tbese are required to be distinguisbed 

also due to distinct tecbnical features of tbeir processes, 

products and materials as enlisted in Cbapter III. Because 

hundreds of grades of steel specifications are being used in 

the industry, some firms specialize in some products requiring 

particular .ets of steel grades. Due to capacity limitations 

of equipments and otber ancillary facilities. tbe quantitative 

and qualitative features of produot dimensions. viz. piece 
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weight and ten.il •• trength, and/or the nature o~ the pro

duct., are re.tricted to c.rtain ranges oC th.se product 

dimension.. Thes. have been examined in Chapters VI and 

VII. The input structure. o~ the wheel sets unit and oC 

.leeper. unit are distingui.hed Crom each other and all other 

~irm. as .een in Table I. The broad detail. oC the .teel 

inputs, viz., carbon, alloy, die blocks, die tool, ingots, 

blooms, and their input .tructure. are given in the detailed 

tables in Appendix A. 

Regarding ~uels, die Corging Cirms are using mainly 

oils like rumace oil, light die.el oil and high speed diesel 

oil, while the open ~orging ~irms, wheel sets unit and sleepers 

unit are using gases like coke oven gas, blast Curnace gas, 

etc. This i. partly becau.e oC 10cationa1 ~actors also. 

The Cue1e' coeCCicients vary Crom 0.016848 to 0.052111 Cor 

die ~orging ~irm., Crom 0.0)0219 to 0.161512 Cor open Corgings 

Cirms and are as 10v as o~014121 and 0.005429 Cor wheel sets 

and sleepers unit. respectively. These diCCerences are also 

to b. explained by the product dimensions. Similar variations 

between Cirms are clear regarding coefCicients oC electricity, 

consumable .tore. or productive supplies,. repairs and main

tenanceas they may be accounted ~or the variations in the 

product dimensions' ranges o~ the firms. These are examined 

in Chapter VII. 

4.5.) !ga1ysie o~ the capital structures 

Plant and machinery coe~Cicient per unit rupee worth 



capacity rangee ~rom 0.537415 to 1.086299 for 3 die ~orgings' 

~irme and ~rom 0.647051 to 0.887256 ~or 2 open forginge' 

~irms. Similar dietinotive featuree o~ die ~orgings, open 

~orginge, wheel eete and sleepers unite are clear ~rom 

tables 2 and J in respeot o~ other fixed assete and working 

capital etructuree respeotive1y. Theee differences are partly 

due to various levels of vertical integration of the processes 

in the different ehops of the ~irms. Theee dietinot teohni

cal features of the firms may get reflected in the product 

dimeneione of their products. Theee have not been examined 

in the present study as the data are very aggregative, scanty 

and not uniform over firme and assete. 

4.5.4 Concluding remarke 

The eimilarity of some input and capital etruoturee ie 

partly becauee of the leve1e of aggregation and the nature 

of evaluation methode due to oonoeptual and praotical problema 

enlieted in this Chapter IV. Th. distinotive disorepancies 

in the nomenclature and nature of inputs used by the firms 

are mainly due to nature of the products of the individual 

units. The distinct quantitative and qualitative features of 

the produot dimensions and their ranges in the firme may make 

a differenoe in the nature of their produots. Suoh detailed 

current input etructures and capital input structures - both 

of working oapital and ~ixed oapital, are basic to the dis

aggregative dynamiC input output models in planning for invest

ment and produotion scheduling in the individual plants, 

indu.tri.e and the economy. 
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Table 1. Input structures of' firms in steel f'orgings industry during 196,-67 at producers' prices 

Sr. 
No. GIPE ASIC Description 

Sector Sector of' Inputs 
No. No. 

Die Forgi~gs Firms 

A(19g~) B(1961* C(1966- D(1966-
66) 67) 67) 

Cpen or Free Forgings 

'.J(1966- K and(1966-
67 L 67) 

- ------ -------- ---- .:.y--- ---- ----- ---- -----
1 

2 , 

, 
6 

7 

9 

10 

11 

12 

1, 
14 

15 

16 
17 
18 

62 

90 

91 

280-1 Printing and 
Stationery 

,21 Fuel oils 

'29 Coke oven gas eto. 
and Blast furnace 
gas 

69- ,11 
77 

Chemicals 

110 ,41-2 steel 

169. 
170. 
171 
200 

'70-2. Telephone charges 
-1 

511 ~lectricity 
charges 

200 512 Oxygen and Acety
lene 

-

0.00016) 0.000980 0.002788 -
0.017290 0.016848 0.02)488 0.052117 0.001175 

0.000614 

0.000896 -
-

0.000074 -

0.029044 0.16757.2 

0.)15849 0.)117,10 0.J44515 0.)2'774 0.,.69924 0.2'5187 

0.000140 0.0010J4 0.00,248 -

0.006527 0.014l,4 0.015624 0.009,09 0.019906 0.0'7509 

0.00164, - -
Consumable stores 
or productive 
supplies 0·001506 0.007645 0.008796 0.046807 0.015646 

2'5 

2,6 

2,8-
2'9 
241 
240 -

Repa1.rs and 
f.laintenance 

saf'ety Equipment 

Transport 

Water 

Distributive 
margins 
scrap 

109 )41-1 Ingots and Blooms 
9' ))1-2 Ref'ractories 
Gross value added 
Total 

0.OQ1~'1 0.0007160.0)1897 0.0069260.091)61 0.0)729' 

0.000'52 - 0.00,15' 

0.004578 0.008J05 0.0168J7 -

0.000566 0.000225 -

0.07'752 0.084265 0.12254J 0.14,194 0.0)1078 0.010580 
-0.001676-0.016159 - -o.01627)-o.02J78, -0.004082 

-
0.584011 0.5,8245 0.442178 0.407895 0.)81295 0.J64526 
1.000000 1.00l000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 

Firms 

N (1966-
67) 

-
-

0.,,6777 

-

0.002716 

0.174175 

0.022114 

0.044084 

0.016282 

0.004711 

~0.01:1788 

0.273762 
1.000000 

lihee1 sets 
unit 

E(1966-
67) 

Sleepers 
Unit 

Y (19 66-67) 

0.014127 0.005429 

0.014291 0.001852 

0.000919 0.000178 

0.02242, 0.0011'7 

0.0,0'58 0.01'748 

0.0071'7 0.000168 

0.00'724 0.000150 

0.069735 
-0.11,405 

0.454224 
0.002084 
0.494,8) 
1.000000 

0.090361 
-0.003909 

0.477926 
0.000090 
0.412870 
1.000000 

Note. The (_) cells represent either zero quantity or nonavailability or both. However. they are treated as zero quantities 
for the purpose of' analysis. 



Table 2. Fixed capital coe~~icients ot ~irms in steel ~orgings industry during 196,-67 (all on ) 

shi~ts basis capacity) 

Sr. Description o~ 
No. ~ixed capital 

Die ~orgings tirms Open or Free ~org
ings ~irms 

Wheel Sleepers 
eets unit 
units 

A(1966- .C(1965- D (1966- J (1966- N (1966- E(1966- F (1966-
67) 67) 67) 67) 67 67) 67) - ----------------------------------------

1 

2 

Plant and Machinery 

Electrical inetalla
tion 

0·5)7415 0.6)1197 1.086299 0.887256 0.647051 

Transport equipment 
0.00701) 

0.0)7160(a) 

0.008)04 

0.0)7160(a) ) 

" 5 

Engineering 

Buildings 
Instruments 0.001272(a) 0.001272(a) 

6 

7 

8 

9 

0.072785 

Land 0.02265) 

Factory equipment and 
o~~ice equipment 0.002877 

Furniture and Fittings 0.000)9) 

Railway Road 81iding N.A. 

10 Motor cars and commer-
cial vehicles N.A.. 

11 Scooters and cycles N.A. 

12 Other ~ixed assets N.A. 

Total 0.681568 

0.02599) 

0.028460 

0.002815 

0.007)77 

N.A. 

0.02)820 

0.000792 

0.0486)0 

0.0)7160 

0.001272 

0.11)465 

0.006979 

0.018828 

0.00648) 

0.0082,)1 

0.007972 

N.A. 

1·))5))9 

0.047721 

0.0)2705 

0.0)7709 

0.147502 

0.000)87 

o .04001~0 
0.0008)4 

N.A.. 

N .A. 

N.A. 

0.001996 

0.0)270 ')(b) 

0.0)7709(b) 

0.147502(b) 

0.000)87(b) 

N.A. 

0.0008)4 

N.A. 

N.A. 

0.868188 

N.A. Not available or there may not be any quantity in the respective cells. However, some adjustments 
Note are made ~or 80me cells as ~ollows: 

~ Transport equipment and engineering instruments Cixed capital coeCCicients in Firm; A and B are not 
available and the respective coeCCicients oC Firm»~introduced. 

(b) As N is a captive unit, the details on transport equipment, engineering inetruments, buildings. 
and land are not available and the Cirm Jis coeCCicients on the corresponding items are introduced 

, ror rirm W al.ft_ 



Table ). Working capital coeCCicients oC Cirms in steel Corgings industry during 1966-67 

Sr. Description oC working Die Corgings Open Corginge Cirms wheel sets Sleepers 
No. capital Cirms unit unit 

D (1966-67) J(1966-61) N(1966-67) E(1966-61) F (1966-61) 

1 Fuels like Cumace oil, 

light diesel, high speed 

diesel oil, lubricants, etc. 0.006100 0.00)191 N.A. N.A. H.A. 

2 Steels - carbon, alloy, 

die block, die tool 0.')0'516 0.421959 N.A. 0.020804 0.029989 ~ 
-.J 
'D , Semi-Cin1shed goode 0.)4470) 0.156)07 N.A.. 0.118111 N.A. 

4 Finished Forgings 0.061659 0.041010 0.0'9121 0.06658) 0.1)5816 

Total 0.9166)S 0.6)5073 N.A. 0.26')498 0.165805 

Power equipment 0.000145 0.0001" 0.000110 0.000)10 0.000025 



CHAPTER V 

ROLE OF STEEL FOIlGINGS AS A SEP AR.ArE SECTOR 
IN nIX INTER INDUSTRY STRUCTURE - AN APPLICA

TION OF THE INPUT OUTPUT TABLE OF Dull FOR 
1963 lOrru THE DElUVED RESULTS AND DrrER

PRETA.TION 
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,.0 Introduction 

In the light of the input .tructure. or eteel rorginge' 

production unit., evaluated at purcha.er.' price. or 196) 

'in the earlier Chapter'X, here we examine the direct and 

indirect repercus.ione ct incorporating this industry as 

a separate sector in the available 196) input output table 

at purchasers' pricee. This chapter deals with 

(1) The role or steel torgings industry as a sector 

in the input output analysia and in the available 

input output tables ror Indian economy. 

(2) Price adJustmentaand aggregation attempted to 

arrive at the aector or ateel rorgings to be 

incorporated in 196) input output table. 

(3) Application of the input output table ror 196) -

resulta and interpretation. 

(4) Summary and limitations ot this ,study. 

5.1 The role of ateel torgings industry as a separate 
sector in the input output analysis and in the 
available input output tables for Indian Economy 

5.1.1 Need for disaggregation of classitication schemes 
tor input output analysis and the latest available 
tables 

Steel forgings are the intermediate products like 

castings, etructura~ etc. each of which is having distinct 

technologies and uses, in the con text of technology matrix 

depicting the structure or production ot the different 

1 sectors in the economy. The intermediate demand tor steel 

1 The role of Technology matrix as a tool to study the 
structure ot the economy is seen, firstly, in Leontiet ~.W., 
Structure of American Economy, 1919-1939. An Empirical Appli
cation or Equilibrium Analysie, New York, Oxford University 
Press, 19'51. Parts III and IV. 

Continued/ •• 
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~orgings is more and more with the advancement and growth 

ot new and old engineering industries. especially in a 

developing economy. It attains importance when the industrial 

complex is divereitied and expands so disproportionately that 

each industry is to be distingui8hed a8 a separate 8ector 

in the input output tablee. to take into account the errects 

or the intermediate demand (given by structural coerricients 

matrix) and rinal demand (given exogeneou81y) on the total 

output requirements or individual industries.2 It one is 

interested to know the demand ~or ~orging quality steele. 

(a particular set or grades and 8pecirications or the 8teel. 

out o~ hundrede o~ 8uch specirications). it cannot be obtained 

by merely knowing the total output requirements or steel or 

o~ iron and steel as an aggregate. The ca8e ror distinguish-

ing the individual industries as separate sectors in the 

input output analysis arises. rirstly. because o~ the dirrerent 

teChnologies o~ the individual indu8tries. each o~ which re-

presenting a stable input output combination. secondly. or the 

distinct users' requirements di~rerently or the outputs o~ 

individual industriee and thirdly or distinct rinal demands 

o~ the individual industries. An aggregated sector or the 

See also Barna. Tibor. "The interdependence or the 
British Economy". in The Journal or Royal Statistical Society, 
Series A (General). Vol.CXV, Part I. 1952. 

2See Ghoeh A •• Experiments with Input Output Models. 
An Application to the Economy or the United Kingdom, 1948-5" 
University oC Cambridge, Department or Applied Economics. 
Monograph 9. cambridge University Press. 1964. Chapters, and 
4. pp. 10-4,. 
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individual induetriee, wbicb are to be dietinguiabed for 

either of those reasona, conceal the nature of those influ-

ences on the direct and indirect requirements. They become 

less atable witb dieproportionate growth in the individual 

industries. However, aggregation is often suggested for ea8e 

in handling tbe data. A. it involves aome loas of information 

and accuracy, the disaggregation of tbe individual industriea 

aa separate sectors in tbe input out analysia is alao sug

gested.) At least the claasi£ication scbemes, Which are 

the basis for tbe specification of sectors in the construc-

tion of input output tables, should be able to distinguisb 

the individual industries, so that any further aggregation 

is always possible. 

In the Annual Survey of Industries classification (ASIC) 

Scheme adopted in India, n~) Iron and Steel Castings and 

Forging." is treated as a single industry-group. Based on 

thi. digital classification scheme, about 200 manufacturing 

sector. are distinguished by the Gokhale Institute of Politics 

and Economics (a.I.p.E.). The remaining 41 G.I.P.E. aectors 

pertain to Agriculture, mining, services and other miscella-

neous sector.. Tbe most disaggregative input output table at 

purchaser's prices of 196) is under preparation at G.I.P.E. 

It distinguishes these 241 sectors. But, even this table 

) ~hile there are many re£erencee already listed in the 
earlier Chapter IV on aggregation and disaggregation for sector 
specification, particular mention may also be made of Isamu 
Yamada, Theor and a lication of inter indust anal si., 
Japan, 19 1, Chapters 2 and ), pp. 16- o. 
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does not distinguish the steel £orgings separa~elY £rom 

'Iron and Steel Cas~ings and Forgings'w An aggregated 

table of this is tha~ of 32 x 32 sectors table at Purcbasers' 

prioea" of 1963, which haa ')4-Iron and Steel' as a aingle 

seotor, inclusive o£ 341-3. Similar is tbe oaae witb tbe 

Planning Commission's aggregated tabla o£ 29 x 29 sectors 

at producers' prices' o£ 1959 and witb tbe Indian Statisti-
't ;1 

cal Institute's (I.S.I.) Table £or 1960-61.' 

5.1.2 Importance of steel £orgings industry in the 

interindustry structure o£ tbe economy 

Steel £orginga aa intermediate products place mainly 

intermediate demand within tbe interindustry structure as 

tbey ars the main oomponenta of tbe using industrys' products. 

Tbe growth o£ the demand £or steel forgings rests witb tbe 

growth o£ the using industrys' products and the latter's 

unit output requirements of steel forgings. The final demand 

of the steel forgings sector is tha.net o£ exports minus 

imports, when the changes in stocks are taken as zero. There 

" Mathur P.N. and others, ":rnput output table ()2 x 32), 
196) at Purchasers' Prices", Artba Vijnana, June 1969, Vol. 
XI, No.2. pp. 181-199. 

, "An Input Output Table of' tbe Indian Economy f'or 1959", 
Economic Division, Planning Commis.ion, Government of' India 
in Economic Analysis in Input Output Framework, ed. Matbur 
P.N., and Bbaradwaj, R., 1967. 

ly' The £irst of tbese tables was £or the year 1951-52, 
published in National Income Con£erence Vol. I, Indian Con
£erence on Research in National Income. Two more tables, one 
£or 1953-54 and the otber £or 1955-56 were prepared by Dr.A.K. 
Chakravarti (unpublished). These three tables were at market 
prices of 36 x 36 secto~ The I.S.I. table of 30 x 30 sectors 
at producers prices o£ 1960-61 was prepared by Manne, A.S. 
and Rudra, A., published in Sankhya, series B, Vol. 27, pp. 
57-144. This table is dis aggregated to 77 x 77 sectors at 
1960-61 producera' prices by M.R.Saluj~, published in Sahkhya, 
series B, Vol. 30, pp. 97-122. 
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i. no private or public consumption and capital formation 

created by thi. sector. Thu., it i. the intermediate 

demand of .teel forging. that stimulate. the growth of the 

economy depending upon the growth of uSing industry's pro

duct. and their unit output requirements of .tee1 forgings. 

5.1.2.1 Growtb of ueing industriea and tbeir unit 

output requirements of forginga 

The growth oftbe uaing industries is represented by 

tbe indices of tbeir values of production (gross outputs) 

over tbe years 1960 to 1964 witb.1960 aa baae. The using I 

industrie.' gross outputs and tbe indigenous production of'" . , 

steel forgings in tbe large scale units aa reported in tbe 

Annual Survey of Industries (ASl) reports for years 1960 

to 1964, are taken into account, to compute the respective 

indices. Similarly, the A.S.l. reports provide the statistic. 

relating to the consumption of ateel forgings by diff'erent 

using industries. The requirements of' steel forgings per 

rupee wortb of gross output of uaing industriea during the 

period 1960 to 1964 are computed and preaented in Table 1 

along witb the indices of' gross outputs of ueing industriea 

and of indigenous production of steel forgings over the years' 

1960 to 1964. 

The indices of uSing industries' groas outputs and of 

steel forgings' production are in current prices of the 

respective years., Similarly tbe unit output requirements of 

steel forgings per rupee worth grosa output of uaing indus

tries' products are also in current prices of the respective 



years. No adjustments Cor price changes during the. period 

1960-196% are made as the purpose is only to indicate 

broadly the diCCerential growth oC the using industries' 

requirementa Cor Corginga rather than to Bive quantitative 

estimatea oC the demand Cor Corgings. The proportions oC 

unit output requirsments are to be adjuated Cor the distri

butive margins (purchasers' prices - producers' prices) as 

the inputa oC the steel Corgings are in purchaaers' prices 

and the gross outputs oC using industries are in producers' 

prices. IC these adjustments are made on both the inputs 

and outputa, these proportions can be termed as row input 

vector oC ateel Corgings aector either at producerspricss 

or at purchasers' prices in the context oC respective 

input output tables. 

All the using industriea can be broadly grou'ped under 

two major groups oC A.S.I. classiCication, namely (1) J80 -

transport equipment. (2) J60 - Non-electrical machinery. 

Most oC theae engineering industries. with the exception oC 

railways, have started their production during the period, 

1960-196%. A rew or them are growing rapidly during this 

period. For example. they are (l):construction machinery, 

(2) conveyingequipments - buckets, elevators, skip hoists, 

cranes etc. (J) tractors, harvestors, etc. (%) air and gas 

compressors and vacuum pumps. (5) paper machinery. These 

are new industries in the general induatrial complex oC the 

economy and they started consuming Corgings as late as 1962 

to 196%. Their unit output requirements are relatively low 
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during the period 1960-1964, as observed in Table I. 

Railways require 0.0)6 to 0.082 rupee worth of wheel 

set. and sleepers per rupee worth gross output of the 

railwaya' locomotives and rolling atock. Thia ia an old 

industry atarting from the middle of 19th century. The 

growth during 1960-1964 ia not spectacular (an increase of 

)0% to 90% only) aa seen in Table 1. 

Motor vehicle a require 0.0) to 0.05 rupee worth of forg

ings per rupee worth groas output of motor vehiclea. The 

growth of motor vehicles, as represented by the computed 

indices, ia not spectacular (an increase of 77% only) during 

1960-1964. However, the Indian made vehiclee out of total 

vehicles' population in India ia about 8% in 1954, 30% in 

1951, 48% in 1960, 57% in 196) and 74% in 1966. The growth 

in indigenous production of motor vehicles since the in-

ception of five year plans (1950-51 onwards) as seen in 

Table 2 is likely to put a high demand on forgings. 

Diesel engines or internal combuation engines require 

0.02 to 0.04 rupee worth of steel forgings per rupee unit 

groas output of diesel engines during 1960-1964. The levels 

of indices or value of gross output of this industry have been 

doubled from 1960 to 1964. This growth ia more in Maharashtra 

atate, especially from 1964 onwards, aa observed on the 

field investigation of the sales orders of forge unit •• 
6 

6 A typical firm in Maharashtra sells 7).22% of its 
total value of production aoldout and 75% of ita total ton
nage sold out, to oil engines or internal combuation engines, 
21.14% of value and 19.)2% or tonnage sold to motor vehicles, 

Continued/ •• 
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Table 1. Growth of Using industries and their unit output requirements oC steel forgings over the years 1960 to 1964 

S.No. GXPE ASXC Description oC the 
Sector (using . 
indus try group) 

Requirements DC steel forgings psr unit rupee 
worth out~of using industries' products during 
the years 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 
14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

:!41 Sector 
sector 
c1as-
siCioa-
tion 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

138 

139 

140 

143 

145· 

146 

149 

1')0 
151 

.152 

153 

159 

172 

360-3 Xnterna1 combus- 0.006788 0.043630 
tion engines 

360-4.1 Textile machinery 

360~4.2Jute machinery 

360-4.4 Sugar machinery 

360-4.5 Tea machinery 

360-4.11 Paper machinery 

360-4.12 construction 

0"'007742 

0.009328 

machinery 

360-4.13 Oil mill 
maChinery 

36o-5J. 
and-5·2 

360-5·12 

360-6.1 
and-6.2 

360-7 
360-8.1 

Conveying equip
ment - buckets, 
elevators, skip 
hoists, cranes 
Power driven 
pumps, recipro
cating centri
Cuga1 etc. 
Air and gas 
compressors and 
vacuum pumps 

0.000023 

0.005200 
Da11 roller, 
tappered bearings 
and speed reduc
tion units 
Machine tools 
~actors, barves-
tors, etc. 

360-8.2 Agricultural 

360-9 
and-10 

360-13 

implements 
Earth moving mach
inery (Dull dosers, 
Fork1iCt trucks,etc.) -
Others oC nonelec-

0.000554 

0.009404 

0.002518 

0.000015 

0.007046 

0.003974 

0.005284 

0.013977 

trical machinery 8.013418 0.011171 
.381-1 Shipbuilding and 

0.0(> 567:) 
0.02,)029 
0.010656 

1963 1964 

0.036939 0.039126 0.029895 

0.000028 

0.0087:)9 

0.007460 

0.009936 

0.018317 

0.007732 

0.000105 
0.005749 

0.002392 

0.015031 

0.006261 
0.058267 
0.015019 

0.000074 

0.011738 

0.00084.5 

0.00(1706 

0.000156 

0.000372 

0.008998 

-
0.005289 

0.0011727 0.000994 

0.016276 

0.003214 
0.01.3907 

o .0~.0535 

0.003234 

0.004209 

0.006588 

o .0()1501 
0.062459 
0.0198.33 

0.000211 

0.000373 

0.016414 

0.022458 
0.001195 

0.008154 . 

0.002710 

0.028136 

0.011416 

0.001609 
0.055317 
o .01881~0 

Indices of gross value oC production 
DC using industries during the years 
with bass 1960 • 100 

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 

100.00 112.,)1 129.18 144.17 200.05 

100.00 

100.00 

100 .00 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 
100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 
100.00 
100.00 

127.64 

152.35 

181.80 

91·57 

100.00 

118.80 

100.00 

79·20 
184.71 
119·66 

157·55 

240.10 

209·18 

155·21 

176.84 

364·55 

101.60 

214·93 
201.96 

90.20 
104.83 
137·27 

223·96 

293.87 

158.20 

186.11 

652.06 

26;.80 

199·27 

27).85 

64 .7~ 

585·16-

269.64 325.99 
268.17 3,)0.42 

388.90 7403·44 

146.17 

142.44 

113.64 

94 ·93 
114.57 
172.42 

205·80 

9.3 .JJ 

1.37·14 

96·92 
1)0·32 
190.63 19 

20 
21 176 

·381-1 
382-2 
383 

repairs 01' ships 0.003750 
R1y Locomotives 0.06')534 
R1y rolling stock 0.004192 
Motor vshic1es 
manufacturing 0.016634 0.049409 0.033601 0.C~7460 0.054231 100.00 117·08 120.65 

Indigenous production of steel forgings in large-scale uni ts-Indices oC value of' prodn.llOO .00 342 ·77 792.06 
Source. Annual Survey of' Industries report. Cor 1960 to 1964. CentraJ Statistical Organisation, New Delhi. 

1.33·80 177·41 



Table 2. Motor vehicles in 

19$1-1966. (All 
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prcduction in 

in numbers) 

Year In production 

Cars and Commercial TltIo or -
Jeeps vehicle. three -

wheelers 

1951 )478 2181 
1952 209) 2681 
195) )677 2754 - . 

1954 7455 5)00 
1955- 12865 ., 9262 955 
1956 17)27 14)01 6286 
1957 162)2 160)) 9207 
1958 11664 15290 7527 
1959' .16548 20)5) 8126 
1960 24598 27518 17)74 
1961 28714 25740 25354 
1962 3092) 26894 ,25285 
196) 2)815 28482 26581 
1964 ))618 ))517 .37840 
1965 .3'527) .37408 50988 
1966 .38.356 .34174 5299) 

India during 

Total 

5659 
4774 
6421 

12755 
. 23082 
)7914 
41472 
)4481 

. 45027 . 
69490/ 
79808 

.8)102 
78878 

104975,' 
12.3669 
12 552.3 

These have been collected from "Automobile Ancillary Industry, 
1967', published by All India Automobile and Ancillary 
Industrie. Association, pp. 5-7' 

Footnote 6 continued £rom page 186 

.3.62~ o£ value and ).64~ o£ tonnage sold to Scooters, Motor 
cycles etc., 1.40~ o£ value and 1 • .36% o£ tonnage sold to 
Railways, 0.62~ o£ value and 0.68% o£ tonnage sold to Tractors, 
other agricultural machinery, implements and pumps during 
1966-67. Another £irm in West Bengal sells 88 • .38% o£ tonnage 
sold to Railways, 6.12% to motor vehicles, and 4.25% to Tea 
machinery. Another £irm in Bihar sells 24% o£ value o£ produc
tion Bold to Cement machinery, 22.90~ to Electrical machinery, 
22.50% to Iron and steel and castings and £orgings etc., 10.25% 
to heavy engineering handling equipment like cranes, etc., 10% 
to Machine Tools, 5 • .35% to Railways and 5% to all other non
electrical machinery products. This analysis'o£ the survey 
results throws light on the regional variations in the demand 
pattern as the concentration and nature o£ using industries are 
di££erent in di££erent regions. In general, diesel engines 
are more concnntrated in ~laharash tra (Western region), Railways 
equipment in West Bengal (Eastern region), While the motor 
vehicles production is spread on both the regions, also on 
southern region (Madras State) and northern region (Delhi). 
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Next to the three leading industries, there are a good 

number o£ non-electrical machinery industries, growing rapidly 

during 1960-1964 &S the basio industries £or the growth o£ 

engineering industrial complex o£ the economy. Their rupee 

worth unit output requirements o£ £orgings range between 

0.004 and 0.032 during 1960-1964. 

The growth of the indigenous production o£ steel £org

inge in large scale units as observed from the indicee during 

1960-1964 in Table I, is no less than that o£ using indus-

tries' gross outputs. 

5.1.3 Row Vector of Steel rorgings sector compared to 

the row vector or iron and steel castings and 

rorgings sector at purchasers' prices or 1963 and 1964. 

This comparison o£ two row vectors is to distinguish 

the users and their unit output requirements adjusted to 

purchasers' prices of 1963 and 1964. The four vectors (row 

inputcoe££icients) are presented in Table 3. 

The years 1963 and 1964 are the latest years £or which 

data area available from A.S.I. reports. The 241 sectors 

input output table £or 1963 at purchasers' prices is being 

prepared by Mathur P.N. and others. The same 241 sectors 

classi£ication is chosen £or presentation o£ the row vectors 

at purchasers' prices. The row vectors are presented also 

£or 1964 as there are a £ew industries with no available 

statistics or with no production during either 1963 or 1964. 

These row vectors exclude the railways as users of £orgings. 

The railways' demand £or wheel sets and sleepers are shown 

under the row vectors o£ 'Iron and steel' sector in the 
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Table 3. Row vectors or 341-3 (ASIC) Iron and steel rorgings sector distinguished £rom those of steel forgings sector 

for 1963 and 1961~ at purchasers prices 

Using industry or sector 

GIPE 241 ASIC sector 
sector 
classif'i-
cation 

1 

97 

118 

120 

127 

129 

130 

1,1 

132 
1)) 
1,4 

1'5 

1,6 

1'7 
138 

2 

))2-4 and-6 

,'jO-4 

'50-6 

'50-1, and-14 

,60-, 

,60-4.1 

,60-4.2 

360-4.4 

360-4·5 

,60-4.6 

,60-4.7 and-8 

,60-4·9 

,60-4.10 

360-4.11 

,60-4.12 

,60-4.1, 

,60-4.14 

Description of' using industry 
or sector 

MisC. glassware and wool 

Enamelling, Japaning, 1aquering, 
galvanizing, plating and po1isb
ing metal products 

Welding metal products, manufac
turing except macbines and 
transport equipment 

~eigbts and otber metal 
products of " 

Internal combustion engines 

Textile Machinery 

Jute machinery 

Sugar machinery 

Tea machinery 

Mining machinery 

Metallurgical and cement 
macbinery 

Chemical machinsry 

Pharmaceutical machinery 

Paper machinery 

Construction machinery 

Oil Mill machinery 

Rice, dal f'lour mill machinery 

Row input coef'f'icients of' 
Iron and Steel castings and 
f'orgings sector during 

4 

0.000060 

0.000242 

0.09524, 

0.000174 

0.027739 

0.007927 

0.084129 

0.032802 

0.00,670 

0.004168 

0.0'9388 

0.005669 

0.004889 

0.042128 

0.077594 

0.018306 

0.019347 

1964 

5 

0.000789 

0.000199 

0.000526 

0.087024 

0.011274 

0.060172 

0.023253 

0.030916 

0.005428 

0.054280 

0.004758 

0.058419 

0.030295 

0.029668 

0.013091 

1'9 

140 

141 
14, ,60-5.2 and-5.1 Conveying equipment - buckets, 

elevators, skip hoists, cranes etc. O.Q29~1? 0.019252 

144 

145 

,60-5.4 and~5.6 Mixers and reactors - kneading 
mills, turbo mixers, centrif'uga1 
machinery 

Power driven pumps, reciprocating 
centri£ugal etc. 

0.002401 0.011506 

0.084348 0.062727 

Row input coef'£icients of' steel 
f'orgings sector only during 

1964 

6 

0.020628 

0.000125 

0.000279 

0.006299 

0.003702 

0.000746 

0.000148 

.0.000261 

Continued/ •• 

7 

0.026997 

0.000056 

0.008217 

0.000592 

0.000558 

0.006545 

0.000260 
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Table' - Concluded 

1 2 , 4 5 6 1 

146 ,60-5·l2 Air and gas compressors and vacuum 
pumps 0.041)12 0.0,6411 0.011490 0.011'9' 

149 ,60-6.1 and 2 Ball roller, tappered bearings and 
speed reduction units 0.00580, 0.090011 0.014598 0.002089 

150 ,60-1 Machine tools 0.013279 0.045,27 0.0009,2 0.010847 

151 ,60-8.1 Tractors, lIarvestors, etc. 0.076097 0.01,013 0.006116 0.007901 

152 ,60-8.2 Agr. implements 0.00'587 0.004136 0.002033 0.002426 

15' 360-9 and 10 Earth moving machinery (bull dosers 
and Fork lift trucks) 0.004367 0.023916 0.023916 0.00'578 

154 ,60-11.1 Typewriters and duplicators 0.016150 0.016774 -
1.55 ,60-11.2 and Calculating machines and other 

11.6 commercial office equipment 0.045664 0.030120 

151 -- ,60-11·5 Sewing and knitting machines 0.008282 0.000144 

159 ,60-lJ Others o£ non-electrical machinery 0.006434 9,90 799'1 0.OQ7991 0~OJ9'j3 

161 '70-1.2 and 1.' Electric motors and £ans 0.021615 0.040174 

1'2 ,81.1 Shipbuilding and repairs o£ ships and 
0.001141 other vessels drawn by power 0.002349 0.00122, . 0.00122, 

176 ,8' Motor vehicles - manu£acture o£ 0.02869' 0.0'7962 0.030369 0.028476 

178 '91-1 Surgical instruments - manu£acture of 0.033868 0.026961 -
181 391., Scientific instruments - manu£acture 

of 0.002765 0.003470 

2JJ Other consumable stores 0.000041 

234 - Components and accessories 0.000769 

235 - Repairs and Maintenance 0.000324 

236 other industries 0.001790 
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preparation of input.output tables for India aa they are 

treated aa part of Iron and Steel in the official statistics 

(A.S.I. reports). 

There are 39 G.I.P.E. sectors as users of 'Iron and 

Steel caatings and forginga'. Out of these 39 sectors, 

there are only 19 G.I.P.E. sectors as users of steel forgings. 

Even for theae 19 sectora, tha row input coefficienta of 

atee1 forginga sector are far lower than those of the com-

bined "341-3 Iron and Steel castinga and forgings" aector. 

The major demand of "Iron and Steel castinga and forginga" 

together as seen from its row input coefficients, is from 

(1) 1<leta1 products, (2) Jute machinery, (3) Metallurgical 

and cement machi'nery, (4) paper ';'achinery, (5) conat-ruction 

machinery, (6) power driven pumps, reciprocating centrifugal 

etc., (7) Air and gaa compreasora and vacuum pumpa, (8) 

Machine too1a, (9) tractors, barvestor~, etc. and (10) Ca1-

culating machines. Their row input coefficients range between 

0.04 and 0.10 (approximately). Only 7 out of theae 10 indua-

tries require ateel forginga with their row input coefficients 

ranging between 0.000056 and 0.011490. Thua, the row vectors 

of 'steel forginga' and of 'Iron and Steel caatings and forg-

ings' are dissimilar. This streases the need for diatinguish-

ing the 'steel forginga' aa a aeparate aector, when the uaera 

requirements and their growth are dissimilar from thoae of 

a combined sector 'Iron and Steel caatings and forginga'. 
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5.2 Aggregation for sector specification and price adjust

ments attempted to incorporate steel forgings sector 

in 1963 input output table at purchasers' prices 

While every aggregation implies certain loss of informa-

tion and accuracy for the purpose, it i& an inevitable price, 

ae otherwise it would be impossible to list each process of 

unique product. A balance must be struck between the homo-

geneity requirement and the number of sectors in the pre para-

tion of input output tables, bearing in mind the difficulties 

of handling the data. 

A Jobbing type industry like forgings industry is 

circumscribed by the problems of continuous change in product 

dimensions and of product multidimensionality. Similar may 

be the case with other Jobbing type industries like castings, 

structurals etc. It is merely an approximation to consider 

them as discrete processes or the combinations of them as 

discrete processes to incorporate as sectors in the input 

output tables. 

The 241 x 241 sectors input output iable of India for 

1963 at purchasers' prices is not readily available for 

analytical use, as (i) it does not include small scale units' 

input vectors of different sectors, (ii) the column vectors 

of agriculture and mining sectors are still under preparation. 

This table also has a combined sector "111 - Iron and Steel 

Castings and forgings" under 241 G.I.P.E. Sectors classifi

cation. This is same as 341-3 ASIC sector. The column vector 

of this conlbined sector is presented in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Column Vectors of' (i) 66 - Steel :forgings sector in A (66 x 66), (ii) 1~~ - residual Iron and Steel sector 

in A (66 x 66) and (iii) 111 - Iron and Steel castings and f'orgings seotor in A (241 x 241), all at 

purchasers prices of' 1963 

S.No. GIPE ASIC 

1 

2 

3 
4 

'S 

6 

.' 7 

8 
9 

10 

11 
12 

13 
14 

15 
16 

17 
18 

19 

20 

66-sector sector 
classi:fi- No. 
cation 

2 

19 

25 

30 

34 

36 

37 

38 
39 

40 

45 
46 
47 
59 

60 

61 

62 
63 
64 

66 

251 

280 

311 

313 

319 

321 
329 

331 

341 
342 
350 
399 

'Sll 
11 

01 

71 
72 

Total 

Description of' the sector 

Basic Iron and Steel 

Spinning, weaving and f'inishing of' 
textiles 

Column vector 
of' 66 - steel 
:forgings sector 
in A (66 x 66) 

Saw mills. planting and other wood mills 

Printing, publishing and allied 
industries 0.00431100 

Basic industrial chemicals, excluding 
f'ertilisers 
Manuf'acture of' paints. varnishes and 
1iquerors 

Manuf'acture o:f miscellaneous chemical 
products 
petroleum ref'ineries 
Manu:facture of' miscellaneoue products 
of' petroleum and coal 
Manu:facture of' etructural clay 
products 
Iron and steel industries - residual 
Non:ferrous basic metal industries 
Manuf'acture of' metal products 
Manu:facture of' industries not else
where classified 
Electric light and power 

Mining - coal 

Agricul ture 
Railway transport 

Road transport 

Steel forgings 

0.00091900, 

0.05430700 

0.01676100 

0.02488600 
0.04024700 

0.00924400 
0.00924400 

-

Column vector 
of 45 - residual 
sector in 
A (66 x 66) 

0.21571608 

0.00033471 

0.00036043 

0.00431100 

0.00272434 

0.00156137 

0.00020303 
0.00430987 

0.01271055 

0.00192036 
0.00635630 
0.01451449 
0.00624113 

0.02713362 
0.01880389 

0.00237912 

0.00067226 
0.00924400 
0.00300617 

0.00351209 

0·33607481 

Column vector 
of 111 - Iron 
and Steel cast
ings and forgings 
sector in 
A (241 x 241) 

0.29233100 

0.00020000 

0.00431100 

0.00146200 

0.00079100 

0.00390900 
0.00777400 

0.02698900 

0.00398800, 
0.003'14000 

0.00529200 

0.04045200 
0.01429700 
0.00921300 

0.00162200 
0.00924400 
0.00924400 

0.43455900 
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An aggregation 8cheme ot the 241 sectors leading to 

65 x 65 matrix is the disaggregative input output table at 

purchasers' prices of 196). This is readily available tor 

application. It distinguishes "2 Dasic Iron and Steel" trom 

"45 - Iron and Steel industries other than 2 - basic Iron 

and Steel". The latter 45th sector is inclusive ot Iron 

and Steel castings, torgings, structurals etc. To represent 

steel forgings as a separate 66th sector in this table ot 

66 x 66 sectors, column and row vectors ot"66th steel forgings" 

sector and ot "45th Iron and Steel industries excluding 66th 

and 2nd sectors (as a residual 45th sector)" are required to 

be constructed at purchasers' prices of 196). tollowing the 

66 sectors c~assitication7 schems tor inputs and outputs. 

The row input coetficients vector of 66 - steel forgings 

sector at purchasers' prices ot 196), obtained in the earlier 

section ot this chaptsr, are based on reports of Annual 

survey ot Industries (ASI) data on inputs and outputs. The 

coetficients are aggregated to reelassity tbe inputs trom 

241 sectors classitication to 66 sectors' classification. 

Thus, there are 6 sectors as users ot steel forgings following 

66 sectors classitication. 

The row vector ot "45 residual ot Iron and Steel indus-

tries exclusive ot 2nd and 66th sectors", is also constructed, 

tollowing 66 sectors' classitication, as a difference of the 

corresponding row input coetficients of the combined 

7 see Appendix for 66 - Sectors classification scheme 
corresponding to other classifications. 
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"45 - Iron and Steel industries other than basic iron and 

eteel" and of' the "66 steel f'orgings". 

5·2.1 Construction of' column input coef'f'icients vectors 

of' "66 - Steel f'orgings n and of' "45 - residual 

Iron and Steel" sectors 

The input structures of' the product~on units or f'irms 

in steel f'orgings industry f'or the years 196) to 1966-67 

are arrived at producers' prices in the earlier Chapter IV. 

All theso input structures are brought to the base year 196) 

at producers' prices, with the necessary adjustments f'or the 

variations in prices of' inputs and outputs of' the respective 

years. 

The sources of' data f'or prices and price indices of' 

the inputs are : (i) wholesale price indices of' (a) f'uel, power, 

light and lubrioants, (b) c~emicals and (c) metal products 

(as an approximation to consumable stores) f'rom the "Index 

numbers of' Wholesale prices in India (Revised series) f'or the 

years 196) to 1967, Of'f'ice of the Economic Advisor, Ministry 

of' Industry, Government of' India, New Delhi, and (ii) the 

prices of' light eteel bars for the years 196) to 1967 f'rom 

"Statistics f'or Iron and Steel", published by Hindustan Steel 

Limited, Ranchi, India. As most of the steels usee in the 

forgings industry are steel bars, these prices are taken as 

approximate indices in the absence of' any other detailed 

prices on diff'erent steels. These two sources of data enable 

the price adjustments on the inputs. 

The adjustments on outputs are carried out as follows. 
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Average prices per ton of firms' output are computed as a 

ratio of the value and quantity of output. The price indices 

of output of steel forgings for the years 196) to 1967 are 

constructed as the percentages of average prioes of the firms 

during 196)-1967 with 196) as base. Thus, the inputs and 

outputs are brought to the base year 196) producers' prices. 

The input structur~s of firms at producers prices of 196) 

are computed and are presented under 66 Sectors classification. 

The input structures of each firm for different years, 

adjusted to the base year 196) producers prices are aggre-

gated, as a simple average of the coefficients of tbe respec-

tive years. The simple average is preferred as the variations 

in the yearly outputs of each firm are not significant. There 

• 
are, thus, 7 die forging firms' input etructures and ) open 

forging firms' input structures, all at producers prices of 

the base year 196). The input structures of wheel sets unit 

and of eleepers unit are not taken into consideration for 

aggregation of the firms' input structures, as they bave 

been treated as part of "Basic Iron and steel industries" 

in the preparation of the available input output tables. 

The die forgings industry's input structures are 

arrived as a simple average of the concerned input structures 

of the 7 firms and open forgings industry's input structures 

are arrived at as a simple average of the concerned input 

structures of·) firms. Then, tbe total steel forgings 

industry's input structure is a simple average of two sets 

of concerned input structures of the open forgings' industry 
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and or the die rorginge' industry. The steel rorgings 

industry'e input structures at producers' prices of 196) are 

adjusted to purchasers' price/producers' price ratios or 

inputs, and output, so that the input structure or the steel 

rorgings industry rerer to 196) purchasers' prices. Though, 

in gsneral, output weighted averages of the input structures 

or the rirms are prererred, here, the simple averages are 

prererred as (i) the variations in the outputs of rirms 

within the broad oategories of open rorgings firms and die 

forgings firms are not significantl (ii) the number or units 

under each of the two categories may not be true representa

tion of the industry, and (iii) to give equal emphasis to 

both of these two cBtegories of open and die rorgings. 

Historically, open rorgings' rirms are more, while the die 

forgings' rirms are growing only during the III and IV Five 

Ye,ar Plans. In our analysis, the number of rirms ror die 

rorgings are more than for open forgings. Because or these 

limitations ot the survey and as the industry is 'likely to 

have both the die rorgings and open rorgings with equal 

weightage. it is assumed that the simple averages or the 

input structures may be a better approximation in arriving at 

the steel rorgings industry'. input struoture at 196) pur

chasers prices. 

The column vector or "4;-residual or Iron and Steel 

industries exclusive ot basio iron and steel and orst.el 

rorgings" is also constructed as rollove : the combined 45th 

sector's column vector coerricients are multiplied by the 
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gross output of 45th sector at purchasers prices. The 66th 

sectors' column vector coefficients are similarly multi

plied by the gross output of 66th sector at purchasers prices. 

Then the corresponding input values at purchasers prices are 

subtracted from each other. The derived differences in 

inputs' values of the 4~-residual sector are divided by the 

difference in the gross outputs at purchasers price of the 

two sectors. Thus the 45th residual sector's input coeffi-

cients vector or column vector of "Iron and steel castings 

structurals etc." sector is obtained. 

5.2.2 Comparison of column vectors of thres sectors 

in the disaggregat1ve tables 

The row and column vectors of' "66th - steel forgings 

sector" and "45 - residual Iron and Steel industries" are 

thus distinguished from each other, to be incorporated in 

the 66 x 66 sectors input output table of India at purchasers 

prices of 196,. The column input coefficients vectors of 

(i) 66 steel forgings sector in A (66 x 66), (ii) 45-residual 

Iron and Steel.industries sector in A (66 x 66), and (iii) 

111 - Iron and steel castings and forgings sector in A 

(241 x 241) are presented in Table 4, following 66 sectors' 

classification for the inputs of the three sectors. 

The 45-residual Iron and Steel sector requires inputs 

from 20 sectors, out of which inputs of 17 sectors are re-

quired by Iron and Steel castings and forgings sector. Out 

of these 17, inputs of 10 sectors only are required by steel 

forgings sector. Even for these 10 s~ctors, the input structures 
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of the three sectors are dissimilar. It also stresses the 

need for distinguishing the steel forgings sector from the 

combined sectors because of the distinct features of the 

major inputs like the fcrging quality eteel inpute, fuel 

oils, coke oven gas and other fuels, electric light and 

power inputs of eteel forgings sector. Inputs like printing 

and stationery, railways and road transport are similar but 

they are minor in~;ts in respect of their coefficients in the 

three column vectors. Thus the column vectore of the two 

aggregated sectors are dissimilar from each other and from 

the column vector of steel forgings sector. 

5.' Role of indirect requirements of "Steel forgings" 

and of "Iron and Steel excluding basic iron and 

steel and steel forgings" - Application of techno

logy Dlatrices, results and interpretation 

Given (A] technical coefficients matrix of say 66 

sectors, [I_A]-l gives the direct and indirect requirements 

of the outputs of 66 sectors to sustain the unit levels of 

the final demand of 66 sectors. 
. 1 

In the expansion of [I-A]- ~ 
2 ., .... 

I + A + A + A + .••• , I is the identity matrix of unit 

levels of direct requirements (or unit final demands); 

(A] gives the iirst stage indirect requirements to produce 

the unit levels of final demands or of direct requirements; 

[A2 + A' + ••• ] gives the total indirect requirements exclu

sive of first stage indirect requirements. If F is the 

[ 
• -1-1 

column vector of·finaldemands of 66 sectors, then I-~ F 

gives the total direct and indirect requirements of 66 

sectors to sustain the final demands of 66. sectors. 
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5.)·1 Intermediate demand oC steel Corgings and 

share oC captive and/or small scale units 

The results oC the application or technica1 coerricients 

matrioes oC A (66 x 66) and or A (65 x 65) are summar!!y 

presented in Table 5. There are 6 using industry groups or 

seotors out oC 66 G.I.P.E. seotors, with their rirst stage 

indirect requirements oC steel forgings per rupee worth or 

the gross outputs or 6 seotors, while all 66 sectors place 

their total direct and indirect requirements of steel rorgings 
• 

per rupee worth Cinal use or the 66 seotors. The gross out-

puts oC the 6 using industries inclusive oC small soale 

8 and large soale units, are adjusted to purchasers prices 

oC 196). The elements oC the inner product oC the row input 

coerCicients vector oC steel Corgings and the gross outputs 

vector oC the using industry groups give the intermediate 

demand oC steel Corgings at purchasers prices by the respec-

tive using industries. The non-electrical machinery and 

the motor vehicles plaoe the major share or the total inter-

mediate demand or steel Corgings. 

To know the share or indigenous produotion oC steel 

Corgings in the total intermediate demand oC steel Corgings, 

the analysis is as Col lows : 

(1) Total intermediate,or steel Corgings at purchasers' 

prices or 196) (is as given in Table 5): Rs. 1~,28,88,691. 

8souroe: A.S.I. (census) reports Cor large soale and 
National Sample Survey (sample part) reports Cor small soale 
industries' gross outputs. The Cormer are published by the 
Central Statistical Organisation, New Lelhi and the latter 
are published by the Direotorate or Economics and Statistios, 
Delhi. 
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Table 5· !D~i~r~e~c~t~a~n~d~In~d~ir~e~c~t~r~e~q~uJi~r~e~mfe~n~t~s~0~f~6~6~-~s~t~e~e~l~f~0~r~g~i~n~g~e~,~·~r~-'E:!~!2£.!.!~!1~~~L2~~~~~~~~~~~~1-!a~~ 
matrices 

- - ~~ ron and stse1 and 4,-Iron and steel in the 
respective for 196) -

S. G.I..P.E. ASIC Description of the Row input Gross Intermediate Row vector Row e1e-
66-sector 

Row e1e- Row elements 
No. sector sector coe:f:fici- output demand o:f o:f 45-reei-ments c:f 

c1assi-
ments o:f o:f 45-com-

ents o:f (large scale steel forg- dual sector 66-steel li.5-residual 
:fication 66-steel + small ings in 

bined 

forgings scale) in [AX]vector 
of Iron and fOrrings_1 sector of sector o:f 
eteel in in I-Aj Iron and Iron and 

sector Rs.vector X A (66 x 66) (66 x 66) steel in steel in 
in 
A(66 x 66) 

. [I-Ar . 
(I-Ar1 

. (66 x 66) 

(1) (2) () (4 ) ( 5) ( 6) (7)=(5)x(6) (8) (9) (10 ) 
(65 x 65) 

(ll) 

1 , )60-, Internal combustion 
engines 0.02699700 229784652 62.))496 0.06677588 0.029104)2 0.079,14)6 0.0998)6ll 

2 4 )60-7 Machine tools 0.01084700 21)744242 2,18484 . 0.09268)14 o .Qll86530 0.0979)215 0.10628)02 
) 45 )41-2",4 Iron and steel industrtesO.oO'51209 1752741)96 6155628 0.006356)0 0.00)572)9 1.00801)24 1.013'1060 
4 48 ,60 Nonelectrical machinery 0.05411)00 1782626188 9646'250 0.01899200 0.05526102 0.0)725202 0.075'91)7 
5 50 )81 Shipbuilding and 

repairs 0.00ll4100 106958202 1220'9 0.00102572 0.00177417 0.0048769' 0.00562680 
6 52 ,8) Motor vehicles 

manu:facture 0.02847600 2515,0'90' 71625794 0.0,187200 0.O'2ll649 0.04588605 0.065240'5 
7 2 ,41-1 Iron and Steel basic 0.01219571 0.00026065 0.01441949 0.0144919' 
8 24 24' Wearing apparel-manu-

facture of 0.00125652 0.00015356 0.00276898 0.0027788 5 

9 28 260 Furniture and Fixture-
manu:facture o:f 0.015:35461 0.00011219 0.01821966 0.018'1467 

10 " ,00 Rubber products - manu-
:facture of 0.00025742 0.00003200 0.00058607 0.00058860 

11 41 ll2 Glass products " 0.00003649 0.00009,20 0.000252'1 0.00025214 

12 46 342 Non:ferrous baeic metals 0.000,0819 0.00005390 0.00065760 0.00066024 

1) 47 '50 Metal products-manu:facture 0.01621220 0.0001,675 0.01996697 0.02007085 

14 49 )70 Electrical maChinery o .0071)8ll 0.00050102 0.0088514, 0.00888100 

15 '51 ,82 Railroad equipment 0.00010835 0.00052254 0.0049)ll7 0.0049'975 

16 
, 

5' '85 andjMotor cycles and 
,89 bicycles and others 0.0,6",,6 0.000166)6 0.0)9,8851 0.0'959504 

17 54 '91 Scientific and surgical 
instruments 0.00,14561 0.00004112 0.00408079 0.00410151 

18 59 '99 Industries not elsewhere 
classi:fied 0.01,68109 0.00006884 0.0144,2,6 0.01450791 

19 66 Steel :forgings 0.28)96900 1.00109045 0.28710021 

20 1 ,11-1 Fertilizers 0.00009574 0.00021134 0.00021062 

21 5-18 201-220 Food industries 0.000504)9 0.009ll757 0.00915982 

22 19-2, 2,1-241 Textiles and :footwear 0.0009228) 0.001)1608 0.00129089 

2, 2'S-27 251-259 liood industries 0.00004)05 0.00192999 0.00082315 

24 29-'2 271-29) Paper, printing, leather products 0.00012641 0.0022)761 0.0022474, 

25 ,4-40 ,l1-JJl Chemicals, coal, petroleum refineries 
0.00122748 0.00,6:3746 0.00)6:3745 

and structural clay products 
26 42-44 '''-''9 Cement and non-metallic mineral products 0.00050616 0.00122782 0.00122567 

27 55-58 '92-'95 Optical goods, watches, Jewellery, 
0.00178267 

musical instruments 0.00008480 0.00179)32 

28 60-65 511,01, Electricity, Agriculture, Mining, 0.00)38644 0.01097179 0.01106794 
11,40,71,72 Construction, Transport 

18288869 1 
i 
0.60774170 1.14,82:357 1.72141263 1.52632725 

Total 0.12508609 
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(2) Total intermediate demand or steel rorgings at 

producere' prices or 1963 (is obtained by multiplying the 

(1) by the producer price/purChaser price ratio (0.73) 

adjustment ractor) : Rs. 1',''5.08,744. 

(3) Indigenous production of large scale units in steel 

rorgings industry at producers prices: Rs. 1.71,86,390. 

As some of the indigenous production might have been 

exported. the exports of steel forgings during 1963-649 are 

deducted rrom (,). 

(4) Indigenous production at producers'price (large 

scale) -.Exports of steel rorgings = Rs.l,71.86,'90 - 4.51.068 

= Rs. 1,67,35,322. 

(5) Imports of steel rorgings during 1963-64 = Rs.2.93,73,964. 

(6) • (4) + (5) = Supply of steel rorgings excluding that 

of captive and/or small scale units for internal demand of 

steel forgings : Rs. 1,67,35.322 + Rs.2. 93. 73. 964=Rs.4, 61.09.286. 

(7) Indigenous production of captive and/or small scale 

units in steel rorgings industry = (2) - (6) = Rs. 13.35,08,744 -

Rs. 4,61,09.286 = Rs. 8,73,99,458. 

Large scale indigenous production of 
(8) steel rorgings at producers prices or 1963 x 100=12.87% 

Total intermediate demand of steel forg-
ings at producers prices of 196, 

Captiv~ and/or small scale indigenous· 
production of steel forgings at producers 

( ) prices or 1963 x d. 
9 Total intermediate demand of steel forgings loo=65·46~ 

at producers prices or 1963 

9Imports and Exports or steel for~ings are estimated ror 
rinancial years in Chapter 2. Those estimated rigures for 1963-64 
are assumed to hold good ror the calender year 1963 also. 

Imports and exports at c.i.r. and r.o.b. prices are 
treated as ir they are at producers prices in the analysis. 
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Foreign trade balance or 
(imports - exports) 
Total intermediate demand a 100 = 21.67% 

Thus the captive and/or small scale units' production of 

ateel forgings in India ia aignificantly high compared to 

large acale production and/or to imports (exporta are 

negligible) of ateel forginga in India. The captive and/or 

amall scale units production ia not accounted in A.S.I. 

reports or in any ~f the official and unofficial reports. lO 

5·)·2 Role of firat stage indirect requirements 

of' intermediate products 

(11) Total of' row input coefficients of' 66 steel f'orgings 

aector in A (66 x 66) matrix at purchaaers prices of' 196) : 

0.12 508609 giving the f'irst stage indirect requirements per 

rupee worth gross outputs of using industries. 

(12) Total of' row elements of 66 - steel forgings 

sector in (I-A]-1(66 x 66) matrix at purchasers prices of' 

196) : 1.14)82)~7 giving the total direct and indirect re-

quirements of' steel f'orgings per rupee worth final use of 

66 sectors. 

(1) The total indirect requirements exclusive of' the -

10Becauae the captive and/or amall acale units production 
atatiatica are not available, the percantages of' large scale 
unita indigenous production to the total internal demand of 
forgings eaclusive of the output of' captive and/or amall 
acale units, are computed in Chapter II. The percentage obtained 
in Chapter II will tally with the percentage computed in Chapter 
V when the total intermediate demand ia exclusive of' the output 
of captive and/or small-scale units in steel forgings industry. 
However, it ia a notional estimate in view of the fact that 
only )4.54% of production Qt- eupply (inclusive of' ilnports) 
is available in published reports and the residual is considered 
as that of' captive and/or swall scale units in this industry. 



firat stage indirect requirements ot steel forging a is 

0.14)82)57 - 0.12508609 = 0.0187)748. 

The relative high proportion ot the tirat stage indirect 

requirements in the total indirect requirements (86.97~) is 

moatly because the intermediate products like steel forgings 

have higher proportion of intermediate demand compared to 

11 final demand in the gross output of steel forgings sector. 

Vith the growth of all 66 sectora, especiallY1 many engineering 

industries, there is a likely tendency that the total output 

requirements of steel forgings get multiplied. Many ot the 

induatries like Aerospace, petrochemicals, oil refineries, 

motor cycles etc. may place their requirements as in advanced 

countries like America.l~ It is also to be mentioned here 

that the requirements of railways for wheel sets and sleepers 

are not included in the table. 

There are 19 G.I.P.E. sectors out ot 66 sectors (see 

Table 5), requiring the tirst stage indirect requiremente of 

"45 Residual Iron and Steel excluding basic Iron and Steel 

and Steel forgings". Again, the proportion of firet stage 

indirect requiremente ie relatively high in the total indirect 

requirements (84.24~) of the intermediate products of 45-residual 

Iron and Steel sector. 

5.).) An illustration of disaggregation ot a sector 
and inverse elemente 

The relative advantagee of disaggregation ot "45-Iron and 

IlSimilar observations are made in the study of United 
Kingdom economy by Ghosh, A" Experimente with Input Output 
Modele, Chapter ), op.cit. 

12 See the Appendix to Chapter III. 
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Steel industries excluding basic Iron and Steel- in the tech

nical coefficients matrix A (65 x 65) into (i) " 66 - Stesl 

forgings sector" and (ii) "45-r8sidual Iron and Steel" in 

A (66 1 66) are of special mention here. As far as first 

stage indirect requirements of " 45 - Iron and Steel" are 

concerned. it is a sum of the first stage indirect requirements 

of (i) 66 - Steel forgings Bector and of (ii) 45 - residual 

Iron and steel sector. But. the total direct and indirect 

requirements of 45 - combined Iron and Steel sector are not 

exactly equal to the sum of the total direct and indirect re-

quirements of (i) 66 - steel forgings sector and of (ii) 

45 - residual sector in the respective (I_A)-l matrices. 

Thus. the inverse elements of disaggregated sector. are likely 

to be divergent. more from the inverse elements of the aggre-

gated sector. The disaggregation of the sectors enables us 

to know the distinct direct and indirect requirements of the 

individual sectors which otherwise would not be possible to 

distinguish them. The sum of the total requirements of (i) 
• 

45.- residual Iron and Steel sector and of (ii) 66 - steel 

forgings ssctor. excluding those to Bustain rupee worth final 

use of 66 - Steel forgings sector is equal to 1.57704554. 

The total requirements of 45 - combilBd sector is 1.52632725 

in (I_A)-l (651 65). The difference 0.05071829 is the 

additional requirements explained in the inverse elements of 

dieaggregatedsectors excluding those of. steel forgings sector 

while the latter is as high as 1.28~066. This also explains 

the need for distinguishing steel forgings sector separately 
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~rom the Iron and Steel sectors. 

~.4 Summary and Limitations o~ this Study 

The growth o~ the demand for steel forgings rests with 

the growth o~ the using industries and the latters' unit out

put requirements or steel rorgings. The using industries'. 

unit output requirements or rorgings, are rrom the rollowing 

using industries ~isted in order: 

(i) Railways, 

(ii) Motor vehicles,' 

(iii) Diesel engines and 

(iv)· All other non-electrical machinery industries. 

The four using industries however are in the reverse order 

in respect or their growth rates or gross output during 1960-64. 

'The row input coe~ricients or "Steel ~orgings" seotor and or 

"Iron and Steel cas tings and ·.i'orginga" sector are dissimilar 

in respect or their major users for the years 196) and 1964. 

The column vectors or (i) 66 -.Steel forgings sector in A 

(66x 66). (ii) 4~ - residual Iron and Steel industries sector 

inA (66.x'6) ·and. (iii) 111 - Iron and steel castings and forg

ings sector in A (241 x 241) are constructed and presented 

ror comparison or their input coeCricienta. The column vectors 

,o~ the latter. two combined sectors era Gissimilar rrom those 

o~ steel rorgings sector, in raspect of major inputs like the 

. (i) forging quality staels, (i1) .fuel oils, .. coka oven gas and 

other ruels, (iii). electric light and power inputs or. steel 

. rorgings sector •. The need for distinguishing steel f'orgings 

sector separately in the input output tables is thus stressed 
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because of its distinct column and row vectors from those 

of cowbined sectors. 

The captive and/or small 8cale units' produdtion of 

steel ~org1ngs in India is signi~icantly high (65.46% of the 

total intermediate demand of steel forgings) compared to large 

scale unite' production and/or to imports (exports are negli

gible) of steel forgings in India at 1963 producers' prices. 

The estimate of oaptive and/or small scale units production 

is of the order of Rs. 8.13.99.458 whioh is not accounted in 

A.S.I. reports or in any of the official and unofficial reports. 

The first stage indireot requirements of steel forgings out 

of the total indirect requirements are of very high proportion 

(86.91%) mostly because they are intermediate products with a 

very high intermediate demand. The relative advantages of 

disag.regation of a combined sector " 45 - Iron and Stael other 

than basio" into (i) "66 steel foi'gings sector" and (11) 

"45 - residual Iron and Steel" are examined in reapect of 

their direct and indirect requirements. 

,.4.1 Limitations 

The stability and reliability of input structures includ

ing that of eteel forgings in A (66 x 66) sectors matrix depend 

mostly on the nature and methods of aggregation adopted ~or the 

sectors specification, while other adjustm~nts for refinement 

of them are also assumed to hold good. The sectors specified 

and their input structures are assumed to depict the actual 

production structure in the economy. 
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In this analYSis, the capital coefficients matrixl) 

is not incorporated ~ithin the model. This static analysis 

can be improved by introducing the capital coefficients 

matrix and growth rates o~ Leontie~ t j t i ~ ~ ra ec or es of consump-

tion. Such a dynamic analysis will retine the exogenous tinal 

demand vector for the exclusion of capital tormation vector 

and provides the total requirements of steel forgings to sus

tain the ditferent rates ot growth ot consumption levels. 

1) The available capital tables are -

(i) Mathur P.N. and others, nAn inter industry capital 
coefficients table for India - First approximation (1960)n, 
the order of which is )0 x )0 sectors in Econondc Analysis 
in Input Output Frame Work, ed. Mathur P.N. and Bharadwaj, R., 
1967. 

()2 
pp. 

(11) Kot! R.K., 
]I; )2) for 196)" 
256-269· 

"A Note on capital coetficients matrix 
Artha Vijnana, June 1969, Vol. XI, No.2, 

(iii) Koti, R.K. and Somayajulu, V.V.N., '~eplacement 
values of oapital employed in the third division manufacturing 
industries ot Maharashtra, 1959 - A disaggregative studyn, 
Artha Vijnana, June 1969, Vol. XI, No.2, pp. 270-87. 

(iv) Koti, R.K., "Capital coel'ticients matrix based on 
~ oompany data (1960) in Economic Analysis ot Input Output Frame
~, ed. Mathur, P.N. and Bharadwaj. R •• 1967. 
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Appendix to Chapter V. 

Description of' 66 Sectors Classification of' Economic Activity 

(BY a.I.p.E.) 

66 Sector ASIC Code Deecription of the Industry 241 Sectors 
classifi- No. classifica-
cation No. 
(G.I.P.E.) 

1 2 

1 .. ,11.1 

2 ,41.1 
, ,60., 

4 ,60.7 
5 201 

6 202 

7 20, 

8 204 

9 205 

10 206 

11 207 

12 

l' 
.14 

15 

16 

17 

208 

209 

211 

212 

213 

214 

tion No. 
(a.I.p.E.) 

, 4 

Fertilizere 69,70 

Iron and Steel 109 

Internal Combustion engines 129 

Machine Tools 150 

Slaughtering, preparation 
and preserving of meat 1 

Milk and malted foods 
(dairy products) 2 

Canning and preserving of 
fruits and vegetables , 

Canning and preserving of 
. fish and other sea Coods 4 

ManuCacture oC grain mill 
products 5, 6, 7 
ManuCacture of bakery pro-
ducts 8 

Sugar factories and 
reCineries 9,10 

Manufacture of cocoa, choco-
late and sugar confectionary 11 

ManuCacture of miscellane-
ous food prsparations 12 to 19 

Distilling, rectifying 
and blending oC spirit 
(Alcohol) 20 

~ine industries 21 

Breweries and manufacture 
of malt 22 

SoCt drinks and carbonated 
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Spinning, weaving and Cinish
ing. of textile. 

Knitting mills 

Cordage, rope and twine 
industries 

Manu1'acture of' textiles 
not elsewhere c1a.sified 

Manuf'acture of' footwear 

Manufacture of' wearing 
apparel (except footwear) 

Saw. mills. planting and otber 
wood mills 

Wooden and cane containers 
and cane small wear 

Manufacture of cork and 
wood products not el.ewbere 
clas.if'iec! . 

Manufacture of furniture 
and 1'ixtures 

Manufacture of pulp. paper 
and paper board 

printing, pub1isbing and 
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Tannerie. and leather 
1'inisbing plants 

Manufacture of leatber 
products except 1'ootwear and 
other wearing apparel 

Manufacture of rubber products 

Basic industrial chemicals 
excluding fertilizers 

Vegetable oils including 
solvent extracted oils 

Manuf'acture 01' painte.· 
varnisbes and liqueurs 

ManuCacture oC miscellaneous 
chemical prcduct. 

Petroleum refineries 
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Manufacture of mi.cellaneous 
produots of petrolium and coal 

Manufacture of structural olay 
products 

Manufacture of glass and glass 
produot. 

Manufacture of pottery, china 
and earthenware 

Manufacture of cement 
(Hydraulic) 

Manufaoture of non-metallio 
mineral products not e18ewhere 
claesified 

Iron and .tee1 indu8trie8 -
re8idual 

Non-ferrou8 basic metal 
industries 

Manufacture of metal product8 
exoept maohinery and tran8port 
equipment 8 

Manufacture of machinery except 
electrical machinery 

Manufaoture of electrical 
maohinery, apparatus applianoes 
and supplies 

Ship building and repairs 

Manufaoture of rail-road 
equipment 

Manufacture of motor vehiole8 

Manufaoture of motor-oyole. 
and bicyoles and other tran8port 
equipment8 not e18ewhere 
olassif'ied 

Manuf'aoture of professional and 
scientific and surgioal instru
ments 

~Ianufacture of photographio 
and optical good. 

Manufacture of watches and 
clocks 
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57 '94 Manuracture or jewellery and 

related articles 185,186 
')8 '95 Manuracture or musical 

instruments 187 

5.9 '99 Manuracture or industries not 188 to 199 
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240, 241 
60 511 Electric light and power 

(generation, transmission and 
distribution) 200 

61 11 Mining-coal 201 to 209 
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jowar, other cereals 210 to 230 

6, 71 Railway transport 2'8 

64 72 Road transport 2'9 
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CHAPTER VJ: 

PRODUCT SPECIFICAXlON IN STEEL FORGINGS 
INDUSTRY Foa SECTOR SPECIFICATION IN THE 

PROCESS ANALYSIS STUDIES 
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6.0 Introduction 

A seotor in the process analyei. is understood as an 

1 
aotivity or a proce.e having an unique input output combi-

nation or an input output ooeffioient. column vector, 

produoing a single homogeneous unit aotivity level. It is 

the.e independent disaggregative activities that .ati.fy 

the ideal det'inition of a seotor.-,_ Suoh a sector lIIay avoid 

the problems of product mix and prooee. miX2 for the .tabi-

lity of interindustry structure. in the theoretioal input 

output 1II0dele and in the linear programming models. However, 

in the empirical etudies of input output analysis, those 

problems oausing instability of input struotures beoome 

difficult to avoid. - The problems of product mix and process 

mix arise due to the sector speoification, baeed on the 

usually available industry and/or trade classifications at 

the national and international levels. The classifioation 

echemes are some statistical aggregations of mainly horizon-

tal integration, vertical integration and other principles 

of' aggregation. While every aggregation provides .ome 

practical convenienoe. of handling the data, there is an 

inevitable loss of information, beoause of both direct and 

indirect reperoue.ions of the inputs and outputs in the 
. - , 

analysis. What should be the level ot' aggregation or of dis-

1 Process and activity terms are synonymously used here, 
though the distinction of them oan be maintained as in 80me 
literature. 

2 Produot mix and process mix problems have been exten
sively discuseed in Chapter IV. 
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aggregation is a matter of trial and error for the etabi-

lityof direct and indirect repercussions, without much 

los. of information. 

·In addition to these main problems in respect of speci-

fication of a sector, there are also problems of product 

multidimen.ionality, both on technical and economic grounds. 

"The technical fact i. that-the procese by whiCh the multi

dimensional product i. made ia such that it will generate a 

wide range of all productsl.dimensions and that the different 

values of the dimensione affect the cost. of production 

differentially. The economic fact i. that a particular 

establisbmentdoe.not confine itself to producing an output 

embodying the fixed combination of po.sible values of output 

dimen.ion •• ,,) 

Product multidimensionality problem i. thus termed as 

that there may be very many dimensions by which a product 

of a.ector_may be identified or defined and that the varia-

tions in the physical quantities of these dimensions are 

lik.ely to inf'luence-the input structures of the firms in 

the industry.· This problem will be amplified if those 

product dimensions~~continuou. variables, making the 
• !. 

product specification. more difficult. The illimitable list 

) Mathilda Holzman, Problems of classification and 
·Aggregation,in Studies in the structure of AlDerican Economy 
theoretical and em irical ex lorations in In ut out ut ana
ysis, ed. Leontief and others, pp. 3 • Oxford UniVersity 

Press, New York., 1953. 

·4 Ibid. p. 359. 
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or the product. ot a process, characterized by various con

tinuous dimensions, violat •• the discretene.s ot a sector 

with unique input output combinationw But)tor any inter

industry analytical us.s, the process must be a di.crete 

concept. 

In general, the input structures tor a multidimensional 

product must be obtained trom engineering production tunc

tions tor the product.4 For this purpose resort to direct 

technological intormation is warranted even within the trame 

work ot the orthodox statistical method ot estimating co

etticient •• ' In this connection, Leontiet6 observes, 

"As soon as economist abandons grosslyaggregative tormula-

tions, ·he willtind in engineering data a promising and 

accessible source ot direct empirical intormation.on the 

input-output structures ot individual industries." Similarly, 

Chenery .uggested the derivation ot 'economic production 

tunction.' trom engineering production functions7 and in 

8 hie "process and production functions trom engineering data." 

5carte~,.Ann. P., The technological structure ot the 
cotton textile industry, in Studies in Structure ot American 
Economy •••• , op.cit., pp. 362-63. 

6 Leontiet, w.W., "Introduction", Chapter I, in Studies 
in the structure ot American Economy ••• , op.cit., pp. 13 and 14. 

7 Chenery, H.B., Engineering Production Funotions, 
The Quarterly Journal ot Economics, Vol. LXIII, NoV. 1949, 
No. 4, pp. 507-531. 

8. Chenery, H.B., Process and Production functions trom 
engineering data, in Studies in the Structure ot American 
EConomy ••• , op.cit., pp. 297-325· 
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In addition, the uses or such economic production £Unc

tions, derived rrom engineering relations are su"gested,9 

(1) as a basis for classirication and aggregation ror . 

seotor specifi cation, 

(2) as a supplement to other methods of oalculating 

input coefricient., 

(3) in testing and modifying assumption of fixed propor-

tions among inputs and outputs. 

It ~s in this context of the utility or engineering 

variables for sector specification of a Jobbing type industry 

of steel forgings, an attempt has been made hereto specify 

the .discrete and distinct product groups with respect to 

the homogeneity of continuous product dimensions. Such 

produot groups may serve as sectors in the disaggregative 

oommodity wise input output tables and in the linear pro-

gramming models. 

T~s chapter deals with 

(1) Problems ofproduot speoification in £orging industry. 

(2) Use of prinoipal oomponents and scatter diagram 

method £or.produot speoifioation. 

(3) Seleotion of product dimensions and number of . . 

observations. 

(~) Product groups specification - results and interpreta

. tion ~(i) steel die forgings, (U) steel open 

forgings •. 
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6.1 Problem oC Product Speci~ication in Forging Industry 

Forging industry is a Jobbing type intermediate product 

industry oatering to the requirements of many using indus

tries. The variations in the capital .tructures. demand 

potential and nature o~ produot. o~ using industries are 

likely to cause heterogeneity in forgings. Produot speci

fication in the input output context. is a ticklish problem 

in this industry because the forgings produced by the forging 

process are not homogeneous both with reepect to their 

characteristios and to uses. Nomenolature o~ forginge are 

10 
very many in number whioh are broadly known by six names 

repre.enting only the sh.pe. to some extent. The shapes 

are not amenable for •••• ure.ent. Neither nomenclature 

nor shape of forging is homogeneous with respect to product 

characteristic. and to their uses •. Each nomenclature of· 

forging i. further subdivided into types of forgings and 

each type i. being identified by different physical quantities 

of it. char.cteristics. Generally customers specify the 

physical quantities of the ch.racteristics of the forgings 

to meet· their own requirement. and producers are to incor-

porate those specifications in the products. To list the 

characteristics, 11 they are (1) Net 'Weight, (2) 1-laterial 

speoification, () Mechanical properties of ~inal piece, 

10 The broad nomenolature ot forgings: (a). Forgings 
for gears, (b) Miscellaneous lever forging., (c) crankshafts, 
(d) camshafts. <e) shaft forgings and (f) conneoting rods. 
(See the Chart I. Appendix C). 

liThe characteristics (4). (5).·(6). (7). (8), (9) are 
not overlapping with the oustomers specifications (1).(2),() 
and (1) in the sense that the characteristics (3) and (10) 
are not quantifiable and not .. taken care of. It is assumed that 
the characteristic. of the processes or materials in the die sbop 
are likely to take care of () and (10). 
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(4) GrOBS wBight and especially in caBe ot die torgings, 
(5) Die block volume, 

L (6) Die lite, (7) Presinking hours, (8) Sinking hours, (9) 

Postsinkinghours, (10) Other speci£ications and tolerances 

with a distinct design and drawing £or each type o~ £org

ing. The ·characteristics (1), (2), () and (10) are gene

rally specl£ledby customers, while other characteristics 

ot the process in the shop are to ~ul£ill customers' 

speci£ications. All these characteristics are also known 

as product dimensions. Though, all £orgings are produced 

by the £orging process, apparently there is no limit in 

enlisting the numerous torgings because o£ variations in 

the physical quanti ties or product dimensions. Nextly, i -

these product dimensions are continuous variables. Because 

or the product dimensionality problem and the problem o£ 

continuous change in product dimensions, while the process 

needs to be a discrete concept £or interindustry analytical 

uses, the variations in the physical quantities ot product 

dimensions are likely to a££ect the input structures o£ 

tirms di~£erently in the industry. In such cases, discrete 

product groups speci£ication is required, so that ths 

di£terences in the input structures o£ £lrms will be . 

accounted£or the dit£erences in the product groups compo-

sitions in the £irms. Such a product groups Bpecl£ication 

is also usefUl £or many other economic studies, £or example, 

optimum production capabilities o£ the £irm with the help 

ot linear programming method, demand potential and pricing 

polioies o£ the speci£ic products in this industry. This 
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study may provide a methodology Cor speciCication oC the 

product. in similar Jobbing type indu.try studie •• 

6.2 Use oC Principal Components and Scatter diagram 

method Cor Product speciCication 

IC there are n product.dimensions eachCorging is 

represented as a point on n dimensional real space. Graphi

cal representation oC.the points on a more than J dimen-

sional space becomes diCCicult. Various statistical 

methods are available to analyse and interpret these geo

metric multidimensional problems in terms oC I-!ultivariate 

12 analysis Cor diCCerent purposes. The principal component. 

method Cor grouping the numerous Corgings with respect to 

the homogeneity oC product dimensions oC the Corgings is 

chosen Cor the Collowing reasons : (1) as there is no 

prior knowledge on the number oC product groups that this 

industry may have, (2) as it is not known which are the 

dependent variables while others are independent and it is 

quite likely that there may not be any dependent variable 

in the sense oC regression analysis, (J) as computational 

procedures are well developed compared to other Cactor 

analytical techniques, (4) as it has got certain desirable 

statistical properties, Cor example, orthogonality oC com-

ponents, the best indices with minimum error variance and 

12 G. Tintner, Some applications oC Multivariate 
analysis to economic data, Journal oC the American Statis
tical Association, Vol. 41, pp. 482-484. Reproduced in 
his text book Econometrics, Chapter 6, pp. 93 to 153· 

See also Holzinger K.J. and Harman, H.H., 
Factor Analysis, Chicago, 1941. 
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maximum .um of .quare. of correlation coefficients of each 

variate with the component value. and approximating to 

maximum likelihood e.timate. if the variable. are normally 

distributed.
13 .~hen a large number of measuremente are 

available, it i. natural to enquire whether they could be 

replaced by a fewer number of measurements or of their 

fUnctions, without much loaa of information. for convenience 

in the analysis and in the interpretation of data. Principal 

components, which are independent linear functions of the 

14 measurement. are suggested for this. It is therefore 

relevant to examine in what sense Principal Components 

provide a grouping echeme for a large number of forgings 

(.ay N), each being specified by D measurementa. 

The method of PrinCipal Component a attempt'& to analyse 

the intercorrelations among a group of product dimensions 

or variables into a set of orthogonal principal component •• 

al.o called as Factors. These factors are linear functions 

of the standardized variables, with weights known as factor 

loadings. These factor loadings are the net correlations 

between the factors and standardized variables. Squares of 

l3M.A.Grish1ck, Principal Components. Journal of Ame
rican Statistical Association. Vol. 31 (1936). pp. 519 ff. 

l~ C.R.Rao, The use and interpretation of principal 
components analysis in Applied Research, Sankhya, Series A. 
Vol. 26, 1964, page 337. 

See also H. Rotelling, Simplified calculation of 
Prinoipal components. psychometrica. Vol. I (1936), p.27· 
Hagood, M.J. and Bernett, E.H., Component indexes as a 
basis for satisfying a sample, Journal of American Statis
tical Association, Vol. 40 (1945). pp. JJO. 
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th.s. ~actor loadings are the maximum contribution o~ the 

oonc.rn.d Cae tor to the unit variano.s o~ the variabl.s. 

Xt m.ans that the Cirst ~actor oontribut.s maximum to the 

varianc •• o~ all the variabl.s, the s.cond Caotor contri

but.s maximum to the r.sidual variano.s oC all the variabl.s 

and so on. Thus, this is .~ival.nt to choosing a s.t o~ 

Cactors in decr.asing ord.r of th.ir contribution to the 

'total communality,.15 Thus, the analysis proc.eds in 

oonstruoting the lin.ar ~nctions on. aCt.r the oth.r till 

the 'total communality' is .xplained fully, by a m.thod o~ 

it.rativ. procedure, ~or any corr.lation matrix of the 

variables. Xt may so happen, in many oC the applications 

of prinoipal Compon.nts m.thod, that the ~irst two factors 

themselves may contribut. a v.ry good proportion to the 

total communality. Th.n those two factors' valu.s o~ each 

die forging can b. utilis.d as orthogonal ax.s to plot the 

points representing the ~orgings on a two coordinat. syst.m. 

The scatter o~ such points oan b. visualised ~or their 

proximity to form distinot or discrete product groups oC 

forgings, .atisfying the criterion of homogeneity with respect 

to their continuous product characteristics ~or a grouping 

scheme. 

15 'Total Communality' is a term used to specify the 
varianc •• explained by all common faotors. It is net of 
error varianoe caused by unique faotor out of the total 
variation of all the variables. For ~th.r details, please 
r.fer to Harman, ~odern Factor Analysis, Chapter 7 : Factor 
Analysis Mod.l. 
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6., Selection of product dimensions and number of 

forgings for Product Specification 

6.,.1 Adequacy of the Survey 

Based on a pilot study from a firm, a preliminary 

exercise i8 carried out with a few variables or product 

dimensions, to bring out a few tentativ8 hypothesea in rea-

pect of selection of variables, demonstrating the use of 

principal Components and scatter diagram method for grouping 

purposes. It was followed by a field investigation of 19 

firms in the industry. Only ten firma covering six die 

forging firms and four open forging firms, have provided 

the details on two important variables, for a total of '98 

to 400 types of die forgings and 197 open or free forgings. 

Adequacy of the survey for the purposaof forming product 

groups in this industry cannot ba Judged, because wa do 

not have prior knowledge either on the number of product 

groups that this induatry may have or on the nature of 

products that are not included in the survey. However, it 

is felt that these 597 types of forgings would be a rela-

tive1y adequate proportion of the industry's products and 

may provide a good sample of types of forgings required to 

form product gz·oups. 

All the ten firms provided data on (1) net waight, (2) 

material specification and (,) gross waight. Only three 

die forging firms provided partial data on (4) die block 

volume and (5) die 1ifa. Only one die forging firm provided 

data on the duration of various die preparation activities. 
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broadly grouped as (6) presinking hours. (7) sinking hour. 

and (8) postsinking hours. The re.t o~ the variables are 

nonquanti~iable and that cannot be taken into account ~or 

the purpose. Omi •• ion o~ a ~irm ~or the study means the 

omission o~ certain distinct product. whiCh cannot be sacri-

~iced ~or ths purpose of forming product groups. 

6.'.2 A Pilot Study 

The number o~ die ~orging considered are 72 and vari-

abies are six. The six variabl.s are the following : 

Xl - Die blook volume, 

X, - Presinking hours, 

X, - Post. inking hours, 

X2 - Die li~e (estimates). 

X4 - Sinking hours, 

X6 - Net weight 

Table J. - The Correlation fo!atrix ~ A.x V~~ 

Xl X2 X, X4 Xs 

Xl 1.00000 -.,1004 .64725 .60262 .16469 

~ 1.00000 -.40717 .00974 .182'2 

X, 1.00000 ·7016, ."'98 

X4 
1.00000 .6,610 

X, 1.0000 

X6 

X6 

.87244, 
",--- -

-.:33185.· 

.49285 

.42629, 

.05018' 

1.00000 
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Table 2. Principal Factor pattern f'or the f'irst three f'actors 1)"'V~ 

Vari- Common f'actors 10ad- Communa-- Third f'ac- Communa-
able ings 1ities tor 10ad- 1ities 

ings 

F1 F2 
fJ.2 

1 F3 h2 
2 

Xl .89519 -.21431 .84729 .30956 .94312 

X2 -·37373 .68569 .60984 ·57826 .94422 

X3 .85572 .00510 ·73228 -.32161 .83571 

X4 .81413 .47517 .88860 -.02629 .88929 

X5 .43006 .78287 ·79783 -.21575 .84438 

X6 ·79022 -·35417 _ ·74988 .41557 ·92258 

Percentage 
contribu-
tion of' 
factor to 
total com-
munality 52.43% 24 .67~ _ 77·10~ 12 .56~ 89·66~ 

Results and interpretation of' tables X and it-toge-

ther are aa f'ollows : 

(1) Looking at all f'actors' loading together, their values 

in decreasing order are interpreted as follows : The f'irst 

1'aotor explain. to the maximum (.P95)2 variation in die 

block volume, (.856)2 variation in presinking hours, (.814)2 

variation in sinking hour., (.790)2 variation in net weight, 

representing the first f'actor'. dominanoe on the heaviness 

and intricacies of the Jobs. The intricacies of' the Jobs are 

assumed to get reflected in presinking and sinking hours, 
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because the hours £or sinking the impressions as a replica 

o£· tbe requisite die £orging will be more, the more the 

intricacies o£ the Job. The net weigbt, die block volume, 

presinking and sinking bours are highlY correlated (see 

Table I). 

variables 

hours and 

The second £actor explains the remaining two 

2 
to the maximum (.78) variation in post sinking 

(.686)2 variation in die li£e, observed in tbe 

same decreasing order. 

(2) 2 2 
'Communalities' under· columns h l , and h2 are the 

sum o£ squares o£the £irst two and £irst three £actors' 

loadings respectively, against each variable •. These are 

usually termed with a standard symbol 'h~. The tbird £actor 

is incorporated in tbe. table 2. only to sbow its relative 

insigni£icance compared to £irst. two £actors. The £irst 

two £actors together explain above 60~ variation in each 

variable and above 7)~variation in each except in die li£e. 

The £irst three £actors eXplain above 8)% variation in each 

variable. 

() The last row provides the percentage contribution o£ 

each £actor, in decreasing order •.. to the ' total communality' 

or tbe total variation o£ all variables. The £irst two 

£actors together are contributing 77.10% to total commu

nality o£ all variablss. the £irst three 89.66%, the £irst 

£our 95.82~, the £irst rive 98.40% and £irst all six 100%. 

Thus. the £irst two £actors may be adequate Cor the purpose 

as tbey cover each variable's variation to a considerable 

extent. ~ith tbese £irst two Cactors' transformed values 
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as orthogonal axes, a scatter otpoints ot 72 die torgings 

has been tormed (See Chart II Appendix C). From this 

scatter diagram, it i8 observed that· nearly 57 points are 

clustered together on Fl axis (positive .ide) with a tew 

to both sides ot "2 withinthi. cluster. It means that 

this clUster can be tormed with Fl it.elt. This group in

clude. a considerable proportion (nearly 80%) or the total 

number (72) ot die torgings. It includes (a) all torging. 

tor gears (24) ,. (b) all mi8cellaneous lever f'orgings (27), 

a tew.(6) ot (c) crankshafts, (d) camshafts, (e) 8haft 

forgings and (1') connecting rods. These six broad names 

of die forging8, representing their shapes to 80me extent, 

have no signiticant relevanoe to the formation of product 

groups. It isal.o observed that (a) and (b) are small and 

le8sintricate Jobs. whereas (c) to (1') are slightly big and 

more intricate Jobs. The remaining 15 die forgings are 

big die torgings widely scattered allover but only towards 

the positive side ot Fl. From these results, we only inter 

that we have got only one group of leee intricate small die 

forgings because of' only. 72 observations in this exercise. 

6.3.3 Quantitative and Qualitative festures ot forgings 

Looking at this industry's technology, also from 

users' point of' view, broadly speaking, more fundamental 

variables are termed as (a) Quantitative and (b) qualitative 

features of forgings. (1) Net weight, (2) Gross weight. 

(3) Die blockvolwne and (4) Die lite are Quantitative tea

ture8 and (5) Material specif'ication. (6) ~lechanical properties 
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of final torging piece, (7) Presinking hours, (8) Sinking 

hours and (9) Post sinking hours are qualitative teatures 

of torgings. Both these two types ot teatures are to be 

represented in the final selection or variables. 

<a> Quantitative variables 

Net weight is the tinal piece weight of forging. Gross 

weight is the steel material weight of a piece of forging. 

The variation in gross weight is expected to be explained 

more or less fUlly by the variable, net weight as they are 

highly correlated (0.993562 is the value ot correlation 

coefticient based 398 observations or torgings). It is also 

seen trom pilot study ot a die rorging tirm that net weight 

hae high positive correlations with die block volume, pre

sinking hours and sinking hours (See Table 1 - Correlation 

matrix). All these tour variables have their highest factor 

loadings in the tirst component itselt (see Table 2). Thus, 

net weight can be taken to represent the three quantitative 

variables (including itself) and two qualitative variables: 

The two qualitative variables represent the intricacies ot 

the jobs. Net weight is a very important variable explain

ing the heaviness and intricacies ot the Jobs. It is also 

important because it is the weight of tinal piece that a 

tirm can produce to tultil customer's requirements. 

Die life is the number ot pieces that can be turned 

out with a single die impression. There is uncertainty in lbe 

realization of the estimated value. ot die life because ot 

frequent breakage ot the die blocks. Post Sinking hours 
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inolude hour. of only a rew unimportant miscellaneous 

activitie., like lead casting and some incalculable hours 

a. to account for the customer'. approval or the die impres

sions. The data on these two variables are unreliable and 

also partial in availability. Because of these dirriculties 

also, die lire and post Sinking hours are neglected in the 

followinganalysi. Which may not caUSe a significant effect 

for the purpose or this study. 

(b)· Qualitative Variables 

Mechanical properties of the piece are the qualitative 

feature., which may be approximated to the variable, mate

rial speoification, or to the tensile strength of material 

as detailed below. Material .pecification is the same as 

specification of the grade or .teel used as raw material for 

forging piece. There are some hundreds or forging quality 

steels for forging purposes with their code numbers and symbols 

which cannot be quantifiable. Each type of steel has its 

chemical composition and a set of mechanical properties •. 

Generally, the customers specify the types of steel to be .... 

ussd as material. Their chemical composition is automatically 

fixed up without any choice left to the producer. The mecha

nical properties of steel are also rixed up ror the given 

chemical ,composition or steel, if.those mechanical properties 

are not .improved by the heat treatment racilities of rorging 

unit.: Many customers generally insist on improving the 

mech8nic~i properties of the f"orging piece by the heat 

treatment facilities for which they are to pay. The 
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mechanical propertiee of rinal torging piece are more 

meaningful and signiticant tor the purpose than the chemical 

composition of the eteel. But no data'were available on the 

mechanical propertiee of final torging piece trom any tirm, 

ae they do not have any euch recorde. Alternatively mecha

nical propertiee ot eteel are an approximation to that ot 

tinal piec.. Xt may be Juetified becauee the more the mecha-

nical propertiee ot eteel, the more the final piece can 

abeorb the heat treatment tacilitiee to improve their physical 

valuee. All thee. mechanical propertiee eepecially, tensile 

etrength in tone per square inch, hardnese in brianel numbere 

etc., are related technologically in fixed proportions with 

their convereion meaeuree. Variation in any of these vari-

ablee, eay tensile etrength, will explain more or lese all 

mechanical propertiee. The tensile etrength ot the eteel-' 

material, ae,an approximation to that ot final torging piece, 

will repreeent,the qualitative teaturee ot forgings. Thus, 

tinally, only two very important variables (1) net weight ot 

tinal,torging piece and (2) ,tenslle streng~h.ot the ,material 

are choeen. These two together represent both the quanti-

tative and qualitative.teaturesof forgings, for the purpoee 

of torming produot groupe. We could collect data trom all 

ten firme on these two variablee for about 597'forgings. 

6.4 Product groups specification - Results and inter-
pretation ot two methods 

6.4.1 Die forgings 

There are two methods available : (1) uee ot scatter 
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diagr~ with the two variables as axes on a.two coordinate 

system, and (2) use or scatter diagram with two orthogonal 

£actors; which are linear £Unctions or the variables, as 

axes. By adopting the £irst method, the scatter has been 

widely spread over, with respect to both the axes. As these 

two variables are continuous, an attempt has been made, with 

six continuous class intervals on net weight and thirteen 

continuous class intervals on tensile strength, to £orm a 

two way £requency table (Table) given on next page), each 

cell being represented as a group. The number or groups, 

(6 x 1) = 78), is too large to make any signi£icant analysis 

£or the purpose. 

From Table ), we observe that most o£ the die rorgings 

are within the net weight range 0-5 Kg. with the original 

values o£ variables £or 400 die £orgings, the £ollowing are 

the statistics obtained : 

-X = Mean value or net weight = 1).45 Kg. 

~ = Standard deviation or net weight = 50.52 Kg. 

T = Mean value or tensile strength = 44.45 tons per 
sq. inch. 

a-T = Standard deviation or tensile strength = 22.)0 
tons per sq. inch. 

= Correlation coerricient between these two 
variables = 0.050912 

n = Number or observations = 400. 
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Table ). Frequency distribution o€ die €orgings by their 

net weights and tensile strengths o€ material 

Tensile Net weight in Kg (x) 
strength 
in tons 0-5 5-10 per sq. 10-)0 )0-100 100-250 250-520 Total 

inch(Y) 

10-25 42 5 5 ) - 5' 

25-)0 46 8 11 - 65 

)0-)5 1) - 1 1 - 15 

'5-40 47 5 1 2 2 2 59 

40-45 14 10 14 2 1 41 

45-50 15 , - 18 

50-55 11 4 2 , 2 2 24 

55-60 47 2 4 1 1 55 

60-65 ~, 1 14 

65-70 ·11 5 4 1 21 

70-75 6 6 12 

75-105 2 2 

105-135 11 , ) 2 19 

Total 276 52 47 1) 8 4 400 

Having identi€ied each die €orging (a point on the 

scatter diagram) by a code number assigned, those code 

numbers have been arranged in all 78 groups to read back 

the original die €orgings. A number o€ trials have been 

made to aggregate these 78 groups to £orm a smaller number 
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of groups, by adjusting them to many possible lIIays of 

aggregating the class intsrvals of the two variables. 

Each of .uch possible sets of groupe seems to be an arbi

trary trial as we ars not assured.ofthe relative reliabi-

lity of those sets of groups. 

Vieualization and fixing up of tbe number of groups on 

the scatter diagram with the original variables .s axes, 

became difficult becauee of,the following reasons: 

(1) We do not know, bow many product groups that this industry 

may have, (2) the differences in the means of the two vari-

ables and differences in the standard deviations of the 

two variables will have their impact on the scatter of the 

points, because the axes are not independent of origin and 

ecale. The different units ot measurement of the two 

variables will also have their impact on the scatter and 

grouping becomee more arbitrary because of the continuity· 

of the variablee' phyaical values with different measure

ments: () Correlation' effects of-the original variables 

aleo have their impact on the ecatter of the observatione. 
, 
Following the second method, the Principal Components, 

- ,'; " ,. 

as.independent linear functions of the two standardized 

variables, will be independent of origin, scale or units 

of measurement .'·-As these two facto'rs are orthogonal,' their' 

correlation coefficient is zero and they are independent of 

correlation 
. 16 
effects. With two variables, we can form 

16 Xt is verified with the- transformed values of Fland 
F that tbe mean .values of F1 and F2 are zero and the corre
Iltion coefficient between Fl and F2 is also zero. 
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only two factors together explaining 100% variation of 

the two original variables. When we plot the pointe ot die 

forgings with these two tactore as orthogonal axea, we are 

able to visualize better the proximity ot the points, for 

all the above reasons, and will be able to form product 

groups with a better Judgement. The following are results 

and interpretation. 

Table 4. The correlation matrix of two variables 

x 
y 

X 

1.000000 

0.050912 

y 

0.050912 

1.000000 

Table ,. The Principal Factor Pattern ot two factors 

tor two variables 

Variable Common Factors' Loadings Communality 

Fl F2 h2 

X 0.724890 0.688865 1.000000 

Y 0.724890 -0.688865 1.000000 

Percentage con-
tribution of 
Factor to 'Total 
Communality' 52·5465% 47.45)5% 100% 

From Table 5, we observe that each factor is contri-

buting equally to the variations of net weight and tensile 

strength. The first tactor explains 52.5465% of variation 

of each of X and Y respectively. The rest of the variation 
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of each variable is being explained by second factor. 

With these two factors' transformsd values as variables 

on the two orthogonal axes, a scatt~r of points of die 

forgings has been obtained (S~e Chart III Appendix C). 

This scatter makes easier the visualization of the proxi

mity of points. Thus, we could form six product groups 

of '98 die forgings while the scatter of the observations 

with the original variables'could not provide distinct 

product groups. Only two points are not taken into account 

for the analysis as they do not fall into any of these six 

product groups. The product dimensions of these two 

observations could not be combined as a group or with any 

other group. It is assumed that the two points may not 

caus. any significant influence for ths purpose of the study. 

All the points are assigned certain code numbers to read 

back the corresponding die forgings under the distinct 

product groups. Froximity of the points within the group 

and divergence between the groups as far as possible are 

the criteria kept in mind while visualizing and fixing up 

the product groups. These six product groups can be broadly 

termed as : 

I. Small die forgings with inferior quality. 

II. Small die forgings with medium quality. 

III. Small die forgings with superior quality. 

IV. Small die forgings with very supericr quality. 

V.Big die forgings baYing on anav.rage medium quality. 

VI. Very big die forgings having on an average medium 
quality. 
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Small, big and very big re~er to pieoe weight ranges re

presenting quantitative ~eatures ot die forgings. In~erior, 

medium, superior and very superior re~er to tensile strength 

ranges representing the qualitative ~eatures o~ die ~orgings. 

Mean values and range values of net weight and tensile 

strength, number ot types of die ~orgings grouped for eaoh 

produot group and those of produot groups shown against 

eaoh ~irm are given in Table 6. Standard errors of the 

means of net weight and tensile strength in the six groups 

are also given in Table 6. As the correlation ooeffioient 

between the two variates is not signi~icant, univariate normal 

distributions are assumed and a ~ew tests of significance 

~or the homogeneity of means and that of variances of net 

weight and tensile strength between the product groups are 

carried out. The results are interpreted as follows: 

(1) Between the product groups I and II : The means and 

variances of tensile strength are significantly different 

both at 5~ and l~ levels of signifioanoe. The means of net 

weight are statistically not signifioantly di~ferent, whereas, 

the.varianoes of net weight are significantly different 

both at5~ and Ij(.levels.of significanoe •. Thus, groups I 

and II are Justified more on the basis of signifioant dif-

ferenoes in the means of tensile strength of the groups. 

: (2) Between groups II and III: The means and variances 

of tensile strength are significantly different both at 5~ 

and l~ levels of significance, whereas the means and varianoes 

of net weight are etatisticallY not significantly different. 
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It is pre~erred to take more number o~ observations ~or the 

purpose o~ ~orming product groups and the ~irst tvo i~portant 

variables. However, the results o~ the two sets are as 

1'ollows : 

Set I: n l a number 01' observations = 1)6. 

-Xl .. Mean value of' net weight = 69.80 kg. 

ex .. Standard deviation o~ net weight = 210.68 kg. 1 -Yl 
.. Mean value of' tensile strength .. 4).044 Tons per sq.inch • 

cy .. Standard deviation of tensile strength .. 6.01 tons per 1 
sq. inch. 

Zl = Mean value of' gross weight = 93.05) Kg. 

~l - Standard deviation of gross weight .. 2)6.96 Kg. 

Table 7. Correlation }Iatrix of' three variables 

Variables Xl Yl Zl 

Xl 1.000000 0.481095 0·9684)2 

Y1 
1.000000 0.147905 

Zl 1.000000 

The gross weight is highly correlated with the net weight. 

By negleoting the gross weight, it may not _cause significant. 

2 
10a8 of' in1'ormation as net weight explains (.968432) varia-

tion of' gross weight. 

Set II. 

-
n = No. of' observations = 197 

2 

X2 = Mean value of' net "eight = 51.11 Kg. 

CY X2 
.. Standard deviation of' net weight = 177·63 Kg. 

Y
2 

.. Mean value 01' tensile strength .. 42.62 tons per sq.inch. 
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CY2 = Standard deviation at tensile strength· 6.60 tons 
per sq.inch. 

r x2y2- Correlation coefficient at net weight and tensile 

strength = 0.4)2412. 

Comparing the two sets, tbe mean values at net weight 

are reduced tram 69.80 to 51.11 Kg. and tbe standard deviatione 

ot net weight also are reduced from 210.68 to 177.6) kg., while 

tbere are not significant cbanges in other statistics of two 

samples (set I and Set II). This suggests to get the prin-

cipal components or factors ot ths two variables alone, with 

all 197 open forgings, as in the case of die forgings. 

Table 8. Principal Factor pattern of two factors for 

two variables 

Variable Common tactor loadings COlllJ'lunality 

Fl F2 h2 

X2 0.846290 0·5)272) 1.000000 

Y2 0.846290 -0·5)272) 1.000000 

Percentage contri-
bution of a factor 
to total communality 71.62~ 28.)3~ 100% 

Based on two tactors' transformed values as variables on tbe 

two orthogonal axes, a scatter ot points of 197 open £orgings, 

could form four product groups, broadly termed as : 

(1) Small open forgings of medium quality. 

(2) Small open torgings ot superior quality. 
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(,) Big open forgings of medium quality. 

(4) Very big open forgings o£ medium quality. 

)lean values and range values o£ net weight and tensile strength, 

number o£ types of open forgings grouped for each product group 

and thotie oE product groups shown against each £irm are pre

sented in Table 9. (See also Chart IV, Appendix C). 

6.5 Summary 

Product specification is the basic in£ormation £or wany 

economic studies of an industry and it is a problem in a few 

industries of Jobbing type nature, like £orgings industry, 

because of their product multidimensionality and continuous 

variability. An attempt is made to solve the continuous product 

multidimensionality problem by grouping numerous forgings with 

respect to continuous product dimensions. A pilot study has 

been conducted to know the intercorre1ations of product dimen

sions, demonstrating a scheme £or grouping a number o£ die 

£orgings with the help o£ principal components and scatter 

diagram method. For technological reasons and due to limita

tions of data availability on variables, only two very import

ant variables have been selected for grouping 398 die £orgings 

and 197 open £orgings. The tentative results o£ the pilot 

study are also found he1p£U1 in the selection o£ the variables. 

Six product groups are formed in die forgings industry and 4 

product groups in open forgings industry are similarly formed, 

with the help of principal components and scatter diagram 

method. Reliability of these six product groups, so speoi£ied 
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Cor die forging industry, have been diecussed with the help 

of statistical tests for significance of the equality of 

means of two produot dimensions between the product groups. 

Thus, ·this study may provide a methodology Cor product speci

Cication oC similar industry studies. 
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Table 6. Product groups specification of die f"orn-ings .tn dizo<'erent zoirD'.s !1 ~ _ •• • and their characteristics 

product Firms 
group. ---------------------------------------------------------- • 

D 
--- --------------------------------

cbarac-
C B· -----------------------______________ ,.. A F ______________________________________________ _ E Ttl 

teristics X Y X Y X Y x---------;----;--------;----;-------;-----;--2-!--;------
M 4.056 6.1)5 4.264 24.77 

(0.04 (1) to (0.4 to (25 to (.12 to ·5062 .46)5 
to )).7)) 20) 15.0) '5) 21.60) ~~r to ~7~~7)0 (29) (0.04 to (1) to 

S.E. 

I R 

n 71 6 .. ".7:3) '5) 
2 21 18 . ______________________________ ~6 

M 6.779 40.15 1.470 40." 1.5,)0 - ,8:67 - -6:2~7-:- 42:0; - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --4.)84 40.'1 

S.E. • .4919 .2706 

II R (0.09 to()6 to (.22 to ()8 to (.25 to ()8 to (2.26 to (42) 
21.89) 45) 12.25) 47) )."0) 42) 14.52 ) ~i~~9)0 h~r to 

____ : ______ 4~ ________ ~o _________ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10 104 

M 4.985 55.40 2.5,4 61.46 2.765 60.89 - -- - - ---- - -- - - -- - -- --- -- ----).626 58.76 

UI 
S.E. .6162 

(.15 to (')0 to ( ." to (50 to ( .1)9 to (50 to R 20.28) 67) 9.00) 7:J) 19.0) 7:3) (.09 to (')0 to 
n 50 48 18 20.28) 7:3) 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 116 

M 9.829 112.91 ,.806 118.00 - - -- - ----- -- - -- -- - ----

IV R (1.54 to (75 to 
27.80) 129) 

(.6 to 
10.5) 

(86 to 
1'2) 

7.289 115·05 
1.7616 ,.29,4 

(.6 to 
27.80) 

. 19 

(71 to 
1'2) 

------------------------------------------------------------------n 11 8 

42 77·60 )0 
M 48.80 42·55 

V R (26.84 to (1!J to 77.22) 67) (26.84 to (15 to 
n 11 1 l' 77 • 60 ) '7 ) 

------------------------------------------------------------~-----)24.75 45.50 286.66) 46.10 
M 55 42.)2 2.)4)1 

VI (160 to ()8 to (117.0, (,8 to 
480) 5') to 480) 55) 

n 1 '1· 8 10 
---------------------~--------------------------------------------M 8.641 41.756 2.601 50.847 2.982 42.73 10.81 ,4.20 77.60,0 ,24.75 45·50 12.84 44.129 

Total S.E. 
R (.04 to (1) to 

151.60) 129) 
(.04 to 
15·0 ) 

122 

(125 to 
1)2) 

(.09 to 
21.60) 

45 

(19 to 
7:J) 

(.27 to 
117·03) 

30 

(29 to 
42) 

1 

(160 to ()8 to (.04 to 
480) 5) 480) 

8 398 

(1) to 
~2) 

192 
Note. (1) A,B,C,D,E,F are firms and I,II,III,IV,V,VI are product groups. (2) X : Net weight in kg, Y : Tensile strengtbin tons 

per sq.incb. n _ number of" types of" die forgings. (3) ~I : ~Iean value, S.E. : Standard error of" the mean, R : Range values 

n 

o~ the group. 



Table 9. Product specif'ication of' open or f'ree f'orginj;s in dif'f'erent f'irms and their characteristics 

Firms 
Product --------------------------------------------------------------------- -group. - -------------------------------------------------
cbaracterl----------~-------------------------~~-------_______________ ~_____. N Total -------------------------------------------------------
sties X Y X Y X Y X Y X Y 

ll) 

M 

R 

n 

12.92 

(.0)5 to 
55.00) 

52 

40.44 

(29 to 
42) 

10.69 

[o",41vto 
40,70 ) 

52 

)8.00 

(21) to 
42) 

15·69 

(0.80 to 
)2.40) . 

15 

)8.27 

()5 to 
42) 

12.)0 

(0.)5 to 
55.00) 

119 

)9.24 

(29 to 
42) 

------------------------------------------------------------------
M 

R 

n 

16·99 

(1.90 to 
41.80) 

40 

49.65 

(48 to 
SO) 

2·96 
(0.06 to 
26.27) 

17 

52.06 

(45 to 
60) 

12.80 

(0.06 to 
41.80) 

57 

50 ·)7 
(45 to 

60) 

------------------------------------------------------------------
M 

l) R 

n 

85·6) 

(65 to 
102) 

4 

)7.00 1)3.60 

(29· to 
42) 

t 1 

12) .48 

(66.40 to 
151 •00) 

5 

)9.20 

()'5 to 
42) 

109.)5 )9.10 

(65 to (29 to 
151) 42) 

10 

------------------------------------------------------------------
M 

0.) R 

n 

·4)7 .00 

()'59 to 
51 5) 

2 

42 

42 

'2).00 

(270 to 
)72) 

4 

46 

()5 to 
65) 

921.00 

(47' to 
1910) 

5 

)9·20. 

(J5 to 
42) 

615·55 

(270 to 
1910) . 

11 

40.71 

()5 to 
65) 

----------------- - - - -- - -- - -- - - -- -- - - - - - ----- - -- - --- - - -- ---- - ----
M 

To- R 
tal 

n 

26.20 

(0.)5 to 
515·00 ) 

98 

44.27 

(29 to 
60) 

)4.76 

(0.47 to 
)72) 

57 

)8.42 

(29 to 
65) 

2.96 

(0.06 to 
26.27.) 

17 

52.06 

(45 to 
60) 

218.)1 

(0.80 to 
1910.00) 

25 

)8.64 

()5 to 
42) 

51.05 42.54 

(0.)5 to (29 to 
1910.00) 65) 

197 

Note. x: Net weight in Kg., Y : Tensile strength in tons per square inch. n: number of typee of' open f'orgings 

M I Mean value, R: Range values of' the variable. 



CHAPTER V:IJ: 

AVERAGE PRICES AND INPtrr STRUCTURES OF THE 
AGGREGATED PROWCT GROUPS AND THEIR RELEVANCE 

IN THE INTER INDUSTRY FRAME "ORK AND IN THE 
PROJECT COST ESTI.~TES OF ENTREPRENEURS 
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7·0 Introduction 

In the light or distinct product groups speciried in 

eteel rorgings industry in the earlier Chapter VI, here, 

it is attempted to derive the distinct average pricee or 

"aggregated product groupe. It is also attempted to derive 

the input structures or those distinct aggregated product 

groups under two dirrerent and a mix technologies assumptions. 

The derived discrete proceeses with unique input output com-

bination to prouuce the unit output levels or the aggregated 

product groupe may serve as eectore in the disaggregative 

commoditywise input-output tables. Thus, this chapter deals 

with (a) Need ror commoditywiee input output tables, (b) 

Problem or rinding average prices ror the product groups -

two methods and their a.sumptions, (c) Average prices or 

the product groups or the die rorgings and or open rorgings, 

(d) A briee review oe the United Nations' methods cr deriving 

the commoditywiee input output tables, (e) problem eetting 

and a method Cor product groups' input structures under two 

technologies' assumptions, (C) Input structures or the product 

groups oC die Corgings and open Corgings - results and inter

pretation, Col lowed by summary and concluding remarks. 

7.1 Need Cor commoditywise input-output tables 

Vis-a-vis industrYl<ise input outFut tables 

In the construction or input-output tables, with a Cew 

exceptions like those o"~_Japan, the usual practice is to 

treat an industry or a group or industries as a sector, Cor 

the requisite dimensions or the table. These seotors are 

based on industry classirioation schemes Cor which the unit 
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of' analysis is generally the establishments. But, varia

tions in the produot mix of' dif'f'erent establishments in the 

same industry and/or of' the same establishment over time 

are li~ely to af'f'eot the input-struotures of' the industry. 

Thus, the stability of' oolumn input struotures of' the seotors 

in the industrywise table oannot be ensured. 

Seoondly, the 1'inal uses, being exogeneously deter

mined, are generally expreseed in terms of' oommodity outputs 

rather than in terms of industry outputs. As the industry 

output is a oomposition of' oommodity outputs, the f'luctuations 

in the individual commodity outputs will make variations in 

the product composition 01' 1'inal demand of' industry. Thus, 

the stability in the 1'inal demand of' industrywise seotors 

in the table oannot be ensured. 

Thirdly, the intermediate uses, being end~geneously 

determined, are generally expressed in terms of' commodity 

outputs rather than in terms of' industry outputs. Follol<ing 

the above similar reasoning, the stability of' the industrYl<ise 

row sector input coef'f'icisnts cannot be ensured in the table. 

Fourthly, prices are generally expressed 1'or oommodity 

outputs rather than 1'or industry outputs. Xf' the price 

structures of' industries are derived in a centralized eoonomy 

through input output analysis, it beoomes more dif'f'ioult to 

derive the prioe structures 01' the individual commodities. 

The derived prioes of' industries' outputs do not serve as 

muoh purpose to the general publio or to the industrialists, 

as the prioes of' the oommodity outputs. Here again, 1'ollowing 
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similar reasoning as above, the stability ot the price 

structures of the industrywise sectors cannot be ensured 

in the table. 

It is the commodity output of a single process that 

approximatss to the definition ot a disaggrecative sector 

of unique input output combination to produce the unit level 

ot output. The industry output of multiple .processes and 

products does not approximate to such a dieaggregative sector. 

If a single technological process like the forging process 

provides a wide variety of continuous changes in product 

dimensions, then the variations in the physical quantities 

of those product dimensions may not ensure the stability of 

the input structure of the technological forging process. 

Once the discrete product groups specification of the tech

nological process is attained, the problem of getting distinct 

average prices of the discrete product groups and the input 

structures of those distinct product groups remains. This 

problem is pursued, in the following study, with the result 

that the derived dissimilar input structures of the.aggre-

gated product groups may serve as sectors in the disaggre

gative commoditywise input output tables or in the linear 

programming models, and as guide lines to the proJect cost 

estimates otproduction units. 

7.2.1 Problem of finding average prices for product groups 

It is seen from tables 6 and 9 in previous Chapter VI 

that six firms and their six product groups of die forgings 

and 4 firms and their 4 product groups of open forgings have 

different range values and mean values of net'weight'and tensile 
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strength, the two important characteristics o~ the product 

groups. Because o~ these di~~erences, average prices o~ 

the product groups, the values of production and their break-

down under product groups o~ the ~irms may also di~fer. To 

arrive at such a composition of value o~ f"roduction of product 

groups in firms, it is necessary to have data on the value 

of production, accounted ~or each type of forging in each 

firm. But no ~irm has provided such a detailed information 

as they do not have such detailed records. However, data 

on the tonnage produced against each type of ~orging are 

collected ~rom their monthly progress records. These data 

enabled to compile the composition of tonnage production of 

product groups in ten ~irms, separately for die forgings And 

for open ~orgings. Dut composition of value of production 

of the product group. in the firms may not be in the same 

proportion as that of tonnage production because of different 

prices charged for each forging sold to the customer. A 

collection of such prices would be useful to find the average 

prices of the product groupe irrespective of the firms. Only 

a rough knowledge of the range of the prices of forgings is 

gathered from the discussions with the officials of the firms, 

that the prices may lie between Rs. 3000 and Rs. 21000 per 

ton with a few exceptions, depending upon the quantitative 

and qualitative featuree of forgings. 

7.2.2 Data availability and a method to determine average 
prices of product groups of die .forgings 

Only two firm. have provided the prices of their die 

forgings, called as wheel sets and sleepers, which are being 



specialized by them with no other production. These two 

types o~ die ~orgings, wheel sets and sleepers, are a 

di~~erent category with respect to prices and input struc

tures though they are part of the product groups V and VI, 

with respect to product dimensions, net weight and tensile 

strength. They are distinctly.dit~erent from each other and 

possibly ~rom any other ~irmsl die forgings. Their pricee 

(Re. 1792.50 per ton tor wheel sets and Rs. 8)0.00 per ton 

~or sleepers in 1966-67 are also distinctly di~~erent ~rom 

each other and they are ~ar lower than even minimum pricee 

(around Rs. )000 per ton) o~ other die ~orgings produced in 

other ~irms. Their input structures are distinct ~rom all 

other die ~orgingsl ~irms, as the nature o~ the products 

mass production, specialization and organisational structure 

ot these two ~irms are distinct trom others. Monopoly exists 

in India tor these two products, .while imper~ect competition 

prevails in the industry. These two ~irms and the two types 

ot die ~orgings are necessarily to be treated separately 

~rom the product groups V and VI in the following analysis 

as their prices and input structures are likely to distort 

the average prices and input structures of product groups 

produced by other firms. Thus, only 4 ~irms' die ~orgings 

are considered ~or the purpose o~ ~inding average prices of 

tbe six product groups •. From one o~ these ~our ~irms, a 

~ew ()5) actual prices charged for)5 types o~,die forgings 

are collected, whereas the same firm is having 192 types o~ 

die ~orgings. Out of these )5 types, ) are big forgings and 

)2 are small forgings. Out o~ )2 small torgings, 27 are 
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in~erior quality, one medium quality and 4 are superior 

quality. 

A regression ~unction o~ price on net weight and ten

sile strength based on these 35_types ot die rorgings, is 

envisaged ror predicting the average prices or the six 

product groups. It implies a bold assumption that the product 

groups composition, both o~ value o~ production and o~ tonnage 

production, will hold good ~or the rest o~ die forgings in 

the same firm and/or in other firms under this heroic assump

tion. The regression function of price on net weight and 

tensile strength, so fitted is : 

p = 3536.24 + 75.95 X + 
(17.93) 

where P - Price per ton, X - Net weight in Kg, Y = Tensile 

strength in tons per squ~e inch. R2 ~ .38169. Multiple 

Correlation coefficient. This R2 value, which is the varia-

tion eXplained by X and Y in p with the above 35 types ot die 

£orgings as observations out o£ the unit variance in P, is 

1 too low to predict reliable average prices. The multiple 

1 By introducing the mean values of net weight in Kg 
and of tensile strength in tons per square inch of the pro
duct groups o~ di£terent tirms in this equation, one will 
arrive at the average prices ot the product groups not being 
distinctly ditferent from one another over firms. By intro
dUCing the mean values of the net weight and ot tensile 
strength o£ the product groups irrespective of the £irms. 
the average prices o£ the product groups will be as follows: 

Description ot the product groups Average prices per ton 

Poor quality sruall die rorgings IRs. 4732.73 
Medium quality small die forgings II Rs. 5289.32 
Superior quality - do - III Rs. 5881.74 
Very superior quality - do - IV Rs. 8l4J.05 
Dig die forgings of medium quality V Rs. 8649.32 
Very big die £orgings - do - VI Rs.15446.l2 

Continued/ •• 
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regression fUnotion is statistically signiCioant both at 

5~ and 1% levels oC signiCicance. This Cunction may not 

provide average prices oC the produot groups or open Corgings 

as the 35 types oC die forgings or observations do not include~ 

the forgings. For limitations oC data availability of this 

nature, it becomes diCCicult to ascertain what exaotly the 

average prices oC the product groups are. 

7.2.3 An alternative method for determining 

average prices of product groups 

Let T be a square matrix oC tonnage production oC di

mensions, product groups x Cirms, (say n x n), P be a row 

vector or prices oC the same product groups oC order (1 x n), 

then V will be the row vector oC value oC production in the 

same Cirms oC order (1 x n). given by the relationship. 

V(lxn) .. P(lxn) T(nxn)" This relationship states that the 

value oC production in a Cirm is the sum oC values of pro

duction or its product groups (a product oC price and quan-

tity is the value oC production oC the concerned product 

group) in that Cirm. By post-multiplying both sides by T- l 

-1 
we derive the price vector P(lxn) = V(lxn)T(nxn) ••• (X) Cor 

a given tonnage production matrix and a Vector oC value oC 

production in the Cirms. 

These prices are altogether diCCerent Crom the average 
prices oC wheel sets: Rs. 1792.50 per ton and oC sleepers: 
Rs. 830.00 per ton in 1966-67. The average prices based on 
the above regression Cunction are seemed to be higher esti
mates Cor the Cirst 3 product groups, which are necessarily 
to be deClated to correspond to value or production in the 
firms with their given tonna~e distribution. 
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Two precautions are required to make use o~ this 

linear transformation. (1) To ensure the conformability of 

product (multiplication) matrices, stated above, it i. 

necessary that there are as maby product groups a. there 

are firms, implying squareness of T matrix. As we have got 

six product groups and four firrus, a suitable aggregation 

of them may provide a square matrix of tonnage production 

of the same number of new set of product groups and firms. 

(2) To ensure the distinct features of the product groups 

and that of firms, and also for the existence of inverse 

( 
-1 

matrix T ) it is necessary either that the product groups' 

composition in each firm is linearly independent of the other 

or each product group's distribution over firms is linearly 

inddpendent of the other. It suggests the specialization 

of the product groups by the respective firms. The product 

groups distinct from one another are likely to have distinct 

average prices and may also have distinct input structure •• 

Thi. method is adopted for the die forgings and open forgings 

separately in what follows. 

7.3.1 Average Prices for the product groups of die forgings 

To derive the average prices of ths product groups in the 

range, approximately between Rs. )000 per ton and Rs.2l000 

per ton, a number of trials of suitable aggregations of the 

6 product groups and 4 firms, keeping in view the proximity 

of the product groups plotted on the scatter diagram of all 

die forgings, have been attempted. Out of 24 sets of such 

trials, making use of above transformation (I) for different 
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oODlbinations oC produot &roupe and 1'irms, only two sete 

have given meanin&1'ul average pricee Calling within the range 

of Re. )000 per ton to Rs. 21000 per ton. We may describe 

theee two eets of product &roupe ae Collowe : 

set :I 

Product group 
Code Name 
newly formed 

A 

B 

C 

D 

set :I:I 

ex 

Product &roupe 
Code No. ear
lier Cormed 

I and :II 

U:I 

:IV 

V and V:I 

:I to IV 

V and VI 

Description 01' the product 

Small die Corgings 01' in
Cerior and medium quality 

Small die 1'or&inge oC 
Buperior quality 

Small die 1'orgings 01' very 
superior quality 

Big and very big die 1'org
ings having on an average 
med.ium quality 

All emall die 1'orgings 

All big and very big die 
1'orginge 

The .1'irst Se.t :I distinguishes the qualitative varia

tions among small die 1'orgings whereas the Set I~ does not. 

The average pricea Cor the respective product &roups are 

obtained 1'rom the linear trans1'ormation (I) as 1'ollows. 

Set :I Set II 

Product group Average price Product group 
(Ph4) in Ra. 

A (I and II) 
B (III) 
C (IV) 
D (V and VI) 

per M. ton 

)537·1) 
5048.94 
9)04.22 

20531·)5 

« (I to IV) 

/3 (V to VI) 

Average price 
(Plx2) in Rs. 
per M. ton 

4255·51 

157)2.06 
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Comparing Set I average prices and Set II prices, 

ons observes the significant contribution of quality varia

tions in distinguishing the product groups and their prices. 

The same but less significant distinction is observed by 

comparing with the earlier set of 6 product groups' prices 

based on the regression function. The differences in the 

average prices of product group D in Set I and of product 

group ~ in Set II are because of the nature of aggregations 

of T matrix in P= VT- l • The distinct set of aggregated 

product groups and firms are examined in the light of their 

value of production matrices. V = PT with the given P vectors 

in the two sets. (Tables 1 and 2 on next page). 

From these two eets of value of production matrices. 

it ie observed that the diagonal elements are relatively more 

dominant in Set I compared to those in Set II. observing also 

2 their proportions both rowwise and columnwiee. It represents 

the speoialization of the, product groups by the respective 

firms. For the reasons of more detailed classification of 

the product groups distinguishing the quality variations in 

the small forgings, as observed from their price vectors 

and value of production matrices. one prefers Set I Product 

,groups for distinguishing their input structures compared to 

Set II aggregate groups. The latter set may serve as an 

additional information in this study. 

2 See below the tables 4, 5, 6. 7. 8. 9 as defined in 
7.4., section. 



Table 1. Value of' production matrix (all in Rupees) - V(4 x 4) r.J .ti( -M." .... ~ 
Set I 

Product .Groups. Firma 

A B C ,~ D Total 

A (I and II) 6',76,268.17 16,74,'09·05 24,85,885·59 . 98,62~650.97 2,0',99,11'.78 
B (III) 66,98,078·95 26,1,,257·40 26,8,,878.40 1,19,95,214.75 
c (IV) - 12,05,715·01 11,,,,747.43 23,79,462.44 
D (V and VI) 96,905·8, 40,'9,0'2.44 ·41,35,938.27 

Total 64, 7:J ,174.00 8',72,,88.00 63,04,858.00 1,77,59;,09·24 3,89,09,729.24 

(all Rupees) 
N 

Table 2. Value of production matrix in - V VI (2 x 2) q .,(.:~~,.,~)'I Q\ 
set II 

Product Groups Firms 
A, B and C D Total 

IX (I to IV) 2,10,76,164·56 1,46,64,418.85 3,57,40,583·41 

13 (V and VI) 74,255·44 30,94,890.39 31,69,145·83 

Total 2,11,50,420.00 1,77,0;9,309·24 3,89,09,729·24 



7·3.2 AVerage prices of product groups of open forgings 

Here, the second alternative method is the only recourse 

to derive the average prices of the product groups of open 

forgings. In the case of open forgings' firms, we could 

arrive at 3 £irms' input structures (see in Chapter IV), 

independent o£ each other, as the fourth firm supplied a 

partial information for two months only. It is observed 

from Table 9 (product specification or open.forgings) of 

Chapter VI and tablee 3, 7, 8, 9 in this chapter (value 
.." " 2 

of production matrix and of their proportion matrices ), 

that the "product groups XX and IV are being specialized 

more by two firms respectively. By aggregating the product 

groups (I) and (3), the tonnage distribution of the 3 netJ 

set of firms over the newly formed 3 product groups provides 

the dominance of diagonal elements, which is necessary in 

getting the distinct average prices of the 3 product groups. 

The 3 product groups along with their average prices and 

value of production matrix, are described as follows. 

Product group 
newly formed 

K (I) and (,) 

J (2) 

N (4) 

Description of Product group3 Average price 
in Rs.per ton 
(PI x ,) 

Small and big open forgings 
of msdium quality 59,2.2, 

Small open rorgings of superior 
quality 6)82.72 

Very big open forgings or medium 
quality (mostly repairs and 

" maintenance parts) 1147.94 

'The ranges and mean values of small, big or very big 
and of inrerior, medium, superior or very superior in case 
of open £orgings are not the same as those or die forgings 
as these code names are merely for indicative purposes. 



TobIe 3. Value ot production matrix ot open torgings' 

product groups - V(3 x 3) 

Product 
groups 

Total 

Firms 

K~L J 

10341186.16 
132377.61 1)167543.00 

758)7.23 -

10549401.00 1)167543.00 

N Total 

407407.72 10748593.88 
1)299920.61 

29219)9·28 2997776.51 

)329347.00 27046291.00 

7.4 A method tor deriving input structures ot 

the product groups 

7.4.1 A briet review 

The United Nations4 have evolved a set ot methods tor 

presenting commodity x commodity input tables and industry 

x industry input output tables in place of the usually 

available commodity x industry input output data tables ot 

an economy under each of the assumptions ot commodity techno-

logy, industry technology and a combination ot the two. The 

commodity technology assumption is that every commodity may 

have its own input structure irrespective ot the industry 

trom which it is made. The industry technology is that 

every industry may have its own input structure irrespective 

ot its product mix are transtormed into commodity x commodity 

or industry x industry tables beoause ot (i) subsidiary 

4 United Nations, A System ot National Accounts, Studies 
in Methods, Series F, No.2 Rev. 3, Chapter III. The system 
as a basis tor input output analysis, pp. )~-52. Department 
of Economic and Social Aftairs, Statistical Oftice ot the 
United Nations, New York, 1968. 
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production o~ di~Cerent commodities in each industry, (ii) 

allocation oC proper input structure to such subsidiary 

production and (iii) the Cinal demands being expressed 

generally'in commodity outputs rather than in industry out

puts. IC there is no subsidiary production in the economy, 

the commodity outputs would be the same as industry outputs, 

80 their input structurea, Cinal demands etc., without the 

necessity oC any assumption, either oC commodity technology 

or o~ industry technology. However. it cannot be expected 

that either oC theae particular assumptions will hold good 

in all circumstancss, and it is diCCicult to give general 

rulss Cor choosing between them. In Cavour oC the assumption 

oC a commodity technology it can be aaid that specific com

modities (with the exception oC by-products) probably do 

have aomewhat similar cost structures wherever they are made, 

but againat this aaaumption it can be aaid that it is usually 

necessary to group commodities and that subsidiary produc

tion ia often not very typical o~ its characteristic group. 

Thia last point may be in favour oC the assumption of 

industry technology. 

These assumptions will. in general. give slightly . 

diCferent results and each will contain. some more or les8 

obvioua small errora. These errors ariae because subsidiary 

production is not typical , either oC its commodity group or 

of the characteristic production oC the industry in which 

it is made. These errors are the inevitable price of in

sufficient knowledge oC allocation oC the inputs to the 



differing outputs of subsidiary products. 

To deal with the same problem, Richard stone also 

earlier suggested a method on similar lines in his nInput 

output and National Accounts n.' These methods deal with 

aggregative industry groups or the sectors of the economy. 

Because of the different levels of aggregation possible 

for the sectors, these methods cannot distinguish the two 

types of product mix: one ariSing because of bY-products and 

Joint products and the second becaus. of the different com-

positions of the main products in the industry group or a 

sector. 

In ~aking use of these methods to an industry study 

analysis, a few more findings and limitations of the utility 

of the general methods are demonstrated in the following 

study of deriving the input structures of the product groups 

in steel forging industry, because the input structures of 

the firms are also likely to be affected by product multi-

dimensionality or of the different product groups compo-

sition. 

7.4.2 Problem setting 

Input consumption in a firm is the sum result of its 

consumption for the production of its product groups. As 

such, the input structures of the firms are the result of 

producing their product groupe in different compOSitions, 

, Richard stone, Input output and National Accounts, 
published by the Organization for European Econoruic Co
operation, June, 1961. 
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while each product group way have ite own input etructure. 

Given a product.groups composition matrix oC the Cirms, 

and the input structures matrix oC the Cirms, input struc

tures oC the product groups may be obtained as a solution 

to a system oC simultaneous linear equations o£ the £irws, 

under each oC the Collowlng two assumptions. Firstly, we 

may make the assumption oC commodity or product group tech

nology that a product group requires a structure oC inputs 

per unit oC outputs independently oC the Cirm in which it 

is made. Secondly, we may make the assumption oC industry 

technology or Cirm technology that an industry or a .et oC 

homogeneous Cirms or a single Cirm (as the case may be) re

quires a structure oC inputs per unit oC output independently 

oC its product groups composition. 

A set oC linear transformations, bringing out the impli

cations oC the two assumptions are to bs sxpressed (as given 

in ths Colloving section 7.4.) to derivs the input structures 

oC the product groups. Dut it may so happen, either because 

oC the assumption being not valid or because oC dominance 

oC some negative elements of the inverse matrix in the linear 

transformation, that some coefCicients may turn out to be 

negative, while some others may be spurious. S"ch coeCCi

cients ars not meaningful in the input output analysis. Only 

aCter examining all input structures oC those product groups 

under the two assumptions, one may arrive at a few important 

Cindings which were not being spelt out by the previous 

studies. 



Some inputs like eteel inputs, fuel oils and electri~ 

city etc. may be more specific to the commodity technology 

while some overhead items like stationery, printing, tele-

phone charges, etc.are more specific to the firm or industry 

technology. Some product groups may be more specific to 

either of the technologies for all its inputs while for some 

product groups, some coefficients based on firm technology 

and others based on commodity technology may be thought of. 

A distinction of those inputs and of product groups following 

two types of technologies differently in their degree and 

meaningfulness, is essential for all practical applications 

of the input output analysis. This exercise may also throw 

light on the methodology for deriving the product groupwise 

input structures in tackling the product multidimensionality 

problems of similar industry studies. 

1.4.3 Method for product group's input structures 

under two assumptions 

Let B be a matrix of 01 input coefficients in n firms 

of dimensions, inputs x firms, expressed in the form of a 

relationship U(mxn) 
,.. 

= B(mxn) g(nxn) ••••• (2 ) 

" where U is a matrix of m inputs absorbed in n firms and g 

is a diagonal Dlatrix with diagonal elements as the outputs 

of n firms. 
, - ~ 

Let V (nxn) - C(nxn) g(nxn) • •••• (3) 

where V' is a matrix of outputs of n product groups produced 

in n firms, of dimensions, product groups x firms, and C 

is a matrix of proportions of the same dimensions. This 

relationship states that each firm makes product groups in 

its own fixed proportions and the output of each firm is the 
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aum or the output. or it. di££erent product.. Aa auch the 

column elemente in C matrix 8um to unity. Following commo

dity technology aseumption, while each product group ha. its 

own input etructure, each £irm'a input coneumption and/or 

it. coe£ricient value become. a linear inner product or ite 
product 

coneumption requirementa in producing dir£erentlgroup. in 

4irrerent proportiona. Ir A ie a matrix or input coerricient. 

or the product groupe, o£ dimenaione, inputs x product groupe 

(m x n) and C ie a matrix or product groupe compoeition o£ 

the rirme ae derined under (,), then B(mxn) = A(mxn)C(nxn) 

is the matrix or input .tructures or the rirms. By poet 

-1 -1 
multiplying both side. by C , ve get A(mxn) = B(wxn)C(nxn1.(4) 

input .tructuree or the product groups ror the given B 

(rirm.' input .tructure8 matrix) and C (product groups com-

position matriX). 

Similarly, rollowing induetry or rirm technology 

a •• umption, we derive the product groupwise input structure. 

from the rollowing relationship •• 

A 
V = D q •••• (5) and E ~ B D • • • • • (6) 

where D ie a matrix or proportion. of dimensiona, rirms x 

product groups, V i. a matrix or outputs of dimeneions, Firm. 
~ 

x Product group., and q is a diagonal matrix with diagonal 

elemente as the total outpute or product groupe, each being 

produced by all or some £irms. These relationships etate 

that product groupe come in their own rixed proportions and 

the total output or each product group is the aum o£ ite 

outputs produced by all firuae. As euch the coluD~ element. 
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in D matrix sum to unity. Here a product group's coeffi

cient value become. tbe li~ear inner product of it. consump

tion requirements over firms in different proportions wbile 

eacb firm ora set of firms may bave its own input .tructure. 

Tbus, we derive the input structurse ct the product groups 

following industry or firm technology assumption Crom 

E = B D rslationship for the given Band D matricss definsd 

above. One advantage witb this lattsr linear transformation 

E ~ B D is tbat the first assumption of tbe number of product . 
groups being equal to number of firms or the squareness of 

D matrix i. not essential. What all rsquired is tbe con-

formability of the product matrix B D in respect of their 

dimensions. Still we could not distinguish 10 product groups' 

input structures as ve could have only 7 aggregated product 

groups with distinct average prices. 

we can derive the product groupvise input structures, 

which will be in the form of a commodity x commodity input 

output coefficients vectors under each of two assumptions but 

we cannot derive a similar industry x industry input output 

coefficients vectors (as suggested by United Nations) in 

this analysis as the product matrices of the linear trans-

formations undsr the technology assumptions viII not bs 

conformable in respect of their dimensions. 

A comparison of the relationships () through (6) shows 

-1 
that the difference. in C, C and D matrices and so in 

A and E matrices are entirsly due to subsidiary production 

other than specialization of· tbe product groups by firms. 

Xf tbere is no such subsidiary production as an extreme case of 



perfect specialization of the product groups by the firms, 

then V would be a diagonal matrix, the firms' outpu~being 

the same as product groups' outputs. Then, C a C-l • D ~ X 

and A = B C-
l 

a B D = E = B which implies that the input 

structuree of the firms are the .ame as the input structures 

of product groups. 

The diagonal elements' dominance compared to off diagonal 

elements, provide an idea of the degree of specialization of 

the product groups by the firms. What is eXpected, in an 

ideal case of perfect specialization of the product groups 

by firms is that C = I = C- l = D. Then, A = BC-1=BD=B=E. 

It meane that the more C- l tend to identity matrix, the closer 

the approximation of A and B matrices, or that the more D 

tend to identity matrix, the closer the approximation of E 

and B matrices. It implie. the relative suitability of the 

linear transformations under the two technologies assumptions. 

A comparison of the input structures of the product groups in 

A and E matrices, with those of Cirms in B matrix, will pro-

vide an idea of relative euitability of assumptions of the 

technologies for individual product groups, because oC degree 

of specialization of the product groups by the firms. 

7.5 Input structures of product groups ~ results 

and interpretation 

7.,.1 Classification oC the inputs 

Input structures of the Cirms, after carrying out the 

requisite adjustments Cor their refinement, have been brought 

out at producers' prices of latest year 1966-67, following 

6 
G.I.P.E. Sectore, also the ASIC sectors for reference, as 

6 G.I.P.E. Sectors mean Gokhale Institute of Politics and 
Economics' 241 sectors, ASIC means Annual Survey of Industries 
classiCication. 
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the basis·For classifying sonae ot" the overhead items, ASIC 

sectors are not available while GIPE sectors are available. 

Based on GIPE eectors classification an input output table 

ot" dimensione 2~1 x 241 sectors ot" Indian Economy for 196) 

is the most disaggregativs available (under preparation) 

t"or any analytical use. For reasons ot" non-availability ot" 

detalls of some inputs against eacb firm, a sort of further 

grouping ot" eitber GIPE sectors or ASIC sectors is required 

:for presentation and analytical use. For example, all types 

o:f steels, like that of carbon steels, alloy steels, die 

and tool steels, indigenous or imported, are clubbed to-

gether as a sing1. sector. Scrap is sbown as a negative 

input into this industry as column element and a negative 

output of a dummy industry (may be known as scrap) as a row 

element. Scrap ~s a joint product has no main product and 

is treated as a dummy industry :for analytical purposes. 

Richard stone? suggested this way o:f treating and presenting 

the joint products and by-products differently in the usual 

input output analysis and their tables. 

All the interindustry inputs ot" firms' column vectors 

are deflated from their purchase values to exfactory values 

and these .i:f:ferences are taken as the distributive margins 

of the corresponding interindustry inputs purchased by that 

t"irm. These margins summed together form a row element of 

? Richard Stone, Input-output and National Accounts, 
published by the Organization .for European EconomiC Coopera
tion, June 1961, pp. )9-4). 



distributive margins sector under each firm and/or product 

group column vector. In the case of die forging firms, 

all the gross value added items (Primary Inputs) are club-

bed together to present it a. a single sector. There are 

1, interindustry inputs including one distributive margins 

sector and one scrap sector. The 16th sector i. gross value 

added. The sum of all 16 coefficients in each firm is unity. 

In the case of open forgings firms, the 'wages and 

-salaries' is shown as a l)th separate primary input sector 

distinguished from all other gross value added items being 

Clubbed as a 14th single sector, as there are only 12 inter-

industry inputs including one distributive margins and one 

scrap sectors. Alloy steels and carbon steels are dis tin-

guished as two sectors in the caee of open forgings while 

they are taken as a single sector in the case of die forging •• 

The sum of all 14 coefficients in each firm is unity. 

"henever firms' input structures are to be aggregated, 

simple averages of them are takon as the input structures of 

combined set of firms. Thus, we could get B matrices as the 

input structures of four die forging firms and of three 

open forging firms (See Tables 10 and 11). Similarly, 

-1 -1 -
C(4x4)' C(4x4) and D{4x4)' C()x), C()X) and D()x) as 

defined under the above relationships, are obtained for the 

Set I of 4 prOdtlct groups and 4 die forging firms and , product 

groups of open forging firms, (See Tables 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)· 

A( 6x4)= BC-l and E = FD matrices of input structures of the 
1 (16x4) 

4 product groups of die forgings, under the respective two 
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Table 4. Matrix C (4,4) of die forgings 

Products Firms -----------------------------------------------
A .. II C D 

1 2 , 4 

A (r and rr) 1 .98'503000 .19998000 ·39428100 ·55535100 

II (rrr) 2 .00000000 .80002000 .41448300 .1'5112500 

c (rv) 3 .00000000 .00000000 .19123600 .06609200 

D (V and VI) 4 .01497000 .00000000 .00000000 .227'13200 

Total 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 

Table j. Matrix C rnverse (4,4) of die forgings 

A 

II 

c 

D 

Total 

1 

2 , 
4 

A II c D 

1.0~4'05~5 -.26104362 -1.587,1'55 -1.91528417 

.00067687 1.24979955 -2.71019863 - .04453819 

.02375619 -.005938,1 5.19'03223 -1·56316387 

-.06873811 .017182,8 .10447995 4·52298623 

1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 



Table 6. Matrix D (4,4) or die rorgings 

Firms Products 
------------------------------------------------------

A (X and U) B (XU) C (XV) D (V and VJ:) 

1 2 3 4 

A 1 .31257600 .00000000 .00000000 .0234)000 

B 2 .08207800 .558)9600 .00000000 .00000000 

c 3 .12186200 .21785800 ·50671700 .00000000 

D 4 .48)48400 .22374600 .49)28)00 .97657000 

Total 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 
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Table 7. C()X) matrix of open forgings 

Products Firms 

K J N 

K 0·98026288 .122)6866 
c= 

J 0.012548)5 1.00000000 

N 0.00718877 .8776)1)4 

-1 
Table 8. £()X) matrix of open forgings 

P'PiIi_ 

K J N 

K 1.02117861 -.142)8)42 
-/ 

C - J -.0128141) 1.00000000 .0017866) 

N -.008)6448 1.14059679 

Table 9. £()x) matrix of open forgings 

Products 

Firms K J N 

K 0.96209665 0.00995)26 0.0252978) 

De J 0.99004674 

N 0.0.3790))5 0.97470217 



Table 10. Matrix B (16,4) o~ die rorging ~irms' input etructures 

Sr. Inputs descrip
No. tion 

241 GIPE ASIC 
Sector Sector 
No. No. 

1 . -" 2 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

62 

90 

91 

69-77 

110 

169,170 
171 
200 

200 

233 
10 235 

11 236 

12 238-
239 

13 241 

14 

15 

16 

280-1 

321 

329 

)11 

)41-2 

370-2 
)70-1 
511 

512 

-
-

Total 

Description 

4 

printing and Stationery 

Fuel Oils 

. C.O. gas etc. 

Chemicals 

Steel 

Telephone charges 

Electricity 

Oxygen Acetylene 

Consumable store. 

Repairs and Maintenance 

Sa~ety equipment 

Transport 

Water 

Distributive margins 

Scrap 

Gross value added 

A 

5 

.000000000 

.01729000 

.00061400 

.00089600 

.)1584900 

.00000000 

.00652700 

.00000000 

.00150600 

.0012)100 

.00000000 

.00000000 

.00000000 

.07)75200 

Firms 

B 

6 

.00016)00 

.01684800 

.00000000 

.00000000 

.)47)1000 

.00014000 

.01425400 

.00164)00 

.00764500 

.00071600 

.000)5200 

.00457800 

.00000000 

.08426500 

-.00167600 -.01615900 

• 58401100 • 5)824500 

C 

"- 7 

.00098000 

.02)48800 

.00000000 

.0000<1400 

.)445150 0 

.0010)400 

.01562400 

.00000000 

.00879600 

.0)189700 

.00000000 

.008)0500 

.00056600 

.12254)00 

.00000000 

.44217800 

1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 

D 

s' 

.00278800 

.05211700 

.00000000 

.00000000 

.)2)77400 

.00)24800 

.009)0900 

.00000000 

.04680700 

.00692600 

.00)15)00 

.0168)700 

•• 00022500 

.14319400 

-.01627)00 

.40789500 

1.00000000 



Table 11. Matrix B(14x) or open rorging Cirms' input structures 

S.No. 241 GIPE ASIC No. 

1 

1 

2 

) 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

·12 

1) 

Sector 
No. 

2 

90 

91 

110 

110 

200 

200 

2)) 

2)5 

238 and 
2'9 
241 

240 

321 

'29 

341-i! 

341-2 

511 

512 

Description 

4 

Fuel Oils 

C.O.Gases etc. 

Steel carbon 

Steel alloy 

Electricity 

Oxygen Acetylene 

Consumable stores 

Repair and Maintenance 

Traneport 

water 

Distributive margins 

Scrap 

Wages and Salaries 

Other gross value added 

Total 

K and L 

5 

0.16757160 

0.23518714 

-
0.03750915 

0.13576885 

0.01564638 

0.03729)07 

0.01057950 

Firms 
J 

6 

0.00117485 

0.02904361 

0.002035)8 

0.46788834 

0.01990591 

0.09136108 

0.03107842 

N 

7 

0.13916723 

0.33677715 

0.00271548 

0.174174)9 
N 

0.02211395 ~ 

0.044084)2 

0.01628217 

0.00471053 

-0.00408176 -0.02)78310 -0.01378759 

0.28902922 0.14680871 0.16052967 

0.07549685 0.23448680 0.1132'270 

1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 



-1 Table 12. Matrix A(14 x ) of oj;en for~in§s 'A = BC ) 

S.No. 241 GIPE ASIC No. Description Product groups 
sector .. No. K J N 

1 90 )21 Fuel Oils -.00001505 0.00117485 0.00000210 

2 91 )29 c.O. Gases etc. .169584)7 0.02904)61 0.1)492599 

) 110 )41-2 Steel carbon .23732498 0.00203538 0.35064)68 

4 110 )41-2 Steel alloy -.00599551 0.467888)4 0.0008)59) 

5 200 511 Electricity .0)802561 0.01990591 - .00220780 

6 200 512 Oxygen and Acetylene .13718752 .1793320) 

7 233 Consumable stores .01579280 .02299532 N 

" Y 
8 235 Repairs and Maintenance .0)654)45 0.09136108 .04513575 

9 238 and Transport -.00013619 - .01857120 
2)9 

10 21~1 Water -.00003940 .00537281· 

11 240 Distributive margins .010405)2 0.0)107842 -.00095108 

12 Scrap -.00)748)8 - .02)78)10 -.01568772 

1) ljr:~'~~:-i ;:: d Wages and Salaries .291926)5 0.14680871 .14220936 

14 
_. 

Other gross value added .0731441) 0.2)448680 .1188224) 

Total 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 



Table 1J. Matrix E(14x) = B D of' °2en f'ors:ine;:s 

S.No. 241 Gl:PE ASIC No. Description Product groups 
Sector No. 

K J N 
1 2 .) 4 5 6 7 

1 90 )21 Fuel Oils - .00116)17 

2 91 )29 C.O.Gases etc. .16649504 .0)042240 .lJ98856i 

) 110 )41-2 Stes1 carbon .2)90)76) .004)556) .))420700 

4 110 )41-2 Steel alloy - ~46)2)097 

5 200 511 Electricity .0)619021 .02008111 .00359570 

6 200 500 Oxygen and Acetylene .13722469 .001)51)1 .17320)09 N 
~ 

7 2)) - Consumable Stores .01589155 .00015573 .021950)9 ~ 

8 2)5 Repairs and Maintenance .0)755040 .09082284 .04391220 

9 238 and Transport .00061714 - .01587029 
239 

10 241 loIater .00017852 .004591)) 

11 240 Distributive margins .01017850 .0)087437 .00026764 

12 Scrap -.00444935 -.02358623 -.01354204 

1) Wages and salaries .28415840 .14822431 .16378074 

14 - other gross value added .07692727 .23290439 .11227805 

Total 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 



Table I". Matrix A = B C Inverse - A (16,4) oC die Corgingll 

S.No. 241 ASIC 
GIPE Sec. 
Sec. No. 
No. 

Deecription 

1 234 

Product group. 

A (I and II) B (III) C (IV) 

567 

D(V and VI) 

8 --- --- ----------------- -----------
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
7 
8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

62 280-1 Printing and stationery 

90 321 Fuel Oil. 

91 329 c.O. Gall etc. 

69- 311 Chemicals 
77 
110 )41-2 Steel 

169 370-2 Telephone chargee 
170 
1711 370-1 
200 511 Electricity 

200 512 

23) 

235 

2)6 -

2)8 and 
2)9 
241 

S& 

Oxygen and Acetylene 

Consumable Stores 

Repairs and Maintenance 

SaCety Equipment 

Transport 
Water 

Distributive margins 

Scrap 

Gross value added 

Total 

-~0016825 .00024580 .00493870 

.01504300 .01729919 .05431304 

.00064120 -.00016028 .00097461 

.0093746 -.00023433 -.0010)795 

.31600654 .3551)489 .38027491 

-.00019860 

.00655711 

.00000111 

-.0014)057 

.00156770 

-.00021649 

-.00095695 
.00000202 

.07014489 

- .00061.262 

·59271649 

1.00000000 

.00022464 

.01617798 

.00205342 

.00991)61 

.005)2952 

.0))11697 

.00445286 

.027458)4 

.00050)10 .16247129 

.00049411 -.00062456 

.00596156 

.00000050 

.08779459 

-.0200)761 

• ;246288) 

.0)247997 

.00296278 

.)0,88821 

.0447542) 

- .04689796 

1.00000000 1.00000000 

.01107093 

.16514)24 

-.00117598 

-.0018)177 

.)0548279 

.01)06811 

.004'" 570 

.00007)18 

.el94 7)2 91 

.02092)6) 

.014245)0 

.06296755 

.0001)292 

.)1110065 

-.06967285 

- .011187)1 

1.00000000 

N .... 
'" 



Table 1$. Matrix E (16,4) = B D o~ die ~orgings 

S.No. 24! GIPE ASIC Description Product groups 
Sector Sec. • 
No. No. A (I and II) B (III) C (IV) D (V and VI) 

1 621-1. 280-1 Printing and Stationery .00148076 .00092832 .00187186 .00272268 

2 90 321 Fuel Oils .03484732 .02618587 .03761020 .05130100 

3 91 329 C.o. Gas etc. .00019192 .00000000 .00000000 .00001439 

4 69-7 ", 311 Chemicals .00028909 .00001612 .00003750 .00002099 

5 110 341-2 Steel .32575616 ·34143500 .,,428382 .32358832 

6 169, :370-2 Telephone chargee .00170785 .00103017 .00212613 .00317190 
170, 
171 

7 200 511 ElectriCity .00961485 .01344604 .01250892 .00924382 
N 

8 200 512 Oxygen and Acetylene .00013485 .00091744 .00000000 .00000000 -oJ 
0-

9 2" Consumable stores .02480056 .01665810 .02754618 .04574560 

10 235 Repairs and maintenance .00747919 .00889849 .01957923 .00689257 

11 236 Sa~ety eqUipment .00155,,2 .00090203 .00155532 .00307913 

12 238 and - Transport charges .00952824 .00813286 .01251369 .01644251 
239 

13 241 liater .00017776 .00017365 .00039799 .00021973 

14 .. Distributive margins .11413475 .10578930 .lJ272979 .14156697 

15 Scrap -.00971792 -.01266413 -.00802721 -.01593101 

16 Gross value added .477821JO .48815074 .42526678 .41202140 

Total 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000vOO 1.00000000 
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technologiee aeeumptione, and thoee ot 3 product groupe ot 

open torginge are obtained and preeented in Tablea 12, 13, 

14 and 15. 

7.5.2 Input etructure. ot 4 product-groupe ot die 

torginge under commodity technology aaeumption 

It ie obvious trom c(4x4) matrix ot proportiona, that 

Product group A(Ixn) ie being apeciali.ed more by t'irm A, 

product group B (III) being apecialiaed more by t'irm B, 

product group C(IV) ia more by t'irm C,.and product group D 

(v and VI) ia more by t'irm D aa the diagonal elementa are 

etronger than ot't' diagonal element.. It i. also the case 

in C- l matrix with eome nega~ive off diagonal elements being 

compeneated by poei tive diagonal element. so that sum 01" each 

column elementa ia unity. 

In A(16x4) matrix, there are six negative input coeffi

cients excluding that of scrap for product group A (I and II). 

The six input. are (1) Printing and Stationery, (2) Poatage, 

telegraph and telephone charges, (3) consumable stores and 

packing materials (4) Uniform safety equipment, (5) In~ard 

and outward transport charges and (6) water. For all these 

items, except tor consumable stores .. and !lacking materials, 

zero values are given under the input structures ot' Firm A. 

The rest ot the positive input coetticients of product group 

A (1 and II) are approximating to thoae of firm A. The zero 

values against some inputs ot firms may be because of non

availability ot data and/or ot no consumption against such 

overhead items. These items' input requirements, where their 
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values are given in otber firms' input vectors, are rela

tively insignificant. 

Similarly, tbere are two negative input coefficients 

of the product group B (III) against tb~nputs for wbich 

zero values are given under tbe input structure of firm B, 

wbile the rest of tbe positive coefficients are approximat

ing to eacb otber. Tbese two inputs are (1) Coke, Cokeoven 

gas, Blast furnace gas and crude tar (2) Cbemicals and auxi

liary materials. Tbese are also a sort of overbead items 

relatively insignificant even in otber firms' input structures. 

Tbere are five negative coefficients of product group C (IV), 

wbile tbere are three.zero valued inputs under tbe input 

structure of firm Co Tbere are 4 negative input coefficients 

of product group D (V and VI), while tbere are J zero valued 

inputs under the input structure of firm D. Tbe otber co

efficients of product group C (IV) and D (V and VI) are not 

approximating to those of firms C and D respectively. 

The gross value added coefficients among tbe firms 

range between .407895 to .584011 and tbedistributive margins 

coefficients range between .073752 to.143l94. But tbe nega

tive coefficient (~.0468976) for gross value added, very 

bigb distributive ·margins coefficient (.30588821) and a 

p~siti~e scrap coef£icient (.04470;423) under tbe input co

efficients vector of product group C (IV) are spurious. 

Similarly, tbe very low gross value added coefCicient 

(.0111873), very bigb distributive margins coefficient 

(.3110065) and a bigh negative scrap coefCicient (-0.696728 5) 
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under the input coerficiente vector or produot group D 

(V and VI) are also epurious. However, the input struotures 

under each product group with their negative and positive 

elements taken together sum to unity in A matrix. From 

these observations in A matrix, it may be inrerred that the 

linear transrormation under commodity technology assumption 

is not suitable for product group D (V and VI) and nextly 

to product group C (IV), a8 it"is suited to at least some 

direct inputs like ateal, ruels and eleotricity or product 

groups A and B. 

7.5.) Input structurea of 4 product groups of die forgings 

under industry or firm technology assumption 

It is obvious from D(4x4) matrix of proportions, that 

the diagonal elements are atronger than the orf diagonal 

alements •. In this D matrix, howaver, only the 4th column 

diagonal element is stronger than other diagonal alementa • 

. whereae the )rd column diagonal element 1a nearly as strong 

aa its rourth diagonal element. These latter observations 

of D matrix are in contrast to those of C matrix. 

It is observs. from E matrix, that the input structure. 

of the product groups D (V and VI) and C (IV) are approxi

mating to those of Firms D and C respectively, and they may 

necessarily to be preferred in co~parieon to those of product 

groups D and C in A matrix. under commodity technology assump

tion for all their input coefficienta. The input structure. 

of product group. A (I and II) and B (III) are higher esti

mates. with the single axceptionof low gross value added 



coerCicients. compared to those or Firms A and B respectively 

in E matrix under Firm technology assumption. All input 

coerCicients except that or scrap are positive and they sum 

to unity under each product group in E matrix. This positive

ness ror all coerricients in E - DD matrix is b.cause or all 

positive proportions in D matrix. whereas some negative co

erricients in A - BC-1 matrix are because or the dominance 

-1 or some negative elements in C matrix. From thes. observa-

tions on E matrix it may be inrerred that the linear trans-

rormation under rirm or industry technology assumption is 

more suitable to product groups D (V and VI) and nextly to 

C (IV) compared to product groups A (I and II) and B (III). 

7.5.4 Input structures oC 4 product groups of die forgings 

under a mix or the two technologies assumptions 

It is s.en above that neitber assumption is suitable to 

get a complete set of meaningfUl input structures for all tb. 

four product groups simultaneously. as some product groups 

are also more speciCic to a particular tecbnology. A proper 
• 

cboice of tbe product group's input structures is tbe only 

recours •• baving examin.d tbem under botb tbe linear trans-

formations simultaneously and making necessary adjustments, 

for their meaningfulness (nonnegativity) and consistency. 

As it is clear from E matrix that the input structures of the 

product group~V and VI) are the best of all for all their 

inputs, tbey can be retained as tbey are. without the necessity 

or any adjustments. As the inputs structures of product groups 

A (I and II) and D (III) are better suitable, at least, Cor 
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some direct inputs undsr commodity technology assumption 

in A matrix compared to those in E matrix oC Cirm technology 

assumption. the following adJustments. ons aCter the otber. 

are made on A matrix improving the input etructures of tb. 

product groups Cor refinement at each stage ot adJustment. 

(1) Firstly. it is Celt to replace the negative co

eCticients by zero values as we tind zero values in the 

corresponding cells ot firms' input structures and deduct 

the ditter.nc.s (i ••••. tbe sum ot negative coeCticients) 

Crom the gross value added coefCicients in tbe case ot product 

groups A and B and trom tbe distributive margins coefCicients 

in tbe cas. oC product groups C and D so that sum ot input 

structures oteacb product group is unity. But. it bas not 

improv.d the input structures ot the product groups C and 

D as the sam. previous comments on them still hold good. 

Input structures ot product groups A and B are sligbtly better 

it the assumption of zero coefficients tor tbose inputs is 

JustiCied Cor tbe above reaeon (See Table 16). 

(2) Secondly. it is Celt to replace tbe negative/or zero 

coetticients by tbe positive coeCticients available trom the 

corresponding cells ot E matrix. It meane tbat we are borrow

ing the tirm technology input coetCicients whenever we cannot 

have meaningful coeCficients under commodity technology 

assumption .s the former coetficients may hold good for the 

respective cells. Tbe sum of residues of these positive 

input coeffiCient values. thus incorporated, over earlier 

values. have been deducted trom the gross value added coeffi

cients in the case of product groups A and B and from the 
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di.tributive margin. coefficient. in the case of product 

group. C and D, so tbat Sum of input structures under eacb 

product group is uOity. Here, again, tbi. adJu.tment 

improved tbe input structure. of the product groups A and 

B, wbereas, it could not improve the input structures of the 

product groups C and D, as some spurious result. are observed 

on gross value added and distributive margins etc. (See 

Table 17). 

(J) Tbirdly, it is observed that there are three inputs, 

namely, steel inputs, £Uel oils and electricity wbicb sbow 

meaningful pattern ot tbeir coefficients all through the 4 

product groups in A matrix under commodity technology assump

tion, whlle all other inputs are represented by their nega

tive coefficient. and/or spurious value. in at least one 

or the 4 product groups inputs' structures. It is felt that 

the.e three inputs should retain their values in A matrix as 

they are more specific to commodity technology aesumption, 

while all other input coerficients should be replaced by 

the corresponding coerficients available from E'matrix. The 

latter set of inputs ssems to be more specific to rirm 

technology. The gross value added coefficients are adjusted 

accordingly. Here, all the product groups' input structures 

are meaningful except for a few input coefricients of the 

product groups C and D. The gross value added coefficients 

ror product groups C and D are as low as .)4196480 and 

.)2098281, whereas, they are .42526678 and .41202140 respec

tively in E matrix under firm technology. These differences 

are because of the higher estimates of fuel oil, steel and 

electricity coefricients taken together. However, these 
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results are better than earlier results obtained under the 

~irst two adjustments. (See Table 18). 

(4) Fourthly, it is £elt to retain the input structures 

o~ the product groups C and D ~or all their inputs as they 

are in E matrix o~ ~irm technology, als~ to retain the steel, 

~uel oil and electricity coe~~icients in A matrix o~ commo-

dity technology ~or product groups A and B, while other 

inputs' coe~~icients are borrowed ~rom E matrix o~ ~irm 

technology ~or product groups A and B. Necessary adjustments 

~or the gross value added coe~ficients o~ products groups 

A and D,. are carried out, so that sum o~ input structures 

under each product group is unity. (See Table 19). 

Finally, it is observed that the eteel and electricity 

coe~~icients of product group C (IV) are lower than those 

of product group B (III) in E matrix, ~ollowing firm techno-

logy and they are too high in A matrix, ~ollowing commodity 

technology. As such the choice between the adjustments (J) 

and (4) especially ~ith regard to the input structures o~ 

product group C (IV) becomes di~~icult. This may be decided 

with some prior knowledge of the coe~ficients o~ inputs con-

cerned or of the gross value added coe~ficients of the pro-

duct groups. As all small ~orgings' direct inputs are likely 

to ~ollow commodity technology aesumption, one pre~ers the 

steel coefficients o£ product (C), given in Adjustment (J). 

7.5.5 Input structures o~ 3 product groups of open forg

ings under commodity technology assumption 

It is obvious ~rom C
JxJ 

matrix of proportions, that 

product group K (I) and (J)] is being specialized more by 



Table 16. Adjustment· (1); Input structures oC the product groups ot die torgings,· based· on com

modity technology assumption, replacing the negative coerCicients by Zero values in the 
respective cells otA = BC-l matrix· 

S. 241 ASIC 
No. GIPE Sector 

1 

2 , 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

1) 

14 
15 
16 

Sector No. 
No. 

62 

90 

91 

69 to 
77 
110 

169 •. 
170, 
171 
200 

200 

2" 

280-1 

)21 

'29 
)11 

,41-2 

370-2.) 

511 

512 .. 
2'5 .. 
2)6· ... 

2)8-2'9 .r; ,1 

241 • 

-

Description 

Printing and Stationery 

Food oils 

C.O. Gas etc. 

Chemicals 

Steel 

Telephone charges 

ElectriCity 

Oxygen and Acetylene 

Consumable Stores 

Repairs and maintenance 

Saf"ety·equipment 

Transport charges 

Water 

Distributive margins 
Scrap 

Gross value added 

Total 

Revised Gross Value added 
Revised distributive 
margins 
Revised Total 

. ________________ f~~~g!_'£2~E! __________________ _ 

A (I and II)B (III) 

-. 
0.01504)00 

0.00064120 

0.00093746 

0.,1600654 

0.00655711 

0.00000111 

0.00156770 

-

0.07014489 
-.00064262 

0.59271649 

1.00297288 

0·58974)61 

0.07014489 
1.00000000 

0.w024580 

0.01729919 

-
-' 

0·35513489 

0.00022464 

0.01617798 

0.00205)42 

0.00991)61 

0.00050)10 

0.00049411 

0.00596156 

0.00000050 

0.08779459 
-.9200)761 

0·5246288) 

1.000)9461 

0·5242)422 

0.08779459 
1.00000000 

C (IV) D(V andvr) . 

0.0049,870 0.0110709) 

0.054)1)04 0.16514)24 

-- '.-
0.)8027491 0.)0548279 

0.005)2952 0.01)06811 

0.0))11697 0.00454570 

0.027458)4 0.1947)291 

0.16247129 

- 0.01424530 

0.0)247991 0.06296755 

0.00296276 0.0001)292 

0.)0588821 0.)1110065 

.. -.06967285 

- .011187)1 

1.0092)'71 1.02400456 

0.011187)1 

0.29665450 0.28709609 
1.00000000 1.00000000 



Table 17. ~A~d~j~U~s~t=m~en~t~(~2~)~.~I~n~p~u~t~s~t~ru~c~t=u~re~s~o~C~t~h~e~p~r~o~d~u~c~t~g~r~o~u,p~s~o~C~d~i~e~C~o~r~g~i~n~g~s~b~a~s~e~d~o?n_c=o~mm~o~
dit techno10 assum tion for all ositive in ut coefficients and re 1acin the zero 
and negative coefficients in A-BC- matrix by corresponding cells' positive coeffi-
cients in E = ED matrix 

S. 241 ASIC 
No. GIPE Sector 

1 

2 

3 ,. 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

Sector No. 
No. 

62 

90 

91 

69-77 

110 

169, 
170,171 
200 

200 

233 

280-1 

321 

329 

311 

341-2 

370-2 

511 

512 

10 235 

11 236 

12 2)8-239-

1) 241 

14 

15 

16 

Description 

Printing and Stationery 

Fuel oils 

C.O. Gas etc. 

Chemicals 

Steel 

Telephone charges 

Electricity 

Oxygen and Acetylene 

Consumable stores 

Repairs and maintenance 

Safety equipment 

Transport charges 

liater 

Distributive margins 

Scrap 

Gross value added 

A (:r and II) 

0.00148076 

0.01504300 

0.00064120 

0.00093746 

0.31600654 

0.0017078.5 

0.00655711 

o .0000r)!11 

0.02480056 

0.00156770 

0.00155332 

0.00952824 

0.00017776 

0.07014489 

-.00064262 

0·592716" 9 

Product groups 

B (nI) C(:rv) D(V and v:r) 

0.00024580 0.0049)870 0.0110709) 

0.01729919 0 .0"')1)0~ 0 .16514)2" 

0.00000000 

0.00001612 

0·35513489 

0.00000000 0.000014)9 

0.00003750 0.00002099 

0.)8027491 0.30.5"8279 

0.00022464 0.005)2952 0.01)06811 

0.01617798 0.0)311697 0.00454570 

0.00205)42 

0.00991)61 0.027458)4 

0.00050310 0.16247129 

0.00049411 0.00155532 

0.00596156 0.0)247997 

0.1947)291 

0.00679257 

0.01424530 

0.06296755 

0.00000050 0.00296276 0.00013292 

0.087794.59 0.)0588821 0.)1110065 

-.0200)761 -.00802721 ~.06967285 

0.5246288) 0.42526678 0.01118731 

Total 1.042221)7 1.00041073 1.42806610 1.0)08)251 

Revised Gross value added 0.55049512 0.52421810 .42526678 .01118731 

Revised distributive 
margine 0.07014489 0.08779459 -.12217789 .28026841 

Revised Total 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 



Table 18. Adjustment (~l. InEut structures with commoditl technolo~l aEE1icable to steel, 
Cuels and electricitl and Cirm technolo~l aEE1icable to the rest of the inEut 
coefficients oC all Eroduct ErouEs of die Cor~inEs 

s. 241 ASIC Description Product groups 
No. GnE sector 

Sector No. A (X and U) B (IU) ·C ( IV) D (V and VI) 
No. 

1 62 280-1 Printing and Stationery 0.00148076 0.000928)2 0.00187186 0.00272268 

2 90 )21 Fuel Oi.18 0.01504)00 0.01729919 0.054)1)04 0.16514)24 
) 91 )29 c.o. Gas etc. 0.00019192 0.000014)9 

4 69-77 )11 Chemicals 0.00028909 0.00001612 0.00003750 0.00002099 

5 110 )41-2 Steel 0.)1600654 0·)551)489 0.)8027491 0.)0548279 
6 169, 370-2,) Telephone 

170, 
0.00170785 0.0010)017 0.0021261) 0.00)17190 

171 
7 200 511 Electricity 0.00655711 0.01617798 0.0))11697 0.00454570 
8 200 512 Oxygen and Acetylene 0.0901)485 0.00091744 II) 

Q) 

9 2)) Consumable atorea 0.02480056 0.01665810 0.02754618 0.04574560 0\ 

10 ,2)5 Repaira and Maintenance 0.00767919 0.00889849 0.0195792) 0.00679257 

11 2)6 SaCety equipment 0.001553)2 0.0009020) 0.001555)2 0.00)0791) 

12 2)8-2)9 - Transport charges 0.00952824 0.0081)286 0.01251)69 0.01644251 

1) 241 Water .0.00017776 0.0001736 5 0.000)9779 0.00021973 
14 Diatributive margins 0.1141)475 0.10578930 0.1)272979 0.14156697 

15 Scrap -0.00971792 - .0126641) -.00802721 -.0159)101 

16 - Gross value added 0.477821)0 0.48815074 0.42526678 0.41202140 

Revised Gross Value 0·5104)298 0.48060559 0.)4196480 0.)2098281 

. Revised Total 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 



Table 19. Adjustment (4). Input 8tructures with firm technology applicable to product group 
D for all its in uts and commodit techno10 to the direct in uts and indust 
techno10 to the of rou s ABC of die for 

S. 241 
No. GIPE 

ASIC 
Sector 

-
1 

2 

) 

4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

1) 

14 

15 
16 

Sector No. 
No. 

62 

90 

91 

69-77 

110 

280-1 

)21 

)29 

)11 

)41-2 

169,170, )70-2,) 
171 
200 511 

200 512 

2)) 

2)5 

2)6 

2)8-2)9 -

241 

• 
Description 

Printing and Stationery 

Oils Fuel 

C.O. Gas etc. 

Chemicals 

Steel 

Telephone 

Electricity 

Oxygen and Acetylene 

Coneumab1e stores 

Repairs and maintenance 

Safety equipment 

Transport charges 

Water 

Distributive margins 

Scrap 

Gross value added 

Total 

Product groups 

A(I and II) B (III) C(U) D(V and VI) 

o ~00148076 
0.01504)00 

0~00019192 

0.00028909 

0.)160065'1 

0.00170785 

0.00655711 

0.0001)48') 

0.02480056 

0.00767919 

0.00155))2 

0.00952824 

0.00017776 

o .1141:3475 

-.00971792 

0·5104)298 

1.00000000 

0;000928)2 

0.01729919 

0.00001612 

0·)551)489 

0.0010)017 

0.01617798 

0.00091744 

0.0166,)810 

0.00889849 

0.0009020:3 

0.0081:3286 

0.00017365 

0.105789)0 

-.0126641:3 

0.48060559 

0.00187186 

0.0)761020 

0.0000:3750 

0.):3428)82 

0;0021261:3 

0.01250892 

0.02754618 

0.0195792:3 

0.001555:32 

0.01251:369 

0.000:39779 

0.1:3272979 

0.00272268 

0.051:30100 

0.000014:39 

0.00002099 

0.:32:3588:32 

0.00:317190 

0.00924)82 

0.011574560 

0.00679257 

0.00)0791:3 

0.01644251 

0.00021973 

0.111156697 

-.00802721 -.0159:3101 

0.42526678 0.41202140 

1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000 



by £irm (K and L) on average, product group J (2) ia being 

apecialized by firm J and 'product group N (4) i. being 

apecialized more by firm N aa their diagonal element. are 

t -1 a ronger than o£f diagonal elementa.' In c)X) matrix, aome 

negative o££ diagonal elements are being compensated by posi

tive diagonal eleolents ao that sum of' each column elementa 

ia unity. 

In A14x) matrix, there are 4 negative coefficients, 

excluding that of' scrap for 'product group K ~I) and ()]. 

Theae four inputa are (i) Fuel oils; (ii) alloy ateels, (iii) 

transport charges and (iv) water. For these 4 inputa, zero 

values are given under the input structures of firm (K and L). 

The zero values against theae inputs are partly due to non-

requirement (eepecially in case o£'(i) and (iii» and partly 

due to nonavailability of data (especially in case o£ (iii), 

and (iv») as the £irm is a capUve unit. 'The rest of the 

positive input coefficients of product group K are approximat

ing to tbose o£ firm (X and L). Tbe input structure o£ pro-

duct group J is exactly the same as that o£ firm J. There 

are 2 negative coefficients o£ product group N. These are 

(i) ElectriCity for which tbere is 'positive coefficient in 

the input structures of £irm N, and (ii) Distributive margins 

for whicbthere is zero value in the input structure of firm 

No' These two coefficients' values aeem to be spurious, while 

the steel coefficients seem to be very bigb for product 

group N in comparieon to thoae of firm N. However, the 

input structures of each product group, with their negative 

and positive eoefficients taken together, sum to unity in 
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A matrix. From tnese observations in A matrix, it may be 

inferred that the linear transformation under commodity 

technoligy assumption is not suitable to product grou~N 

and K at least for 80me inputs, wnile it is suitable to product 

group J for all its inputs. 

7.,.6 Input structures of 3 product groups of open 

forgings under industry or firm technology 

assumption 

It is obvious from D,x, matrix "of proportions, tnat 

tne diagonal elements are s"tronger than off diagonal elements. 

In the E matrix, all the' product groups input struc

tures are approximating to , firms input structures respec-

tively, mostly in respect of product group N; secondly, in 

respect of product group K and lastly in respect of product 

group J. In fact, the input coefficients of each product 

group under the two technologies aesumptions are approximat-

ing to those of firms from either of the opposite directions, 

as far as the positive coefficients are concerned. The merits 

of E matrix are tnat (i) all tne coefficients in it except 

those of scrap are positive and (ii) it conaists of some 

positive values of five coefficients for which zero values 

are assigned in the respective cells of B matrix, mostly 

due to non-availability of data. All the input structures 

in E matrix also sum to unity. 

, 
7.,.7 Choice of technologies for product groups 

and inputs of open forgings 

Based on theae relative merits of the two sets of input 

structures of the products, it is preferred to have the input 
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structures of J product groups in E matrix under firm 

technology as there is not much improvement by making adJust

ments on negative coefficients of product group K in A matrix. 

It is as well'trne tbat input structure of product group J 

in A matrix of commoditytecbnology assumption also serves, 

a good purpose. The choice becomes difficult as it is not 

sure whether product groups K and J do really require the 

positive coefficients of the rsspective inputs, for which 

.erovalues are assigned in B matrix. Thus, it is the know

ledge of actual technologies of tbe product groups and tbeir 

requisite inputs that determines tbis choice more appro

priately. 

7.6 Summary and Concluding remarks 

In this study of deriVing tbe input structures of tbe -

product groups in steel forging industry, having tbe problems 

of product multidimensionality, a number of important find

ings are thrown up wbich may be summarised as follows: 

(1) It is found tbat the product group D (big and very big 

die forgings) is particularly more specific to the firm or 

industry technology assumption in respect of tbeir msaningful 

input structures. Hence, the input structure of the product 

group D derived under the linear transformation E = BD are 

taken as they are. 

(2) It is also found tbat 80me direct inputs like steel, 

fuel oils and electricity are more specific to tbe commodity 

tecbnology aseumption, while all other overhead items of 

inter-industry inputs are more specific to firm t-ecbnology 

for· the product groups A (small die forgings of inferior 
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and medium quality), B (amall die £orginga or superior 

quality) and C (small die rorgings or very superior quality). 

() In the oase or open £orginga, both the teohnologies 

assumptions ~re providing approximately similar input struo

tures or) produot groups"so £ar as positive input ooeffi

oients of tbe firms are oonoerned. The proper ohoioe of 

tbe suitable teohnologies' assumptions depends on tbe prior 

knowledge of the requisite inputs or the produot groups and/or 

of firms espeoially with regard to zero and/or negative valued 

coefficiente or tbe firms and/or of produot groups. 

(4) ~hile the United Nations bave evolved a general 

method of getting oommodity x oommodity input output tables 

and industry x industry input output tables witb the help 

or the linear transformations under the teohnologies asaump

tions, for ag!regative seotors of the eoonomy,this study 

stresses the imp1ioations and the limitations or auoh general 

methods in deriving the input struotures of the produot groups 

or steel rorgings industry. It is not always true that we 

oan derive the oommodity x oommodity table and industry x 

industry table with either or tbe teohno10gies or mixed 

assumptions for all their inputs without any distinotion. 

Xt is qui'te likely that some produot groups or oommodities 

are more speoifio to a partioular teohnology £or all tbeir 

inputs, while ror some other oommodities,'a rew inputs are 

more specific to the industry technology. This £inding 

observed in this industry study analysis has not been spelt 

out While suggesting very general methode in tbe previous 

studies. 



(5) Similar or very different findings may be thrown 

up in the other individual industry studies which need to 

be given a proper oonsideration for a priori knowledge be

fore we make use of generalized methods even for aggregative 

sectors of the economy. Such of these industry studies help 

in the refinement of the input structures of the commodities 

and/or indue tries. They take into account their concerned 

technologies and serve as an additional information or part 

of the disaggregative studies. 

(6) This study also examined the input structures of 

the two broad product groups known as small die forgings 

and big die forgings, undsr these two technologies assump

tions. This analysis supports our findings to the extent 

that small die £orgings are more speci£ic to the commodity 

technology assumption, while big die £orgings are more 

specific to the industry technology assumption (See 

Appendix I to this Chapter VII). Similarly, it examined the 

input structures of the three aggregated product groups, 

known as - (1) small die forgings of inferior and medium 

quality, (2) small die forgings of superior and very superior 

quality and (') all big die forgings having an average medium 

quality. The results in this analysis also are similar to 

those o£ four products groups study (see Appendix II to this 

Chapter VII). Thus, all these exercises may serve as an 

additional information supporting the main findings or 

this study. 

(7) The utility o£ this study of arriving at the average 



prices and the input structures ~or the different ranges 

of the product dimensions, as de~ined in the corresponding 

product groups, is quite obvious in financial projections 

or project cost estimates o~ the entrepreneurs. The distinct 

pricee of the products/product groups throw light on the 

standardization and the specialization of the products/product 

groups by the ~irms, when the demands of the users are also 

spscific to particular products/product groups. Mostly 

because of this specialization and the demand of only Railways 

for wheel sets and sleepers, the cost structures of the pro

ducts are distinctly low. Similar is the case with product 

group N. 

The traditional practice of providing the financial 

project cost details for a given tonnage capacity of the 

plant by the prospective entrepreneurs is too aggregative~o 

be of any help in actual practice. Market surveys based on 

this traditional practice are practically of no use in the 

actual manufacturing process as the demand pattern is guided 

by many product dimensions specified by the customers at 

each stage o~ production. Even the capital structures of 

the firms under a given technology are likely to be difforent 

for different ranges of product dimensions. For example, 

an open forging unit does not require a die shop at all, 

whereas a die forging unit needs die shop facilities, veIl 

balanced to the forge shop capacities. Similarly, some 

product groups of die forgings may not require heat treatment 

and other facilities or may require to a lesser degree com-
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pared to other product groups. The proper choice of the 

currsnt and capital expenditures of the entrepreneurs 

ultimately depsnds upon the proper identifi~ation of the 

ranges of the product dimensions or of the corresponding 

product groupe. 

(8) The utility of the input structures of these product 

groups specified for a multidimensional product of a techno

logical process like steel forgings process as a part of 

the commoditywise input output tables, cannot be questioned, 

so far as all other technological processes are also dis

aggregated to arrive at independent input structures of 

their multidimensional product groups. But in practice. 

even the problems of process mix and product mix emanating 

from the aggregated input output tables could not be resolved 

tor all practical reasona of nonavailability of detailsd data 

on the outpute and the corresponding inputs. However, this 

study may provide a similar methodology to resolve the latter 

tvo problems also. In. India, the Annual Survey of Industries 

reported data are usefUl. at best to take into account the 

problems of product mix and process mix on some sectors to 

80me extent, to bring out the moat disaggregative input output 

tables. An illustration of the use ot a disaggregative input 

output table is attempted in Chapter V. For any further 

refinement of multidimensional products' problema of techno

logical processes. the individual indu8try studies are the 

only alternative. 
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APPENDICES TO CHAPTER VII 

Input structures ot more aggregative product groups 

ot die torgings 

Appendix I 

Here, we examine the input structuree of two broad 

product groups, namely (1) 411 small die forgings « and 

(2) All big die Corgings ~ whose average prices and values 

of production matrices are given as set II in this Chapter 

-1 -1 
VII. C(2x2L C(2x2), D(2x2), B(16x2), A(16x2t DC and 

E(16x2)= BD are presented. 

It ie obvious from C(2x2)' 

(in Tables 20 to 28, Appendix B). 

-1 
C(2x2) and D(2x2) matrices that 

8mall die forging8 « (1 to IV) are being specialized more by 

the combined set oC Cirms A, B, C and big forging8 j3 (V and 

VI) by Firm D. 

In A ~!atrix, there are no negative coeCCicients, except 

Cor scrap as desired, under the input structures o~ Product 

group « (I to IV). All the input structures oC Product 

group « (I to IV) are approximating to those oC Cirm (A, B, 

C), which has no zero valued coeCficients. There are six 

negative coeCCicients eXCluding that oC scrap under the pro-

duct groups 13 (V and VI), while there are three zero valued 

coeCCicient. under the input structures oC Firm D. Negative 

gross value added coefficient (-.141357) high distributive 
I 

margins coefficient (.383397) and high negative scrap co

efCicient (-.066216) and the rest of the coeCficients being 

very high estimates for the input structures of product 

group ~ (V and VI) compared to those of Firm D are spurious. 



The input struotures o~ each o~ the product groups" and ~ 

in A matrix sum to unity. From these observations in A 

matrix, one may infer that the linear transformation under 

commodity technology assumption ie suitable only ~or small 

die ~orgings (") but not for big die forgings (~). 

From E matriX, the immediate inference is that the in

put structures of Product group ~ (v and VI) are closely 

approximating to those of Firm D and the input structures 

of the product group" (I to IV) are very high estimates, 

with the exception of low gross value added coeffiCient, 

compared to those of firm (A, B and C). The BUm of input 

structures o~ each of product groups" and ~ is unity. Thus, 

the linear transformation under Firm or. Industry technology 

assumption i. more suitable for Big die forgings (V and VI) 

than for small die forgings (I to IV). After carrying out 

the ~ subsequent adjustments, listed in this Chapter for 4 

product groups case, for improving the input structures of 

product groups in A matrix, it is inferred that the input 

structures of small die forgings" (I to IV) at the fourth 

stage o~ adjustment are improved, while the input structures 

of big die forgings ~ (V and VI) in E matrix under Firm 

technology assumption are required to be retained without any 

adjustment. Theee results serve as an additional information 

whenever the die forgings are distinguished only by their 

piece weight and they also support the main findings of 4 

product groups which distinguish the quality variations in 

small die forgings. 
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-1 
A(16x) = BC , E(16x) - DD matricee have been obtained 

(See Table. 29 to )8, Appendix D). It is obvious £rom C 

and D matrices that Product group a (I and II) i. being 

epecialized more by £irm A, product group b(III and IV) by 

Firm Band C, Product group c (v and VI) by Firm D ae tbeir 

poeitive diagonal elements are stronger than o££ diagonal 

elements. 

In A matrix, there are 4 negative coe££icients excluding 

that o£ scrap £or Product group c (V and VI), wbile there 

are three zero valued inputs under the input structures o£ 

Firm D. The negative coe££icients £or gross value added 

(-.041967), high negative scrap coe££icient (-.0;513) and 

very high distributive margins coe££icients (.328987) of 

product group c (V and VI) in A matrix are spurious, wbile 

all other coe££icients are not at all approximating to 

those o£ Firm D. 

In A metrix, the comments applicable to Product groups 

A (I and II), and B (III) in Set I are also true to the 

Product groups a (I and II) and b (III and IV) in this set 

III respectively. The input structures o£ each product group 

sum to unity. From these observations in A matrix, one may 

in£er that the linear trans£ormation under commodity techno-

logy assumption is not suitable to Product group c (V and 

VI) as it ie suitable, at least for some direct inputs, o£ 

the product groups a (I and II) and b (III and IV). 

In E matrix, all the input structures are positive, 

with the exception of scrap negative coe£Cicients as desired. 
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The input structures of each of product groups sum to unity. 

It is observed in E matrix that the input structures of 

Product groups b (III and IV) and c (V and VI) are approxi

mating to those of firms (B and C) and D respectively. The 

input structures of Product group a (I and II) are higher 

estimates, with the exception of gross value added coeffi

cients being very low, compared to those of Firm A. From 

these observations in E matrix, one inters that the linear 

transformation under firm or industry technology assumption 

is the best suited to product group c (V and VI) and better 

suited to product group b (III and IV) compared to Product 

group a (I and II). Thus, product group b input structures 

in A and E matrices, following both the commodity technology 

and industry technology assumptions, are approximating to 

those of Firm (p and d. It is only at the 1'ourth stage 01' 

the earlier mentioned adjustments, we could improve the input 

structures 01' the , aggregative product groups, tor their 

meaningtulness (nonnegativity) and consistency, supporting 

the main 1'indings of 4 product groups' study. Similar features 

are observed in the next best set IV of , product groups 01' the 

same definitions. The set IV results also support the main 

tindings (See tables '9 to 44, Appendix B). These also serve 

as an additional in1'ormation. whenever die 1'orgings are re

quired to be defined into these three aggregative product 

groups. 



CHAPTER VUX 

SUMMARY AND FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
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(1) The etudy or 'Proceee analysis or eteel rorginge 

induetry with epecial rererence to the problems or continuity 

and product multidimensionality ror sector epecirication in 

the interindustry rramework' is oriented to a two rold problem. 

(i) To etudy the economic reatures or steel rorgings 

industry in India and the structural role or this Jobbing 

type industry in the interindustry system, especially as a 

separate sector in the available input output table or Indian 

economy ror 196,; 

(ii) To resolve the problews or continuity and product 

multidiDiensionality or steel rorgings with the help or data 

on enGineering variables and or statistical Dlethods, and to 

bring out discrete processes or product groups' dissimilar 

input structures, ror analytical uses in the disaggregative 

commodity"i"e input output tables or in the linear program

ming models. 

(2) The economic .features o.f th .. i.ndustry fl,re studied with 

re.ference to the structure, supply, demand pattern and 

development problems o.f the industry. The structure o.f 

.firms according to plant capacity ranges is summarily pre

eented by the modal type Size of the plant capacities. The 

modal type size o.f the plant capacities rose .from ,,4 tons 

in 1963-64, to 396 tons in 1964-65 and to 1551 tons by the 

end o.f December 1966. The production/capacity o.f the industry 

in private sector reached peak levels .from 1960-61 to 1965-66, 

rollowed by a sudden trough during 1966-67 and a slight re-

covery during 1967-68 • The demand pattern is dominated by 
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(i) railways, (ii) motor vehicles, (iii) earth moving 

equipment, (iv) dieeel engines, and (v) all other non-elec~ 

trical machinery. Importe are high and exports of steel 

forgings are negligible. The percentage of indigenous pro

duction to the total available supply, excluding those of 

captive and/or emall scale units, for internal demand rOse 

from 4.78% in ~960 to 36.84~ in 1964. 

(3) The development problems of this industry throw light 

on the necessity of requisite detailed data on· the economic 

variables and on the nature of the products with respect to 

product dimensione of eteel forgings. In this industry, 

price discriminations and other market imperfections are 

prevalent. Ae the nature of the industry demands complete 

specifications of the various product dimeneions by every 

customer at each stage of any single order, it is necessary 

to have a rough knowledge of the distinct prices and dis

similar input structures of product groups with discrete 

ranges of the product dimensions for the interindustry 

analytical usee at the economy level as well ae for financial 

planning at the firm level. The nature of the published 

statietics of the estimates of demand, capacity. production. 

imports and exports are too aggregative to be of any u.e 

either for the prospective entrepreneurs or for the analyti-

cal researchers. They demand a more detailed techno-economic 

data on the nature of the products with respect to product 

dimen.ions and to users of steel forgings in India. All 

other development problems also stress this lacuna. 



(4) All tbese broad and general sconomic features of tbe 

industry are required to be studied in tbe ligbt ofa detailed 

investigation of tbe processes, products and materials ef 

tbis industry. In the field investigation, it is observed 

that a vide range of products and materials are possible for 

production to meet the requirements of customers. The flexi

bility in the use of available equipments of tbe firms enables 

to meet the continuous change in tbe specifications of product

dimenSions, wbicb identify the numerous products. Thie is 

tbe problem of continuity for dieorete sector specification 

in the inter indue try framework. Secondly, the variations in 

tbe physical value. of tbe multiple produot-dimensions are 

likely to affect tbe input structures of the firms and of the 

industry. Tbis i. the problem of product multidimensionality 

for stable .ector specification in tbs inter indue try frame 

work. 

(,) To study these problems, initially, the firms in the 

ibduetry are broadly classified as (i) Die forging firms, (ii) 

open torging firms and (iii) repairs and maintenance. type 

forge units, vhich may be open or die forging units, but 

most of them are open forging units. Thie distinction of the 

firms is based on tbe nature of the products, processes and 

materials, vhicb are likely to provide die tinct product 

dimensions ranges. 

(6) Next, the refined input and.capital structures of the 

open and die forging firms are evalUated as technological 

parameters of the economic production functions of tbe units. 
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In tbis connection, a discussion is attempted on 

(i) tbe different analytical approacbes (traditional 

and modern) to explain tbe production theories or the units, 

(ii) tbe nature, uses and limitations or Leontiet input 

output analysis, as an instantaneous production function 

approach, to a firm or an industry, 

(iii) conceptual and empirical problems in tbe evalua

tion of the input and capital structures ot firms and pro

cesses in this industry in particular and in the preparation 

ot input output ·tabl.s ot an economy in general, 

(iv) Analysis or the input and capital structures ot the 

firms. The adjustments carried out, for sub-contracting Jobs, 

on the input structures of the firms and the role ot sub-

contracting Jobs for sector specification, signify the 

importance of the industry studies in refining the structural 

coefficients of the economy. 

(7) 
I 

While the similarity of some inputs coefficients be-

tween firms and over years is partly due to the levels ot 

aggregation and evaluation methods adopted, the discrepancies 

in the nature ot inputs distinctly ditferent trom others are 

mainly due to the nature ot products at the individual firo,s. 

This reature is very much observed regarding steel inputs, 

because hundreds of steel grade specifications are being used 

in the industry and some firms specialize in 80me products 

requiring particular sets ot specifications ot steel. Thus, 

the availability ot materials and processes gets reflected 

in the nature ot produots ot the tirms. Because ot the dis-
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tinct nature of the product. and their influence on the 

input .tructurea, sleepers are dietinguiahed from wheel sets, ' 

these two are distinguished from all remaining die forginge 

and the latter are distinguished from open forginge. Within 

each of the latter two, the probleme of product multidimen

sionality still peraist. These are the analytical resulte 

of the derived input and capital .tructures of the production 

units in thia induetry. 

(8) Given the input etructures of the firme in steel forg

ings industry and the aggregative nature of the available 

input output tables in India, it is intended to examine the 

direct and indirect repercu •• ione of incorporating this 

Jobbing type steel forgings industry, as an approximate die

crete .ector, dietinguiahed from combined sectora, in the 

available di.aggregative input output table or Indian economy 

at purchaeers prices or 196). steel rorginge as intermediate 

product. place mainly intermediate demand within the inter 

induetry etructure and the growth of thie intermediate demand 

reets with the growth or using industriee' products and the 

latter's unit output requirement. or steel rorginga. Thus, 

(i) Railways, (ii) Motor vehiclee, (iii) Diesel engine a and 

(iv) all other non-electrical machinery industriee take the 

major ehares or the intermediate demand oC eteel rorgings. 

The row input coeCficients of 'steel forginge' eector and 

of 'Iron and eteel caetinge and Corgings' sector are die

similar in reepeot of their major us ere for the years 196) 

and 1964. Thia stre.ees the need ror distingulehing the 



'steel forgings' as a separate sector, when the usere re-

quirements and their 

of a combined eector 

growth rates are dissimilar from thoee 
and 

'Iron and Steel caetingslforginge'. 

(9) The oolumn vectors of-(i) '66 - Steel forgings' sector 

in A (66 x 66), (ii) '45 - residual of Iron and et.el exclu

sive of basic Iron and Steel and Steel forgings' seotor in 

A (66 x 66), and (iii) '111 - Iron and Steel oastinge and 

forgings' Sector in A (241 x 241) are constructed and pre

sented for oomparison of their input coefficiente. The 

column vectore of the latter two oombined eectors are die-

similar from those of steel forginge eector, in respect of 

major inputs like the (i) forging quality eteel, (ii) Cuel 

oile, coke oven gae and other fuele, (iii) electric light 

and power inpute of steel forgings sector. The need for 

eeparate 'Steel forginge' sector in the input output tablee 

of Indian economy ie thue etreeeed because of ite distinct 

column and row vectore from thoee of combined sectors. 

(10) Incorporating the '66 - Steel forginge' as a separate 

ssctor in the (66 x 66) sectors input output table of Indian 

economy at purchasers pricee of 196" the following resulte 

are obtained : The estimated captive and/or small ecale units' 

production of eteel forginge in India are significantly high 

(65.46% of the total intermediate demand of steel forgings) 

compared to large scale units production and/or to imports 

(exporte are negligible) of steel forgings in India at 196, 

producere prices. The estimate of captive and/or small 

scale units' production is of the order of Re. 8,7',99,458 
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which is not accounted ~or in any o~ the o~~icial and un

o~~icial reports. 

(11) The rirst stage indirect requirenlents or steel ~orgings, 

given in 66th row of A matrix, out of the total indirect 

requirements, given in the 66th row of [A2 +A' + ••• J are 

o~ very high proportion (86.97~), mostly because they are 

intermediate products with a very high intermediate demand. 

The relative advantages of disaggregation of a combined 

'45 - Iron and steel other than basic' into (i) '66 - Steel 

forgings' and (ii) '45- residual or Iron and steel exclusive 

or basic iron and steel and steel rorgings' are also examined 

in respedt of their total direct and indirect requirements. 

(12) The second problem posed in paras (1) and (4) of this 

Chapter VIII, of product multidimensionality and or conti-

nuous change in product dimenSions, especially in respect or 

a Jobbing type industry like steel rorgings, is taken up, 

here, to speci~y the discrete and distinct product groups in 

the industry. Such a discrete product groups specification i. 

essential ~or many economic studies, especially in respect 

o~ interindustry analysis, as the illimitable products violate 

the discrete nature o~ a process. In the above study of the 

first problem, described in paras 5 to 11 of this Chapter 

VIII,the implicit assumption is that the technological 

forging process, described as a sector in the input output 

table, is an approximate discrete sector for the purpose of 

analysis. This implicit assumption is not required, if the 

product groups specified in the following study, have discrete 

processes with dissimilar input structures. Incidentally, 



they may serve as the activities oC linear programming 

models and as sectors in the disaggregative comnlodi tywise 

input output tables. Their relevance to the project cost 

estimates oC the Corge units are also examined. 

(1) speciCication oC the distinct product groups in this 

industry is made with respect to the homogeneity oC the two 

very important engineering variables or characteristics or 

product dimensions. To arrive at the discrete and distinct 

product groups, the prinCipal components analysis and scatter 

diagrams are adopted in this study. Six product groups (I to 

VI) oC die Corgings and Cour product groups (I to IV) of opeo 

forgings are formed with distinct and discrete ranges and 

means or the product dimensions. Statistical tests oC sig-

niCicance Cor the homogeneity oC means and or variances of 

the product groups are carried out. 

(14) Average prices or a set of 4 (A to D) aggregated product 

groups (I to VI9 or die forgings and oC a set of ) (li, J, N) 

aggregated product groups [(1) to (4») oC open Corginss are 

-1 
derived by the method oC linear transCormations, P = VT , 

where P is price vector oC product groups, V is value of pro-

duction vector of fi~and T is tonnage distribution matrix 

or firmlover product groups. The prices of wheel sets and 

sleepers-are given in 'Statistics for Iron and Steel' pub

lished by the Hindustan Steel Limited, Ranchi. Thus, the 

average prices per ton of the products during 1966-67, pre

sented in the Table I, are distinctly diCCerent from each 

other. Similarly, average prices of (i) all small die forgings 
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and (ii) all big die forgings as one set and of (i) small 

die forgings of inferior and medium quality, (ii) small die 

forgings of superior and very superior quality and (iii) 

Big and very big die forgings of medium quality as another 

set are also distinct (Not presented here). 

Table I. Average prices of the product groups in steel 

forgings industry 

S.No. 

1 

2 

Product groups Descripti~J1 Average price 
in Rs.per M.Ton 

Die forgings 

A (I and II) Small die for&ings of in-
ferior and medium quality )537.13 

B (III) Small die forgings of superior 
quali ty5048. 94 

. C (IV) Small die forgings of very superior 
quality 9304.22 

4 D (V and VI) Dig and very big die forgings 
of medium quality 20531.35 , 

6 

7 

8 

9 

liheel sets 

Sleepers 

Open forgincs 

K (I and UI) Small and big open forgings 
of medium quality 

J (II) Small open forgings of superior 
quality 

N (IV) Very big open forgings of medium ! 

quality 

(Mostly repairs and maintenance type 
I 

paris) 

1792·5° 
8,0.00 

5932.23 

6,82·72 

11117.94 

The distinct prices of the products/product groups throw 

light on the standardization and specializat~n of the pro
I 
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ducts/product ~roups by the £irms, when the demands ot th. 

users are also specitio to particular products/produot 

groups. Mostly because ot this specialization and the demand 

of only Railways tor wheel sets and sleepers, the cost 

structureeot the products are distinctly low. Similar is 

the case with product group N. The qualitative and quanti-

tative features ot the steel forgings are represented in the 

distinct prices ot the product groups specitied in Table I. 

(15) To derive the diesimilar input structures ot the pro

duct groups A, B, C, D, K. J and N (input structures ot whesl 

sets and sleepers are given by the respective production 

units). the United Nation's (U.N.) general methods ot linear 

transtormations are adopted in the analysis. Two distinct 

assumptions and mixed assumptions ot the two, specitied 

below, are made and correspondingly linear transtormations 

describing the technology matrices are derived by them. The 

assumptions are : 

(i) oommodity tecbnology assumption is that each com

modity will bave its own input structure irrespective ot the 

industry in which it is produced; 

(ii) industry teChnology assumption is that every in

dustry will have its own input structure irrespective ot its 
~ 

productmix. These assumptions are correspondingly redetined 

as to (i) product group technology assumption and (ii) tirm 

technology aesumption and their respective linear transforma

tions, for tbe purpose ot the problem setting, in this industry 

study. The need for commoditywise input output tables is often 
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streeeed with respect to the stability of inter industry 

structures, of final demands, of the commodities and of the 

price structures of the commodities in comparison to tnose 

of industriee or industry group. a. sectors •. 

(16) ·"'hile the United Nation. have evolved general methods 

of preparing commodity x commodity and industry x industry. 

input output tables from the available commodity x industries 

data tables, with the help·oC the linear·transCormations un der 

either of' the two or mixed technologies assumptions, f'or aggre

gative sectors of the economy, this industry study, while 

bringing out the product groupwise input structures, stresses 

the implications and limitations of such general methods. 

Xt i. not always true that we can derive the feaSible 

(commodity x commodity and industry x industry) input struc

tures of' each sector, with either of the technology assump

tions, without any distinction between the different inputs 

of' each sector. This difficulty arises because of the 

restrictiVe condition of square matrix and the inverse matrix 

elements of' the linear trans1'ormation under commodity techno

logy assumption and because of the coni'ormability conditions 

of' the product matrices of' the linear transformations. As 

euch it implies the precautions : (i) the number of commodities 

is equal to the number of' industries, (ii) the derived input 

coe1'ficients are non-negative and are not spurious. Findings 

01' this industry study, especially the different technologies 

assumptions for di1'ferent inputs of' the sectors, are not spelt 

out by U.N., while suggesting the very general methods. 
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(17) The product group D (big and very big die f"orgings) 

is particularly more speci£ic to the f"irm technology assump

tion in respect of" all inputs. In the case of" other product 

groups of" die f"orgings, some direct inputs like steel, f"uels 

and electricity are more specif"ic cODlDlod:l.ty technology, "hile 

all other overhead items of" in~uts are more specif"ic to f"irm 

technology f"or the product groups A (Small die f"orgings.of" 

inf"erior and medium quality), B (small die f"orginge of" 

euperior quality) and C (swall die ~orgings of" very superior 

quality). In tho case of" o~en f"orgings, both the technologies 

assumptions are being £ollowed by J product groups correspond

ing to all positive coe£~icient9 of" the £ir~9 •. The proper 

choice of" the suitable technologies assumptions depends on 

the prior knowledge of" the requisite inputs of" ths product 

groups and/or of" f"irms, especially with regard to zero and/or 

negative input coe£f"icients and gross value added coe£f"icients 

of" the f"irms and/or of" product groups. 

(18) It is also seen that all swall die f"orgings are more 

specific to commodity technolo6Y and all big die :forgings are 

more speci£ic to the f"irm technology assumption. Similar 

results are obtained on the J product groups (see para 14) 

of die forgings analysis. Very di£f"erent findings may be 

thro~n up in the other individual industry studies. Such 

:findinge o:f the individual industry studies are to be taken 

into consideration, be:fore one make. use o:f generalized methods 

even :for aggrogative sectors of" the economy. Such o:f these 

industry studies help in the refinement of tha input structures 

oC the comDlodi ties and/or o:f the industries, taking into 
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account their concerned technologies. They serve as part o£ 

the disaggregative studies, so Ear as all other technological 

processes are also dis aggregated to arrive at the independent 

input structures o£ their multidimensional product groups. 

Any analytical use oC sucp oC the most disaggregative tables 

requires that the Cinal bill oC goods demand also need> to be 

distinguished by the same ranges o£ the product groups oC the 

multidimensional products. But in practice, even the problems 

oC productmix and process mix emanating £rom the aggregated 

input output tables could not be resolved Cor all practical 

reasons oC nonavailability oC detailed data on outputs and 

corresponding inputs. 

(19) The utility oC this study o£ arriving at the average 

prices and the input structures oC the product groups oC multi

dimensional products is quite obvious in Cinancial projections 

every year or project cost estimates oC the prospective entre

preneurs. The traditional practice oC providing the project 

cost details Cor a given tonnage capacity oC the plant is 

too aggregative to be oC any use, as the demand pattern is 

guided by Hlany product dimensions speci£ied by customers at 

each stage oC production. Even the capital structures o£ the 

Cirms under a given technology are likely to be di££erent 

Cor diCCerent ranges o£ product dimensions. The proper 

choice oC the current and capital expenditures o£ the entre

preneurs ultimately depends upon the proper identiCication 

oC the ranges or the product dimensions or or their product 

groups. 
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(20) The two-fold problem of this study is thus oriented 

to provide a methodology for similar Jobbing type industries 

studies, with their problems of continuity and multidimen

sionality for ssctor specification in the interindustry 

framework. The available Annual Survey of Industriss' reported 

data which are the main sourcs to bring out the most disaggre-

gative input output tables may at best take into account the 
.. -

problems of productmix and processmix to some sxtent at least 

on some sectors for the stability of the interindustry atruc-

turss. For any further refinement of the multidimensional 

products' problems on stability of interindustry structures, 

resort to the individual industry studies is the only 

alternative. 
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Table A..~ I Input Struotures of Die Forging Firma at Producers Prices of yeara 196.)..61. to 1967, atter making all Requisite Refinements. 

S.No. Nature of Input 241- ASIC Firm A (1967 Finn B (1966- Firm D (1966- t'irm E (1966- Firm F (1966- Fina G (1907 Fina G (1966 Firm 4 (1966 Firm C (1965-G.I.P.E. No. Dec. ending) 67 Ending,: 67 June ending) 67 }laroh 67 ending Dec. ending) Deo. ending) Dec. ending) 66 Jul7 ending) Sector No. March) ending) March) 
• • • • • • • • • • • 

1. Printing & Station~ 62 280-1 0.00016;3 0.002~88 0.001876 0.001097 0.000980 
2.h) Light Diesel OU 90 321 0.000428 0.007129 0.007737 
2.(b) High speed Diesel oil 90 321 0.000122 
2.(c) Furnacs OU 90 321 0.019290 0.015306 0.043557 0.015290 0.020054 
2.(d) Lubricants 90 321 0.0014l8 0.003547 0.002038 0.001785 0.001744 
2.(j) Kotor Car running expenses 90 321 0.000124 0.004463 0.002546 0.002381 0.001690 
2. Co lOlAL eus ?~ ~~ O.O~O 0.0168~ 0.0~2111 O.Oll7!~ O.01l20~ O'OM~O O,02~~e 
;:~i~ C 0 k e oven gas ~l 

0.0 2 
0.0LC234 0.004721 0.0 6 

3.(c) Blast Furnace gas 91 329 0.001893 0.000708 
3.(d) Crude Tar 91 329 
3. TOTAL Coke Products 91 329 0.000622 0.014121 0.00~422 0.000606 
4. Regractories 93 331-2 0.002064 . 0.000090 
5. Chemicals-auxUiary 69 to 77 3ll 0.00lD89 0.001158 0.001083 0.0::0703 0.0J0074 
6.(a) Carb"n Steel Imported 110 341-2 0.061658 
6. (b) • " Indigenous 110 341-2 0.112601 0.261279 
6. TOTAL Carbon Steel llO 341-2 ...Q.J.14319 -9. 261212 
7.(a) Alloy ~seel Imported 110 341-2 0.045591 0.060290 
7.(b) • n Indigenous 110 341-2 0.039598 
7. TOTAL Alloy Steel 110 341-2 0.08~182 0.060220 
8.(a) Die Block Steel lI!lported llO 341-2 0.052226 
8.(b) Die Tool n " 110 341-2 0.012040 
B. TOTAL Die Steel 110 341-2 0.06~66 0.022246 
9. TOTAL Steel 110 341-2 0.~1.4916 0.~47310 0.~2~71!t 0.,26622!t O.~24261 0.~16121 O.~!t!t~l~ 

10. Postage. Telephone charges 169,110.171 370-2& 
370-3 0.000140 0.003248 0.001501 0.001316 0.001034 

11 ElectriCity 200 5ll 0.008290 0.014254 0.009309 0.014291 0.001852 0.005122 0.006158 0.004764 0.015624 
12. Oxygen & Acetylene 200 512 0.001643 0.000919 0.000178 0.000563 0.OJ0658 
13. Coroumab1e Stores and 

Packing Materials 233 0.001723 0.007645 0.046807 0.022423 0.00m7 0.014296 0.0174U3 0.001289 0.008796 
14. Rep&irs & Haintsnancs 235 0.001.4:37 0.000716 O.OOb12o 0.030358 0.013748 0.005629 J.005482 0.0010:15 J.031891 
15. Uniform Safety Equipment 236 0.000352 0.003153 
16. Tranllport 238 & 239 0.004578 0.016837 0.007137 0.0->0168 0.-006379 0.013597 0.008305 
17. Water 241 0.000225 0.003724 0.000150 0.000375 0.000439 0.000560 
18. Distributive Margins 240 0.076024 0.084265 0.143194 0.069735 0.090361. 0.122543 
19. Sczrap -0.001694 -0.016159 -0.010273 -0.ll3405 -0.003909 -0.004690 -0.004690 -0.001659 
20. Ingots & blooms 109 341-1 0.4~lt:1~ 0.!t27226 
21. GrOBS valus added 0.578243 0.538245 0.407895 0.494383 0.412870 0.589484 J.550508 0.661261 0.442178 

TOT A L 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.OJOJOO 1.000000 1.0;})OOJ 1.000(}JO 
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Table A.! : Input Structures of Die Forging Firms at Producers Prices of years 1960-61 to 1967, attar making all Re'iuisite Refinements. 
• 

24l- ASIC Firm E Firm F Firm G (1965 Firm C (1965 Firm Y (1965- Firm Y (1964- Firm X (1964- Firm E (1964- Firm F (1964-
S.No. Nature of input G.I.P.E. llo. (1965-66 Maroh (1965-66 March December ending) July ending) 66 March encUng) 65 March 65 June ending) 65 March 65 Merch ending) 

Sector No. ending) ending) ending) ending) 
• • • • • • • • 

20 Ingot s 8< Blooms 109 :3U-l Os!l62~~ 0.!i:200!i~ 0.!t!t!t262 0.!t:21:z66 
1. Printing 8< Stationery 62 280-1 0.001012 0.00ll91 0.017679 0.026419 
2.(a) Light Diesel oil 90 321 
2.(b) High speed diesel Oil 90 :321 
2.(0) Furnace Oil 90 :321 0.008238 0.021153 
2.(d) Lubricants 90 :321 0.004028 0.001744 0.026195 0.010610 
2.(e) Motor ca r running 

expenaes 90 :321 0.005059 0.003191 
2. TOTAL Oils 90 :321 0.01'7325 0.020088 0.02612~ 0.010bl0 0.1~087~ 

:3.(a) Co k e 91 32'1 
:3. (b) Coke oven gas 91 :329 0.008706 0.003400 0.008031 0.002887 
3.(c) Blast Furnace Gas 91 329 0.001471 0.000570 0.001349 0.000485 
:3. (d) Crude tar 91 329 
:3. TOTAL Coke Products 91 :329 0.010177 0.00~n6 0.002~SO O,OO:2:rG 

4. Refractories 93 3:31-2 0.002509 0.000158 0.001595 0.0'J0532 
5. Chemicals Auxiliaries 69 to 77 3ll 0.001605 0.000219 
6.(a) Carbon Steel Imported llO :3U-2 
6.(b) A Indigenous 110 3U-2 
6. TOTAL Carbon Steel 110 341-2 
7.(s) Alloy steel imported 110 341-2 
7.(b) II • indigenouB llO 341-2 
7. TOTAL Alloy Steel 110 3U-2 
8.(a) Die Block Steel 

Imported 110 ~41-2 
8.(b) . n Tool Steel 

Imported llO 3U-2 
8. TOTAL Die steel 110 3U-2 
9. TOTAL Steel 110 :341-2 0.278210 0.4306U 0.4~7666 0.~212Z 0'21~22° 

10. fostage,Telephone 169,170, :370-2 8< 
ch'-,rges 171 :370-:3 0.000256 0.002081 0.017679 0.026420 

11. Electricity 200 511 0.Oll605 0.001525 0.v05788 0.018770 0.039521 0.058195 0.130874 0.011799 0.001753 

12. Oxygen Acetylene 200 512 0.00089:3 0.000192 0.000669 0.000771 0,000157 

13. Consumable StoreB 8< 
Packing Materials 233 0.022246 0.000633 0.024529 0.010563 0.013816 0.008568 0.018152 0.014779 0.001420 

14. Repairs &. maintenance 2:35 0,011362 0,009717 0.006745 0.OJ~3635 0.036129 0.025.545 0.049886 0.020793 0.005787 

15. Uniform Safety 
E<.J.uipment 236 0.004614 16. Transport 238 &. 239 0.004893 0.000057 0.008095 0.010134 0.000045 

17. Water 2U 0.003027 0.000981 0.00;:698 0.000013 0.004498 0.000129 

18. Distributive Margins 240 0.082399 0.101902 0.006247 0.022091 0.077980 0.074097 

19. Scrap -0.093076 -0.000823 -0.008432 -.0.114622 -0.004750 

21 GroBS value added 0.408530 0.451639 0.56l44C 0.456633 0.405068 0.422046 0.332732 0.52U51 0.485092 

Total of Input Coefficiente 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 
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Table A.it : Input Structures of Die Forging Firms at Producers i'rices of years 1960-61 to 1967 atter making all Ae'J.uisite Retinemenh. 

S.No. Nature of Input 24l G.l. ActIC F1rul C (1963-64 Fim E (1963-64 Firm F (1963- Firm 1 (1962- Fil'lll F (1961:362 Firm F (1960-/;,1 
P.E. Na. ending .¥.arch) ~arch encling) 64 March en<11n&)63 ending lolarch) March ending) Kq rch ending) 
Sector "0 • 

• • • • • • • •• • 

1. Printing and Stationery 6~ 2"~1 0.0011082 
2.(a) Light \)iesel uU 90 321 
2.(b) l1igb spoed Diesel OU 90 321 
2.(c) Furnace (.IU 90 321 0.029874 
2.(d) Lubricants 90 321 0.001744 
2.(e) Motor ear running expen~ee 90 J21 0.002723 
2. TOTAL oUs 90 321 0.034l!tL 
3.(a) Co k e 91 329 
3.(b) RCoke vven gas 91 329 0.010233 0.005466 0.007506 0.005275 0.0016(.5 
3.~C} Blast Furnace Gas 91 329 0.001429 0.000766 0.001J27 0.002644 0.032019 
3. d) Crude Tar 91 329 
3. TOTAL Coke Freducts 91 329 Q.01l6/;2 0.0,)62~2 0.00882:2 ::2.007212 010~26~ 
4. Refractories 93 331-2 0.002147 O.O')OWT 0.0:x>861 0.000279 
5. Chemicals - Auxiliaries 69 to 77 311 0.0,»212 
6.(a) Carbon steel - Imported 110 341-2 
6.(b) n n L-,digeoue 110 3101-2 
6.;W TOTAL Carbon Steel 110 341-2 
7.(8) Alloy Steel Imported 110 341-2 
7.(b) • " Indigenous 110 3101-2 
7. TOTAL Alloy Steel 110 341-2 
8.(a) Die iilock Steel Imported 110 341-2 
8.(b) • Tool " n 110 3101-2 
8. TOTAL Die Steel 110 341-2 
9. '1'01.'\1. Steel 110 341-2 °1~4°!221 
10- Postage, Telephone chargee 169,170 370-2 &: 0.0:)0079 
11. ElectriCity •• 171 370-3 '. •••••••••••• 200 511 0.030213 0.013387 0.002273 0.003483 0.003524 0.015659 
12. Oxygen & Acetylehe 200 512 0.OJ)577 0.:JOJl6b 0.O.1030n 0.00Jll; 
13. Consumable Storee and 

P&cking Materials 233 . 0.019697 0.013544 0.00l349 0.0019?3 0.004267 0.009389 
14. Repairs and Maintenance 235 0.026873 0.026637 0.00b160 0.007504 0.005107 0.028242 
15., ! Uniform Safety iquipment 236 

0.000120 0.OJOO63 0.002936 Free or Open F~~ 16. Transport 238 " 239 - o,021lBS 0.005J39 0.001080 ~; 
17. water 241 0.000384 0.006750 0.0)0311 0.OJ0271 0.0J0422 0.001947 'irms'input. struc.tures are 
lS.Dist.ributive Margins 240 0.068£07 0.069231 0.06Q085 0.09l96O the ssme 88 gil-en in Table 1 
19. Scrap -0.1922W -O.OOoJ6i3 -o.010b51 -0.024598 -0.035094 or Chllpter IV witl1 no further 
20 Ingots " Bloolll!! 109 3U-l 0.507830 0.42W;5 0.5853101 0.623072 0.836235 detaUs 
21. Gross value sdlifld 0.624000 0.5)5880 0.493584 0.33490.:> 0.28780tl 0.057002 

TOT A L 1.0J0CiOO 1.000·XlO 1.OOO)()J 1.000000 1.OJOOOO 1.000000 



Table A.,. Fixed capital coerrioients or die ror«in, rirms other than tbose given in Table 2. 

Nature of Fixed Capital Firm G(1965-1966) Firm! (1965-66) Firm X (190.-1965) 

1. Plant and Machinery 0.0;061"9 0·793667 0.669741 
2. Electrical installation 0.0)0190 0.0660.6 0.0"3275 

3. Transport equipment 0.010562 <a) 0.010562 0.010562 

It. Engineering in.trument. 0.005336 0.005)36· 0.0013)6 (b) ,. Building. 0.0757"0 0.186737 0.096681 

6. Factory equipment 0.0188"2 0.018842 0.0188"2 (0) 

7· Land 0.020199 0.04)5'*0 0.020186 

8. Ortiee equipment 0.0115874 0.008827 0.008827 (d) 

9· Furniture and tittings 0.013,,18 0.008704 0.001,855 w 
10. Motor car. and Commercial ", ..-

vebic1es - 0.0)62)6 o .OJ1753 

11. Railway Road sliding - 0.001,75% 

12. Otber tixed assets - 0.016912 -
Total 0.686)10 1.196009 0.91',812 

Note 

The Fixsd capital coerticients of' open Forging Firma are not available. 

<a> Tbis coerrieient ot I"irm G is assumed to be tbe sallie tor othsr tirllls Y and X also. 

(b) Tbis coetrieient ot Fir .. X .la assullled to be tbe aame tor other f'irms G and Y a1ao. 

(c) Tbie eoetrieieat ot Firm X .ls asau .. ed to be tbe sallie tor other f'irms G and Y a1_0. 

(d) Thl_ eoetfielent ot Firm X ~s assumad to be the sa .. e for Fir .. Y also. 



Table A.6. Inventories o~ working capital coe~~icients o~ steel forging ~irms during 196$-1967 

Nature o~ Inventories Die ~orging ~irms' 

Firm D (1966-1967 June snding) 
Imported Indigenous Total 

1.1 Fus1s 

(a) Furnace oil 

(b) Light diesel oil 

(c) High speed diesel 
oil 

1.2 Lubricants 

1.3 Power 

1.4 Water 

Total fuels etc. 

II Materials - basic 

-

(a) Carbon steel 0.053269 

(b) Alloy steel 0.223267 

(c) Die block ateel 0.0596)2 

(d) Die and Tool steel 0.045723 

II Total Material eteel 0.,81891 

III Semi-finished goods 
and in process 

(a> Forge shop 

(b) Heat Treatment shop -

(c) Die shop 0.086862 

III Total semi-finished 
goods in process 0.086862 

IV Products and by products -

(a) Finished forgings 

Total 

0.002421 

0.000619 

0.000056 

0.003604 

-
0.006700 

0.121685 

0.121685 

0.082)24 

0.116279 

0.0592)8 

0.0616 59 

0.002421 

0.000619 

0.000056 

0.003604 

0.006700 

0.174954 

0.223267 

0.0596)2 

0.045723 

o. ,0'576 

0.082)24 

0.116279 

0.146100 

0.,4470' 

0.061659 

Firm G 
(1967) 

Firm G 
(1966) 

0.004690 0.004167 

0.00131) 0.001535 

0.001876 0.002193 

0.000563 0.000658 

0.0084112 0.0080;$3 

0.066604 

0.018762 0.01096, 

0.028143 0.01096$ 

0.121951 0.10'948 

Firm G 
( 1965) 

0.005059 

0.001012 

0.001686 

0.000675 

0.0084'2 

0.129848 

0.0,8786 

0.025295 

0.202,61 

Open Forging Firma 

Firm J Firm N 
(1966-67) (1966-67) 

-

0.00:3797 

0.007810 

0.,12)80 

0.000337 

0.107432 

0.4279$9 

-

0.047010 0.039121 

0.6;3$073 



Table A.6 (a). 7nventories o~ Work.ing capital co.~ficients o~ Firm E 

196)-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 

1. 1iheel ingots ( teas) 0.006940· 0.015085 0.002162 0.010662 

2. Axle Blooms Ecton. ) 0.000848 0.001897 0.010256 0.010142 

). Wheel sets ~fe. ) 0.021000 0.057809 0.0)4))1 0.066 58) 

4. others 0.494412 0.205)69 0.148761 0.178111 

Total 0·52)200 0.280160 0.195510 0.265498 

Table A.6 (b). 7nventories 
w 

of Workin!!: caeital coe~ficients o~ Firm F ;,J 

0\ 

1961-62 1962-6) 196)-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 

1. Sleeper bare 0.055829 0.008581 0.07519 0.025825 0.027102 0.029989 

2. Sleepers 0.121666 0.185510 0.010648 0.01937 5 0.101473. 0.1)5816 

0.177495 0.194091 0.018167 0.045200 0.128575 0.165805 



J'!7 

Table A.7. Pereonne1 coe£ficients per ruppe worth 

output o£ a eteel die £orging unit 

1. Managerial 0.044617 

2. Supervisory and Technical 0.010261 

,. Supervisory and Non-technical 0.002365 

4. Trainee Engineere 0.001831 

5· Job Traineee 0.002410 

6. Foreign" Technicians 0.0'9858 

,. Labour 0.05062, 

8. Clerical 0.01452, 

Total 0.112554 
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Table A.8ea). Input structures or the intermediate technological processes of Firm E (wheel sets unit) during 1963-@I 

Nature of Inputs 

1. Ingots 

2. Blocks 

3. Forged wheel 

4. Blooms 

5. Forged AXle 

6. Machined wheel 

7. Machine.AX1e 

8. Wheel sets (6 and 7) 

9. ~ages and Salaries 

10. Productive supplies 

11. (a) Raw water 

(b) Processed water 

(c) Electricity 

(d) Coke oven gas 

(e) Blast furnace gas 

ef) Int. Rail transport 

(g) Int. Road transport 

(h) Refractories 

(i) Oxygen 

11. Total services 

12. Repairs and maintenance 

13. OVerheads 

14. Jp~~j\. &QII t~otf"educt1on 
(1 to 14) 

15. Scrap and Scale 

16. Value in Rso ~t~l cost 
of production 

17. Tonnage production 

241 
GIPE 
Sec. 
No. 

109 

109 

111 

109 

111 

111 

111 

111 

233 
241 

241 

200 

91 

91 

238 

239 

93 

200 

235 

-

ASIC 
No. 

3U-1 

341-1 

341-3 

341-1 

341-3 

341-3 

341-3 

341-3 

511 

329 

'29 

,,1-2 

512 

-

Process I 
Ingot 
breaking 

Process II Process III 
Heating, Wheel 
PreSSing maChining 
ror wheels 

0.011506 0.053936 

0.004230 0.007739 
o .001~ J81 

0.002638 

0.000097 0.011291 

0.017492 

0.002438 

0.005023 

0.002231 

o. 0.004176 

0.000831 

0.000097 

0.081850 

0·938867 

0.030977 

0.009514 

0.000976 

0.001217 

0.006795 

0.008988 

0.003728 0.049784 0.011614 

1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 

12058919 

)2118 

13713985 

27124 

14858689 

18970 

Process IV 
Cutting, 
Heating 
Forsing 
Axle Bloom 

0.049422 

0.022037 

0.00'91J 

0.002707 

0.026062 

0.014083 

0.001979 

0.006734 

0.002991 

0.005599 

0.001113 

0.067181 

0.095252 

0.055092 

1.000000 

-.120416 

6683099 

15569 

Process V 
AXle 
Machining 

0.868048 

0.0762 57 

0.012205 

0.001);6 

0.002976 

0.013803 

0.01833' 

0.025155 

1.000000 

-.20940) 

6077320 

9846 

Process VI 
Assembly of' 
wheel sets 

0·731296 

0.237005 

0·968301 

0.012552 

0.010099 

0.000368 

0.002637 

0.00300, 

0.006043 

1.000000 

17126661 

24953 



Table A.8(b). Input structures of the intermediate tecbno1ogica1 processes of' Firm E (wbee1 sets unit) during 1964-65 

Nature of Input 241 ASIC 
GIPE No. 
Sector 

Process I 
Ingot 
breaking 

1. Ingots 

2. Blocks 

). Forged wbee1 

". Blooms 
S. Forged ~le 

6. Macbined wbee1 

7. Machined axle 

8. Wheel set (6 + 7) 

9. Productive supplies 

10. Wages and Salaries 

No. 

109 

109 

111 

109 

111 

111 

111 

111 

2)) 

11. Service. (a) Raw water 241 

(b) Processsd water 241 

(c) Electricity 200 

(d) Coke oven gas 91 

(e) Blast turnace gas 91 

(f) Int. railway transport 2)8 

(g) Int. road transport 2)9 

(h) Retractories 9) 

(i) Oxygen 200 

11. Total .ervice. 

12. Repairs and Maintenance 

1). Overheads 

14. Total cost of production 
(1 to 14) 

15. Scrap and Scale 

16. Value in Rs. total cost 
of' production 

17. Tonnage Production 

2)5 

)41-1 0.970601 

J41-1 

)41-) 

)41-1 

)41-) 

)41-) 

)41-) 

)41-) 

0.005)74 

0.014782 

511 0.000094 

)29 

)29 

))1-2 

512 

0.000094 

0.009149 

1.000000 

-.145)86 

1)148756 

)199) 

Process II 
Heating, 
Processing 
tor wbee1s 

0.724)70 

0.018579 

0.05)682 

0.00299) 

0.002229 

0.010)24 

0.015404 

0.002586 

0.005428 

0.002270 

0.00)598 

0.001286 

0.046118 

0.071467 

0.085784 

1.000000 

-.010457 

166)064) 

)0887 

Proce.. III 
wbee1 
macbining 

0.009894 

0.0)7805 

0.000625 

0.001011 

0.007051 

0.008687 

0.025478 

11UOOOOO 

1691122) 

21981 

Process IV 
Cutting, 
Heating 
Forging 
~le Bloom 

0.019694 

0.0)7824 

0.00)694 

0.002127 

0.02i569 

0.010488 

0.00176) 

0.0057)) 

0.002)98 

0.00)800 

0.001)58 

0.052 9)0 

0.0720)) 

0.082455 

1.000000 

-.000264 

9098047 

17706 

Process V 
Axle 
macbining 

0.882067 

0.0098)) 

0.059102 

0.000721 

0.001675 

0.009898 

0.012294 

0.0)6704 

1.000000 

-.210185 

10197019 

10182 

Process VI 
Assembly of' 
wbee1 seta 

0.669818 

0.296274 

0·966092 

0.007424 

0.012851 

0.000198 

0.002881 

0.00)079 

0.010554 

1.000000 

25J04524 

)2514 
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Table A.8 (c). Input structures of the intermediate technological processes of Firm E (wheel sets unit) during 196,-66 

Nature of Input 

1. Ingots 

2. Blocks 

,. Forged wheel 

4. Blooms 

5. Forged axle 

6. MaChined wheel 

7. Machined axle 

8. Total (6 + 7) 

9. wagee and salaries 

10. Productive supplies 

11. Services (a) Raw water 

(b) Processed watsr 

(c) Electricity 

(d) Coke oven gas 

<e) Blast Furnace gas 

(f) Int. Rail transport 

(g) Int. Road transport 

(b) Refractories 

(i) Oxygen 

11. Total services 

12. Repairs and maintenance 

1). Overheads 

14. Total cost of production 
(1 to 14) 

15. Scrsp and Seals 

16. Value in Rs. total oost 
of production 

17. Tonnage Production 

241 ASIC 
CIPE No. 
Seotor 
No. 

Process X 
Ingot 
breaking 

109 

109 

111 

109 

111 

111 

111 

111 

)41-1 0.978451 

)41-1 

2)) 

241 

241 

200 

91 

91 

2)8 

2)9 

9) 
200 

)41-) 

)41-1 

)41-) 

)41-) 

)41-) 

)41-) 

0.01)459 

0.002210 

511 0.000089 

)29 

)29 

))1-2 

512 

-
0.000089 

0.005791 

1.000000 

-.080486 

16)544)4 

)682) 

Process II 
Heating, 
processing 
for wbee1s 

0·758266 

0.048778 

0.021641 

0.002020 

0.0012)) 

0.010168 

0.015592 

0.002620 

0.005128 

0.002784 

0.005514 

0.001442 

0.0,,6501 

0.062218 

0~062596 

1.000000 

-.01)87) 

1995)0 19 
)2,,6) 

Process III 
wheel 
macbining 

0.916401 

0.0)5279 

0.022009 

0.000580 

0.000524 

0.005696 

0.006800 

0.019511 

1.000000 

-.024520 

217492)8 

22917 

Process IV 
Cutting, 
Heating 
Forging 
AXle Bloom 

0.041708 

0.019)89 

0.002840 

0.001815 

0.02)862 

0.012117 

0.002076 

0.005629 

0.00J056 

0.005951 

0.001590 

0.0,89)6 

0.066668 

0.074554 

1.000000 

-.017417 

9050259 
160)8 

Process V 
Axle 
machining 

0.066))2 

0.048)21 

0.000266 

0.000971 

0.008769 

0.010006 

0.0:)768) 

1.000000 

-.078116 

10821995 

10)90 

Process VI 
Assembly of 
wheel sets 

0.67270) 

0.)056)9 

0.978)42 

0.012960 

0.001))0 

0.000062 

0.0026"1 

0.002703 

0.004665 

1.000000 

)0285160 

J1859 
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Table A.8(d). Input structures of the intermediate technological processes of Firm E (wheel sets unit) during 1966-67 

Nature of Input 

1. Ingots 
2. Blocks 
,. Forged wheel 
4. Blooms 
5. Forged AXle 
6. Machined wheel 

7. Machined axle 

8. Wheel set (6 + 7) 

9. Total wages and salaries 

10. Productive supplies 

11. Services (a) Raw water 

(b) Water Processed 

(c) Electricity 

(d) Coke oven gas 

(e) Blast Furnace gas 

(f) Int. Rail Transport 

(g) Int. Road transport 

(h) Ref'ractorie s 

(i) Oxygen 

11. Total services 

12. Repairs and maintenance 

1). Overheads 

14. Total cost (1 to 14) 

15. Scrap and Scale 

16. Value in Rs. total 
cost of' production 

17. Tonnage production 

241 ASIC 
GIPE No. 
Sector 
No. 

Process I 
"Ingot 
breaking 

109 
109 
111 
109 
111 
111 

)41-1 0.972848 
)411'-1 

111 

111 

233 

241 

241 

200 

91 

91 

2)8 

2)9 

9) 
200 

2)'5 

)41-) 
,41-1 
)41-) 
)41-, 

)41-) 

)41-) 

0.017982 

0.001472 

511 0.000085 

)29 

)29 

,,1-2 

512 

0.00008, 

0.00761) 

1.000000 

- .126184 

1181)294 

25061 

Process II 
Heating, 
processing 
for wheels 

0.6897)8 

0.054986 

0.018185 

0.002541 

0.00217) 

0.01)231 

0.02)174 

0.003578 

0.005987 

0.005621 

0.005781 

0.001494 

0.063580 

0.087840 

0.085671 

1.000000 

-.018996 

1480'587 

20901 

Process III Process IV 
wheel Cutting, 
machining Beating 

0.048994 

0.020025 

0.000711 

0.000567 

0.007761 

0.0090'9 

0.0278,8 

1.000000 

-.024520 

15108064 

15019. 

Forging 
AXle Bloom 

0.0'7261. 

0.023396 

0.002687 

0.001955 

0.025130 

0.01484, 

0.002312 

0.006210 

0.0058,0 

0.002626 

0.001550 

0.06314) 

0.093316 

0.082992 

1.000000 

-.012072 

8364119 

12059 

Process V 
AXle 
machining 

0.842442 

0.067320 

0.03858) 

0.000277 

0.000852 

0.008922 

0.010051 

1.000000 . 

-.078116 

10881487 

7586 

Process VI 
Assembly of 
wbee1 set. 

, 

0.6'9248' 

0.,24781 

0·961t029 

0.016429 

(1.005973 

0.000086 

0.003397 

0.00,48, 

0.010086 

1.000000 

23046'97 

21:'J05 



Table A.9. Fixed capital coe~~icients o~ Plant and Machinery per rupee worth capacity 

o~ die ~orging ~irms - shopswise 

Firm D Firm A Firm C Firm G 

1. Forge shop 0·785880 0.401864 0·)72812 0.)4)559 

2. Heat Treating shop 0.088005 0.052917 0.078005 0.0)2029 

). Saw and shear 0.085731 0.042894 0.04026) 0.006986 

4. Die Shop 0.156079 0.0)0725 0.080176 0.101550 

5· Finishing Deptt. 0.080592 0.009821 0.028744 0.025007 

--------------------------------------------------------
Total 1.196287 0·5)8221 0.600000 0·5091)1 

Note. 

The detailed machinerywise coe~~icients are given in Table 10 only ror rirm D as 

incremental capital coe~~icients o~ the new plant. 

~. w 
w ,., 



Table A.10. Incremental Fixed capital coefficients of a new plant per rupee worth 

capacity 

Nature of Fixed capital goods 

I. Forge shop equipment 

1. 25000 lbs. drop Hammer with all its regular 
equipment 

2. 600 ton press with all its electrical equipment 

,. 16000 1bs drop hammer 

4.545 ton trimmer mill with all its " 
5. 12000 1bs. drop hammer 

6. 7 1/2" Forging Machine (upsetter) 

7. 500 ton trimming press 

8. 4" Forging Machine (upsetter) 

9. 6000 1bs. Drop hammer 

10. 200 Ton Trimming Press 

11. 4000 lbs drop hammer 

12. 200 Ton Press 

1). )000 1bs drop hammer 

14. 100 Ton Presses 

15. 2000 1bs drop hammer 

16. 100 Ton Presses 

17· aOOO l'ilbsr.ropens forging hammer 

18. 1000 ton Hydraulic Press 

19. 200 ton bulldozer 

20. Oil Fired Heating 

" 
Furnaces (12' x 4'-6") 

(8' x )'-6") 

" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

21-

22. 

2'. 
24. 

" 
" 
" 

(6" x 2'-6") 

(5'-'" x 4'-0") 

(8'x ,'-6") 
25· " (8' x ,'-6") 
26. 100 Ton Presses 

27· 75 ton presses crank single 

Total f'orge shop 

II. Heat Treating Eguipments 

Oilfired hardening, tempering f'urnaces and 
quenching tanks 

" 
,0. Heat Treating Furnaces 

Total Heat Treatment 

III. Saw and Sheer 

)1. Bar billet shear 900 ton press 

" 500 " 

" 

Abrasive cutting machine 400 ton 

Grinder saws with all electrical 

Total saw and shears 

bars press 

equipment 

Fixed capital coefficients 
Imported Indigenous 

0.112452 

0.024707 

0.09465) 

0.02))95 

0.069425 

0~70(6) 
0.02))95 

0.046296 

0.041154 

0.01426, 

0.029590 

0.012167 

0.052204 

0.017578 

0.0,6110 

0.017578 

0.022889 

0.0,6745 

0.010584 

0.01)574 

0.00426, 

0.0045)1 

0.002842 

0.001,22 

0.0011)) 

0.017578 

0.008,86 

0·785880 

0.067711 

0.01)573 

0.006721 

0.088005 

0.04449) 

0.016252 

0.007850 

0.0171)6 

0.085731 

,I 

Continued/ •• 

u 
u 
u 



Table A.lO - continued 

Nature of Fixed capital goods 

IV. Die Shop 

)5. Vertical hydro Diesinking Mlc with 
elec.equipment 

" 
" 

Surface grinder incl. elec. equipment 

)9. Band Saw 28" 

Total Die Shop 

V. Finishing Dept. 

40. Shot blasting machine with ancillaries 

41. Crank Press with electrical equipment 

42. Straightening Press 

4). Countering Machine 

Total Finishing dept. 

VI. Materials handling equipment 

44. Hydraulic crane 

45. Electric lift platform trucks 

46. Forklift Trucks 

47. Forklift hydraulic platform trucks 

Total Materials handling equipment 

VII. Maintenance equipment 

48. Surface grinder (high pow.red precision) 

49. 600 Ampere Motor generator Arc uelder 

50. steam cleaner, oil fired electric 

Total Maintenance equipment 

VIII. Inspection and Laboratory equipment 

51. 60,000 Ibs. Universal Testing M/c. with 
52. Import testing ~l/c. elect. equipment 

5)· Hardness Testing M/c. with 16" capacity" 

54. Balphot Metallograph 

55. Spectrograph 

56. Magnaflux equipment 

57. Direct reading Brinnel Hardness ~ester 

58. Brinnel Microscoper 

59. Minneapolis Thermocouple Test set 

Total Xnspection and Laboratory Equipment 

IX. Tool Room Equipment . 

60. Automatic saw sharpening ~l/c. with elec. equipment 

61. Universal cutter, grinder 

Total Tool room equipment 

x. Miscellaneous Equipment 

- do -

62. 
Iforge 

6). 

64. 

Combustion control instruments for automatic 
temperature control of l4/heating furnaces 

Weighing balance 10 M. Tons with 12 n dia. 

Grinders complete with elec. equipment 

65. Marvel Hack Saw - do -

Fixod capital coefficients 

Imported 

0.025069 
0.042214 

0.061552 

0.025652 

0.001<;92 

0.<156079 

0.01952 6 

0.0167)5 

0.011596 

0.0)2", 

0.080 592 

0.0117)1 

0.025221 

0.007)59 

0.002 549 

0.046860 

0.019068 

0.000424 

0.000461 

0.01995;) 

0.00909) 
0.001622 
0.000447 

0.00)815 

0.002124 

0.005484 

0.00)913 

0.000650 

0.000216 

0.027;J64 

0.002564 

0.002,,2 

0.004916 

o ~008702 
0.000474 

0.002152 

0.002209 

Indigenous 

Con tinuedl •• 

w 
w 
~ 



Table A.10 - concluded 

Name of Fixed capital goods 

66. Vibration absorbing material for hammer use 

67. Rectifier of Power supply 

68. Electric Hoits and Trolleys 

69. Pipes, Valves fittings, traps, insulating 
materials 

70. Two steam generators 

71. Mechanical and electrical components for cranes 

72. Spares parts for hammer 

Total Miscellaneous equipment 

XI. Crankshaft Facility 

7). Hydraulic copying lathe 

74. lIydraulic grinding machines 

75. Crankshaft drilling machine 

76. Carbide tool grinder with motor 

77. Drill grinder 

78. Tapping machine, balancing and keyway sealing m/c. 

79. Shimoga lathe 9 1/4 n :It 8' 10 " 

80. Herbert Turret Lathe 

81. Bombay Lathe 12 1/2" x 12' 

82. 24 high speed shaping m/c. 

8). Radial drilling m/ c. 52" :It I; 

84. Universal Milling m/c. 

85. Universal Cutter and Tool Grinder 

Total crankshaft fecility 

Total 

Fixed capital coefficients 

Imported 

0.0182)8 

0.002515 

0.010061 

0.021596 

0.0)6020 

0.0)5506 

0.036050 

0.17:352) 

0.028296 

0.0370)7 

0.012261 

0.000948 

0.000960 

0.015741 

0.09524) 

:Indi",enous 

0.006241 

0.010216 

0.017519 

0.008519 

0.004184 

0.008148 

0.002)70 

0.027 197 

0.057197 

u 
u 
,J, 
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Table A.ll. Ratios Producers' to Purchasers' Prices of 
inputs! outputs 

Nature ot inputs/outputs 241 
GIPE 

ASIC Producer. Price! 
sector Purcha.ers Price 

1. All Fuel oils 

2. Electricity 

,. Oxygen and Acetylene 

4. Coke, Coke oven gas, 
Blast turnace gas 

5. Carbon steel 

6. Alloy steel 

7. Die steel 

8. Lubricants 

9. liater 

10. Refractories 

11. Chemicals and Auxiliary 
Materials 

12. Consumable stores and 
Packing Material. 

1'. Transport 

14. Motor car running 
expen.e. 

15. Crude tar 

16. Printing and Stationery 

Sector No. 
No. 

90 ,21 

200 511 

200 512 

9l. '29 
110 ,41-2 

110 ,41-2 

110 ,41-2 

90 ,21 

241 

9' ,,1-2 

69-77 ,11 

2" -
2)8-2)9 

90 

91 

62 

,21 

'29 
280-1 

17. Postage, telephone 169,170,)70-2., 
charges 171 

18. Conveying expenses 2,8-2'9 

19. Repairs and Maintenance 2" 

20. Uniform safety equipment 2,6 

21. Distributive Margin. 

22. Sorap 

2'. Ingots and Blooms 

24. Sleeper bars 

25. steel Forgings 

240 

109 

109 

111' 

)41-1 

)41-1 

)41-, 

0·542824 

0·780000 
1.000000 

1.000000 

0·748785 

0.950294 

0·950294 

0·542824 

1.000000 

0·740000 

0.6172)8 

0.6)7952 

1.000000 

0.,42824 

1.000000 

0·500000 

0·760000 

1.000000 

1.000000 

1.000000 

1.000000 

1.000000 

1.000000 

1.000000 

0·7)0000 



Appendix B. Appendix Table. to Chapter VIX 
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"7 
set II 

Table B.20. £(2X2) matrix ot die £orgings 

Firms .. 

Product groups , 
IE 

Table B.21. C 
-1 

(2x2) 

A, B, C D 

"latrix ot die £orgings 

1.020561 

~ - .020561 

-4.835680 

,.835680 

Table B.22. D(2X2) matrix o£ die £orgings 

Product groupe .. 

Firms , 
A, B, C 

D 
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set II 

Table B.23. Matrix B(16x2) Input structures o~ die forgings 

~irms 

Sr. 241 ASIC Description Fir ... s Firm D 
No. GIPE Sector A,B,C 

Sector -
1 62 280-1 Printing and Stationery 0.000381 0.002788 

2 90 321 Fuel oils .019209 .052117 

3 91 329 C.o. Gas etc. .000205 

4 69-77 311 Chemicals .000323 -
5 110 341-2 Steel .335891 .323774 

6 169, ':370-2, Telephone charges .000391 .003248 
170, 3 
171 

7 200 511 Electricity .012135 .009.:309 

8 200 512 Oxygen and Acetylene .000548 -
9 233 - Consumable Stores .005982 .046807 

10 235 - Repairs and Maintenance .011281 .006926 

11 236 Sa~ety equipment .000117 .003153 

12 238- - Transport .004294 .016837 
239 

13 241 - Water .000189 .000225 

14 - - Scrap -.005945 -.016273 

15 - - Distributive margins .093521 .143194 

16 Gross value added ·521478 .407895 

Total 1.000000 1.000000 
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Set II 

-1 Table B.24. Matrix BC = A(16,2). Input Structures ot 

die f'orgings 

S. 241 ASIC Description CX(I,II, ~(V,VJ:) 
No. GUE Sector IJ:J:,IV) 

Sector -
1 62 280-1 printing and Stationery .000))2 0.014428 

2 90 )21 Fuel oils .0185)2 .211249 , 91 )29 0.0. gas etc. .000209 -.000991 

4 69-77 )11 Chemicale .000))0 -.001562 

5 110 )41-2 Steel .,,6140 .265180 

6 169, '70-2, Telephone charges .000)32 .017064 
170, , 
171 

7 200 511 Electricity .012193 -.004357 

8 200 512 Oxygen and A.cetylene .000559 -.002650 

9 2)) - Consumable Stores .00514, .244224 

10 2)5 - Repairs and Maintenance .011)71 -.0141)) 

11 2)6 - Saf'ety equipment .000055 .0178)4 

12 2)8- - Transport .0040)6 .077491 
2'9 

1) 241 - "'ater .000188 .000)99 

14 - - Scrap -.005733 -.066216 

15 - - Distributive margins .092500 ·38))97 

16 - Gross value added '52)81) -.141357 

Total 1.000000 1.000000 
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Set II 

Table B.25. Matrix ED = E(18,2). Input ~tructuree or Product 

groupe or die rorgings 

S. 241 ASIC Description U(I,II, ~ (V, VI) 
No. GI-PI!: Sector III,lV) 

Sector 

1 62 280-1 Printing and Stationery. 0.001369 0.002732 

2 90 ,'H Fuel oils .032111 .051:346 

3 91 '~9 C.O.Gas etc. .000121 .000005 

4 69- .311 Chemicals .000190 .000008 
71 

5 110 .341-2 Steel ·330919 ·324058 

6 169, '70-2,3 Telephone cberges .001563 .003181 
170, 
111 

7 200 511 Electricity .010975 .009375 

8 200 512 OXygen and Acetylene .• 000323 .000013 

9 233 Consumable Stores .022733 .045850 

10 233 - Repairs and Maintenance ' .009494 .007028 

11 236 - Sa1'ety equipment .001363 .003082 

12 238- - Transport .009440 .• 016;4, 
239 

l' 241 Water .000204 .000224 

14 Scrap -.010183 -.016031 

15 - Distributive margins .113902 .142030 

16 - Gross value added .474876 .410556 

Total 1.000000 1.000000 
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set II 

Table B.26. Adjustment lI). Input structures of product groups 
of die forg ngs, based on commodity technology 
assumption, replacing the negative coefficients by 
zero values in the respective cella of A=BC-1 
Matrix 

S. 241 ASIC . Description' 
No. GIPE sector 

Sector 

1 62 280-1 Printing and Stationery 

2 90 )21 Fuel oils 

3 91 329 c.o. Gas etc. 

4 69-77 311 Chemicals 

5 110 341-2 steel 

6 169. :)70-2.) Telephone charges 
170. 
171 

7 200 511 Electricity 

8 200 'Sl2 oxygen and Acetylene 

9 U, - Consumable Stores 

10 2'5 • Repairs and ~aintenance 

11 2,6 - SaCety equipment 

12 2,8~ - Transport 
2'9 

1, 241 Water 

14 Scrap 

15 Distributive margins 

16 Gross value added 

TQ:t~l 

ex (I-IV) 

0.000332 0.014428 

0.0185)2 0.211249 

0.000209 

0.000)30 

0·336140 0.265180 

0.000332 0.017064 

0.012193 

0.000559 

0.00'5143 0.244224 

0.011'71 

0.000055 0.017834 

0.004036 0.077491 

0.000188 0.000399 

- .005733 -.066212 

.092500 ·383397 

·52381:3 

1.000000 1.000000 



set II 

Table B.27. Adjustment (ll. Input structures with commodity 
technology applicable to steel, fuels and elec
tricity and firm technology to tne rest of tne 
input coefficients of all product groul'S of dis 
forgings 

S. 241 . ASIC Lescription «(I-IV) ~(V-VI) 
No. GIPE Sector 

Sector 

1 62 280-1 Printing and Stationery 0.0003)2 0.014428 

2 90 321 Fuel oils 0.0185)2 0.211249 

3 91 329 C.O. Gas etc. 0.000.121 0.000005 

4 69-77 ll1 Chemicals 0.000190 0.000008 

5 110 341-2 Steel 0.3)6140 0.265180 

6 169, 370-2.3 Telephone charges 0.0003)2 0.017064 
170, 
171 

7 200 511 Electricity 0.010975 0.009)1' 

8 200 512 Oxygen and Acetylene 0.000323 0.00001) 

9 233 Consumable Stores 0.00 '5143 0.244224 

10 2)5 Repairs and maintenance 0.009494 0.007028 

11 236 Sa:Cety equipment 0.000055 0.017834 

12 2)8- - Transport 0.004036 0.077491 
2)9 

13 241 Water 0.000188 0.00U)99 

14 Scrap -.01018) -.016031 

15 Distributive margins .113902 .1420)0 

16 Gross value added .474876 .410556 

Total iiIG~139ge- 1 :~Iilq~!:l~ .. 
ti. '1", Lt£' 5~ ,. 1+ '" (1'5''3 

Revised Gross Value added ·510420 



set II 

Table B.28. Adjustment (4). Input structures with rirm tech
nology avplioable to product group ~ for all its 
inputs and commodity technology to the direct 
inputs and firm technology to the rest or the 
inputs or product group ~ or die forgings 

S. 241 ASIC Description o:(r-IV) ~(V-VI) 
No. GIPE Sector 

Sector 

1 62 280-1 Printing and Stationery 0.000,,2 0.0027)2 

2 90 )21 Fuel oils 0.018532 0.051'46 , 91 '29 c.o. Gas etc. 0.000121 0.000005 

4 69-77 ,11 Chemicals 0.000190 0.000008 

5 110 )U-2 steel 0.)36140 0.)24058 

6 169, )70-2,) Telephone chargee 0.000))2 0.00)181 
170, 
171 

7 200 511 Electricity 0.010975 0.009375 

8 201) ~12 Oxygen and Acetylene O.OOO)?) 0.00001) 

9 2)) Consumable storee 0.00514) 0.045850 

10 2)5 - Repair. and maintenance 0.009494 0.007028 

11 2,6 - Safety equipment 0.000055 0.00)082 

12 2)8- - Transport 0.0040)6 0.0160;4) 
2)9 

1) 241 Wa ter 0.000188 . 0.000224 

14 scrap -.01018) - .0160,1 

15 Distributive margins .11)902 a420)O 

16 Gr08e value added .510420 .410556 

Total 1.000000 1.000000 
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Set III 

Table B.29. £() x ) Matrix or die rorgings 

Firms ~ A B,e 
Product groups , 

.. (I, II) ·98)676 .28.30 58 

b (III, IV) ·716942 

o (V, VI) .016)24 

-1 
Table D.)O. £() x) ~Iatrix or die rorgings 

I 

Table B.;)!. D() x ) 

Product groups ~ 

Firms , 
A 

B,e 

D 

1.050084 

.0190)6 

-.069120 

-.414590 

1.,87298 

.027292 

l-!atrix or die rorgings 

a(1, II) b(III,IV) 

.)12579 

.20)944 ·750066 

.48)477 .2499)4 

D 

·554573 

.1974:37 

.247990 

-2.018209 

-1.147064 

4.165273 

c(V, VI) 

.02)4)1 

·976569 



Set n~ 

Table B.,2. Matrix B(16,,) Input structures oE die Eorgings tirms 

Sr. 2'-1 .ASIC Description Firm A Firm D,C Firm D 
No. GIPE Sector 1966-67 1965-66-67 1966-67 

Sector average average June ending 

-
1 62 280-1 Printing and Stationery - 0.000572 0.002788 

2 90 ,21 Fuel oil. 0.017290 0.020168 0.052117 , 91 '29 c.o. Ga. eto. 0.000614 -
" 69-77 ,11 Chsmica1. 0.000896 0.0000'7 -
5 110 341-2 Steel 0.,15849 o .,lt5913 0·323774 

6 169 f 170, :J70-2 f' Telephone charge. 0.000587 0.00,248 
171 

7 200 511 ElectriCity 0.006527 0.0149'9 0.009309 

8 200 512 Oxygen and Acetylene 0.000822 
\.) - - ~ 
YO 

9 23) - Consumable store. 0.001506 0.008221 0.046807 

10 2'5 - Repair. and maintenance 0.0012,1 0.016307 0.006926 

11 2,& - satety equip.ent - 0.000176 0.00,153 

12 238-2'9 - Transport - 0.006442 0.0168'7 

1, 241 - Vater - 0.000283 0.000225 

14 - - Scrap -.001676 -.008080 -.016273 

15 Distributive margins 0.07'752 O.lo,ltOl .14'194 

16 - Gro.s value added 0·584011 0.490212 .407895 

Total 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 



set 1:1:1: 

Table B.JJ. Matrix Be-I = A '161Jl In[!ut structures of' [!roduct ,rou[!s o~ die ~or,in,s 

sr. 241 ASJ:C Description a(J:,ll). b(I:II,ZV) c(V,VJ:) 
No. GZPE Sector. 

Sector -
1 62 280-1 Printing and Stationery -.000182 .000870. .010957 

2 90 '21 Fuel oile .0149)8 .0222,) . .15905) , 91 '29 c.o. Gas etc. .000645 -.000255 -.0012)8 

4 69-77 )11 Chemical. .000942 -.000,20 -.001850 

5 110 )U-2 Steel .)15874 ·)5777) .)14)74 

6 169,170, )70-2" Telephone chargee -.00021) .00090) .012855 
171 ' 

7 200 511 Electricity .006495 .018273 '. .008466 

8 200 512 Oxygen and Acetylene .00001, .001140 -.00094) 
I,,) ... 
0\ 

9 2)) - Consumable Stor •• -.001497 .012058 .182494 

10 235 Repairs and Maintenance • 001124 .022)01 .007659 . 

11 2)6 - Saf'ety Equipment - .000214 .000))0 .0129)1. 

12 2)8-2)9 - Transport - .001041 .009)96 .062741 

1, 2U Water -.000010 .000)99 .000612 .. 
1" Scrap -.000792 -.010957 -.0551)1 

15 - Dis tributive margin. .069517 .116779 .)28987 

16 - Gross value added ·594)99 .449077 - .041967 

. Total 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 



Set n::r 

Table B.t'. Matrix BD = E(16,:3l. Input structures of product groups of die forgings 

Sr. 241 
No. GIPE 

Sector -----
1 

2 , 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

62 

90 

91 

69-77 

110 

169,170, 
171 
200 

200 

2), 

.ASIC 
Sector 

Description 

280-1 Printing and Stationery 

,21 Fuel oil. 

'29 c.o. Gas etc. 

'11 Chemicals 

',~ 1-2 Steel 

'70-2" Telephone charges 

511 Electricity 

512 Oxygen and Acetylene 

Consumable stores 

10 235 - Repairs and maintenance 

Safety equipment 

Transport 

11 2,6 -

12 2,8-2'9 

1, 241 -

14 -
10; 

16 

Water 

Scrap 

Distributive margins 

Gross value added 

Total 

a (I, n) 

.001465 

.0,4715 

.000192 

.000288 

.,25812 

.001690 

.009587 

.000167 

.024777 

.007059 

.001560 

.009454 

.000166 

-.0100)7 

.11"72 

.4797" 
1.000000 

b(nI, IV) 

.001126 

.02815' 

-
.000028 

.,40,80 

.001252 

.01'0;)2 

.000~616 
.017865 

.01'962 

.000920 

.009040 

.000268 

-.010127 

.11,,47 

.4696,8 

1.000000 

c (v,n) 

.00272, 

.051'01 

.000014 

~000021 

.)2'588 

.00,172 

.009244 

-
.045745 

.006792 

.00'079 

.016442 

.000220 

-.0159'0 

.141567 

.412022 

1.000000 



Set III 

Table B.'5. Adjustment (I). Input structures ot product groups ot die forgings. based on 
commodity technology assumption. replacingthe negative coefficients by zero 
values in the respective cells ot A BC-I Matrix 

Sr. 241 
No. GII'E 

Sector 
-----' 
1 

2 , 
4 
5 
6 

7 

62 

90 

91 

69-77 

110 

169,170 
171 
200 

8 200 

9 2" 
10 2'5 
11 2,6 

12 2,8-2'9 

l' 241 
14 

15 

16 

ASIC 
Seotor Description 

280-1 Printing and Stationery 

,21 Fuel oil. 

'29 c.o. Gas etc. 

,11 Chemicals 

,4i-2 Steel 

'70-2.J Telephone charges 

511 Electrioity 

512 

-

Oxygen and Acetylene 

Consumable Stores 

Repairs and Maintenance 

Safety Equipment 

Transport 

Water 

Sorap 

Distributive margins 

Gross value added 

Total 

Revised Distributive margins 
Revised Gross Value added 
Total 

a (I. U) 

0.0149,8 

0.000645 

0.000942 

0.,15874 

0.006495 

0.000015 

0.001124 

-.000792 

0.069517 

o .594J99 

1.00elS? 

0.069517 
0.591242 
1.000000 

b (III, IV) 

0.000870 

0.0222" 

-
0·']5777' 

0.00090' 

0.01827' 

0.001140 

0.012058 

0.022JOI 

0.000,,0 

0.009J96 

0.000'99 

-.010957 

0.116779 

0.449077 

0.89475' 

0.116779 
0·5')4,2, 
1.000000 

c (V. VI) 

0.010957 

0.15905' 

0.,14374 

0.012855 

0.008466 

0.182494 

0.007659 

0.0129'1 

0.062741 

0.000612 

-.0551,1 

.,28987 

1.045998 

o .28~989 

1.000000 



Set In: 
Table B.,6. Adjustment (2). Input structures of the product groups of die forging. based on 

commodity technology assumption for all positive input coefficients and replaCing 
the zero and negative coefficients in A = BC-1 Matrix by corresponding cells' 
positive coefficients in E=BD Matrix 

1 

2 , 
4 , 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

241 
GIPE 
Sector 

62 

90 

91 

69-77 

110 

ASIC 
Sector 

280-1 

,21 

329 

,11 

341-2 

Description 

Printing and Stationery 

Fuel oi1a 

C.O. Gaa etc. 

Chemic ala 

Steel 

169,170. '70-2,3 Telephone chargea 
171 
200 511 ElectriCity 

200 512 Oxygen and Acetylene 

2" - Conaumab1e Storea 

235 

2,6 

2,8-2'9 

241 

-
--

-
---

Repaire and Maintenance 

Safety Equipment 

Transport 

Water 

Scrap 

Distributive margine 

Gro.e value added 

Total 

Reviaed Distributive margine 
Revised Groes Value added 
Total 

a (I, II) 

0.001465 

0.0149,8 

0.000645 

0.000942 

0.'15874 

0.001690 

0.006495 

0.000015 

0.024777 

0.001124 

0.001560 

0.009454 

0.000166 

-.000792 

o ~069517 
0.594'99 

1.042269 

0.069517 
o • 5521JO 
1.000000 

b (nI, IV) 

0.000870 

0.0222'3 

-
0.000028 

0·357773 

0.0009'0 

0.018273 

0.001140 

0.012058 

0.022)01 

0.000"0 

0.009396 

0.000399 

-.010957 

0.1.16779 

0.449077 

1.000603 

0.116779 
0.448474 
1.000000 

c (V. VI) 

0.010957 

0.159053 

0.000014 

0.000021 

0.314'74 

0.012855 

0.008466 

-
0.182494 

0.007659 

0.0129,1 

0.062741 

0.000612 

-.0551,1 

0.328987 

0.412022 

1.458055 

-



Set :n:r 
Table' B.:n. Adjustment eU. :rnput etructures lO!th commodity 'technology applicable 'to steel, 

Fuels and electricity and ~irm technology to the rest of the input coefficients 
o~ all prouuct groupe or uie forgings 

Sr. 241 
No. GXPE 

Sector -.,...---
1 

2 , 
62 

90 
91 

69-77 

110 

ASXC 
Sector 

280-1 

,21 

'29 ,11 
,U-2 

Description 

Printing and Stationery 

Fuel oils 

C .0. Gas etc. 

Che.icals 

Steel 

4 

5 
6 169.170, '70-2., Telephone charges 

171 
7 200 511 Electricity 

8 200 512 

9 2" -
10 2" 
11 2,lk'J9 

12 2,8-2'9 

1, 241 -

14 -

15 - -
16 

Oxygen and Acetylene 

Consumable stores 

Repairs and Maintenance 

Safety Equipment 

Transport 

Vater 

Scrap 

Distributive margins 

Gross value added 

Total 

nevised Distributive margins 
Revised Gross Value added 
Total 

a (X. n) 

0.001465 

0.0149,8 

0.000192 

0.000288 

0.,1587" 

0.001690 

0.006495 

0.000167 

0.024777 

0.001124 

0.001560 

0.009454 

0.000166 

-.000792 

.11.3'72 

.47973' 
0.97050, 

.113372 
·509230 

1.000000 

b(XU,XV) 

0.001126 

0.0222,.3 

0.000028 

0.'57771 
0.001252 

0.01827' 
0.000616 

0.017865 

0.022'01 

0.000920 

0.009040 

0.000268 

-.010957 

.113347 

.,.696,8 

1.023723 

.11,,47 

.445915 
1.000000 

c{v.V:I) 

0.00272, 

0.151.301 

0.000014 

0.000021 

0.,14374 

0.00'172 

0.008466 

-
0.045745 

0.007659 

0.00)079 

0.016442 

0.000220 

-.0551,1 

.141567 

.412022 

1.051674 

.141567 

.,60,48 
1.000000 



Set III 

Table B.;)!. Adjustment (4). Input structures "With l'irm technology applicable to product 
grOUp c 1'0r all its inputs and commodity technology to the direct inputs 
and firm technology to the rest 01' the inputs 01' product groups a and b 01' 
die 1'0rgings 

Sr. 2111 
No. GIPE 

Sector 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

62 

90 

91 

69-77 

110 

169,170, 
171 
200 

200 

23) 

10 235 

11 2)6 

12 2)8-2)9 

1) 241 

14 
15 

16 

ASIC 
Sector 

280-1 

321 

329 

311 

341-2 

370-2,3 

511 

512 

Description 

Printing and stationery 

Fuel oils 

C.O. Gas etc. 

Chemicals 

Steel 

Telephone charges 

Electricity 

Oxygen and Acetylene 

Consumable stores 

Repairs and Maintenance 

Sa1'ety equipment 

Transport 

Water 

Scrap 

Distributive margins 

Gross value added 

Total 

a (I, II) 

0.001465 

0.0149;)8 

0.000192 

0.000288 

0.)15874-

0.001690 

0.006495 

0.000167 

0.024777 

0.001124 

0.001560 

0.009454 

0.000166 

.-.000192 

0.11;)372 

0·509230 

1.000000 

b(IU,IV) 

0.001126 

0.0222);) 

0.000028 

0.35777;) 

0.001252 

0.018273 

0.000616 

0.017865 

0.022;)01 

0.000920 

0.009040 

0.000268 

-.010951 

0.113347 

0.445915 

1.000000 

c(V,VI) 

0.002723 

0.051301 

0.000014 

0.000021 

0.)2;)588 

0.00;)112 

0.009244 

0.045745 

0.006792 

0.00)079 

0.016442 

0.000220 

-.0159)0 

0.141561 

0.412022 

1.000000 



352 

Set IV 

Table B.39. C (3,3) Matrix o£ die £orgings 

Firms .. A B C,D 

Product groups , 
a (I and II) 0.980825 0.199130 0·510955 
b (III and IV) 0.800870 0.274068 

c (V and VI) 0.019175 0.214977 

-1 Table B.40. Matrix C o£ Bie £orgings 

1.062332 -0.264138 -2.188188 

.032425 1.240580 -1.658654 

-0.094757 .023558 4.846842 

Table B.41. D (3,3) Matrix of die £orgings 

Product groups .. a (I,U) b(III,IV) c(V,VI} 

Firms , 
A ·312577 .023431 

B .082080 ·504134 
CD .605343 .495866 ·976569 



set IV 

Table B .42. Matrix B (16!)~. In~ut structures of die 1'orliiinG: 1'irms 

Sr. 241 ASIC Firm A Firm B Firm C,D, 
No. GIPE Sector Description 1966-67 1966-67 Average 

Sector Average 1965-66-67 

1 62 280-1 Printing and Stationery 0.0(016) 0.001884 

2 90 321 Fuel oils 0.017290 0.016848 0.0:)780) 

3 91 )29 c.o. Gas etc. 0.000614 

4 69-77 311 Chemicals 0.000896 0.0000)7 

5 110 341-2 Steel 0.,15849 0.,47310 0.),34145 

6 169,170, '70-2" Telephone charges 0.000140 0.002141 
171 

7 200 511 Electricity 0.006527 0.014254 0.012467 
I..> 

8 200 ')12 Oxygen and Acetylene 0.00164,3 '" I..> 

9 2)3 Consumable Stores 0.001506 0.007645 0.027802 

10 235 Repairs and maintenance 0.0012)1 0.000716 0.019412 

11 2,6 Sa1'ety equipment 0.000'52 0.00 1 577 

12 2,8-2)9 Transport 0.004578 0.012 571 

1, 241 Water 0.000)96 

14 Scrap -.001676 -.016159 -.0081)6 

15 Distributive margins 0.07,3752 0.084265 .1,2864 

16 Gross value added 0.584011 0·5,8245 .4250)7 

Total 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 



Set IV 

Table B ~4~. 
-1 

A( 16 J.31 Inl2ut structures o~ Product o~ die ~or~inll:s Matrix BC = r;rouE!8 

Sr. 241 ASIC 
No. GIPE Sector Description a (I,ll) b(III,IV) c(V,VI) 

Sector -. 
1 62 280-l Printing and stationery -.000173 .000247 .008861 

2 90 321 Fuel oils .01<;3.32 .01722~ .117446 

) 91 )29 c.O. Gases etc. .000652 -.000162 -.001.34) 

4 69-77 )11 Chemicals .000948 -.0002)6 -.001781 

5 110 .341-2 Steel .)151), ·.3U.310 ·.352)4% 
6 169,170, )70-2,) Telephone charges .000198 .000224 .010145 

171 
7 200 511 E1ectrioity .006215 .016253 .022501 ~ 

\,It 

8 200 512 Oxygen and Acetylene .00005) .0020.38 -.002725 
.,. 

9 2)) Consumable Stores -.000787 .009741 .118776 

10 2)5 Repairs and maintenance - .000509 .001020 .090206· 

11 2.36 Sa~ety equipment -.000138 .0001'74 .007060 

12 2.38-2)9 Transport - .00104.3 .005976. .05.3.3.36 

I) 241 Water - .QOOO)8 .000009 .001919 

14 Sorap - .0015.34 -.019796 -.008964 . 

15 Distributive margins .068492 .088187 • .342821 

16 Grose value added .597197 .52)490 -.110602 

Total l.OOOOOO 1.000000 1.000000 



Set IV 

Table D.4~. Matrix DD = E(16,3). Input structures of product groups of die forgings 

Sr. 241 
No. GIPE 

Sector 

1 

2 , 
4 

'J 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

11 

12 
1, 
14 

10; 

16 

62 

90 

91 

69-77 

110 

169,170, 
171 
200 

200 

2" 
2)5 

236 

238-2'9 

241 

ASIC 
Sector 

280-1 

,21 

'29 
,11 

)41-2 

)70-2" 

511 

512 

Description 

Printing and stationery 

Fuel oi1e 

C.O. Gases etc. 

Chemicals 

Steel 

Telephone charges 

Electricity 

Oxygen and Acetylene 

Consumable Stores 

Repairs and maintenance 

Safety Equipment 

Transport 

water 

Scrap 

Distributive margins 

Gross value added 

Total 

a (I,U) 

.001154 

.029671 

.000192 

.000)02 

.)29507 

.001)07 

.010757 

.0001'5 

.017928 

.012194 

~000984 

.007985 

.000240 

- .006775 

.110'98 

.484021 

1.000000 

.001016 

.027239 

.000018 

.31,0782 

.0011)2 

.01))68 

.000l\828 

.017640 

.009987 

.000959 

.008541 

.000196 

-.012181 

.108364 

.482111 

1.000000 

c (V,VI) 

.001840 

.0'1322 

.000014 

.000057 

.• '33716 

.002091 

.012328 

.027186 

.018986 

.001540 

.012276 

.000387 

-.007985 

.131479 

.428763 

1.000000 



Appendix C. Appendix Table. and Cbart. to 

Chapter VJ: (Table. C.10 to C.15 
and Cbarta r to rv) 
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APPENDIX C. 

Appendix tables and charts to Chapter VI 

The variables (X's) (the corresponding number o£ 

observations are given £or each table) available £or deriv

ing the £ollowing correlation matrices (R) and the Principal 

Factor patterns are : 

Xl - Net weight in Kg. 

X
2 

- Tensile strength in tons per sq. inches 

X) - Gross weight in kg, 

X4 - Die block volume in cu. £t. 

X - Die lire in number o£ pieces (estimate). 
5 

X6 Presinking hours in number. 

X, - Sinking hours in number. 

Xs Postsinking hours in number. 



)';7 

Table C.10. Correlation matrix R (3 x 3), N = 398 

Variable .. Xl X2 X) , 
Xl 1.000000 0.01)6)7 0.99).562 

X2 1.000000 -0.006464 

X) -0.006464 1.000000 

Table C.l1. principal Factor Pattern of 3 Factors, N=398 

Variable Factors' Loadings , 
F1 F2 F) 

Xl 0·998)74 0.0064412 0.056)276 

X2 0.007295 0·9999992 -0.000761) 

X) 0·9982,6 -0.0071614 -0.0.56)267 

% Contribution to 
total communality 66.4426% )).))64% 0.2210'" 



Table C.12. Correlation Matrix, R (5 x 5), N = 205 

Variable .. Xl X
2 

X ' 
) 

X
4 X5 

• 
Xl 1.000000 0.055004 0·921545 o .6(]0290 -0.195427 

X
2 1.000000 -0.0172)1 -0.035187 -0.128154 

X) 1.000000 0·714570 -0.210982 

X
4 

1.000000 -0.143179 

X5 1.000000 

Table C.1,. Principal Factor Pattern o~ 5 Factors, N = 205 U 
_It 
ex> 

Variable .. Factors' Loadings , 
Xl F2 F) F4 F5 

Xl 0·9390477 -0.0254604 0.1129572 -0.2671202 -0.1828274 

X2 0.0287100 0.8285908 0·557'961 0.0417647 -0.0145849 

X) 0·9549534 -0.0806156 0.0495161 -0.1997'92 0.1980271. 

X
4 0.8438514 -0.14271.79 0.0676544 0·5124508 -0.01.90)79 

X5 -0·3169945 -0.6231908 0·71.44982 -0.0250756 0.0056046 

% Contribution to 
total communality 52 .1428% 22.0489% 1.6.8197% 7.5245% 1.4649% 

Cumulative % 52 .14'jt 74.1.9% 91..01% 98·54% 100.00% 



J "\9 

Table C.1;. Factor Pattern o~ 8 Factors, N ~ 1~2 

Variable Factor's Loadings , 
F1 F2 F) F~ F, F6 F7 F8 

Xl 0.8))1161 -0.)626~88 -0 .0091~89 0.30110565 0.0876871 o .0~2662~ -0 .219~822 -0.1555786 
X2 0.10~07~9 0.3~))9~6 0.821951~ 0.~118;76 -0 .1~99657 -0.03~007~ o .O~ 55515 0.0176502 

X3 0.869139' -0·3601951 -0.0797386 0.2095181 0.1309553 o .09835~7 -0 .0~8500~ 0.1882696 
X

4 0.8279121 -0 .28968~8 -0 .09506~2 -0.0086705 -0.20869~5 -0.1221921 o .~01'707 -0.0~25595 

X, :0.~6~7059 0.2~859~7 -0·59)5622 0·5~0865) -0.2573))3 o .099108~ o .0)66~67 o .00~169~ 
X6 0·7093135 o .~295~22 o .01~8~7~ -0.2628257 -0 .239JO~0 o .~303338 -0.0205228 -0 .01~3611 

~ 0·7129121 o .~~3~6~8 -0.196~6)2 -0.1130597 -0.2587365 -0·3687698 -0.1996227 0.0307391 , 

x8 0·~591718 o .68JS~,2 -0.1659750 0.1029~60 o. 51~2518 -0.027~579 o .13~377~ -0.0226700 

5.5. o~ load-
ings ).58391 55 1·3732930 1.1097653 O. 6910~ J~3 0.54576797 0·)5933598 o .27J529~~ o .06)~ 55~7 5 

'1> '.t, total 
, 
• 

communality ~~.7989 17.1662 13·8721 8.6380 6.8221 ~ .~917 3.~191 0·7932 
Cumulative 

, 

communa1i ty '1> 4~.80 61·96 75·8~ 8~.47 ~~ 91·30 95·79 99·21 100.00 
; 

Table C.1~. Correlation MatrixR(8 x 8l· N = 142 

Variable .. Xl X2 X, X~ 
, . 

X5 X6 ~ X8 , . 

Xl 1.000000 0.052539 0.916168 0.687985 -0 .33~~3) 0·359206 o .40112~ 0.185~17 

X2 1.000000 -0.03~352 -0.0420291 - 0 .19112~ 0.1~53~1. 0.061228 0.1180)) 

X) 1.000000 0·762819 -0·)57715 o .~1~776 0.39715' o .2~1520 

X~ 1.00000 -0 .3~8871 0.453)92 0.~98986 0.147970 

X5 1.000000 -0.270381 -0 .1~2736 -0.019475 

X6 1.000000 0.6298)0 o .~52~69 

~ 1.000000 0·500987 

l.oooooO X8 



CHART NO. I 

BROAD NOMENCLATURE AND GENERAL SHAPES OF STEEL DIE FORGINGS. 

FORGINGS FOR GEARS: (IlRc:ar hub (TT)Or.vc glEQr (m)Gear whec:J (IV) Crowo whl:lZl (V)H)lpo,d bevel gear etc. 

IT CONNECTING RODS, 
Stage of proclZss 

JIT CAM SHAFTS 

TIl CRANK SHAFTS 

Edg'ng ______ 

I 

(C)) 

II ill 

Stag. I Stag. II 

Twisting crank shafts. 

SHAFT FORGINGS: Stage of process I Edging II BOlding [fl Finishing IV Twisting cronk shafts 

:sz:r LEVER FORGINGS 

No shapes can be generalised. 






